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Zusammenfassung 

Atherosklerose ist eine chronische Entzündung der mittelgroßen und großen Arterien mit potenziell 

tödlichem Ausgang. Sie zeichnet sich durch pathologische Umbildungen der Gefäßwände aus 

(„atherosklerotische Plaques“). Arterielle Gefäßwände bestehen zu großen Teilen aus vaskulären 

Glattmuskelzellen („vascular smooth muscle cells“, VSMCs). Die Kontraktion und Relaxation von 

VSMCs ist unverzichtbar für die Regulation von Gefäßtonus und Blutfluss. VSMCs in gesunden Arterien 

sind ruhende Zellen mit einem stark ausgeprägten Kontraktionsapparat. Werden Gefäße jedoch 

verletzt oder unterliegen Erkrankungen wie Atherosklerose, verändern VSMCs ihren Phänotyp von 

einem kontraktilen zu einem modulierten Phänotyp. Modulierte VSMCs besitzen viele Organellen, die 

an der Proteinsynthese beteiligt sind, exprimieren aber nur geringe Mengen kontraktiler Proteine. 

Diese Veränderung von einem kontraktilen zu einem modulierten Phänotyp wird als „phänotypische 

Modulation bezeichnet“ und ist an der Bildung atherosklerotischer Plaques beteiligt. 

Atherosklerotische Plaques zeichnen sich durch Anreicherung von Fetten, Immunzellen und 

modulierten VSMCs unterhalb des Endothels aus. Zum einen stabilisieren VSMCs Plaques, indem sie 

eine fibrotische Kappe synthetisieren, die reich an extrazellulärer Matrix ist. Zum anderen übernehmen 

sie Charakteristika anderer Zelltypen (z.B.: Makrophagen, Fibroblasten) und tragen zum Wachstum 

von Plaques bei. Der sekundäre Botenstoff zyklisches Guanosin-3‘,5‘-Monophosphat (cGMP) spielt 

eine zentrale Rolle in der (Patho-)Physiologie von VSMCs. Es gibt mehrere Guanylylzyklasen (GCs), die 

cGMP generieren. NO aktiviert die zytosolische NO-sensitive GC (NO-GC). Atriales natriuretisches 

Peptid (ANP) und C-Typ natriuretisches Peptid (CNP) hingegen aktivieren membran-gebundene 

partikuläre GCs. ANP aktiviert GC-A und CNP GC-B. Neben der allgemein anerkannten Funktion von 

cGMP Glattmuskelzellen zu relaxieren, ist auch beschrieben, dass es die phänotypische Modulation 

von VSMCs beeinflussen kann. Zum Beispiel wurde mit Hilfe genetisch veränderter Mäuse gezeigt, dass 

die cGMP-Signalgebung in VSMCs Atherosklerose fördern kann. Es ist bekannt, dass VSMCs in 

Zellkultur mit der Zeit vom kontraktilen zum modulierten Phänotyp wechseln. In Zellkultur wurde 

gezeigt, dass VSMCs cGMP erzeugen, wenn sie mit CNP, ANP oder NO stimuliert werden. Das führt zu 

der Frage, ob dieselbe Glattmuskelzelle auf alle drei Stimuli reagieren kann oder ob sich die cGMP-

Antworten einzelner VSMCs aufgrund phänotypischer Modulation verändern und verschiedene Zellen 

in derselben Kultur schließlich auf verschiedene Stimuli reagieren. 

Um die Erzeugung von cGMP in kultivierten VSMCs zu untersuchen, wurden in der vorliegenden Arbeit 

mit Hilfe des genetisch kodierten Förster-Resonanzenergietransfer (FRET) basierten cGMP-Indikators 

cGi500 cGMP Messungen durchgeführt. Es wurden VSMCs aus transgenen Mäusen verwendet, die 

cGi500 entweder global oder selektiv in Glattmuskelzellen exprimieren. NO-, CNP- und ANP-induzierte 

cGMP Signale wurden in VSMC-Kulturen in Echtzeit mit Einzelzellauflösung gemessen und in 

Kombination mit Immunfluoreszenzfärbungen und genetischen Ansätzen analysiert. Dadurch konnten 

wir eine Verbindung zwischen dem Phänotyp von VSMCs und ihren cGMP-Reaktionsmustern aufzeigen. 

In Kultur haben kontraktile VSMCs stark auf ANP und NO, jedoch nur schwach oder gar nicht auf CNP 

reagiert. Modulierte VSMCs hingegen haben stark auf CNP, jedoch nur schwach oder gar nicht auf ANP 

reagiert. Auch die NO-abhängigen cGMP-Antworten waren in diesen Zellen abgeschwächt. Des 

Weiteren hat ein erhöhtes Alter der Mäuse zu vermehrter Bildung CNP-präferierender VSMCs in Kultur 

geführt. 
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Auf Grundlage dieser Entdeckungen haben wir untersucht, ob die Modulation von VSMCs in 

pathologisch veränderten Arterien die cGMP-Signalgebung auf ähnliche Weise beeinflusst wie in der 

Zellkultur. Dazu wurden cGMP/FRET-Messungen in isolierten Gefäßen von cGi500-exprimierenden 

Mäusen durchgeführt. Als Modell für kontraktile bzw. modulierte VSMCs wurden gesunde bzw. 

atherosklerotische Arterien untersucht. In gesunden Gefäßen wurde die Bildung von cGMP vor allem 

durch ANP und/oder NO ausgelöst. In atherosklerotischen Arterien wurden zusätzlich deutliche CNP-

abhängige cGMP-Signale detektiert. Dies deutet darauf hin, dass sich die cGMP-Erzeugung bei 

pathologischen Gefäßumbildungen in vivo, ähnlich wie in Zellkultur, abhängig vom VSMC-Phänotyp 

ändert. 

Schließlich haben wir die funktionelle Bedeutung der CNP-abhängigen cGMP-Signalgebung in 

modulierten VSMCs für die Entwicklung von Atherosklerose in vivo untersucht. Die genetische Deletion 

des CNP-Rezeptors GC-B in VSMCs von Mäusen hat die Struktur und Zusammensetzung der 

atherosklerotischen Plaques verändert. Mit Hilfe eines Reporter-basierten Ansatzes haben wir 

potenziell CNP-reaktive/modulierte VSMCs (Reporter-positive Zellen) in Plaques nachgewiesen. Das 

Ausschalten von CNP-abhängiger cGMP-Signalgebung in VSMCs hat zu Läsionen geführt, die mit 

modulierten (Reporter-positiven) Zellen angereichert waren und deren Kernregion eine verringerte α-

Glattmuskelaktin (αSMA)-positive Fläche aufwies. 

Zusammenfassend deuten diese Ergebnisse darauf hin, dass die CNP-abhängige cGMP-Signalgebung 

in VSMCs nicht nur ein neuer Marker für modulierte VSMCs in Kultur, als auch pathologisch 

veränderten Gefäßen in vivo ist, sondern auch den Beitrag von modulierten VSMCs zur Plaque-

Entwicklung einschränkt. Die gezielte Manipulation der CNP-induzierten cGMP-Signalgebung in 

Plaque-assoziierten VSMCs könnte ein neuer Ansatz zur Therapie atherosklerotischer Erkrankungen 

sein. 
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Summary 

Atherosclerosis is a chronic inflammatory disease of medium and large arteries with potentially deadly 

consequences. It is characterised by lesions derived from pathological remodelling of the vessel wall 

known as “atherosclerotic plaques”. The arterial vessel wall consists in large parts of vascular smooth 

muscle cells (VSMCs). Contraction and relaxation of VSMCs is essential for the regulation of vascular 

tone and blood flow. VSMCs in healthy arteries are quiescent cells with a well-developed contractile 

apparatus. Upon vascular injury or during vascular diseases like atherosclerosis they switch from a 

contractile to a modulated phenotype. Modulated VSMCs are rich in organelles involved in protein 

synthesis but express only low levels of contractile proteins. This change from a contractile phenotype 

to a modulated one is called “phenotypic modulation” and is involved in the development of 

atherosclerotic plaques. 

Atherosclerotic plaques are characterised by subendothelial accumulation of lipids, immune cells, and 

modulated VSMCs. VSMCs stabilise plaques by synthesis of an extracellular matrix-rich fibrous cap but 

also acquire properties of other cell types (e.g., macrophages, fibroblasts) and thereby contribute to 

plaque growth. The second messenger 3’,5’-cyclic guanosine monophosphate (cGMP) plays a pivotal 

role in the (patho-)physiology of VSMCs. Several types of guanylyl cyclases (GCs) generate cGMP. Nitric 

oxide (NO) activates the cytosolic NO-sensitive GC (NO-GC). Atrial natriuretic peptide (ANP) and C-type 

natriuretic peptide (CNP) activate the membrane-bound particulate GC-A and GC-B, respectively. In 

addition to the well-established function of cGMP to induce smooth muscle relaxation, cGMP was also 

reported to influence phenotypic modulation of VSMCs. For instance, it was demonstrated via genetic 

mouse models that cGMP signalling in VSMCs can promote atherosclerosis. During cell culture, 

contractile VSMCs convert towards the modulated phenotype over time. It was demonstrated that 

cultured VSMCs generate cGMP upon stimulation with CNP, ANP, and NO. This raises the question as 

to whether an individual VSMC can respond to all three stimuli or whether VSMCs change their cGMP 

responses due to phenotypic modulation, and, in consequence, different cells in the same population 

react to different stimuli. 

To investigate cGMP generation in cultured VSMCs, the genetically encoded Förster resonance energy 

transfer (FRET)-based cGMP indicator cGi500 was used in this work to perform cGMP measurements. 

VSMCs from transgenic mice that expressed cGi500 either globally or selectively in smooth muscle cells, 

were used. NO-, CNP- and ANP-induced cGMP signalling in VSMC cultures was analysed in real time 

with single-cell resolution in combination with immunofluorescence stainings and genetic approaches. 

This allowed us to draw connections between VSMC phenotypes and their cGMP response patterns. 

In culture, contractile VSMCs responded strongly to ANP and NO, but only weakly or not at all to CNP. 

Modulated VSMCs, in contrast, responded strongly to CNP but only weakly or not at all to ANP. These 

cells also exhibited attenuated NO-dependent cGMP responses. Furthermore, increased age of mice 

led to increased development of CNP-preferring VSMCs in culture. 

Based on these findings, we investigated whether the modulation of VSMCs in pathologically 

remodelled arteries influences cGMP signalling in a similar way as in cell culture. Therefore, we 

performed cGMP/FRET measurements in isolated arteries of cGi500 expressing mice. As model for 

contractile and modulated VSMCs, healthy and atherosclerotic arteries were used, respectively. In 

healthy vessels, cGMP increases were mainly triggered by ANP and/or NO. In atherosclerotic arteries, 

we could also detect prominent CNP-dependent cGMP signals. This suggests that pathological vascular 
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remodelling in vivo leads to a similar phenotype-dependent modulation of cGMP in VSMCs as seen 

during cell culture. 

Finally, we investigated the functional relevance of CNP-dependent cGMP signalling in VSMCs for 

development of atherosclerosis in vivo. Genetic deletion of the CNP receptor GC-B in murine VSMCs 

altered the structure and composition of atherosclerotic plaques. A reporter-based approach allowed 

us to identify potentially CNP-responsive/modulated VSMCs (reporter-positive cells) in plaques. 

Silencing of CNP-dependent cGMP signalling in VSMCs led to lesions with an increased number of 

modulated (reporter-positive) VSMCs and a reduced α-smooth muscle actin (αSMA)-positive area in 

the plaque core. 

Altogether, these results imply that CNP-dependent cGMP signalling in VSMCs is not only a new marker 

for modulated VSMCs in culture as well as pathologically remodelled vessels in vivo, but also 

attenuates the contribution of modulated VSMCs to plaque development. Manipulation of CNP-

induced cGMP signalling in plaque-associated VSMCs could be a new therapeutical approach to treat 

atherosclerotic disease. 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 cGMP signalling with a focus on the vascular system 

3’,5’-cyclic guanosine monophosphate (cGMP) is an intracellular second messenger with diverse 

(patho-)physiological functions. It was first discovered in mammals [1] and a functional role of cGMP 

has also been reported in insects, parasites [2] and even plants [3]. In mammals it exerts its functions 

via various cell types, including but not limited to smooth muscle cells (SMCs), platelets, neurons and 

fibroblasts [2]. In the vascular system, cGMP regulates SMC contractility, blood pressure and thrombus 

formation [2; 4]. In the nervous system, it is important for phototransduction and nociception [2]. In 

the kidney and intestine, it controls secretory processes, and for various cell types an influence on 

proliferation and differentiation was described [2; 5]. 

Despite its pivotal role in mammalian physiology and its plethora of functions, cGMP was discovered 

just about 60 years ago and it took several decades to identify further key components of this pathway 

[1]. In mammals, two types of guanylyl cyclases (GCs) are known to generate cGMP from GTP: the 

cytosolic nitric oxide (NO)-sensitive GCs (NO-GCs, formerly known as “soluble GCs” or “sGCs”) and the 

transmembrane “particulate” GCs (pGCs) [1; 6]. NO-GCs generate cGMP upon binding of NO [7-9] that 

can be generated by NO synthases (NOSs) [10]. In mammals, seven cGMP-generating pGCs (GC-A to 

GC-G) are known that can be stimulated by various intra- and extracellular stimuli [1]. The most 

important pGCs in the cardiovascular system (GC-A and GC-B) are stimulated by peptide hormones 

that can be secreted from the heart and various other tissues. GC-A (gene name: Npr1) binds 

preferentially atrial (ANP) and B-type natriuretic peptide (BNP, formerly known as “brain natriuretic 

peptide”). GC-B (gene name: Npr2), in contrast, is selectively activated by C-type natriuretic peptide 

(CNP) [11; 12]. For the remaining pGCs (GC-C to GC-G), intracellular proteins, bicarbonate or even 

temperature were described to stimulate cGMP generation in addition to peptide hormones [1]. cGMP 

exerts its effects upon binding to three classes of proteins: cyclic nucleotide-gated (CNG) cation 

channels [13], cGMP-dependent protein kinases (cGKs) [14] and cGMP-regulated phosphodiesterases 

(PDEs) [15]. While the latter two are expressed in various mammalian tissues [14; 15], convincing 

evidence for a function of CNG channels outside of the sensory system is lacking [13]. The actions of 

cGMP are terminated by its degradation to 5’-GMP via cGMP-hydrolysing PDEs [16] or via export of 

cGMP into the extracellular space [17-19]. 

Many mechanistic details and physiological functions of the cGMP signalling pathway were 

investigated in vitro or in various animal models. Especially the genetic or pharmacological 

manipulation of the cGMP signalling pathway in animals indicated a pivotal role of cGMP in the 

development and therapy of various diseases [20]. Nonetheless, there are known differences in 

disease development between animals and humans (e.g., atherosclerosis [21]) and even in the cGMP 

signalling pathway itself [22; 23]. For example, in murine platelets weak expression of the cGKIα 

isoform was detected in addition to the cGKIβ isoform while human platelets only express the latter 

[22]. Therefore, the translation of findings from animal models to the human situation is essential. 

Nevertheless, the pivotal role of cGMP in human (patho-)physiology is widely accepted. This is 

reflected by the vast number of clinically used drugs that target different components of the cGMP 

signalling pathway [24]. All started with the treatment of angina pectoris by the NO-generating drug 

nitro-glycerine (increases cGMP in the vessel wall) more than one hundred years ago [25]. Nowadays, 
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the cGMP signalling pathway is not only manipulated via NO-generating compounds. For more than 

two decades, selective PDE 5 inhibitors like sildenafil (later also tadalafil and other -afils) have been 

used to treat erectile dysfunction [26; 27]. PDE 5 inhibitors are also used to treat pulmonary 

hypertension, but their efficiency is limited when NO-induced cGMP production is low [28]. Since 2013, 

riociguat, a NO-GC stimulator, has been used to treat various forms of pulmonary hypertension, 

including situations of low NO bioavailability [28; 29]. Not only NO-dependent cGMP signalling is 

targeted to treat cardiovascular diseases. The combination drug LZC696 was approved a few years ago 

for treatment of patients with heart failure [30]. LZC696 combines an angiotensin receptor blocker 

(valsartan) with an inhibitor of the neutral endopeptidase neprilysin (sacubitril) [31]. As the 

ectoenzyme neprilysin degrades natriuretic peptides (NPs) [32], its inhibition increases NP-dependent 

cGMP. While best known for their cardiovascular effects, cGMP-elevating drugs are also used to treat 

other diseases. The CNP analogue vosoritide, for instance, had a positive effect on annual growth 

velocity in children with achondroplasia [33; 34] and was recently approved for treatment of this 

disease [35]. Several other cGMP manipulating drugs are currently used in the clinics and considering 

the huge quantity of clinical trials [24; 27; 36], the number of diseases treated by cGMP-modulating 

drugs will certainly increase in the near future. 

One reason for the successful treatment of vascular diseases with drugs that manipulate the cGMP 

signalling pathway is the pivotal role of vascular smooth muscle cells (VSMCs) in these diseases. 

1.2 cGMP signalling in VSMCs 

The cGMP signalling system is a key player in VSMC physiology. For instance, NO-dependent cGMP 

generation is an important regulator of vascular tone via relaxation of VSMCs [4]. VSMCs are reported 

to express many components of the cGMP signalling pathway. The most robust data suggests that 

VSMCs can express GC-A [37], GC-B [38], NO-GC [39], cGKIα/β [40] and their major cGMP-degrading 

PDE is PDE 5 [17] (Figure 1). Except for PDE 5, this data is based on studies that investigated the 

(functional) expression of cGMP signalling components in healthy murine vessels, optimally by SMC-

selective genetic ablation experiments. It is likely that the exact composition of the cGMP signalling 

tool kit can differ between VSMCs of different vascular beds (e.g., see reference [41]) or possibly even 

between individual VSMCs of the same vascular bed (see this work). Interestingly, functional 

expression of GC-A in murine VSMCs was proven in various vascular beds [37], whereas functional 

expression of GC-B in murine VSMCs was only investigated in mesenteric arteries [38]. In the latter 

study, the only indications for expression of GC-B in aortic VSMCs was provided at the mRNA level [38]. 

1.2.1 Generation of cGMP 

The cGMP-inducing molecule NO is an important signalling molecule in the vasculature [4], but the 

exact physiological concentration range is still not clear [42]. Most likely the physiologically functional 

concentration of NO lies between 100 pM and 5 nM [42]. NO generated by the endothelial NOS (eNOS) 

and neuronal NOS (nNOS) is important for vascular physiology [10; 43]. These constitutively expressed 

isoforms of NOS generate NO from L-Arginine in a Ca2+/Calmodulin-dependent manner [10]. Under 

inflammatory conditions the constitutively active inducible NOS (iNOS) [44] can be expressed in a 

plethora of cell types (e.g., SMCs, leukocytes, and fibroblasts) [45] and thereby contribute to NO 

synthesis. It should be noted that the different isoforms of NOS do not only differ in their expression 

pattern and regulation but also in their catalytic activity [46] and NO output [45]. 
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Figure 1: cGMP signalling in VSMCs. Shown are components that are involved in cGMP signalling in VSMCs. 
Pointed arrowheads indicate stimulatory actions, flat arrowheads indicate inhibitory actions, and dashed lines 
indicate that expression or function in VSMCs of healthy arteries in vivo needs to be validated. ANP: atrial 
natriuretic peptide, 5’-AMP: 5’-adenosine monophosphate, cAMP: 3’,5’-cycic adenosine monophosphate, 
cGKIα/β: cGMP-dependent protein kinase α/β, cGMP: 3’,5’-cyclic guanosine monophosphate, CNP: C-type 
natriuretic peptide, GC-A/B: guanylyl cyclase-A/B, 5’-GMP: 5’-guanosine monophosphate, NO: nitric oxide, NO-
GC 1/2: NO-sensitive guanylyl cyclase 1/2, Npr-C: natriuretic peptide receptor-C. PDE 3/5: phosphodiesterase 3/5, 
VSMC: vascular smooth muscle cell, For details see text. 

As soon as NO is generated it can diffuse freely through cells and tissues. It should be noted that the 

diffusion distance is limited by various NO-consuming processes leading to a half-life in the range of 

milliseconds to seconds in vivo [42]. The main receptors for NO are the cytosolic NO-GCs which 

generate cGMP from GTP. These receptors are expressed in the vasculature, lung, brain, and heart, to 

name a few [47]. NO-GCs are heterodimers, comprised of an α and β subunit which are both required 

for a catalytically active enzyme [48]. In mammals, two isoforms of the α and β subunit are known (α1, 

α2, β1, β2) that can build two different NO-GCs [49]; NO-GC 1 (α1β1) and NO-GC 2 (α2β1). The β2 

subunit could not be detected at the protein level in vivo [48]. Functional characterisation of NO-GC 1 

and NO-GC 2 led to the conclusion that their catalytical properties are similar [50]. They even co-exist 

in the vasculature with NO-GC 1 as the predominant form [51]. Upon binding of NO, the activity of NO-

GC increases more than 100-fold [8]. The subsequent cGMP generation influences a wide range of 

processes. Most prominent in the vascular system are the induction of SMC relaxation [39], control of 

blood pressure [39] and inhibition of platelet aggregation [52]. 

Studies with genetically modified mice lacking one of the three physiologically relevant subunits (α1, 

α2, β1) led to interesting insights concerning the function and physiological relevance of NO-GC for 
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vascular homeostasis. Dimerization seems to be essential for the stability of NO-GCs. Ablation of one 

of the α subunits decreases the quantity of the β1 subunit and ablation of the β1 subunit leads to a 

complete loss of both α subunits [51; 53]. Global [53] or SMC-selective [39] NO-GC-deficient mice as 

achieved by ablation of the β1 subunit, are hypertensive and their vessels are unable to relax upon 

stimulation with NO. It was reported that global ablation of the NO-GC 1 or NO-GC 2 isoform, leads 

only to mild [51] or no hypertension [51], respectively. Interestingly, loss of NO-GC 1 can be partially 

compensated by NO-GC 2 as shown by relaxation experiments with aortic rings [51]. While it is still 

possible to relax aortic rings of NO-GC 1 knockout mice completely, the required amount of NO is 

significantly increased [51]. Importantly, several lines of evidence indicate that NO-dependent cGMP 

signalling is involved in the development of cardiovascular diseases [54-62] (see also 1.4). Nonetheless, 

when investigating NO-dependent cGMP signalling, one should be aware that NO can also act 

independently of cGMP, e.g. by S-nitrosylation of cysteine residues [63]. 

The most important membrane-bound cGMP generating pGCs in the cardiovascular system are GC-A 

and GC-B. Three different NPs – ANP, BNP, and CNP – can bind and stimulate cGMP generation by 

these pGCs with different affinities. ANP, BNP, and CNP have in common that they are synthesized as 

a full length “prepro” form that is cleaved several times to generate the biologically active mature form 

[64]. The processing of immature ANP and BNP requires the transmembrane ectoenzyme corin [1], 

whereas processing of immature CNP most likely involves the intracellular peptidase furin [65]. The 

mature NPs are composed of a 17 amino acids (aa) ring that is closed by a disulphide bond and is 

extended by short N- and C-terminal tails [66]. Mature ANP and CNP are highly conserved between 

species with CNP being the most conserved one [12; 66]. The mature forms in mice are α-ANP (28 aa), 

BNP-45 (45 aa) and CNP-22/CNP-53 (22 aa and 53 aa, respectively) [64; 67]. CNP-53 is the predominant 

form in tissues, whereas CNP-22 is the major circulating form [66]. Both forms of CNP show a similar 

biological activity [68]. To ease understanding, we will refer to the mature forms simply as “ANP”, “BNP” 

and “CNP”. 

ANP and BNP are secreted mainly from the atrium under physiological conditions [1]. Muscle stretch 

or neurohormones lead to an increased release of these peptides [69]. While both peptides can act in 

an endocrine manner [70], there are indications for a paracrine function in the aorta and some further 

tissues [1]. CNP, in contrast, most likely acts primarily in a para- or autocrine manner [71]. This is 

supported by data showing that tissue levels of CNP can exceed plasma levels by several orders of 

magnitude [72]. The release of CNP is most likely regulated directly by its expression which was 

reported to be increased by inflammatory stimuli or shear stress [73]. Concerning the cardiovascular 

system, CNP expression was reported in cell culture models at least for endothelial cells [74-77], 

fibroblasts [78], and VSMCs [79-81]. At least for the first two cell types expression of CNP in vivo is 

validated by analysis of fibroblast-selective [82], and endothelial-selective [38; 83] CNP knockout mice. 

Interestingly, the studies investigating the effect of endothelial-selective CNP ablation on blood 

pressure and vessel relaxation came to similar but slightly different results. Both groups detected an 

increased blood pressure and reduced acetylcholine-induced relaxation of mesenteric arteries in 

female mice as well as decreased plasma CNP levels. Only the group of Nakao and colleagues detected 

an increased blood pressure in male mice [38]. As Moyes and colleagues measured the mean arterial 

blood pressure and Nakao and colleagues the mean systolic blood pressure, this might serve as an 

explanation. Together, these results indicate that endothelial cells, at least in female mice, are involved 

in CNP generation. For VSMCs, CNP expression in intact vessels was confirmed by 

immunohistochemical stainings of vessel sections from coronary artery bypass patients [79]. Therefore, 
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this data might not adequately reflect the physiological situation. Furthermore, to our knowledge no 

reliable antibodies for CNP detection in tissue sections exist. 

ANP, BNP, and CNP are inactivated mainly via two different pathways. Either they are directly degraded 

by the ectopic neutral endopeptidase neprylisin [32] or they bind to the natriuretic peptide receptor-

C (Npr-C, also called “clearance receptor”) which leads to internalisation and subsequent degradation 

[84; 85]. These clearing mechanisms lead to a plasma half-life of the three peptides in the range of 

minutes [66]. Concerning Npr-C, there are indications that it is not only involved in the clearance of 

NPs but also in cGMP-independent signalling [86]. For instance, fragments of its cytoplasmic tail were 

shown to stimulate G-proteins (increased binding of radioactively labelled GTP by Giα subunits) [87]. 

The three NPs can induce cGMP generation by binding to GC-A or GC-B. GC-A is the canonical receptor 

for ANP and BNP, whereas GC-B is the canonical receptor for CNP. Despite a high selectivity of GC-A/-

B for the respective peptides, CNP can also activate GC-A, while ANP/BNP can also activate GC-B [11; 

12; 88]. According to Suga and colleagues, the selectivity of the natriuretic peptide receptors for their 

peptides can be summarised as follows: GC-A: ANP ≥ BNP >> CNP, GC-B: CNP > ANP ≥ BNP [12]. The 

clearance receptor Npr-C binds all three peptides with high affinity but does not generate cGMP. Table 

1 summarises the dissociation constants as well as the EC50 values for GC-A, GC-B and Npr-C. 

Table 1: Binding affinities and cGMP generation potential of natriuretic peptides for their physiological 
receptors. The binding affinities are indicated by the dissociation constants (Kd, taken from [88]) and the cGMP 
generation potential by the EC50 values (taken from [12]). Lower values mean higher affinities/potentials. Values 
assessed for the human peptide are marked with “h”, and values assessed with the rat peptide are marked with 
“r”. If not otherwise indicated, receptors and peptides were species matched. 

 ANP BNP CNP 

Receptor Kd EC50 Kd EC50 Kd EC50 

GC-A 1.9 pM (h) 1.7 nM (h)1 

2.9 nM (r)   

7.3 pM (h) 1.5 nM (h)1 

17.4 nM (r)   

>0.5 μM (h) >1 μM (h)1 

>1 μM (r)   

GC-B 5.4 nM (h) >1 μM (h)  

926 nM (r)   

30 nM (h) >1 μM (h)  

>1 μM (r)   

7 pM (h) 34.1 nM (h)  

97 nM (r)   

Npr-C 2.6 pM (h) - 13 pM (h) - 10.8 pM (h) - 

1) Data was acquired with the human peptide but a bovine cell line [12]. 

GC-A and GC-B act as homodimers. Each monomer of GC-A/B consists of an N-terminal extracellular 

ligand-binding domain, a transmembrane domain, an intracellular kinase homology domain (KHD) with 

regulatory functions, a homodimerization domain, and a C-terminal guanylyl cyclase domain [1]. The 

KHD is usually heavily phosphorylated at several serine (S) and threonine (T) residues which is a pre-

requisite for NP-dependent activation of the dimeric receptors [89; 90]. Conversely, 

dephosphorylation of GC-A/B, caused by binding of their endogenous ligands [90; 91], artificial 

dephosphorylation [90; 91], or the mutation of S/T residues to alanine in the respective KHD [89; 92], 

desensitises the receptors. Experiments with genetically modified mice indicated that this regulatory 

mechanism, at least for GC-B, is relevant in (patho-)physiology [93; 94]. For instance, mice were 

generated that express a mutated GC-B that mimics the phosphorylated state of GC-B but cannot be 

dephosphorylated. To achieve this, seven regulatory S/T residues in the KHD of GC-B were mutated to 

the phosphomimetic amino acid glutamate (E) (Npr2-7E) [93]. Processes where dephosphorylation of 

GC-B is known to occur were altered in homozygous Npr2-7E mice [93; 94], indicating that this 

phosphomimetic mutant of GC-B is resistant to desensitisation. 
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GC-A is expressed in the cardiovascular system, the kidneys, adipose tissue, various glomerular cells, 

podocytes, SMCs, and endothelial cells of kidney, lung and heart [1; 37; 95]. GC-B is expressed in the 

cardiovascular system, the reproductive system, bone, brain, chondrocytes, fibroblasts, SMCs, and 

pericytes [1; 96-99]. GC-A/-B and Npr-C were detected in intact vessels [100; 101] or cultured VSMCs 

[17; 102; 103] either by responses to ANP and CNP or on the mRNA level. Nonetheless, the exact 

expression patterns of GC-A/-B and Npr-C are still not completely understood. 

The ANP/GC-A system controls blood pressure and volume chronically (e.g., via natriuresis and 

diuresis). It can induce acute blood pressure drops via SMC relaxation and attenuates cardiac 

hypertrophy [1]. Mice lacking either ANP or GC-A globally are chronically hypertensive and show 

cardiac hypertrophy [104; 105]. Interestingly, these effects are not based on ANP-dependent cGMP 

signalling in SMCs. Endothelial-selective ablation of GC-A is sufficient to induce chronic hypertension 

and cardiac hypertrophy without affecting vessel relaxation [95]. Deletion of GC-A in SMCs, in contrast, 

impairs relaxation of aortas, pulmonary arteries and renal resistance arteries, without affecting chronic 

blood pressure [37]. As acute drops in blood pressure due to ANP infusion or volume overload are 

prevented in mice that lack GC-A in SMCs, GC-A dependent cGMP signalling in SMCs seems to be 

important for acute adaptations of blood pressure. 

CNP can cause vasodilation and regulate blood pressure as well, but whether this is GC-B dependent 

or not seems to change with species and vessel type [1; 71]. A chronic GC-B-dependent increase of 

systolic blood pressure in mice has been reported after deletion of GC-B in pericytes and precapillary 

arteriolar SMCs [99]. The chronic elevation in blood pressure of female mice after genetic ablation of 

CNP in the endothelium [38; 83] appears to be unrelated to GC-B in SMCs as mice with SMC-selective 

ablation of GC-B are normotensive [38]. Interestingly, CNP-induced relaxation of mesenteric arteries 

and acute drops in blood pressure involve GC-B expression in SMCs [38]. CNP-induced relaxation of 

capillaries and pre-arteriolar capillaries relies on GC-B as well [99]. In contrast to cell type-selective 

deletions of CNP/GC-B, no altered blood pressure has been reported after systemic deletion of CNP 

[106] or GC-B [97]. A pathologically changed blood pressure in mice that lack CNP or GC-B globally 

might be occluded by the severe phenotypes of these mice (e.g., dwarfism, reduced life span). CNP-

dependent effects that cannot be attributed to GC-B, might be mediated via Npr-C. For example, a 

recent elaborate study combined pharmacological approaches with genetic mouse technology to 

demonstrate that the pro-angiogenic effect of CNP relies on Npr-C and not GC-B [107]. 

Together with pharmacological studies, these studies corroborate an important role of NPs in the 

vascular system. ANP and CNP exert vasodilating effects throughout the vascular tree (resistance and 

conduit arteries) [37; 71; 108], either via GC-A/B or potentially via Npr-C. In mice, GC-A and GC-B can 

be functionally expressed in SMCs of healthy vessels (GC-A: renal resistance arteries, pulmonary 

arteries, aorta; GC-B: mesenteric arteries) [37; 38; 108] and in cultured VSMCs [17; 102]. Notably, 

various variants of genes of the NP/pGC system or mutations in their promoter regions were associated 

with hypertension and heart disease in humans [1]. 

1.2.2 Mediation of cGMP effects 

In VSMCs, cGMP exerts its effects mainly via cGKs and cGMP-regulated PDEs. There are indications 

that the third class of cGMP effector proteins, CNG cation channels, might play a role in VSMCs [109; 

110], but convincing evidence for a function of CNG cation channels outside of the sensory system is 
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lacking [13]. CNG cation channels allow cations like Na+, K+ and/or Ca2+ to pass upon binding of cyclic 

nucleotides, thereby transducing cyclic nucleotide levels into ion currents [13]. 

cGKs (also known as PKGs) belong to the class of serine/threonine kinases, hence mediate cGMP 

effects via phosphorylation of their target proteins [14]. In mammals there exist three different cGKs: 

Two isoforms of cGKI (cGKIα, cGKIβ) and cGKII. All three enzymes act as homodimers. They dimerise 

via an N-terminal leucine zipper, contain a tandem cGMP-binding domain and a C-terminal catalytic 

domain [14; 111]. In their cGMP-free state, an autoinhibitory/pseudo substrate domain inhibits 

catalytic activity [14]. Upon binding of cGMP, the enzymes are activated and increase their activity. 

cGKIα/β are cytosolic enzymes that only differ in their N-terminal part [112; 113]. The N-terminus has 

an important function in dimerization [14; 114]. Additionally, the N-terminus interacts with substrates 

and therefore contributes to substrate specificity of the isozymes [115; 116]. The different N-termini 

also affect the affinity of cGKIα/β for cGMP [117]. This results in a 20-fold higher activation constant 

of cGKIβ vs. cGKIα (1748 nM vs. 77 nM) for cGMP [118]. Interestingly, in SMCs which express high 

levels of both isoforms, cGKIα/β can compensate for each other at the functional level [40]. In the 

cardiovascular system, expression of cGKI was also reported in the heart, endothelium, and platelets 

[14]. The contribution of each isoform to the cGKI pool varies strongly between different tissues/cell 

types [119]. To our knowledge, cGKII is not expressed in VSMCs. In the vasculature, cGKI plays an 

essential role in the acute cGMP-dependent SMC relaxation (Figure 2) [40]. 

 

Figure 2: Mechanisms of cGKI-dependent SMC relaxation. cGKI induces SMC relaxation via inhibition of Ca2+ 
release from the sarcoplasmic reticulum, promotion of MLCP activity, inhibition of Ca2+ release from the 
extracellular space (not shown) and promotion of active export of Ca2+ from the cytosol (not shown). Stimulatory 
actions are indicated by a “+” and inhibitory by a “-“. ROCK: rho-associated, coiled-coil-containing protein kinase, 
cGKI: cGMP-dependent protein kinase I, MLC: myosin light chain, MLCK: MLC kinase, MLCP: MLC phosphatase, 
CaM: calmodulin, RGS 2: regulator of G protein signalling 2, IP3: inositol 1,4,5-trisphosphate, IP3R: inositol 1,4,5-
trisphosphate receptor, IRAG: IP3R-associated cGK substrate. Adapted from [120]. 

SMC relaxation is essentially the reversal of contraction [121]. The contraction of SMCs revolves 

around the phosphorylation state of the regulatory myosin light chain (MLC) [122]. Ca2+-dependent 

phosphorylation of MLC by MLC kinase allows ATP-dependent cross-bridge cycling between actin and 

myosin which leads to contraction. Conversely, Ca2+-independent dephosphorylation of MLC by 
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MLC phosphatase leads to relaxation of SMCs. Therefore, a decrease of intracellular Ca2+ levels and/or 

an increase in MLC phosphatase activity via cGKI can induce relaxation of SMCs. 

In addition to SMC relaxation, cGKI in the vasculature is involved in the shear-dependent inhibition of 

thrombus formation [52], regulates growth of VSMCs [123], and was even shown to promote 

atherosclerosis via VSMCs [124]. 

The (patho-)physiological relevance of cGKs in the vasculature and their essential role for proper SMC 

function was elucidated by studies with mice lacking cGKI [14]. Systemic ablation of cGKI in mice 

impairs cGMP-dependent vasorelaxation [125-127] and vascular growth under pathological conditions 

[128; 129]. SMC-selective deletion of cGKI reduces development of atherosclerosis [124] but does not 

affect injury-dependent restenosis [130]. Interestingly, SMC-selective cGKI rescue mice show normal 

vasorelaxation and a significantly increased life span in comparison to systemic knockout mice [40; 

126]. 

Today, 11 families of PDEs are known that hydrolyse cGMP and/or 3’,5’-cyclic adenosine 

monophosphate (cAMP) to their non-cyclic 5’-monophosphates [36]. These families can be grouped 

into three types of PDEs: PDEs specifically degrading cGMP (PDE 5, 6, 9), PDEs specifically degrading 

cAMP (PDE 4, 7, 8), and bispecific PDEs that can degrade cGMP and cAMP with varying preferences 

(PDE 1, 2, 3, 10, 11) [16; 36]. For VSMCs, expression and/or functional activity of PDE 1/3/4/5/9/10 is 

supported by the literature [24; 36; 131], but it is likely that not all isoforms are present in the same 

cell, at the same time. PDEs can modulate/mediate cGMP-dependent effects in VSMCs in various ways. 

cGMP-hydrolysing PDEs can stop/attenuate cGMP signalling via degradation of cGMP. The major 

cGMP-hydrolysing PDE in VSMCs is PDE 5 [17]. The activity of PDE 5 is heavily regulated by its substrate 

cGMP. Phosphorylation of PDE 5 by cGKI or binding of cGMP to PDE 5 increase its catalytic activity as 

well as its binding affinity for cGMP [16]. These mechanisms allow for a fast and tight control of cGMP 

levels in VSMCs. The pivotal role of PDE 5 for the regulation of cGMP signalling in VSMCs led to the use 

of PDE 5 inhibitors for the treatment of cardiovascular diseases. Sildenafil and tadalafil, for example, 

are used to treat erectile dysfunction and pulmonary arterial hypertension [36]. 

cGMP-regulated bispecific PDEs allow cGMP to modulate cAMP-dependent signalling [15]. For instance, 

binding of cGMP to PDE 3 can competitively inhibit the ability of PDE 3 to degrade cAMP [15], thereby 

increasing cAMP levels in VSMCs [132]. Conversely, cGMP can lower cAMP levels via PDE 2 as the 

catalytic activity of PDE 2 is increased by allosteric binding of cGMP to its regulatory domain [15]. To 

our knowledge, functionally relevant expression of PDE 2 is not reported for VSMCs. 

There exists the hypothesis that cGMP-hydrolysing PDEs could compartmentalise cGMP within a cell 

by creating locally restricted cGMP pools (“subcellular cGMP microdomains”) [24]. For instance, cGMP 

generated by different GCs (e.g., GC-A, NO-GC) could be restricted to distinct subcellular cGMP 

microdomains within the same cell. Depending on the proteins present in these microdomains, ANP-

induced and NO-induced cGMP might lead to different effects. Just recently, Zhang and colleagues 

reported that cGMP generated by GC-A, GC-B, and NO-GC in VSMCs could be compartmentalised by 

PDEs [102]. Nonetheless, due to technical limitations (see section 4.1.4) of their and a similar study 

[17], definite proof for the existence of cGMP microdomains in VSMCs is still lacking. A detailed 

discussion of cGMP microdomains, whether they exist or how they might be established, can be found 

elsewhere [24]. 
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In addition to degradation of cGMP by PDEs [16], cells can clear their cGMP levels by export of cGMP 

into the extracellular space [17-19], or direct transfer to neighbouring cells via gap junctions [133; 134]. 

At least the first two mechanisms are known to be important in VSMCs [17]. 

1.3 The vascular system and VSMCs 

The heart pumps blood through the whole body via the vascular system. This does not only provide 

cells with nutrients, oxygen, and metabolites but also allows cells to clear metabolic by-products, 

exchange information via hormones, and dissipate heat [135]. To fulfil these tasks, different types of 

vessels exist that are optimised for their respective function. When blood leaves the heart, it is pumped 

through large elastic arteries like the aorta and carotid arteries (conductance vessels) which branch 

several times thereby decreasing in size [135]. Simultaneously they get less elastic while their muscle 

content increases (muscular arteries) allowing them to regulate blood flow/pressure via contraction/

relaxation of their smooth muscle layers (resistance vessels) [135]. They finally end in capillaries that 

allow exchange of molecules between cells and the blood stream. From capillaries, blood is returned 

to the heart via venules and veins [135]. The distinct functions of different vessel types are reflected 

by structural differences of their vessel wall. For instance, capillaries are mainly composed of 

endothelial cells and pericytes whereas arteries contain multiple layers of VSMCs [136]. 

The vessel wall of arteries is comprised of three distinct layers (Figure 3). The layer closest to the vessel 

lumen is called tunica intima [137]. It is comprised by a monolayer of endothelial cells attached to a 

basement membrane. Besides its function as a barrier between blood and tissue it is essential for the 

regulation of vascular tone [136].  

 

Figure 3: Structure of the murine arterial vessel wall. The arterial vessel wall is composed of three layers. The 
tunica intima is composed of endothelial cells. The internal elastic lamina separates the tunica intima from the 
tunica media. The tunica media is composed of VSMCs and separated from the tunica adventitia by the external 
elastic lamina. The tunica adventitia is composed of various cell types, can be innervated, and can contain small 
blood vessels (vasa vasorum). For details see text. IEL: internal elastic lamina, EEL: external elastic lamina. 
Adapted from [138] 
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The tunica intima is separated from the tunica media by an extracellular matrix (ECM) rich layer, the 

so-called internal elastic lamina [137]. The media is formed by several layers of VSMCs which are 

separated by layers of elastin (elastic lamellae) [139]. In contrast to elastic arteries where the elastic 

ECM forms a major part of the vessel (in the aorta elastin and collagen make up ~50 % of the dry weight 

[137]), the media of muscular arteries is mainly composed of VSMCs [136]. The media regulates the 

vessel diameter via contraction and relaxation of VSMCs [139]. Even though the media is comprised of 

a single cell type – VSMCs – it is an unexpectedly heterogeneous layer of the vessel wall. VSMCs of 

different vessels or even different parts of the same vessel can have different developmental origins 

[140] (Supplementary figure I). It appears that the developmental origin of medial VSMCs can 

influence their gene expression profile or even their function (e.g., response to growth factors) [140; 

141]. The outermost layer (tunica adventitia) is separated from the tunica media by the external elastic 

lamina. The adventitia contains multiple cell types including various immune cells, (myo-)fibroblasts 

and adipocytes [138]. Furthermore, the adventitia is innervated by neurons and even contains small 

vessels (vasa vasorum) which provide nutrients to large vessels from the outside. 

This structure of the vessel wall is shared by most animals that are used as model organism for 

atherosclerosis research. An important difference between arteries of small animal models like mice 

and human arteries is that the intimal layer of human arteries can develop prominent diffuse intimal 

thickenings that contain VSMCs in the subendothelial space [142; 143]. These diffuse intimal 

thickenings are thought to play an important role in the development of human atherosclerosis [143]. 

1.3.1 Phenotypic modulation/transdifferentiation of VSMCs in culture 

In healthy arteries during homeostasis, VSMCs are highly contractile but quiescent cells with low 

migratory and proliferative potential [144]. They regulate blood flow via vasoconstriction and 

vasodilation of muscular arteries [135]. In addition, VSMCs contribute substantially to the 

development of new vessels [145] and the pathological remodelling of the vessel wall in cardiovascular 

diseases like atherosclerosis [144; 146] and restenosis [147]. The contribution of VSMCs to 

developmental/remodelling processes involves major cellular adaptions of VSMCs [144; 148; 149]. 

These include increased migration, proliferation, and enrichment in organelles (e.g., rough 

endoplasmic reticulum, free ribosomes) [148] that are involved in ECM synthesis and deposition. 

Similar changes as observed between VSMCs of healthy and developing/pathologically remodelled 

arteries were already described decades ago for VSMCs in culture [150]. When VSMCs from healthy 

arteries are cultured, they change from a quiescent cell that is manly comprised of its contractile 

apparatus to a cell with high migratory and proliferative potential [148]. These two states of VSMCs 

were called the “contractile” and the “synthetic” phenotype, respectively [151]. Since then, a plethora 

of studies characterised these phenotypes in more detail concerning their function and their gene 

expression profile. While the contractile phenotype is well characterised by expression of several 

marker proteins, the synthetic one is often characterised by their loss [151]. The proteins used to 

identify the synthetic phenotype by an increased expression often change from study to study (see 

below). Furthermore, it was discovered that different factors (e.g., inflammatory signalling molecules, 

ECM components) can favour the development of a certain phenotype [152]. Since these early 

discoveries, our understanding of the phenotypic modulation as well as the underlying mechanisms 

has grown. Nowadays, it is widely accepted that rather than a binary switch from contractile to 

synthetic phenotype, the transition is a continuous non-terminal process [151], called phenotypic 

modulation. Therefore, we will use the term “modulated VSMC” rather than “synthetic VSMC” in this 

work. The contractile and modulated/synthetic phenotype might build the extreme ends of the 
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phenotypic spectrum during physiological processes, but during pathological remodelling of the vessel 

wall, as it happens in atherosclerosis, VSMCs can change their phenotype to an extent that they 

resemble other cell types as demonstrated by lineage marker expression and functional changes (e.g., 

chondrocytes, macrophages) [153-155]. This extent of phenotypic modulation is often referred to as 

“transdifferentiation” [153]. 

A lot of effort has been invested into the characterisation of SMC phenotypes, including identification 

of marker proteins to verify SMC lineage and to determine their actual phenotypic state. VSMCs with 

a contractile phenotype have a spindle shaped morphology and are densely packed with contractile 

filaments [144; 148; 151]. Intuitively, the contractile phenotype can be identified by high expression 

of proteins involved in contraction. Markers to define the contractile state of VSMCs are α-smooth 

muscle actin (αSMA), smooth muscle protein 22-α (SM22α, also referred to as transgelin), smooth 

muscle-myosin heavy chain (SM-MHC), smoothelin-B, heavy-caldesmon and calponin 1, to name a few 

[144]. These proteins are either components of contractile structures in VSMCs or are involved in the 

regulation of contraction [156-161]. Importantly, the expression of some of these proteins or their 

isoforms can vary between vessels [158], individual VSMCs [159], or developmental stage [160]. 

Furthermore, most of these marker proteins are at least temporarily expressed in other cell types [144]. 

Therefore, identification of the contractile VSMC phenotype or SMC lineage identity should rely on a 

combination of these markers. 

Upon modulation towards the modulated phenotype in culture, SMCs lose their contractile potential 

[148]. Modulated VSMCs in culture have a rhomboid morphology and contain few contractile filaments 

(Figure 4) [148; 151]. Concerning marker proteins for the modulated phenotype(s) the situation is less 

clear than for the contractile phenotype. One reason might be the various states of phenotypic 

modulation and the various models that are used to analyse modulated VSMCs. In most cases either 

VSMCs of developing vessels [162; 163], of pathologically remodelled vessels [163-166] 

(atherosclerotic or restenotic), or cultured VSMCs [164; 167; 168] are investigated. Based on such 

studies, non-muscle myosin heavy chain B (also referred to as smooth muscle embryonic “SMemb”), 

cellular retinol binding protein-1 (CRBP-1) and vimentin are recommended, to name a few [144; 151; 

152]. These proteins have in common that they are frequently found in non-SMCs like cardiac 

myocytes (SMemb [169]), hepatocytes (CRBP-1 [170]), or fibroblasts (vimentin [171]). For some 

potential modulated VSMC markers contradictory results are found in the literature. For instance, 

vimentin was used as a marker for modulated VSMCs in several studies where it was upregulated in 

VSMCs with low contractile marker expression [167; 172; 173]. There are also indications that vimentin 

expression can be downregulated together with contractile marker proteins in VSMCs [174]. In an early 

study, vimentin was found to be upregulated in passaged modulated VSMCs [168]. Interestingly, it was 

already strongly upregulated after three days in culture when most contractile markers were still high 

[168]. All in all, various proteins were found under conditions where modulated VSMCs were present, 

but the use of them as markers might be highly context specific. The lack of a “general” marker for 

modulated VSMCs in combination with their similarity to fibroblasts (see below), makes unambiguous 

identification of modulated VSMCs difficult. 
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Figure 4: Phenotypic modulation of 
VSMCs in culture. In culture, VSMCs 
change from a contractile towards 
a modulated (“synthetic”) 
phenotype. Factors that can 
influence this process are indicated 
within the arrows. Contractile 
filaments are indicated as red lines 
within the cells. Characteristics of 
contractile and modulated VSMCs 
are indicated at the bottom. The 
triangles indicate whether protein 
expression or function in the 
respective phenotype is low 
(pointed end) or high (blunt end). 
cGMP is reported to affect 
phenotypic modulation but 
whether it promotes or inhibits 
phenotypic modulation is still 
controversially discussed. αSMA: α-
smooth muscle actin, cGMP: 3’,5’-

cyclic guanosine monophosphate, CRBP-1: cellular retinol binding protein-1, ER: endoplasmic reticulum, SMC: 
smooth muscle cell, VSMC: vascular smooth muscle cell. For details see text. 

Fibroblasts are located in the adventitial layer which surrounds the media [138]. As modulated VSMCs 

in culture show similarities to fibroblasts [148], the potential contribution of fibroblasts to VSMC 

cultures should be considered in experiments with cultured VSMCs. Furthermore, VSMCs were 

reported to express several markers that are usually applied to identify (adventitial) fibroblasts like 

collagen1a1, fibroblast specific protein 1 (FSP 1, also referred to as S100A4), transcription factor 21 or 

vimentin [171; 175]. In contrast to its name, FSP 1 is all but specific for fibroblasts [171; 175]. It was 

detected in pathologically remodelled arteries and several cell types, including cultured modulated 

[176-178] and transdifferentiated [179] VSMCs. Platelet-derived growth factor receptor α (PDGFRα) is 

another fibroblast marker which was also reported in other cell types (e.g., mesenchymal stem cells 

[180], Müller cells [181]) but rarely in VSMCs [182; 183]. All in all, the proximity of cells that resemble 

VSMCs with different degree of phenotypic modulation to “original” VSMCs within the vessel wall 

requires careful interpretation of results that are obtained in VSMC cultures. The best way to avoid 

misidentification of modulated VSMCs as other cell types are lineage tracing approaches and/or 

characterisation of cells by large arrays of different markers (e.g., by single-cell transcriptomics). Today, 

there are an increasing number of studies employing these two techniques to characterise cells in 

healthy [141] and diseased arteries, e.g. in atherosclerotic lesions [179; 184-188]. 

Today, several factors/procedures are known that can influence phenotypic modulation of VSMCs in 

culture (Figure 4). When VSMCs are enzymatically isolated and cultured, phenotypic modulation gets 

apparent after few days in culture and proceeds further the longer VSMCs are cultured [148; 189]. If 

VSMCs are passaged (subcultured), they also adopt a modulated phenotype [148; 190]. Several soluble 

factors and ECM components were shown to modulate the phenotype of cultured VSMCs. Platelet-

derived growth factor [191], basic fibroblast growth factor [191] and the ECM component fibronectin 

[192] promote a modulated VSMC phenotype in culture [152]. Transforming growth factor β [193]and 

the ECM component elastin [194], in contrast, promote the contractile phenotype. Incubation of VSMC 
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cultures with whole blood serum (called “serum” from here on), favours the modulated VSMC 

phenotype [195; 196], or conversely serum starvation favours the contractile VSMC phenotype [196-

198]. Two explanations for this effect were reported in the literature. In an early study selective 

induction of proliferation of modulated but not of contractile VSMCs by serum incubation was 

reported [195]. Later works by other groups reported that serum starvation of cultured VSMCs leads 

to a contractile morphology and/or increased contractile SMC marker expression, hence promotes 

modulation of VSMCs to a contractile phenotype directly [196-198]. In both cases serum deprivation 

would lead to a smaller proportion of modulated VSMCs in comparison to contractile ones in the 

serum-starved cultures. Today, not only factors that influence phenotypic modulation but also factors 

that can induce transdifferentiation of cultured VSMCs are known. A subset of SMC-derived cells from 

atherosclerotic lesions can be transdifferentiated to macrophage-like cells by incubation with 

macrophage colony stimulating factor or to fibroblast-like cells by incubation with connective tissue 

growth factor [179]. Loading of VSMCs from healthy aortas with cholesterol induces 

transdifferentiation to macrophage-like foam cells [199]. The macrophage-like foam cells show even 

some functional similarity to macrophages as indicated by an increased phagocytic activity in 

comparison to non-transdifferentiated cultured VSMCs [199]. 

1.3.2 Phenotypic modulation/transdifferentiation of VSMCs in pathological vascular 

remodelling 

While phenotypic modulation/transdifferentiation of VSMCs can be investigated in cell culture at a 

basic level, cell culture models can only insufficiently mimic the complex environment of VSMCs in 

intact vessels. To investigate phenotypic modulation/transdifferentiation of VSMCs in a native 

environment, murine models of restenosis [200] and atherosclerosis [201] can be used. In both 

diseases the phenotypic plasticity of VSMCs plays a pivotal role [202]. 

1.3.2.1 Restenosis 

Upon vascular injury, VSMCs can transiently adopt a modulated phenotype to assist in injury repair 

[144; 202]. Thereby, VSMCs can contribute to pathological remodelling of the vasculature. For instance, 

damage of the arterial wall by surgical interventions can lead to restenosis [147]. While the details of 

restenosis formation are still unclear, several characteristics have been identified. Inflammatory 

processes caused by the vascular damage lead to migration of medial VSMCs to the intima where they 

form a so-called neointima by extensive proliferation and remodelling of the ECM [147]. The 

contribution of medial VSMCs to neointima formation was recently verified by lineage tracing [203]. 

Using a murine model of restenosis, Chappell and colleagues demonstrated that few medial VSMCs 

form the neointima by massive clonal expansion [203]. Migration, proliferation, and ECM remodelling 

are all processes connected with a modulated phenotype [144]. Interestingly, VSMCs exhibit a rather 

contractile state in the developed neointima as reflected by the expression of the contractile markers 

αSMA and SM-MHC in most cells [203]. Synthetic characteristics with maintained expression of 

contractile markers reminds of VSMCs in the fibrous cap of atherosclerotic plaques (see next section). 

Concerning the phenotypic state of VSMCs in the neointima, it should be considered that the study by 

Chappell and colleagues investigated the expression of contractile marker proteins in the established 

neointima. It is conceivable that VSMCs re-differentiate to a contractile state after repair of the 

vascular “wound” [202] as a transient downregulation of some contractile markers during neointima 

formation is reported in the literature [166; 204]. 
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1.3.2.2 Atherosclerosis 

Atherosclerosis is a chronic inflammatory disease of medium and large arteries, characterised by 

extensive remodelling of the vessel wall [205]. As cause of ischaemic heart disease and stroke, it 

occupies the first and second place of the causes of death worldwide, accounting for approximately 

27 % of deaths in 2019 [206]. Atherosclerosis involves complex interactions of modified lipoproteins, 

the immune system and cells from the vascular media and intima [205; 207]. 

The development of atherosclerotic lesions is initiated by deposition and retention of low-density 

lipoprotein (LDL) and other lipoprotein particles in the intimal ECM [208-210]. This is normally 

prevented by a functionally intact endothelium [211]. While LDL is widely accepted as the main 

causative agent for atherosclerosis development, recent research indicates that other lipoproteins like 

triglyceride-rich lipoproteins are also important contributors [212]. LDL undergoes various 

modifications like oxidation, lipolysis and aggregation while retained in the ECM [213]. These processes 

trigger inflammatory responses of the vascular endothelium leading to recruitment of leukocytes into 

the intima. The other major cell type in atherosclerotic lesion formation are media-derived VSMCs 

[203; 214]. The uptake of modified LDL by macrophages and VSMCs leads to foam cell formation [215-

217], characterised by intracellular accumulation of lipids [218]. It seems that modulated VSMCs are 

more prone to foam cell formation than contractile ones [219]. This might be connected to the reduced 

potential of modulated VSMCs to clear cholesterol [220]. Macrophage-derived and VSMC-derived 

foam cells, together with other types of transdifferentiated VSMCs form a lipid-rich core (Figure 5). 

With further progression of plaque development, foam cells undergo apoptosis and secondary necrosis 

which leads to the accumulation of extracellular lipids and cell debris, building the necrotic core [221]. 

As efferocytosis (clearance of dead cells) is impaired in atherosclerotic lesions [222; 223], the necrotic 

core continues to grow [223]. Lesions can be further modified by calcification [207], a process 

depending on macrophages [224] and VSMC-derived cells [225]. Depending on the type of calcification, 

the lesion is thought to be destabilised (micro-calcification) or stabilised (macro-calcification) [212; 

226]. At the luminal side of the plaque, SMCs form a fibrous cap directly below the endothelium [221; 

227]. Even though these SMCs largely retain their contractile marker protein expression [203], they 

are different from VSMCs found in the media of healthy arteries [146; 228; 229]. SMCs of the fibrous 

cap form a plaque stabilising ECM, rich in fibrillar collagens, proteoglycans and hyaluronan [230; 231]. 

It should be noted that not all αSMA-positive cells in the fibrous cap are of SMC origin [146]. 

With further plaque development, apoptotic events increase not only in the necrotic core but also in 

the fibrous cap [232]. Loss of VSMCs and increased degradation of collagen, the main stabilising factor 

of the fibrous cap, leads to thinning of the fibrous cap [221]. A thin, collagen-poor fibrous cap in 

combination with a foam cell-rich large necrotic core can lead to plaque rupture [233; 234]. Exposure 

of thrombogenic stimuli like tissue factor [235] due to plaque rupture leads to thrombus formation 

[236]. When these thrombi detach, they can clog vessels, leading to death by heart attack or stroke. 

Besides plaque rupture, plaque erosion can also cause thrombus formation [236]. Eroded plaques are 

usually rich in SMCs and lack the overlying endothelium. 
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Figure 5: Contribution of VSMCs and immune cells to atherosclerotic plaque formation.  During the formation 
of atherosclerotic plaques medial VSMCs (bottom) undergo phenotypic modulation and transdifferentiation. 
Thereby, VSMCs downregulate expression of markers typical for contractile VSMCs and express markers of other 
lineages (e.g., macrophages). It is estimated that more than 30 % of cells in atherosclerotic plaques are of VSMC 
origin. Modulated VSMCs contribute to the formation of an ECM-rich fibrous cap (top) whereas 
transdifferentiated VSMCs are frequently, but not exclusively, found in the lipid rich core (centre) of 
atherosclerotic plaques. Other cells like bone marrow-derived macrophages contribute to the formation of 
atherosclerotic plaques as well. αSMA: α-smooth muscle actin, MSC: mesenchymal-stem cell, VSMC: vascular 
smooth muscle cell. Adapted from [232]. For details see text. 

A major complication in the analysis of atherosclerosis is that up to 80 % of media-derived SMCs in 

atherosclerotic lesions lose the expression of contractile marker genes [184], for instance by 

transdifferentiation. Thereby, SMCs in atherosclerotic plaques escape recognition by classical 

immunohistochemical approaches [146]. In consequence, the contribution of SMCs to foam cell 

formation as well as lesion formation in general was vastly underestimated for a long time. Only 

recently definite proof for VSMC transdifferentiation in atherosclerosis in vivo was reported by our 

group [155; 237]. We demonstrated by lineage tracing that VSMCs contribute significantly to plaque 

formation by clonal expansion and transdifferentiation to macrophage-like cells. In addition, we found 

indications in this seminal study that these transdifferentiated VSMCs could exert similar functions as 

conventional macrophages [155]. While the concept of VSMC transdifferentiation in atherosclerosis 

was questioned in the beginning [238], it was later verified by others [185; 203]. By now, it could be 

shown that >30 % of cells in advanced atherosclerotic lesions are of SMC origin [184; 203; 239] and 

that around 30 %-70 % of macrophage-like/foam cells in murine lesions are derived from VSMCs [207]. 

Besides transdifferentiation of VSMCs to macrophage-like/foam cells [155; 203; 240], 
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transdifferentiation of VSMCs to chondrocyte-like [188; 241], mesenchymal-stem cell-like [239] or 

(myo-)fibroblast-like cells [187; 239] based on lineage marker expression, is supported by the literature 

[153]. Most importantly, in some cases a functional similarity could be demonstrated as well. For 

instance, there are several indications that osteochondrogenic/chondrocyte-like cells are involved in 

calcification of atherosclerotic plaques [226]. It should be noted that it is not always clear whether 

transdifferentiation of VSMCs to a certain cell type is beneficial or detrimental for the outcome of 

atherosclerosis [226]. The reverse process – non-SMCs acquiring a SMC-like phenotype – was observed 

as well [146]. Endothelial cells, for instance, can contribute to αSMA+ plaque cells by a process called 

endothelial-to-mesenchymal transition [186]. The contribution of bone marrow-derived cells to 

αSMA+ plaque cells is still controversially discussed [146; 185; 242]. 

In short, atherosclerotic plaques are heterogenous structures that are composed of many different 

cells. Media-derived SMCs contribute significantly to formation of plaques at various stages of lesion 

development [207]. While modulated VSMCs of the fibrous cap are generally considered beneficial / 

plaque stabilising, transdifferentiated VSMCs might stabilise or destabilise atherosclerotic lesions in a 

context-dependent manner [226]. 

To predict the outcome of atherosclerosis in patients or to estimate the efficacy of an anti-

atherosclerotic treatment, it is important to assess the severity of this disease. Due to the complexity 

of atherosclerosis, different concepts like plaque burden and vulnerability are used [221]. Plaque 

burden describes the extent of atherosclerotic lesions ignoring their cellular composition and risk to 

cause cardiovascular sequelae. It is usually reported as plaque volume or percentage of covered vessel 

surface [221]. Plaque vulnerability describes the short-term risk of plaques to cause thrombotic events 

(e.g., by rupture or erosion). It can also describe histological features that are associated with an 

increased risk for plaque rupture (e.g., thin fibrous cap). Especially in animal models like mice where 

thrombotic sequelae are rare, the predictive value of plaque vulnerability for the human situation is 

questionable [243]. 

1.3.2.3 Apolipoprotein E (ApoE)-deficient mice as murine model of atherosclerosis 

Animal studies provide valuable insights into atherosclerosis development and significantly contribute 

to our current knowledge. Ideally, an animal model for atherosclerosis reflects the human 

pathophysiology of this disease, including all stages of lesion development, the predilected sites of 

lesion formation and clinical sequelae [201]. Furthermore, atherosclerosis should develop in a 

reasonable time frame and not over decades as in humans. Animal models that are frequently used 

include rabbits, pigs, and mice [244]. 

In contrast to humans, mice transport cholesterol mainly via high-density lipoproteins, have only low 

levels of pro-atherogenic low-density / very low-density lipoproteins [201] and do not naturally 

develop atherosclerosis [245]. To render mice susceptible to atherosclerosis, one can interfere with 

their lipid metabolism, for instance by genetic ablation of proteins involved in cholesterol transport/

metabolism. One of the most frequently used murine models of atherosclerosis are ApoE-deficient 

mice [201]. Impaired clearance of lipoproteins leads to increased plasma cholesterol levels in these 

mice. The increase of plasma cholesterol levels in ApoE-deficient mice can be supported by feeding a 

cholesterol-/fat-rich diet [246]. ApoE is integrated in all lipoproteins but LDL [247]. It is involved in the 

clearance of chylomicrons and very low-density lipoprotein remnants. Additionally, ApoE impacts 

inflammatory processes and SMC migration/proliferation [248]. Therefore, ApoE might influence 

atherosclerosis development also by other means than changes in cholesterol metabolism. ApoE-
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deficient mice develop all types of atherosclerotic lesions within a few months on normal chow and 

faster when fed a cholesterol-/fat-rich diet [227]. 

The predilected sites of lesion formation in ApoE-deficient mice are the aortic root, arch, principal 

branches of the aorta, the pulmonary and carotid arteries [227] (Figure 6). In humans, lesions are found 

in the aorta, cerebral arteries, coronary arteries, and carotid arteries [201], the last two being the 

major sites of lesion formation. 

 

Figure 6: Predilected sites of atherosclerotic lesion formation in the aorta of ApoE-deficient mice. Sites of lesion 
formation in the murine aorta are indicated in red. For further information see Supplementary figure I A. Adapted 
from [227] with own observations. 

In contrast to human lesions, spontaneous plaque rupture with subsequent thrombotic events is rare 

in ApoE-deficient mice [21; 201]. Another important difference between human and murine 

atherosclerotic lesions is the potential contribution of intimal VSMCs to plaque formation. The intimal 

layer of human arteries contains VSMCs in the subendothelial space[142; 143]. These intimal SMCs are 

different from medial SMCs in that they can resemble the modulated phenotype [142; 249]. The exact 

contribution of intimal vs. medial VSMCs in human plaque formation is still incompletely understood 

[146]. Nonetheless, the earliest event indicating potential plaque formation in humans is diffuse 

intimal thickening which involves accumulation of VSMCs in the intima. That mice and most other 

animal models do not develop prominent diffuse intimal thickenings [143], should be considered when 

using these models to investigate the mechanisms of atherosclerotic lesion development and rupture. 

1.4 cGMP signalling and phenotypic plasticity of VSMCs 

The pivotal role of cGMP signalling in VSMC physiology and the central role of VSMC phenotype in 

vascular (patho-)physiology (see sections 1.2 and 1.3.2, respectively), sparked a multitude of studies 

investigating if cGMP signalling could impact phenotypic modulation. Despite decades of research, the 

role of cGMP in phenotypic modulation is still a matter of ongoing debate [54]. One problem with 

studies that investigate the effect of cGMP signalling on phenotypic modulation of VSMCs is that they 

are based on different animal models, VSMCs from different vascular beds and experiments performed 

on whole tissues, primary, or even passaged VSMCs, factors that can potentially influence the 

expression pattern of cGMP signalling pathway components. 

Suga and colleagues, for instance, compared the expression of GC-A, GC-B, and Npr-C at the mRNA 

level between cultured VSMCs and intact aortas [250]. They detected GC-A and low levels of GC-B in 

the intact rat aorta but no GC-A and high levels of GC-B and Npr-C in cultured primary and passaged 

VSMCs. Others reported downregulation of cGKI or NO-GC in higher passages of cultured VSMCs [251; 

252]. These changes might be species dependent [252]. Recently, it was reported that expression of 
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the bispecific PDE 10A increases in cultured modulated VSMCs in comparison to contractile ones [131]. 

Furthermore, a temporary strong increase in expression of PDE 10A upon growth induction was 

reported in the same study. In sum, a multitude of factors can impact cGMP-dependent 

and -independent (e.g., via Npr-C) signalling in VSMCs. These factors must be considered when one 

interprets the observations of studies that investigate the role of cGMP in phenotypic modulation of 

VSMCs. 

Studies investigating the influence of cGMP signalling on VSMC phenotype in culture agree that cGMP 

has an impact on phenotypic modulation but disagree whether cGMP signalling promotes or inhibits 

the modulated VSMC phenotype [54]. The effects on phenotypic modulation are usually assessed by 

changes in contractile marker protein expression or VSMC proliferation. As phenotypic modulation 

appears to be a prerequisite for proliferation it is a good but no definite indicator for the modulated 

phenotype [148; 189; 195]. Studies based on (potentially modulated) passaged VSMCs indicate that 

cGMP promotes the contractile phenotype [54]. These studies report increased expression of 

contractile marker proteins and/or reduced proliferation upon application of NO donors [253] or NO-

GC stimulators [254], direct activation of cGMP effector proteins with membrane-permeable cGMP 

analogues [253], or overexpression of cGKI [255-257]. Studies based on (potentially contractile) 

primary VSMCs, in contrast, indicate that cGMP promotes the modulated phenotype [54]. These 

studies report that stimulation of VSMCs with NO donors or membrane-permeable cGMP analogues 

amplifies growth effects [123; 124; 258; 259] or activates pro-proliferative pathways [260]. These 

results are in line with a recent study where the NO-GC 1 isoform was genetically ablated in mice [55]. 

Cultured VSMCs of these mice show reduced proliferation and migration. Another study demonstrates 

that low concentrations of NO promote the growth of primary VSMCs in a cGKI-dependent manner 

while high concentrations of NO inhibit VSMC growth independent of cGKI [124]. A similar cGMP-

independent growth suppressing effect of NO is also reported in the former study [55]. Comparison of 

cGMP/cGKI-dependent growth effects between primary and passaged VSMCs by Weinmeister and 

colleagues shows that the growth-promoting effect of cGMP in primary VSMCs is lost in early passages 

and even slightly reversed in later passages [123]. Most interestingly, the growth-inhibiting effect in 

passaged VSMCs still depends on cGKI. This study also suggests that the underlying mechanism for 

growth-promotion in primary VSMCs is manly based on enhanced adhesion of VSMCs. 

Less is known about the impact of NP-dependent cGMP signalling on VSMC phenotype. A few studies 

report an inhibitory effect of ANP and CNP on growth / DNA synthesis in passaged VSMCs [103; 261-

263]. While these studies agree about the inhibitory effect of NPs on passaged VSMCs, they disagree 

concerning the mechanism. Depending on the study it is either attributed to cGMP or Npr-C signalling 

[103; 263]. Nonetheless, as these studies are based on DNA synthesis / cell growth one should be 

careful with conclusion concerning phenotypic modulation. 

All together, these results indicate that NO-dependent cGMP signalling promotes the growth of 

primary (potentially contractile) VSMCs. Growth of passaged (potentially modulated) VSMCs, in 

contrast, appears to be, at least slightly, inhibited by cGMP from various sources. These observations 

would fit a model where cGKI promotes phenotypic modulation of contractile VSMCs towards a 

modulated phenotype. At the same time, cGKI limits this effect in an autoregulatory fashion by 

reversing the phenotypic modulation in modulated VSMCs. 

The influence of cGMP signalling on cardiovascular remodelling processes that involve phenotypic 

modulation of VSMCs like restenosis and atherosclerosis is intensely investigated [54]. Due to the 
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complexity and the various cell types involved in these processes, it is often unclear to what extent 

cGMP signalling in VSMCs contributes to these processes. Neointima formation during restenosis 

involves, at least transiently, the phenotypic modulation of VSMCs (see section 1.3.2.1). All three NOS 

isoforms were reported to influence neointima formation in restenosis, but the exact effect depends 

on the isoform. Genetic ablation of the three isoforms demonstrated that the constitutively expressed 

e/nNOS limits restenosis [57; 58; 60; 264] while iNOS promotes [265] it. These opposing effects of NOS 

isoforms indicate that the source of NO could influence whether NO is beneficial or detrimental during 

restenosis. Studies that investigate the role of NO-GC in restenosis, either by genetic ablation of NO-

GC 1 [62], or by isoform-independent stimulation of NO-GC [266-268], report contradicting results. 

While the former study shows a vasculoproliferative effect of NO-GC, the latter studies show a 

vasculoprotective effect of NO-GC in restenosis. All these studies have in common that it is unclear 

whether the observed effects on restenosis are mediated by VSMCs. At least for cGKI in VSMCs, an 

important role for neointima formation in restenosis could be excluded by analysis of SMC-selective 

cGKI knockout mice [130]. Looking at the literature as a whole, it appears that NO-cGMP-cGKI signalling 

in VSMCs is of minor importance in the setting of restenosis. The influence of ANP and CNP on 

restenosis has been investigated as well. While chronic application of ANP does not influence 

neointima formation [269], chronic application of CNP seems to reduce neointima formation [270; 

271]. Again, it remains to be shown whether these effects are mediated via NP-dependent cGMP 

signalling in VSMCs. 

In addition to phenotypic modulation, transdifferentiation of VSMCs plays a pivotal role in 

atherosclerosis (see section 1.3.2.2). Several studies report an effect of cGMP signalling on 

atherosclerosis, but how exactly cGMP influences disease development remains elusive [54]. This 

might be in part due to the many processes involved in atherosclerosis that are potentially affected in 

different ways by cGMP. For instance, cGMP is involved in the regulation of blood pressure [53] and 

exerts anti-inflammatory effects [272; 273]. Thus, global manipulations of the cGMP pathway by 

pharmacological treatments or conventional knockouts (e.g., hypertension in eNOS knockout mice 

[274]) might obfuscate beneficial or detrimental effects exerted by a certain cell type. Similar to 

restenosis, e/nNOS are reported to be atheroprotective [56; 59], while iNOS promotes atherosclerosis 

[54; 61]. Again, these results indicate that the effect of NO on disease development is dependent on 

its source. Whether this effect is based on the exact NO concentration, the time, and/or place of NO 

release remains to be elucidated. This also reflects the ambivalent role of NO in VSMC cultures, where 

NO promotes or inhibits VSMC growth via cGMP/cGKI-dependent and -independent mechanisms [124], 

respectively. A similar discrepancy is reported in the few studies that investigate NO-GC-dependent 

signalling on atherosclerosis development. Pharmacological stimulation of NO-GC was reported to be 

atheroprotective in one study [275]. Genetic ablation of the NO-GC 1 isoform in all cells, in contrast, 

points towards an atheropromoting role of NO-GC 1 as atherosclerosis in knockout mice is attenuated 

[55]. Experiments with cultured VSMCs from NO-GC 1 knockout mice in the same study suggests that 

impaired phenotypic modulation of knockout VSMCs might be the underlying mechanism for 

attenuated lesion development. These results are in line with a study directly investigating the role of 

cGKI-dependent cGMP signalling in VSMCs for atherosclerosis development. SMC-selective ablation of 

cGKI does not only attenuate plaque development [124]. SMCs lacking cGKI are nearly exclusively 

found in the media but do not relevantly contribute to plaque development anymore. Considering 

these results, it is tempting to speculate that NO-GC 1/cGMP/cGKI signalling promotes phenotypic 

modulation/transdifferentiation of VSMCs away from the contractile phenotype and thus promotes 
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atherosclerosis development. Whether atheroprotective effects of pharmacological NO-GC 

stimulation are based on isoform-independent actions of NO-GC or are based on unspecific actions of 

the applied drugs, remains to be elucidated. 

Little is known about the effects of NPs on atherosclerosis development. In general, an 

atheroprotective effect is attributed to ANP and CNP. Systemic genetic ablation of GC-A [276] or 

endothelium-selective ablation of CNP [83] in ApoE-deficient mice, promotes atherosclerotic lesion 

development. It is possible that the blood pressure lowering effect of GC-A and CNP and the anti-

inflammatory effects of CNP that are reported in these studies, are responsible for the 

atheroprotective actions of ANP/GC-A and CNP. Both studies have in common that it is unclear 

whether NP-dependent cGMP signalling in VSMCs is involved in the atheroprotective actions. 

All in all, there is solid evidence for functional relevance of the cGMP signalling system during vascular 

remodelling. Whether this function is beneficial or detrimental is still a matter of debate. Most studies 

investigating the role of this signalling pathway during cardiovascular disease development suffer from 

a major limitation: the cGMP signalling tool kit, at least in cultured VSMCs seems to change depending 

on VSMC phenotype. Therefore, the manipulation of this pathway might lead to different outcomes 

depending on the actual stage of disease. Indeed, there are indications for changes of the cGMP 

signalling tool kit during disease progression in vivo. Two recent studies demonstrated, for example, 

that the NO-GC/cGKI system or the expression of cGMP-degrading PDE 9A change during development 

of atherosclerosis in rabbits [277; 278]. 

1.5 Lineage tracing of VSMCs 

To investigate the role of VSMCs in cardiovascular diseases, it is indispensable to identify them reliably 

in all stages of disease. Due to the extensive changes of VSMCs by phenotypic modulation/

transdifferentiation, identification of VSMCs cannot rely on the acute presence of traditional lineage 

markers (e.g., αSMA, SM22α, SM-MHC) [184]. Genetic lineage tracing circumvents this problem by 

stably labelling VSMCs before they lose the expression of lineage markers (Figure 7 B-C). This method 

is based on genetic rearrangements in fully differentiated VSMCs that lead to expression of a marker 

protein (e.g., a fluorescent protein or β-galactosidase) in these cells as well as all their progeny even 

after loss of lineage markers. An efficient system for lineage tracing or cell type-selective gene 

knockout in mice is the Cre/loxP system [279]. Cyclisation recombination (Cre) recombinase is a site-

specific tyrosine recombinase [279]. It rearranges genomic DNA at specific sequences, so called locus 

of crossing-over [X] of P1 (loxP) sites. Thereby, it is possible to excise a DNA sequence (e.g., a complete 

exon) that is located between two loxP sites. The sequence which is flanked by the two loxP sites is 

often referred to as “floxed” sequence. For lineage tracing, a reporter gene (e.g., fluorescent protein 

or β-galactosidase) with a preceding floxed stop cassette is introduced into the mouse genome. The 

stop cassette blocks transcription of the reporter gene until it is removed by Cre-mediated 

recombination of the loxP sites (Figure 7 B). As the recombination occurs at the genomic level, all 

progeny cells will express the reporter as well. Cell type selectivity is achieved by expression of the 

recombinase under the control of a cell type-selective promoter. 
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Figure 7: Application of the Cre/loxP system for cell type-selective gene knockout and lineage tracing. The 
Cre/loxP system can be used to knock out a gene (A) or to label cells with fluorescent proteins in a cell type-
selective manner (B-C, lineage tracing). cGi500 contains a yellow and cyan fluorescent protein. mT is a red 
fluorescent protein. A: Cre-dependent knockout of GC-B as it occurs in GC-B flox mice that are used in this study. 
The functionally essential exons 17 and 18 are flanked by two loxP sites (L2). When Cre is present, these exons are 
excised, and no functional GC-B can be expressed (L1, “one loxP site”). Coloured boxes indicate that a gene is 
functionally expressed. Triangles indicate loxP sites. GC-B: guanylyl cyclase-B, Cre: cyclisation recombination. B: 
Cre-dependent expression of the cGMP biosensor cGi500 as it occurs in cGi(L2) mice that are used in this study. 
Before recombination mT is expressed and serves as stop cassette that prevents expression of cGi500. When Cre 
is present, the mT gene (stop cassette) is excised, and cGi500 is expressed instead of mT. Coloured boxes indicate 
that a gene is expressed. Triangles indicate loxP sites. cGi: cGMP indicator, cGi500: cGi with an apparent EC50 of 
500 nM, Cre: cyclisation recombination, mT: mTomato. C: Application of the Cre/loxP system to achieve cell type-
selective expression of cGi500 (lineage tracing). Mice expressing the non-recombined cGi transgene (L2) in all cells 
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are bred with mice that express Cre only in the cells of interest. Recombination of the cGi transgene (L2 → L1) 
occurs only in cells where Cre is present. In consequence, cGi500 is expressed in Cre-expressing cells (and their 
progeny). These cells can be identified by the yellow and cyan fluorescence of cGi500. Furthermore, cGMP levels 
can be measured in these cells. Cells that lack Cre expression express mT and can be identified by the red 
fluorescence of mT. Red and green colour indicate expression of mT and cGi500, respectively. The grey area 
indicates the cells that express Cre. The grey dashed line indicates the same area without Cre expression. For 
abbreviations see (B). For details about cGi500 see next section, for details about cGi(L2) mice see Table 2. 

An advantage of this system is the high efficiency of recombination in mice [279]. A disadvantage for 

lineage tracing is that the time point of recombination cannot be controlled. The latter problem was 

solved with the invention of CreERT2, a ligand-inducible recombinase that allows time-controlled, cell 

type-selective recombination. This recombinase exploits the need of Cre to translocate to the nucleus 

to access and recombine the DNA. CreERT2 is a fusion protein of Cre and a triple-mutated ligand binding 

domain of the human oestrogen receptor (ERT2) [280]. In absence of 4-hydroxytamoxifen (4-OHT), the 

ligand of ERT2, CreERT2 is retained in the cytosol [279]. Upon binding of 4-OHT, but not endogenous 

oestrogen, the fusion recombinase can translocate into the nucleus and recombine the DNA. Therefore, 

the time of recombination can be controlled by application of tamoxifen which is metabolised to 4-

OHT. 

Nonetheless, when using the CreERT2 system for experiments one should be aware that tamoxifen 

itself can influence the experimental outcome by interference with endogenous oestrogen signalling. 

Tamoxifen is a non-steroidal partial agonist of the oestrogen receptor that can exert agonistic or 

antagonistic effects in a context-dependent manner [281]. All in all, the inducible CreERT2 system is a 

potent tool for lineage tracing, but requires to control meticulously for potential side effects (e.g., 

atheroprotective actions of tamoxifen [282]) that might lead to false conclusions. 

Several transgenic Cre(ERT2) mouse lines are available to genetically modify SMCs via recombination 

[283]. In all lines, Cre expression is driven by promoters of contractile lineage markers with varying 

specificity for SMCs. These lines are the constitutively active SM22-Cre and the inducible SM-MHC-

CreERT2, αSMA-CreERT2 and SM22-CreERT2 line [283]. When using these mice for experiments, one 

should consider how the corresponding mouse line was created. Some lines were created by a knockin 

into the endogenous gene locus [284; 285], disrupting endogenous expression of the lineage marker. 

Some lines were created via random integration [37; 286; 287]. These lines do not disrupt expression 

of the lineage marker, but therefore might not always reflect the expression pattern of the marker 

perfectly. 

The most specific Cre line for lineage tracing of SMCs in mice is likely the inducible SM-MHC-CreERT2 

line It was generated by random integration of the complete murine SM-MHC gene (gene name: 

Myh11) [286]. Therefore, CreERT2 expression is thought to reflect well the endogenous expression of 

SM-MHC [283]. Expression is reported in SMCs [286] and pericytes in the lung [288]. The downside of 

this mouse line is that the recombinase transgene was integrated in the male gonosome (Y 

chromosome) [283]. Thus, studies using these mice can only be performed with male mice. Another 

widely used inducible Cre line is αSMA-CreERT2. To generate this line only a part of the αSMA gene 

(Acta2) was randomly integrated into the mouse genome [287]. Expression is reported in vascular and 

visceral SMCs, cardiomyocytes [287], and (myo-)fibroblasts [283; 289]. Another inducible Cre line is 

SM22-CreERT2. This line was created by a targeted knockin of the CreERT2 gene into the murine SM22α 

locus [285]. It was reported that recombination efficiency (percent recombined SMCs) in these mice is 

higher in visceral than vascular SMCs [285]. There is also a constitutively active SM22-Cre line that is 
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frequently used. The SM22-Cre line used in this work was created by random integration of a 2.8 kb 

fragment of the murine SM22α promoter together with the Cre recombinase [37]. Besides expression 

in SMCs, expression in subsets of immune cells [290], megakaryocytes [283] and perivascular adipose 

tissue [283] are reported. As SM22α can also be expressed by adventitial cells after vascular injury 

[291], SM22-Cre might lead to recombination in these cells. Potential recombination in the heart due 

to transient expression of SM22α during embryogenesis should also be considered [292]. While the 

site of integration of the SM22-Cre transgene is not known, our own observations from breeding 

suggest that this transgene is integrated in the murine chromosome 4. 

The Cre/loxP system cannot only be used to label cells of a certain lineage, but also to inactivate a 

gene/protein of interest in a lineage-selective manner (Figure 7 A). To knock out a gene of interest and 

thereby ablate the corresponding protein, an essential part of the endogenous gene is flanked by loxP 

sites. When Cre excises this sequence, no functional product can be translated from the corresponding 

allele. 

1.6 Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET)-based cGMP imaging 

To investigate the role of cGMP in (patho-)physiology, it is informative to know when, where, and how 

much cGMP is present in a given cell, tissue, or organ. Conventional assays like enzyme linked 

immunosorbent assay provide sensitive tools to measure cGMP levels at a specific time point in culture 

or whole organs. As these assays are end point assays that are performed with cell/tissue lysates, their 

spatial and temporal resolution is relatively low. This limits their use for comparing multiple drugs (e.g., 

different cGMP-stimulating agents) or assessing inhibitor effects, especially in potentially 

heterogeneous cell cultures. A tool that allows for reversible cGMP detection in real time with a single-

cell resolution is provided by genetically encoded cGMP biosensors. cGMP biosensors could allow to 

compare cGMP generation by various stimuli within an individual cell and between cells within the 

same culture. For instance, one could distinguish whether an individual cell can generate cGMP upon 

stimulation with ANP and NO or whether one cell in a culture responds to ANP and another cell of the 

same culture responds to NO. 

cGMP biosensors usually involve fluorescent proteins, and most are based on the principle of FRET 

(sometimes referred to as “fluorescence resonance energy transfer”). FRET describes the radiationless 

energy transfer between two fluorophores by dipole-dipole coupling. When a donor fluorophore 

(shorter wavelength) is excited, it can transfer its emission energy directly to an acceptor fluorophore 

(longer wavelength) which in turn emits light. Hence, excitation of the donor leads to fluorescence of 

the acceptor. A prerequisite for FRET to occur is that both fluorophores are spectrally compatible and 

in close distance (< 10 nm) from each other [293]. The percentage of energy transferred from donor 

to acceptor fluorophore is called FRET efficiency and depends on the orientation and distance 

(decreases with increasing distance) of the two fluorophores [293]. The strong dependency of FRET 

efficiency from distance/orientation of the fluorophores is the reason why many biosensors are based 

on the FRET principle. cGMP biosensors, for example, translate the binding of cGMP to a change in 

orientation/distance between the fluorophores (Figure 8, top). As this cGMP-dependent change alters 

the FRET efficiency, the FRET efficiency can be used to determine the cGMP concentration. 

Several FRET-based cGMP biosensors are available (e.g., cGi500, red cGES-DE5, Cygnet-2.1) which all 

have their advantages and disadvantages [24]. Depending on the spectral requirements and the 

biological question one might be superior to the other. For instance, the low EC50 (40 nM) of red cGES-
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DE5 might help to image cGMP in cells with unusually low cGMP levels. Cygnet-2.1 with an EC50 of 

2 μM on the other hand could image strong cGMP elevations that would saturate red cGES-DE5. The 

properties of an ideal FRET-based cGMP sensor are discussed elsewhere [24]. A cGMP biosensor that 

proved suitable not only to track cGMP transients in cell cultures from various tissues but also during 

(patho-)physiological processes in living animals is the “cGMP indicator with an apparent EC50 of 

500 nM” (cGi500) [24]. This sensor was created by Russwurm and colleagues [294]. Transgenic mice 

that express this biosensor globally in all cells (“cGMP indicator”, cGi(L1)) or in a cell type-selective 

manner (cGi(L2), based on the Cre/loxP system, Figure 7 C) were generated in our laboratory [295] and 

used throughout this work. 

cGi500 is a so-called intramolecular, ratiometric FRET-based cGMP biosensor. It is composed of 

enhanced cyan fluorescent protein (eCFP, FRET donor) and enhanced yellow fluorescent protein (eYFP, 

FRET acceptor) which flank the tandem cGMP-binding domain of cGKI (Figure 8). It shows maximal 

FRET efficiency (= maximal energy transfer) in its cGMP-free state (Figure 8, left). Hence, in the absence 

of cGMP, excitation of eCFP leads to strong eYFP fluorescence (F535) and weak eCFP fluorescence (F480). 

When cGMP binds, a putative conformational change of the cGMP-binding domain reduces the FRET 

efficiency (Figure 8, right). The impaired energy transfer results in increased eCFP fluorescence and 

decreased eYFP fluorescence. The ratio of eCFP fluorescence over eYFP fluorescence (R = F480/F535) 

reflects the cGMP concentration. The opposite change in eCFP and eYFP fluorescence upon cGMP 

binding is an important feature of this ratiometric sensor as it allows to distinguish real cGMP/FRET 

signals from false signals (e.g., caused by tissue movement). Real cGMP/FRET signals are characterized 

by an increase in eCFP fluorescence and simultaneous decrease in eYFP fluorescence. 

Figure 8: Working principle of the FRET-
based ratiometric cGMP biosensor 
cGi500. Top: Schematic representation 
of the sensor in its cGMP-free state (left) 
and cGMP-bound state (right). The 
fluorescent proteins are depicted as 
beta-barrels in cyan (eCFP) and yellow 
(eYFP). The tandem cGMP-binding 
domain of cGKI is depicted in white. 
Bottom: Schematic representation of 
the eCFP/eYFP fluorescence as well as 
the calculated ratio trace (R) when no 
cGMP is bound to the sensor (left part) 
and the changes when cGMP binds 
(right part). The ratio trace reflects the 
cGMP concentration ([cGMP]). In its 
cGMP-free state excitation of cGi500 at 
445 nm leads to radiationless energy 
transfer from eCFP to eYFP (low eCFP 

fluorescence, high eYFP fluorescence). Binding of cGMP leads to conformational changes that reduce FRET 
efficiency (high eCFP fluorescence, low eYFP fluorescence). The antiparallel development of eCFP and eYFP 
fluorescence verifies real cGMP-dependent FRET signals. cGMP: 3’,5’-cyclic guanosine monophosphate, eCFP: 
enhanced cyan fluorescent protein, eYFP: enhanced yellow fluorescent protein. Modified from [296]. 

Cell type-selective expression of cGi500 in transgenic mice provides the possibility to detect dynamic 

changes of physiological cGMP levels in real time with single-cell resolution in a cell type-selective 

manner. Thereby, we can analyse the heterogeneity of cGMP signalling in complex cultures, isolated 

organs and even living animals. 
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1.7 Aim of the work 

The aim of this study was to investigate the role of CNP-dependent cGMP signalling in VSMCs in health 

and disease. In my diploma thesis, I identified ANP- and CNP-preferring cells in primary VSMC cultures. 

Based on these results, the first aim of this study was to investigate whether CNP-preferring cells 

develop due to phenotypic modulation of VSMCs and to further characterise these cells. Next, we 

sought to identify CNP-dependent cGMP signalling in healthy and atherosclerotic aortas. The final goal 

of this study was to elucidate the pathophysiological relevance of CNP-dependent cGMP signalling in 

VSMCs during atherosclerosis in vivo. 
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2 Materials and Methods 

2.1 General materials 

Common reagents (Supplementary table I), common compounds (Supplementary table II), and the 

brands for all materials and devices (Supplementary table III) are listed in the supplement. For 

reagents, compounds, and materials that are not listed in (Supplementary table I-II), the brand is 

indicated in parentheses. 

2.1.1 Common buffers and solutions 

• 0.5 % bovine serum albumin (BSA) in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) (BSA-PBS): Dissolve 
500 mg BSA in 100 mL PBS, store at 4 °C for up to 1 week 

• Cellfix: 2 % formaldehyde (27 mL 37 % formaldehyde solution), 0.2 % glutardialdehyde (4 mL 
25 % glutardialdehyde), ad 500 mL PBS, store at 4 °C 

• Dulbecco’s modified Eagle medium (DMEM): DMEM (Gibco) with GlutamaxTM-I (L-alanyl-L-
glutamine), 4.5 g/L D-glucose, sodium pyruvate, phenol red, store at 4 °C 

• 0.5 M ethylenediamine tetraacetate (EDTA) pH 8.0: Add 186.1 g EDTA•2 H2O to 800 mL H2O 
on a magnetic stirrer, add NaOH pellets (~20 g) to adjust pH to 8.0, ad 1 L H2O, autoclave, store 
at room temperature (RT) 

• 3.7 % Formaldehyde-PBS: 3.7 % formaldehyde (1 mL 37 % formaldehyde solution), ad 10 mL 
PBS 

• Foetal calf serum (FCS): heat inactivate FCS 30 min at 56 °C, store at -20 °C 

• 37 % formaldehyde solution: 37 % formaldehyde, 9-11 % methanol (ChemSolute), store at RT 

• Full medium: 500 mL DMEM, 5 mL 100x Pen/Strep, 50 mL FCS, store at 4 °C 

• Hoechst 33258: 1 mg/mL Hoechst No. 33258 in H2O, store at -20 °C protected from light 

• 1 M MgCl2: 101.7 g MgCl2•6 H2O, ad 500 mL H2O, store at RT 

• PBS pH 7.4: 135 mM NaCl (7.9 g NaCl), 3 mM KCl (0.2 g KCl), 8 mM Na2HPO4 (1.42 g 
Na2HPO4•2 H2O), 2 mM KH2PO4 (0.24 g KH2PO4), ad 1 L H2O, adjust pH to 7.4 with HCl or NaOH, 
autoclave, store at RT 

• 100x Pen/Strep: 10 000 U/mL penicillin, 10 000 μg/mL streptomycin (Gibco), store at -20 °C 

• Serum-free medium: 500 mL DMEM, 5 mL 100x Pen/Strep, store at 4 °C 

• 50x Tris-acetate-EDTA (TAE) buffer: 2 M Tris(hydroxymethyl)-aminomethane (Tris, 242 g), 
5.71 % acetic acid (57.1 mL acetic acid), 50 mM EDTA pH 8.0 (100 mL 0.5 M EDTA pH 8.0), ad 
1 L H2O, store at RT 

• Tamoxifen for injection (10 mg/mL): Suspend 100 mg tamoxifen in 200 μL 100 % ethanol, ad 
10 mL sunflower oil (Thomy), dissolve completely in an ultrasound water bath, assure that 
temperature stays below 40 °C, store at 4 °C for up to 3 days 

• 10x Tris-borate-EDTA (TBE) buffer: 5 M Tris (605 g Tris), 5 M boric acid (309 g boric acid, 
ChemSolute), 100 mM EDTA pH 8.0 (200 mL 0.5 M EDTA pH 8.0), ad 1 L H2O, store at RT 

• 10x Tris-buffered saline (TBS) pH 8.0: 1.5 M NaCl (87.7 g NaCl), 100 mM Tris (12.11 g Tris), ad 
1 L H2O, adjust pH to 8.0 with HCl, store at RT 

• TBS-Tween (TBS-T): 1x TBS (100 mL 10x TBS), 0.1 % Tween-20 (1 mL Tween-20), ad 1 L H2O, 
store at RT 

• 10x Tris-EDTA (TE) buffer pH 8.0: 100 mM Tris-Cl pH 8.0 (10 mL 1 M Tris-Cl pH 8.0), 10 mM 
EDTA pH 8.0 (2 mL 0.5 M EDTA pH 8.0), ad 100 mL H2O, store at RT 

• 1 M Tris-Cl pH 8.0: dissolve 121.1 g Tris in 800 mL H2O, add 42 mL HCl, cool down to RT for 
final pH adjustment (pH of Tris buffers is highly temperature sensitive) and adjust pH to 8.0, 
ad 1 L H2O 

• 40 mg/mL 5-bromo-4-chloro-3-indolyl-β-D-galactopyranoside (X-gal): Dissolve 400 mg X-gal in 
10 mL dimethyl sulfoxide, store protected from light at -20 °C 
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• X-gal diluent: 2 mM MgCl2 (0.2 g MgCl2•6 H2O), 2.5 mM K3Fe(CN)6 (0.83 g K3Fe(CN)6), 2.5 mM 
K4Fe(CN)6 (1.07 g K4Fe(CN)6), ad 500 mL PBS, store at RT protected from light 

• X-gal staining solution: 1 mg/mL X-gal (100 μL 40 mg/mL X-gal), 3.9 mL X-gal diluent, always 
prepare freshly 

2.1.2 Solutions and materials for cGMP/FRET imaging 

• 100 μM ANP: Dissolve 1 mg ANP in 3.27 mL H2O, store at -20 °C 

• 100 μM CNP: Dissolve 500 μg CNP in 2.28 mL H2O, store at -20 °C 

• 2.5 M D-glucose: Dissolve 18 g D-glucose in 30 mL H2O in an ultrasound water bath at 37 °C, 
ad 40 mL H2O, sterile filter (0.45 μm pore size, Avantor) and store at RT 

• 100 mM Diethylammonium (Z)-1-(N,N-diethylamino)diazen-1-ium-1,2-diolate (DEA/NO): 
Dissolve 50 mg DEA/NO in 2.42 mL 10 mM ice-cold NaOH, store at -20 °C 

• Imaging buffer (IB) pH 7.4: 140 mM NaCl (40.9 g NaCl), 5 mM KCl (1.86 g KCl), 1.2 mM MgCl2 
(1.22 g MgCl2•6H20), 2 mM CaCl2 (1.11 g CaCl2), 5 mM 4-(2-hydroxyethyl)-1-
piperazineethanesulfonic acid (HEPES, 5.96 g), ad 5 L H2O, adjust pH to 7.4 with NaOH, 
autoclave and store at RT, add 2 mL 2.5 M D-Glucose (10 mM final concentration) to 500 mL 
buffer before use 

• 10 mM NaOH: Dissolve 40 mg NaOH in 100 mL H2O, store at RT 

• Polydimethylsiloxan (PDMS): Add 1 mL of SYLGARD 184 silicone elastomer curing agent to 
9 mL SYLGARD 184 silicone elastomer base (SYLGARD 184 silicone elastomer kit, Dow) in a 
15 mL reaction tube, mix by inverting several times and pour into a 100 mm petri dish, let cure 
at 55 °C overnight, store at RT for several months 

• Silicon grease: Korasilon (Obermeier) 

2.2 Transgenic mice 

Transgenic mouse lines that were used in this work are described in Table 2. All animal experiments 

were conform with the directive 2010/63/EU of the European parliament and approved by the local 

Animal Care and Use Committee (Regierungspräsidium Tübingen, IB 1/15, IB 7/18 G, and IB 2/15). 

Experiments involving mice used for the isolation of aortae with and without subsequent cultivation 

of VSMCs were reported to the animal welfare officer of the University of Tübingen (“§4 Mitteilung” 

of November 25, 2016 and June 17, 2020, IB 01/20M). 

Female and male mice were used in experiments. As for some experiments more than two transgenic 

alleles had to be combined, the generation of experimental animals was performed over several 

generations. Breeding schemes were optimised to reduce the generation of “non-experimental” mice 

(if possible, these mice were used in other experiments). If a “floxed” mouse line was combined with 

the constitutively active SM22-Cre line, this happened in the last breeding step (generation of 

experimental animals) to avoid the possibility of germline recombination. 

2.2.1 Breeding and husbandry 

All mice were housed in the animal facility of the Interfaculty Institute for Biochemistry at 20-24 °C and 

50-60 % relative humidity during a 12 h light / 12 h dark cycle. Mice were kept in groups in type II 

(360 cm², up to 3 mice) or type III (810 cm², up to 8 mice) cages with shredded aspen wood as bedding 

(J. Rettenmaier & Söhne GmbH + Co KG, Rosenberg, Germany). Wooden tunnels (Tapvei Estonia OÜ, 

Harjumaa, Estonia) and cellulose for hiding and nest-building, respectively, were provided. Mice had 

access to standard maintenance chow (ssniff) and tap water (not acidified) ad libitum. Pregnant mice 

and litter (until weaning) received extruded breeding chow (ssniff) instead. 
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Table 2: Short names, systematic names, alleles, and descriptions of transgenic mouse lines used in this study. The nomenclature for alleles is as follows: ”+” refers to the wild type allele, “tg” 
indicates random transgenes (site of integration not known), “L2” refers to a targeted knockin before Cre recombination (sequence is flanked by 2 loxP sites), “L1” refers to a targeted knockin 
after Cre recombination (sequence is excised, so only 1 loxP remains), “-“ or “LacZ” refers to a targeted knockin (replacing the endogenous gene by a new one → knockout for the endogenous 
allele) or a simple knockout. Please note If not otherwise indicated, mice are bred on a C57BL/6N background. For genotyping primers and PCRs, see Supplementary table V and VI. 

Name Systematic name Alleles Description Reference 

SM22-Cre B6-Tg(Tagln-cre)1Her +; tg Expression of a constitutively active Cre recombinase under control of the SM22α promoter. 
This mouse line was generated by random integration (no knockout of SM22α). The transgene 
is probably integrated in chromosome 4 (own observations, see section 1.5). 

[37] 

αSMA-CreERT2 B6-Tg(Acta2-cre/ERT2)51Pcn +; tg Expression of the inducible CreERT2 under control of the αSMA promoter. This mouse line was 
generated by random integration. 

[287] 

cGi(L2) B6;129-Gt(ROSA)26Sortm4(ACTB-

tdTomato,-cGi-500)Feil 
+; L2; L1 Cre inducible expression of cGi500 under control of the cytomegalovirus immediate early 

enhancer / chicken β-actin / rabbit β-globin (CAG) promoter. This mouse line was generated 
by targeted knockin of cGi500 into the Reverse orientation splice acceptor clone 26 (Rosa26) 
locus. The mTomato gene (flanked by loxP sites) serves as stop cassette and can be excised by 
Cre mediated recombination (Figure 7). 

[295] 

cGi(L1) B6;129-
Gt(ROSA)26Sortm4.1(ACTB-tdTomato,-

cGi-500)Feil 

+; L1 Global expression of cGi500 under control of the CAG promoter. This mouse line was 
generated by targeted knockin of cGi500 into the Rosa26 locus. As the stop cassette was 
removed in embryonic stem cells by transient transfection with pIC-Cre, the sensor is 
constitutively expressed in all cells/tissues. 

[295] 

GC-B LacZ1 B6.129Npr2tm1Fgr +; LacZ Expression of a nuclear targeted β-galactosidase (LacZ gene) under control of the GC-B 
promoter. This mouse line was generated by replacing exon 1 of GC-B with LacZ (+ nuclear 
localisation sequence). This modification leads to expression of β-galactosidase in “originally 
GC-B positive” cells, while expression of GC-B is impaired from the same chromosome. 
Homozygous ablation of GC-B leads to reduced body size and a reduced life span. 

[297] 

GC-B flox1 B6;129S7-Npr2tm2.1(flox)Fgr +; L2; L1 Cre inducible ablation of GC-B. This mouse line was generated by inserting loxP sites in the 
introns upstream of exon 17 and downstream of exon 18. Excision by Cre recombinase leads 
to a premature stop codon in exon 19 and therefore to ablation of functional GC-B expression. 

[298] 

ApoE B6.129P2-Apoetm1Unc +; - Ablation of ApoE by disruption of the ApoE gene. Heterozygous knockout mice are 
phenotypically unobtrusive. This line was bred on a mixed C57BL/6N and SV129 background. 

[299] 

 
1 As the allele name of the transgenes of GC-B LacZ (“LacZ”) and GC-B flox (“L2”, “L1”) are different, the genotype of these mice clearly indicates which mouse line was used. For better 
readability, we will indicate the genotype of GC-B LacZ and GC-B flox mice in a short form. Instead of “GC-B LacZ +/LacZ” or “GC-B flox +/L2” we will write “GC-B +/LacZ” and “GC-B +/L2”, 
respectively. 
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To support the development of young mice, standard maintenance chow was supplemented with 

extruded breeding chow for the first few days after weaning. For induction of atherosclerosis, mice 

received an atherogenic diet (modifiziertes Altromin 1324: 20 % fat, 1.5 % cholesterol; Altromin) for 

16-18 weeks. For breeding, one male mouse (≥8 weeks) was joined with up to two female mice (≥8 

weeks) in a type II cage. Upon verification of pregnancy (visual inspection), female mice were 

transferred together in a type III cage and chow was changed (see above). Litter was weaned at 3 

weeks of age and separated by sex. For identification purposes, mice were marked by ear tagging 

(Supplementary figure II) and ear biopsies were used for genotyping (see section 2.2.4). Hygiene status 

of mice was checked by a sentinel system on a regular basis. 

2.2.2 SMC-selective sensor expression 

In this work, cGMP/FRET measurements with cells/tissues from mice with SMC-selective expression of 

cGi500 were performed to validate results gained in experiments with mice expressing the sensor 

globally. Therefore, cGi(L2) mice were mated with SM22-Cre mice. It should be noted that the tissue 

specificity of sensor expression was limited by the specificity of the Cre line. Information about off-

target recombination known for this Cre mouse can be found elsewhere [283]. 

2.2.3 Knockout mice 

In this work, mice lacking ApoE or GC-B globally (constitutive knockout) and mice lacking GC-B in SMCs 

(conditional knockout) were used. The appropriate control for each knockout was indicated in the 

respective section. 

2.2.3.1 Constitutive knockout mice 

To investigate atherosclerosis in mice, ApoE knockout mice (ApoE -/-) in combination with an 

atherogenic diet were used as mice do not naturally develop atherosclerosis (see section 2.4.5.1 for 

details). Homozygous GC-B LacZ mice (GC-B LacZ/LacZ x cGi(L1) +/L1) were used as GC-B knockout 

model to investigate GC-B dependent cGMP signalling in primary cultured VSMCs. Litter matched GC-

B LacZ wild type mice (GC-B +/+ x cGi(L1) +/L1) were used as control. Due to the strongly reduced life 

span of constitutive GC-B knockout mice, these mice must be sacrificed at 3-4 weeks of age. 

2.2.3.2 Conditional knockout mice 

To investigate GC-B-dependent cGMP signalling in VSMCs of living animals, a conditional SMC-selective 

GC-B knockout was used (ApoE -/- x GC-B L2/LacZ x αSMA-CreERT2 +/tg; referred to as “Smko mice”). 

αSMA-CreERT2 is expressed in SMCs, but can only recombine DNA while tamoxifen is present ([279; 

287]). Therefore, upon intraperitoneal tamoxifen injection (5 x 1 mg/mouse/day at 4 weeks and 6 

weeks of age), the floxed GC-B allele (“L2”) was recombined in SMCs and therefore inactivated. The 

inactivated allele was passed on to the progeny cells. In combination with the GC-B LacZ allele, this led 

to a SMC-selective GC-B knockout. In addition, the GC-B LacZ allele (reporter) allowed to assess by X-

gal staining (see section 2.3.4.1) which cells expressed GC-B in theory. It should be noted that in this 

model all non-SMCs were heterozygous GC-B knockouts. 
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2.2.4 Genotyping of mice 

• Agarose: LE agarose (Biozym) 

• DNA ladder: 250 μL 1 kb plus DNA ladder (1 μg/μL 1 kb plus DNA ladder, Invitrogen), 8,25 mL 
1x DNA loading dye, store at -20 °C (short time storage at 4 °C) 

• 6x DNA loading dye: 30 % glycerol (30 mL glycerol), 0.05 % bromophenol blue (2 mL 25 mg/mL 
bromophenol blue in H2O), 0.05 % xylene cyanol (2 mL 25 mg/mL xylene cyanol in H2O), 66 mL 
10x TBE, store at -20 °C 

• dNTPs: 100 mM dATP/dCTP/dTTP/dGTP (Genaxxon), store at -20 °C 

• 50 mM MgCl2: 50 mM MgCl2 (Invitrogen) 

• Midori green (Nippon Genetics) 

• Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) lysis buffer: 1x Reaction buffer (5 μL 10x Reaction buffer), 
1 mg/mL proteinase K (1 μL proteinase K), 44 μL H2O, always prepare freshly 

• 10x PCR Rxn buffer (Invitrogen) 

• Proteinase K: 50 mg/mL proteinase K (Genaxxon) in 1xTE pH 8.0, store at -20 °C 

• 10x Reaction buffer: Complete II KCl (Bioron), store at -20 °C 

• 10x RT buffer: 500 mM KCl (5 mL 1 M KCl), 100 mM Tris-Cl pH 8.0 (1 mL 1 M Tris-Cl pH 8.0), 
15 mM MgCl2 (0.15 mL 1 M MgCl2), 2 mM of each dNTP (4x 0.2 mL 100 mM dATP/dCTP/dTTP/ 
dGTP), 3.05 mL H2O, store at -20 °C 

• Taq polymerase: DFS-Taq DNA Polymerase (Bioron) or Taq DNA Polymerase (Invitrogen) 

A PCR-based protocol was used to genotype mice. The template DNA was isolated from ear biopsies 

gained by ear tagging (see section 2.2.1), tail tips gained during experiments (re-genotyping), or aortas. 

By selection of appropriate oligonucleotide primers, DNA fragments of a defined length (depending on 

the present transgene) were amplified from the genomic template DNA by PCR. Agarose gel 

electrophoresis was used to separate the amplified DNA fragments according to their length (“bands”). 

The fragment length of PCR products was estimated by comparison with a co-migrating DNA ladder 

(known fragment lengths) and used to assign every mouse its genotype. See Supplementary table VI 

for a summary of primer combinations and expected fragment lengths for the genotyping PCRs that 

were used in this work. 

2.2.4.1 DNA extraction 

1. Incubate tissue samples in PCR lysis buffer (50 μL for ear biopsies / aortas, 150 μL for re-
genotyping ear biopsies) overnight at 55 °C 

2. Vortex samples until tissue is dissolved, centrifuge 5 min at 18 000 relative centrifugal force 
(rcf) at RT and transfer supernatant (genomic DNA) to new reaction tubes 

3. Inactivate proteinase K for 15 min at 95 °C in a thermocycler and store at -20 °C if not used 
immediately 

2.2.4.2 PCR 

For most genotyping PCRs, the Taq polymerase from Bioron was used. PCRs that were problematic 

were performed with the Taq polymerase from Invitrogen. PCR conditions were determined by the 

annealing temperature of the primers, the product length and amplification efficiency. The specific 

conditions for each PCR are listed in Supplementary table VI. 

1. Prepare master mix (per reaction): 
a. All PCRs but GC-B LacZ: 2.5 μL 10x RT buffer, 0.2 μL Taq polymerase (Bioron), primers 

according to Supplementary table VI, ad 22-23 μL H2O 
b. GC-B LacZ PCR: 2.5 μL 10x PCR Rxn buffer, 0.75 μL 50 mM MgCl2, 0.5 μL 10 mM dNTPs 

(1:10 dilution from stock), 0.25 μL Taq polymerase (Invitrogen), primers according to 
Supplementary table VI, ad 23 μL H2O 
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2. Add 22-23 μL master mix to each PCR reaction tube containing 2-3 μL genomic DNA (total 
volume 25 μL), the positive (DNA sample heterozygous for the transgene) and negative control 

3. Place reaction tubes in a thermocycler and run the required PCR program (see Supplementary 
table VI) 

4. Analyse PCR products by agarose gel electrophoresis 

2.2.4.3 Agarose gel electrophoresis 

Agarose gel electrophoresis was performed with 2 % agarose gels. PCR products were visualised by 

fluorescence of Midori green under UV light and documented as digital images using a gel 

documentation system (ChemiDoc MP, Bio-Rad). 

1. Add 2 g agarose to 100 mL 1x TAE buffer (1x 2 % gel) in a shot flask and boil in a microwave 
oven until agarose is solved completely (~2 min). Let the solution cool down for 15 min at RT 
while stirring, then add 3 μL Midori green. Pour into chamber, place combs, and let the gel 
solidify for 1 h at RT. Add 6x DNA loading dye to samples (1x final concentration, e.g., 5 μL for 
25 μL PCR product) in the meantime. 

2. Place gel in an electrophoresis chamber filled with 1x TAE buffer, remove combs and load 12-
15 μL sample per well. Also load 12 μL DNA ladder in one well. Run agarose gel at 120 V for at 
least 30 min. 

3. Acquire an image of the gel under UV light to document DNA bands (ChemiDoc MP). Estimate 
fragment sizes by comparison with the DNA ladder and assign genotype accordingly (see 
Supplementary table VI). 

2.3 Analysis of murine VSMCs in culture 

To analyse cGMP signalling in cultured VSMCs, primary VSMCs were isolated from the thoracic aorta 

of transgenic and wild type mice. Mice that were 6-12 weeks old were used in general, but the age 

range was extended for some experiments (e.g., effect of age on cGMP signalling) to 3-50 weeks. 

Female and male mice were used for VSMC cultures, but each individual culture consisted of VSMCs 

from female or male mice only. The standard culture time was 5 days but could be extended up to 10 

days (until cells were ~90 % confluent). For cGMP/FRET measurements, mice expressing cGi500 

heterozygously (cGi(L1) +/L1, SM22-Cre +/tg x cGi(L2) +/L2, cGi(L1) +/L1 x GC-B LacZ/LacZ) were used. 

For X-gal stainings, mice expressing GC-B LacZ heterozygously were used (GC-B +/LacZ). For western 

blotting, wild type mice were used. The term “primary” in this work refers to VSMCs that were isolated 

from an aorta and directly cultured without subculturing (= passaging). For passaged cells, the number 

of passages is indicated behind a “p” (e.g., “p1” stands for cells that were passaged once). “p0” refers 

to primary cells. If not otherwise indicated, cells were serum-starved for 12-24 h before the actual 

experiment. 

2.3.1 Isolation and cultivation of (primary) VSMCs from transgenic mice 

• BSA stock: 100 mg/mL BSA in Ca2+-free medium, sterile filter (0.45 μm pore size, Avantor), 
store at -20 °C 

• Ca2+-free medium pH 7.4: 85 mM Na L-glutamate (15.91 g Na L-glutamate•H2O), 60 mM NaCl 
(3.5 g NaCl), 10 mM HEPES (2.38 g HEPES), 5.6 mM KCl (0.42 g KCl), 1 mM MgCl2 (0.2 g 
MgCl2•6 H2O), ad 1 L H2O, adjust pH to 7.4 with HCl, autoclave, store at 4 °C 

• Collagenase stock: 5 mg/mL collagenase from clostridium histolyticum (C7926, Sigma-Aldrich) 
in Ca2+-free medium, store at -20 °C 

• Dithiothreitol (DTT) stock: 100 mg/mL DTT (Roth) in Ca2+-free medium, sterile filter (0.45 μm 
pore size, Avantor), store at -20 °C 
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• Hyaluronidase stock: 10 mg/mL hyaluronidase from bovine testes (H3506, Sigma-Aldrich) in 
Ca2+-free medium, store at -20 °C 

• Lysis buffer A: 0.7 mg/mL papain (100 μL papain stock), 1 mg/mL DTT (10 μL DTT stock), 
1 mg/mL BSA (10 μL BSA stock), 880 μL Ca2+-free medium, prepare freshly 

• Lysis buffer B: 1 mg/mL hyaluronidase (100 μL hyaluronidase stock), 1 mg/mL collagenase 
(100 μL collagenase stock), 1 mg/mL BSA (10 μL BSA stock), 790 μL Ca2+-free medium, prepare 
freshly 

• Papain stock: 7 mg/mL papain from papaya latex (P4762, Sigma-Aldrich) in Ca2+-free medium, 
store at -20 °C 

• Trypan blue: 0.4 % trypan blue (Gibco) 

• Instruments: large scissors (F•S•T 91402-12), small bent scissor (F•S•T 14061-09), blunt 
forceps (F•S•T 11018-12), 2 fine forceps (F•S•T No. 5 [11252-20] and F•S•T No. 5/45 [11253-
25]), small spring scissors (F•S•T 15000-08) 

The protocol for isolation of VSMCs was modified from Thunemann et al. [300]. 200 000-250 000 

VSMCs were isolated per aorta on average. Depending on the age of mice and the duration of the 

isolation process, this number varied from 100 000-400 000 cells per aorta. 

In general, VSMCs were grown on uncoated standard (cGMP/FRET measurement only) or gridded glass 

coverslips (Photoetched Cover Slips 12 mm round, Dunnlab) for subsequent investigation of marker 

protein expression (see section 2.3.5.7). Standard glass coverslips were autoclaved before use, gridded 

coverslips were incubated with 70 % ethanol overnight, washed twice with H2O, and dried on a sterile 

paper towel. To test the effect of fibronectin on VSMC phenotype, VSMCs were grown on glass 

coverslips coated with fibronectin (see section 2.3.1.3). 

1. Disinfect surgical instruments with 70 % technical ethanol. Pre-heat water bath, full medium 
and Ca2+-free medium to 37 °C. Thaw papain, DTT and BSA on ice. 

2. Sacrifice mice with CO2 (not more than 2 mice at a time) and verify that inter-toe reflex is gone 
(blunt forceps). Cut throat with large scissors to assure death (do not perform cervical 
dislocation as this might rupture the aorta). Spray fur with ethanol and open abdominal cavity 
completely (caudal to rostral). Cut peritoneum, open thoracic cavity at both sides and bend 
chest back to expose heart. Cut oesophagus and trachea and remove lungs. Grab liver, cut 
below, and push liver and gastrointestinal tract aside. Grab heart (blunt forceps!) and pull it 
slightly upwards. Use bent scissors and cut along the spine caudal until the kidneys are passed. 
Cut the aorta and store it in PBS on ice. Repeat this step until all mice are processed. 

3. Transfer aorta to a 100 mm petri dish with fresh PBS. From here on work under a stereo 
microscope with fine forceps at RT. Grab aorta at the aortic root and remove the heart with 
spring scissors. Use fine forceps to remove larger tissue pieces surrounding the aorta. Carefully 
remove all surrounding tissue at one end of the aorta. Grab the cleaned end firmly with one 
forceps and loosely with the other forceps directly in front of the non-cleaned part. Pull the 
second forceps towards the non-cleaned end to remove all surrounding tissue “like a sock”. 
Remove remaining pieces of surrounding tissue and strike across the aorta once to remove 
blood. 

4. Cut away the aortic arch and the lower part (cut directly above the coeliac artery) and transfer 
the thoracic/abdominal part to Ca2+-free medium on ice. The cleaning process per aorta should 
not exceed 15 min and the strain should be kept minimal as both factors heavily impact the 
cell yield at the end of the cleaning process. Continue with the next aorta from step 3 until all 
aortas are cleaned. 

5. Cut aortas into pieces of 1-2 mm length. 
6. From here on work under a cell culture foam hood. Prepare lysis buffer A with the pre-heated 

Ca2+-free medium in a 15 mL reaction tube (0.25 mL/aorta but at least 0.5 mL). Transfer aortic 
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pieces to lysis buffer A and incubate 1 h at 37 °C in the water bath. Resuspend tissue pieces 
every 10-15 min by shaking and thaw collagenase and hyaluronidase on ice in the meantime. 

7. Centrifuge digest 3 min at 200 rcf and prepare lysis buffer B (same volume as lysis buffer A) in 
the meantime. Remove supernatant with a pipette, add lysis buffer B and resuspend by 
shaking. Incubate 12 min at 37 °C in the water bath. Shake digest every 1-2 min. After ~7 min, 
pipette digest up and down every minute with a 1000 μL pipette to support digestion. Stop 
digest as soon as no tissue pieces remain, but latest after 15 min, by adding full medium (3-4x 
the volume of lysis buffer). 

8. Centrifuge digest 8 min at 200 rcf at RT and aspirate supernatant. Resuspend cells in full 
medium (1 mL for up to 4 aortas) and determine number of viable cells with a Neubauer 
chamber (18 μL cell suspension, 2 μL trypan blue). Dilute cell suspension to 5 x 104 cells/mL 
with full medium and seed 1 mL per well of a 24-well plate equipped with 12 mm glass 
coverslips. 

9. Culture VSMCs at 37 °C and 6 % CO2 in a cell culture incubator. If cells are cultured longer than 
7 days, renew medium at day 7 (see section 2.3.1.4) 

2.3.1.1 Enzymatic adventitia removal 

Enzymatic adventitia removal was performed to assure that no piece of adventitia was co-cultured in 

VSMC cultures. It was not used for standard cultures as this procedure seemed to reduce the ability of 

VSMCs to attach/grow in culture. The protocol as described above was used with a modified step 3: 

3. Transfer aorta to a 100 mm petri dish with fresh PBS. From here on work under a stereo 
microscope with fine forceps at RT. Grab aorta at the aortic root and remove the heart with 
spring scissors. Use fine forceps to remove larger tissue pieces surrounding the aorta. Pre-
digest roughly cleaned aorta in lysis buffer B (without hyaluronidase) for 5 min at 37 °C 
shaking (Thermoshaker). Put aorta back in PBS and use two fine forceps to tear the 
adventitia open at one end of the aorta. Continue opening the adventitia up to the other 
end of the aorta and remove it in one piece. Strike across the aorta once to remove blood. 

2.3.1.2 Passaging 

• 10x Trypsin/EDTA: 0.5 % (w/v) trypsin (5 g trypsin, Gibco), 4.8 mM EDTA (2 g EDTA•2 H2O), 
147 mM NaCl (8.5 g NaCl), ad 1 L H2O, store at -20 °C 

• 1x Trypsin/EDTA: 1 mL Trypsin/EDTA, 9 mL PBS, store at 4 °C for up to 1 month 

VSMCs were isolated as described in section 2.3.1. 800 000 VSMCs were seeded on 100 mm cell culture 

dishes (8 x 104 cells/mL, 10 mL per dish) for passaging and 180 000 cells on 25 mm gridded glass 

coverslips in 6-well plates for cGMP/FRET measurements (9 x 104 cells/mL, 2 mL per well). Cells were 

passaged up to passage 4 from a 100 mm cell culture dish when they were close to confluency as 

follows: 

1. Pre-heat water bath, full medium and PBS to 37 °C. Bring 1x Trypsin/EDTA to RT. 
2. Aspirate medium and wash once with 5 mL PBS. Incubate cells with 3 mL 1x Trypsin/EDTA at 

37 °C in a cell culture incubator until cells start to detach. Tap hard against the side of the cell 
culture dish to completely detach cells. 

3. Stop digest by adding 9-12 mL full medium and pipette up and down several times to 
individualise cells. Transfer cell suspension to a 15 mL reaction tube and centrifuge 5 min at 
200 rcf at RT. Aspirate supernatant and resuspend cells in full medium. Join samples if cells are 
passaged from several cell culture dishes. Determine number of viable cells with a Neubauer 
chamber (18 μL cell suspension, 2 μL trypan blue) and dilute cell suspension accordingly. Cells 
are split at a 3:4 ratio. Per passage at least one 100 mm cell culture dish (further passaging) 
and three 6-wells equipped with glass coverslips for cGMP/FRET measurements are required. 
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2.3.1.3 Coating of coverslips 

• Fibronectin: 100 μg/mL fibronectin (Roche) in PBS 
 

1. Work under a cell culture foam hood. Equip a well plate with glass coverslips and add 
fibronectin (300 μL/24-well or 900 μL/6-well). Incubate coverslips over night at RT. 

2. Aspirate fibronectin solution directly before seeding of cells and wash once with PBS. 

2.3.1.4 Medium exchange 

Medium exchange was either performed to renew nutrients and to get rid of metabolic products (full 

medium) or to create well-defined conditions before an experiment (serum-free medium). 

1. Pre-heat water bath and cell culture medium to 37 °C. Work under a cell culture foam hood. 
2. Aspirate old medium and wash twice with fresh medium. 
3. Incubate at 37 °C and 6 % CO2 in a cell culture incubator. 

2.3.2 Fixation of cells 

2.3.2.1 Fixation for immunofluorescence (IF) staining 

This protocol was used to fix adherently growing VSMCs for IF staining. Fixed cells were stained 

directly or stored for up to 1 month at 4 °C. 

1. If cells were incubated with full medium before, wash twice with PBS. If cells were used in a 
cGMP/FRET measurement, directly continue with next step. 

2. Transfer glass coverslips with attached cells to a well plate filled with 3.7 % formaldehyde-PBS 
and fix for 10 min at RT. Wash once with 0.5 % BSA-PBS and store in 0.5 % BSA-PBS at 4 °C (seal 
plate with parafilm) or directly continue with IF staining (see section 2.3.3) 

2.3.2.2 Fixation for X-gal staining 

To fix cells for X-gal staining a mild fixative and short incubation time were used as the enzymatic 

activity of β-galactosidase must be preserved. X-gal staining was performed directly after fixation 

procedure. 

1. Wash cells twice with PBS and fix with pre-chilled Cellfix 5 min at RT. 
2. Wash cells twice with PBS and continue with X-gal staining (see section 2.3.4.1) 

2.3.3 IF staining of cells 

• Block/Perm solution: 5 % (v/v) normal donkey serum (NDS) or normal goat serum (NGS) 
(500 μL NDS/NGS), 9.5 mL BSA-PBS-T, prepare freshly 

• BSA-PBS-Triton (BSA-PBS-T): 0.1 % Triton X-100 (100 μL 10 % Triton X-100), 9.9 mL 0.5 % BSA-
PBS, store at 4 °C for up to 1 week 

• Primary antibody (pAb) solution: pAb (see Supplementary table IV) in BSA-PBS-T 

• Secondary antibody (sAb) solution: sAb (see Supplementary table IV), 0.1 % (v/v) Hoechst 
33258 in 0.5 % BSA-PBS 

• 10 % Triton X-100: 10 % (v/v) Triton X-100 (1 mL Triton X-100, Roth), ad 10 mL H2O, store at 
RT 

With this protocol 1-2 proteins (single/double staining) were detected by indirect IF staining of fixed 

cells. This allowed to compare the localisation of the respective proteins between samples and to 

compare relative expression levels within the same sample. A pAb binds the protein of interest while 

a fluorophore labelled sAb binds the pAb (indirect detection of the antigen). In case of double staining, 

potential cross reactivity of antibodies had to be considered. To account for unspecific binding of sAbs 

and other artefacts (e.g., yellow fluorescent protein (YFP) fluorescence of cells that were used in 
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cGMP/FRET measurements), controls without pAbs were always performed in parallel. The normal 

serum used for blocking matched the species of the sAb. 

1. If cells were stored at 4 °C wait until they reached RT. All washing/blocking steps are performed 
in well plates with cells facing upwards. Incubation steps with antibodies are performed on 
parafilm with cells facing towards the parafilm to minimise antibody consumption. 

2. Wash cells (fixed according to section 2.3.2.1) twice with 0.5 % BSA-PBS and 
block/permeabilise cells with Block/Perm solution for 10 min at RT. 

3. Wash cells once with 0.5 % BSA-PBS at RT and centrifuge pAb solution 5 min at 20 817 rcf at 
4 °C to reduce precipitates in stainings. Pipette pAb solution on parafilm (~70 μL per 12 mm 
coverslip or 210 μL per 25 mm coverslip). Carefully add coverslips with cells facing towards the 
parafilm on top. Incubate overnight at 4 °C (second staining: 2 h at RT) in a closed moist 
chamber. 

4. Wash cells twice with 0.5 % BSA-PBS for 3 min at RT and centrifuge sAb solution 5 min at 
20 817 rcf at 4 °C. From now on keep cells in the dark. Incubate cells with sAb solution for 1 h 
at RT on parafilm in a dark moist chamber (see step 3). 

5. In case of double staining, wash cells twice with 0.5 % BSA-PBS for 4 min at RT and continue 
from step 3. Otherwise continue with step 6. 

6. Wash cells twice with PBS for 3 min. Add a drop of mounting medium onto a glass slide, dip 
coverslip with cells twice in H2O, remove excess liquid with a dry tissue and mount with cells 
facing the glass slide. Let mounting medium dry for at least 2 h at RT in the dark before 
documentation according to section 2.3.3.1. 

In combination with gridded coverslips this procedure was used for semi-quantitative analysis of 

(marker) protein expression in cells that underwent cGMP/FRET measurements (see sections 2.3.5.6 

and 2.3.5.7). 

2.3.3.1 Documentation of IF stainings 

Immunofluorescence stainings of cells were documented with an inverted epifluorescence microscope 

using the VisiView® (Visitron) software for image acquisition. The microscope (Axiovert 200, ZEISS) was 

equipped with a Plan NeoFluar 10x/0.30 objective (ZEISS) and an electron-multiplying charged-coupled 

device (EM-CCD) camera (Retiga 2000R or Retiga R1 since 08/2017, QImaging). As light source served 

the computer-controlled Oligochrome (TILL Photonics) equipped with a Xenon short-arc lamp (UXL-

S150MO, Ushio) and a set of excitation filters (AHF). Excitation filters were combined with emission 

filters and dichroic mirrors depending on the fluorophore to be detected according to Table 3. 

For cGMP/FRET measurements, a beam splitter with 05-EM insert (Micro-Imager DUAL-View, 

Photometrics) in front of the EM-CCD camera was used to separate cyan fluorescent protein (CFP) and 

YFP emission for simultaneous recording. It consisted of a dichroic long pass mirror (516 DCLP) and 

two emission band pass filters (BP 480/50 [for CFP emission] and BP 535/40 [for YFP emission]). Via 

adjustable mirrors and shutters the light path was manipulated in a way that half of the camera sensor 

was exposed to YFP emission, and the other half was exposed to CFP emission. 
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Table 3: Filter combinations that were used to detect the different fluorophores. BP filters (BP X/Y) let only the 
specified range of the spectrum pass (X ± Y/2 nm). Long pass filters (LP X) let only light with wavelengths longer 
than X pass. DCLP mirrors (DCLP Y or DCXRUV Y) reflect wavelengths shorter than Y and let pass wavelengths 
longer than Y. DCXRUV: Dichroic long pass, extended reflection including the UV. 

Fluorophore Excitation filter Dichroic mirror Emission filter 

Hoechst 33258 BP 387/11 410 DCLP LP 440 

YFP, Alx 488 BP 497/16 516 DCLP BP 535/22 

mTomato, Alx 555, 

Alx 593 

BP 543/22 565 DCLP BP 610/75 

FRET 
CFP 

BP 445/20 
470 DCXRUV 

+ 516 DCLP1 

BP 480/501 

YFP BP 535/401 

1: Component of the beam splitter “DUAL-View” 

1. The microscope is placed in a dark air-conditioned (~21 °C) room. 
2. Clean glass slide and coverslip with 70 % technical ethanol and place slide in slide holder. 
3. Choose the right filters for the respective fluorophore and inspect the staining through the eye 

piece to assess quality and overall appearance. Select a region where the staining is intense, 
take an image, inspect the intensity distribution, and adjust the exposure time accordingly. 
This cycle should be repeated with the same region until the optimal exposure time is found. 
The highest intensities should be as close to 12 000 (but not higher) as possible while the 
exposure time should not exceed 5 seconds. This procedure must be repeated for every 
protein/fluorophore combination to be documented (only for the first coverslip). All following 
coverslips are documented using these settings to keep the images comparable. 

4. Document 3-5 random regions per coverslip (10x objective). 
5. If cells that were analysed by cGMP/FRET measurements before, are documented, the 

measured region must be documented as well: 
a. Open the brightfield image with the coordinates from the cGMP/FRET measurement. 
b. Locate the same region under brightfield (BF) illumination. 
c. Acquire an image of the coordinates (BF) and of the IF staining (fluorescence). 

6. If necessary, relative marker protein expression is quantified using Fiji as described in section 
2.3.5.7. 

2.3.4 Analysis of GC-B expression 

GC-B LacZ reporter mice were used to follow the development of GC-B expression in primary VSMC 

cultures over time. The amount of GC-B positive cells (X-gal-stained nuclei) was assessed after 4, 5, 6 

and 7 days in culture and normalised to total cell number (Hoechst 33258-stained nuclei). 

2.3.4.1 X-gal staining of cells 

The β-galactosidase catalyses the hydrolysis of the artificial substrate X-gal which leads to formation 

of a water insoluble blue indigo dye. As a nuclear localisation sequence is fused to the β-galactosidase 

of GC-B LacZ reporter mice, the β-galactosidase translocates into the nucleus. Therefore, the nuclei of 

GC-B expressing cells were stained blue. As only nuclei were stained, the activity of the reporter could 

be distinguished from endogenous cytosolic β-galactosidase activity. Nonetheless, control stainings 

with VSMCs from wild type mice were performed in parallel. 

1. Incubate cells fixed according to section 2.3.2.2 with X-gal staining solution at 37 °C overnight 
in the dark. Wash cells twice with PBS next day and store at 4 °C if necessary. 

2. Wash cells once with 0.5 % BSA-PBS and incubate 30 min with 0.1 % Hoechst 33258 in 0.5 % 
BSA-PBS at RT in the dark. Wash once with 0.5 % BSA-PBS. Add a drop of 80 % glycerol to a 
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glass slide and mount coverslip with the cells facing the glass slide. Seal with transparent nail 
polish, let dry and document (see section 2.3.4.2). 

2.3.4.2 Documentation and quantification of X-gal-stained cells 

X-gal staining of cells was documented in brightfield without phase contrast as blue nuclei were 

difficult to recognise under phase contrast. The total number of cells in each field of view (FOV) was 

assessed by the fluorescence of Hoechst 33258 staining. For documentation of cells, an upright 

epifluorescence microscope (Axioskop 20, ZEISS) equipped with a Plan NeoFluar 20x/0.5 objective 

(ZEISS) and a colour charge-coupled device (CCD) camera (Marlin F-046C, Allied Vision) mounted with 

a 0.5x lens was used. For brightfield illumination a tungsten halogen lamp with condenser was used. 

For fluorescence illumination of Hoechst 33258 staining, an HBO 50 mercury-vapor short-arc lamp was 

used with a SP 365/LP 420 as excitation/emission filter and a DCLP 395 dichroic mirror. 

1. Set up Koehler illumination[301] according to standard procedures [302]. Clean glass slide and 
coverslips carefully with 70 % technical ethanol and place slide in slide holder. Inspect staining 
through the eye piece to assess quality and overall appearance. Adjust brightness of the light 
source and colour balance of the software for optimal image quality. Switch to fluorescence 
mode and find optimal exposure time for documentation of Hoechst 33258 stained nuclei. 

2. Document 5 random regions per coverslip (20x objective) in brightfield and fluorescence mode. 
3. Analyse images with Fiji. Use “Cell Counter” to manually count X-gal positive (blue) nuclei per 

brightfield image and total nuclei per fluorescence image. Calculate the fraction of X-gal 
positive cells per FOV. 

2.3.5 cGMP/FRET measurements in cultured VSMCs 

For cGMP/FRET measurements, cells expressing the cGMP biosensor cGi500 were cultured for 5-10 

days on glass coverslips. If cells were analysed by subsequent IF staining, they were grown on gridded 

coverslips that were labelled with coordinates (see section 2.3.1). Either cells from mice expressing the 

sensor globally (cGi(L1)) or only in SMCs (cGi(L2) in combination with SMC-selective Cre line) were used. 

Cells were serum-starved for 12-24 h before the actual measurement. Ratiometric cGMP/FRET signals 

were recorded with the setup described in section 2.3.3.1 in combination with the superfusion system 

described below. During the measurement, cells were constantly superfused with IB. This setup 

allowed to apply drugs during defined time spans, therefore allowing to compare the effect of different 

drugs on the same cell in a single measurement. The superfusion system consisted of a fast 

performance liquid chromatography pump (Pharmacia P-500, GE Healthcare), fast performance liquid 

chromatography injection valves (Pharmacia V-7, GE Healthcare), a vacuum pump (Laboport N86, KNF 

Neuberger), a 2 mL sample loop, tubing (Tygon S3 E-3603, Saint-Gobain), a superfusion chamber for 

12 mm coverslips (RC-25, #64-0232, Warner Instruments) attached to a magnetic chamber holder (PM-

1, #64-1526, Warner Instruments), and a heatable pen to pre-warm buffer during superfusion (TC-

344C Dual automatic temperature controller, Warner Instruments). 

As a typical cGMP/FRET measurement took 45-60 minutes, photobleaching of the biosensor had to be 

kept minimal. This was achieved by reducing the exposure time and increasing the time between two 

acquisitions (cycle time). For the relatively slow cGMP signalling a cycle time of 5 seconds was sufficient. 

Reducing the exposure time also decreased the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), hence decreased the 

quality of FRET signals. To improve the SNR at low exposure times, the signal of several pixels was 

summed up (binning). This improved SNR came at the expense of a reduced spatial resolution. A 

detailed explanation can be found elsewhere ([303; 304]). 
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For cell culture cGMP/FRET measurements a 4x4 binning (sum of 16 pixels), 300 ms exposure, 5 sec 

cycle time and a flow rate of 1 mL/min were used. 10x objective was chosen as it allowed to 

distinguish individual cells while simultaneously detecting a high number of cells in a single 

measurement. 

1. The microscope is placed in a dark air-conditioned (~21 °C) room. Switch on microscope and 
light source. The light source should run at least 30 min before the first measurement is started. 
Thaw drugs on ice, pre-dilute the DEA/NO stock solution 1:1000 in 10 mM NaOH and store on 
ice. Connect a shot flask with IB (buffer reservoir) with the perfusion system. Flush the 
perfusion system with IB (1x solvent change ~10 mL) including the sample loops. 

2. Align CFP and YFP channel of the beam splitter before the first measurement of the day. If cells 
from cGi(L2) mice are measured, align the beam splitter before every measurement using a 
calibration grid (Photometrics). 

3. Assemble superfusion chamber: 
a. Add a thin layer of silicon grease to the back of the chamber and the chamber holder 

using a brush. Remove excess silicon with a cotton bud. Attach coverslip with cells to 
the chamber with cells facing the inside. Flip chamber upside down, press down onto 
chamber holder and cover cells immediately with IB. Fix chamber with metal plates 
and clean coverslip with 70 % technical ethanol from outside. 

b. Place chamber holder onto the microscope stage and attach inlet pen (attached to 
superfusion) and outlet needle (attached to vacuum pump) to the chamber. 

4. Start superfusion and vacuum. Change the level of the outlet needle until a constant buffer 
flow is achieved. A superfusion velocity of 1 mL/min is used for cell culture cGMP/FRET 
measurements. 

5. Use the YFP filter set (brightest fluorophore of the sensor) and inspect the complete coverslip 
through the eye piece to find an appropriate FOV for the measurement. The region should 
comply with the following criteria: 

a. The cell density reflects the density of the culture. 
b. A cell-free region for background correction is present. 
c. Cells look healthy and the various morphologies found in the culture are present (1) in 

high amounts for investigation of marker protein expression or (2) roughly in the same 
fractions as found throughout the whole coverslip if the fraction of NP-preferring cells 
should be calculated. 

6. Switch to camera mode and use the YFP filter set to adjust the FOV (only half of the region can 
be measured due to the beam splitter). If cells are grown on gridded coverslips take a 
brightfield image of the grid coordinates (1x1 binning). 

7. Acquire a snapshot with high resolution (1x1 binning, 2 sec exposure, YFP filter set). Switch to 
the FRET filter set and adjust settings for the measurement (4x4 binning, 300 ms exposure, 
5 sec cycle time). Start measurement and mark ~6 cells with different morphologies and a 
background region for online analysis. Dilute drugs to their final concentrations in IB and store 
at RT. DEA/NO is diluted in IB directly before application as it starts to release NO at pH 7.4. 

8. Record at least 30 frames before application of the first drug (baseline). Load sample loop with 
the first drug and apply drug via the injection valve. Note time when drug is applied (in frames). 
Wash the loop 3 times with IB before loading the next drug. Use the online analysis to identify 
signals. Wait until signals are back to baseline or for 75 frames if no signal is detected before 
applying the next drug. 
Record ~30 frames after the last drug application as it simplifies baseline correction during 
offline analysis. Stop measurement, switch back to YFP filter set and acquire a snapshot series 
(1x1 binning, 3 sec exposure, 25 images). 
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9. If cells of cGi(L2) mice are measured, remove the beam splitter and set to bypass mode. Use 
the YFP and mTomato filter set in addition to document the recombination (1x1 binning, 3 sec 
exposure for both images) in the measured and at least 3 additional random regions. 

10. Remove outlet needle and stop superfusion (do not switch order to avoid drying out of cells). 
Remove chamber from chamber holder. For subsequent IF staining transfer coverslip to 
fixation solution (see section 2.3.2.1 for a detailed protocol), otherwise discard coverslip. 

2.3.5.1 Offline analysis of cell culture and ex vivo cGMP/FRET measurements 

During cGMP/FRET measurements an online analysis was performed with the VisiView® software. Only 

a few exemplary cells were analysed to allow for coordination of drug applications and to get an 

overview of cGMP signalling patterns present in the VSMC culture. After a series of measurements, 

the data of all measurements was analysed in detail (offline analysis). The images that were acquired 

during measurements were analysed with Fiji to extract the fluorescence data. cGMP/FRET signals 

were calculated from this data using MS Excel and analysed with the Origin Pro software. The analysis 

in principle was the same for cGMP/FRET measurements of VSMCs in culture and VSMCs in intact 

aortas (ex vivo). Differences in the analysis of ex vivo measurements are highlighted in blue. 

The analysis can be broken down into a few simple steps. First, cells/regions of interest were identified. 

Second, the mean fluorescence intensity in these regions was assessed for every time point in the YFP 

and CFP image and corrected for background signals. Third, cGMP/FRET signals (CFP/YFP ratio) were 

calculated from this data and normalised to the baseline. The fluorescence signals of the single 

channels were normalised to their baseline as well (for representation purposes). Last, cGMP/FRET 

signals in the ratio trace were verified to be true cGMP/FRET signals. True signals could be 

distinguished from artefacts by the antiparallel movement of the single channels (YFP decrease and 

CFP increase). Further criteria were applied to assure the integrity and quality of the data set. A 

detailed step by step procedure is described below. The first part was performed in Fiji. 

1. Open snapshot series (1x1 binning, 25 images) and apply “Z Project: Average Intensity” to 
create an average image. This simplifies recognition of cell borders.  
Open the image stack of the YFP channel and check how strong the tissue moved during the 
cGMP/FRET measurement. If tissue moves only slightly, apply “Z Project: Average Intensity” to 
create an average image and continue with the next step. In most cases tissue movement must 
be corrected to keep cells/structures of interest at the same position. Use the “MultiStackReg” 
plugin and perform a stack registration (option: “rigid body”) before creating the average 
image with “Z Project: Average Intensity”. 

2. Adjust brightness/contrast of the average image. Mark the outline of all distinguishable cells 
with region of interests (ROIs). Increase brightness of the image and mark cells that were not 
distinguishable/visible before. Repeat until no new cells appear. When all cells are marked, 
place a circular ROI in a cell-free region and label as background. Save ROI set.  
Mark all structures with a clear border. Due to tissue movement (even after stack registration) 
it is possible that clusters of cells instead of single cells are marked. When all structures are 
marked, place several circular ROIs in the remaining regions to get an overview about all signals 
in the tissue. If possible, place a background ROI. Save ROI set. 

3. Cell culture measurements are recorded with a 4x4 binning but the snapshotseries is recorded 
with a 1x1 binning. Therefore, the ROIs are downscaled using a custom python script. First, 
ROIs are smoothed to subpixel resolution in Fiji to avoid distortion of the ROIs by downscaling. 
Next, ROIs are downscaled with a scaling factor of 0.25 and saved. Note: downscaling of ROIs 
can also be achieved without a script via “Edit -> Selection -> Scale” in Fiji.  
No binning is applied for ex vivo measurements. 
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4. Open CFP and YFP image stacks and open the ROI set matching the binning. Check that cells 
remain within their ROI during the entire measurement. Use “Multi Measure: mean gray value” 
to determine the mean fluorescence intensity (�̅�480 for CFP and �̅�535for YFP) of all ROIs for all 
images (= time points).  
Perform a stack registration with the CFP and YFP stack (see step 1) before determining the 
mean fluorescence intensities. 

5. Import “mean gray values” in MS Excel. cGMP/FRET ratios are calculated with a macro kindly 
provided by Dr. Martin Thunemann. In short, the mean fluorescence intensities (�̅�480, �̅�535) 
are corrected for background signals. The �̅�480/�̅�535  ratio is built and normalised to the 
baseline (R ~ [cGMP]). This ratio represents the cGMP concentration. The single traces of CFP 
(�̅�480) and YFP (�̅�535) fluorescence are normalised to the baseline as well for representation 
purposes. These normalised values describe the signal change relative to baseline. Detailed 
calculations can be found in the appendix (7.3.1)  
If no background ROI could be placed, background correction is skipped. If a background ROI 
could be placed, the evaluation is performed without background correction in addition. 

Note that “R”, “F480” and “F535” refer to the normalised values usually annotated as ΔR/R, ΔF480/F480 

and ΔF535/F535. This abbreviation was chosen to simplify the understanding of this work. 

6. cGMP/FRET signals as well as the single traces are evaluated in the Origin Pro software. First, 
all ratio traces are plotted in separate graphs together with the corresponding single traces 
and drug applications. Next, the signals of all cells are inspected for their quality. To avoid 
misinterpretations, low quality signal traces and “fake signals / measurement artefacts” are 
excluded from the data set. The following criteria are applied: 

a. Real cGMP/FRET signals are marked by an increase of CFP fluorescence and a 
concomitant decrease of YFP fluorescence. Changes of the ratio trace that are not 
based on this antiparallel movement of the single traces are excluded as artefacts. 

b. If the single traces show trace separation but no elevation of the ratio trace can be 
recognised, it is not accepted as a signal. This can be caused by high noise in the 
baseline (e.g., very dim cells). 

c. If the fluctuations of the baseline are higher than the elevations caused by cGMP/FRET 
signals, the complete cell is excluded from analysis. Refocus events as well as focus 
drift are not counted as “fluctuations”. 

d. For measurements in VSMC cultures, the height of signals is assessed. Therefore, 
further criteria are included. These criteria are estimated by visual inspection: 

i. Extreme noise of the baseline relative to the movement of the ratio trace does 
not allow to reliably assign signal height. This signal is excluded from analysis. 

ii. The highest signal of a cell is lower than twice the baseline noise. It is likely 
that further signals are obscured by the noise. The complete cell is excluded 
from analysis. 

iii. It is unclear if a cell responded to any of the NPs. The cell is excluded from 
analysis to assure the integrity of the “Response to NO only” group (clear lack 
of NP-induced cGMP signals). 

Note that in ex vivo measurements tissue movement could lead to changes in CFP and/or YFP 

fluorescence that were not based on cGMP-induced FRET changes. These cGMP-independent changes 

in CFP/YFP fluorescence could potentially mask the antiparallel CFP/YFP trace separation of real 

cGMP/FRET signals. Therefore, it was not always possible to validate potential cGMP/FRET signals as 

“real cGMP-induced signals” in ex vivo measurements. 
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7. Determine the signal height of verified cGMP/FRET signals as described in the following section. 
Only assess which region responded to which stimulus, but do not assess signal height 
(unreliable due to strong focus drifts in ex vivo measurements). 

Two different approaches to represent cGMP/FRET signals were used in this work. (1) The signal trace 

of a single cell representative for a certain response pattern was shown (e.g., Figure 10 A). (2) The 

signal traces of all cells with the same response pattern were averaged (Figure 17 B). To indicate the 

variation of signals from different cells, the standard error of the mean (SEM) of the averaged traces 

was depicted behind the average trace in a lighter colour. 

Note that the approach used within this work was rather conservative. The detection of “false positive” 

signals was minimised on the expense of a higher “false negative” rate. 

2.3.5.2 Classification of cultured VSMCs by NP preference 

To investigate whether cultured VSMCs responded stronger to ANP or to CNP, the following sequence 

of stimuli was applied: 

ANP (50 nM) – CNP (50 nM) – ANP (250 nM) – CNP (250 nM) – DEA/NO (500 nM) 

First, a low and then a high concentration of NPs was applied. ANP and CNP were applied alternating 

to optimise the comparability between the respective signals (e.g., desensitisation by multiple 

stimulation). Only signals induced by the same concentration were compared. DEA/NO was used as 

NO donor. 1 mol of DEA/NO releases 1.5 mol of NO with a half-life of 16 min (22-25 °C, pH 7.4) or 2 min 

(37 °C, pH 7.4), respectively [305]. DEA/NO was applied as a control stimulus to differentiate between 

drug-/receptor-limited and sensor-limited cGMP/FRET signals. The DEA/NO concentration used should 

lead to sensor-saturating responses (see section 4.1.1 for a detailed discussion of this issue). 

To assess the strength of a response, the maximal cGMP generation (= peak height) was assessed using 

the Origin Pro software. The assignment of peak heights to cGMP/FRET signals was refined over several 

years to improve speed and robustness of evaluation. The procedure described here is the latest 

version and was performed by using several custom LabTalk 2  scripts. All scripts are available on 

reasonable request. In principle, all peak heights of the same measurements could be assessed 

automatically after initialisation of the parameters. To avoid errors, the analysis was performed semi-

automatically with several check points. Check points are indicated in blue. In addition to the short 

description below, a detailed step by step procedure can be found in the appendix (7.3.2). 

1. Use the ratio traces that were generated and validated according to the procedure described 
in the previous section. Correct baseline drift of these ratio traces using an exponential 
function, if possible. Otherwise, perform a linear baseline correction by interpolation.  
Check that the baseline drift correction worked properly. 

2. Smooth ratio traces and plot them on top of the original trace.  
Check that the smoothed and original trace overlay correctly. 

3. Assess peak height and centre of all signals using the smoothed traces with the “Peak Analyzer” 
function by batch processing. Transfer peak heights to an evaluation sheet in MS Excel. Also 
set all heights to “0” where no (validated) signal was elicited by the corresponding stimulus. 
The evaluation sheet assigns every ROI the respective NP preference based on their responses 
(see below for necessary calculations).  

 
2 LabTalk is the script language of Origin Pro which can be used to automatise evaluations. All evaluations 
performed with these scripts can also be performed without scripts, manually. 
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Plot peak positions to the original traces and check that the positions match the maximum of 
every signal. If a peak is misplaced, assess height manually and correct in the evaluation sheet. 

cGMP/FRET responses to NPs were used to group cultured VSMCs in ANP- and CNP-preferring cells. 

Correction of the baseline drift as well as signal noise led to an uncertainty concerning the exact 

strength of the cGMP response (signal height). Therefore, a threshold was used to classify cells by their 

preference. Only cells that responded 1.5 times stronger to one of the NPs were accepted as cells with 

clear preference. This led to the following 5 groups/classes (indicated in bold) that were assigned to 

every cell based on the peak heights assessed above. For the calculations “Maximal cGMP response to 

Substance X at concentration Y” is abbreviated as “Substance X [Concentration Y]”: 

ANP-preferring cells (“ANP”, colour code: orange): Cells that responded to ANP but not to CNP. Cells 

that responded at least 1.5 times stronger to ANP than to CNP (concentration range 50-250 nM). 

𝐴𝑁𝑃 [50 𝑛𝑀]

𝐶𝑁𝑃 [50 𝑛𝑀]
≥ 1.5 𝑨𝑵𝑫 

𝐴𝑁𝑃 [250 𝑛𝑀]

𝐶𝑁𝑃 [250 𝑛𝑀]
≥ 1.5 

Cells without clear/stable preference (“ANP~CNP”, colour code: green): Cells that responded equally 

to ANP and CNP. Cells with a slightly stronger response to ANP or CNP (concentration range 50-250 nM). 

2

3
≤

𝐴𝑁𝑃 [50 𝑛𝑀]

𝐶𝑁𝑃 [50 𝑛𝑀]
≤ 1.5 𝑶𝑹 

2

3
≤

𝐴𝑁𝑃 [250 𝑛𝑀]

𝐶𝑁𝑃 [250 𝑛𝑀]
≤ 1.5 

CNP-preferring cells (“CNP”, colour code: cyan): Cells that responded to CNP but not to ANP. Cells that 

responded at least 1.5 times stronger to CNP than to ANP (concentration range 50-250 nM). 

𝐶𝑁𝑃 [50 𝑛𝑀]

𝐴𝑁𝑃 [50 𝑛𝑀]
≥ 1.5 𝑨𝑵𝑫 

𝐶𝑁𝑃 [250 𝑛𝑀]

𝐴𝑁𝑃 [250 𝑛𝑀]
≥ 1.5 

NO-only cells (“NO-only”, colour code: grey): Cells that responded to DEA/NO but neither to ANP nor 

to CNP at any concentration. 

Excluded cells (not analysed: “na”, not shown): All cells that did not respond at all or were excluded 

from analysis to assure data quality. 

To mark the position of cells with a certain preference in the measured region, ROIs were colour coded 

after classification with the colours that are indicated above. This can be achieved by selecting a colour 

for each individual ROI in Fiji. 

2.3.5.3 Quantification of cGMP responses to NO 

For cell culture experiments, the strength of the NO-induced cGMP/FRET response was quantified in 

addition to the NP preference. As the strength of the NO response was assessed during the 

classification procedure, this data was used. To compare the NO response between cells of the same 

measurement or between measurements, it was normalised. As cells were further processed (IF 

staining) after the measurements, no permeabilization could be done to normalise on a defined cGMP 

concentration (cells round up and can detach due to permeabilization). Therefore, NO signals were 

normalised to the highest response that was induced by one of the NPs (ANP for ANP-preferring cells 

and CNP for CNP-preferring cells). 
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𝑁𝑂 𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑒 [% 𝑜𝑓 max 𝑁𝑃 𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑒]

=
𝐷𝐸𝐴/𝑁𝑂[500 𝑛𝑀]

max(𝐴𝑁𝑃 [50 𝑛𝑀], 𝐴𝑁𝑃 [250 𝑛𝑀], 𝐶𝑁𝑃 [50 𝑛𝑀], 𝐶𝑁𝑃 [250 𝑛𝑀])
× 100 [%] 

2.3.5.4 Quantification of cells with a certain NP preference 

To analyse the heterogeneity of VSMC cultures, the number of cells belonging to one of the 3 groups 

(ANP-preferring, ANP~CNP, CNP-preferring; “na” was excluded from analysis) was counted and 

normalised to all cells belonging to these 3 groups. For VSMC cultures from GC-B knockout mice (Figure 

12, Supplementary figure V) “NO-only” cells were included in the analysis as well. Thereby, the relative 

contribution of cells with different preferences to VSMC cultures under various conditions could be 

compared. If data from different measurements were pooled (e.g., all measurements performed with 

the same conditions), all cells belonging to the same group were counted across all measurements. 

The necessary calculations are shown exemplary for ANP-preferring cells: 

𝐹𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑜𝑓 𝐴𝑁𝑃 − 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑠 [%]

=
(𝐴𝑁𝑃 − 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑠)

(𝐴𝑁𝑃 − 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑠) + (𝐶𝑁𝑃 − 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑠) + (𝐴𝑁𝑃~𝐶𝑁𝑃 𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑠) + (𝑁𝑂 𝑜𝑛𝑙𝑦 𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑠)3

× 100 [%] 

2.3.5.5 Quantification of responsive cells 

When it was of interest how many cells responded to ANP, for instance, but not how many cells 

preferred ANP over CNP, the fraction of “responsive cells” was calculated. Therefore, the number of 

cells that reacted to ANP, CNP, or DEA/NO was quantified instead of the number of cells belonging to 

one of the 4 groups. All cells that reacted to the respective stimulus at least once were counted and 

normalised to all analysed cells (“na” was excluded from analysis). The same analysis was performed 

for ex vivo measurements. 

2.3.5.6 Correlation of marker protein expression and NP preference 

The cGMP response patterns of cells were assessed by cGMP/FRET measurements. The protein 

expression of the same cells was assessed by a subsequent IF staining. To correlate both, the position 

of the cells during the FRET measurement had to match the position of the cells in the IF staining. This 

was achieved by exploiting the coordinates that were etched into the coverslip. As described in section 

2.3.3.1, the coordinates were used to document the IF staining in the FOV of the measurement. Now 

the images of the coordinates were used to reorient the image of the IF staining to match the FOV of 

the cGMP/FRET measurement. All required steps (same numbering as in the description below) are 

illustrated in Supplementary figure III schematically and exemplarily with images of an evaluation that 

was performed for this work. 

1. Open the BF images of the coordinate grid for the cGMP/FRET measurement and the IF 
staining in Fiji. Rotate the BF image of the staining until both grids show the same orientation 
(“Enlarge Image” must be checked in the rotation tool). Note the rotation angle. 

2. Apply “Enhance contrast: Saturated pixels 0.3 %, Equalize histogram” to both BF images. Copy 
the BF image of the measurement and paste it into the rotated BF image of the staining. Use 
“Paste control: Transfer mode Blend” to create a transparent overlay. 

3. Move the image of the measurement until both grids match as good as possible (sharp non-
blurry overlay). Note position of the pasted image. 

 
3 NO-only cells were only included in experiments with VSMCs from GC-B knockout mice. 
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4. Open the snapshot of the measurement and the IF image of the nuclear staining. Apply 
“Enhance contrast: Saturated pixels 0.3 %, Normalize” to both images to get images with a 
comparable brightness. Rotate the image of the nuclear staining by the angle determined in 
step (1). Copy the snapshot and paste it in the staining at the same position as in step 3. Use 
“Paste control: Transfer mode Blend” to create a transparent overlay. 

5. Check if the nuclei of the staining match the nuclei of the cells in the snapshot. If there is a 
significant mismatch move snapshot until both images match. If the angle does not match, 
repeat step (4) with an adjusted angle. Note new position and/or angle. 

6. Close all images, then open all images of the IF staining that belong to the region of this 
measurement. Rotate all images by the refined angle. Use “Specify” to create a selection at 
the refined coordinates with the dimensions of the snapshot. Crop images and safe the 
cropped images. Now all cells of the IF staining are at the exact same position as the cells 
during the cGMP/FRET measurement. 

Sometimes not the entire FOV of the cGMP/FRET measurement was documented in the IF staining. 

This was caused by the different orientation of the coverslip. The protein expression of cells that 

lied (partially) outside of the documented region could not be analysed. 

2.3.5.7 Relative quantification of protein expression 

To quantify the expression of proteins without loss of spatial resolution, IF stainings for the respective 

proteins were used. The fluorescence intensity should correlate with the amount of protein. Therefore, 

the fluorescence intensity was used as an indicator for protein expression. This analysis was only semi-

quantitative as the exact intensities depended on several factors (e.g., quality of the antibodies, 

fluorophores, staining procedure, exposure time). It was not possible to compare the expression levels 

of different proteins with each other. This method was applied to compare the average expression 

(mean fluorescence intensity = “mean gray value”) of a marker protein (e.g., αSMA) between cells of 

the same measurement or between cells of different measurements that were stained and 

documented at the same day, respectively. 

1. Align the IF staining for the protein of interest with its cGMP/FRET measurement as described 
in the previous section. Open IF staining and the ROI set of this measurement (1x1 binning) in 
Fiji. Note which ROIs lie (partially) outside of the staining, contain staining artefacts or parts of 
other cells. These ROIs are excluded from analysis. 

2. Use “Multi Measure: mean gray value” to determine the mean fluorescence intensity. Save 
data and import into MS Excel. Correct the mean fluorescence intensity values by subtraction 
of the unspecific signal of the background ROI. 

3. Group values according to the NP preference of the corresponding cell. If measurements were 
performed with the same conditions and stained and documented in parallel, expression 
values can be pooled for further analysis. 

2.4 Ex vivo analysis of murine tissues 

2.4.1 cGMP/FRET measurements in healthy aortas and atherosclerotic plaques 

Ex vivo cGMP/FRET measurements in murine tissues were performed with a confocal spinning disk 

setup (Visitron), controlled by the VisiView® (Visitron) software for image acquisition. An upright 

microscope (Examiner.Z1, ZEISS) in combination with a spinning disk unit (CSU-X1, Yokogawa) was 

equipped with an EC Plan-NeoFluar 2.5x/0.085 air objective (ZEISS) and 3 water immersion objectives 

(W N-Achromat 10x/0.3, W Plan-Apochromat 20x/1.0, W Plan-Apochromat 40x/1.0, ZEISS). For 

excitation of fluorophores, 3 diode lasers (445 nm 100 mW, 488 nm 100 mW and 561 nm 75 mW) were 

used. To record high resolution images, a monochrome CCD camera (SPOT Pursuit Monochrome, SPOT 
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Imaging) was used. The combinations of di-/polychroic mirrors and emission filters (Chroma) for the 

respective fluorophores are summarised in Table 4. For detection of cGMP/FRET signals, a more 

sensitive EM-CCD camera (QuantEM 512SC, Photometrics) was used. A movable mirror was used to 

switch the light path between both cameras. Similar to cell culture measurements, a beam splitter 

(Dual-View DV2) with insert (Micro-Imager DUAL-View, Photometrics) was used to allow simultaneous 

detection of CFP and YFP emission. It contained a dichroic mirror (505 DCLP) and two emission filters 

(BP 470/24 [for CFP emission]) and BP 535/30 [for YFP emission]). 

Table 4: Filter and laser combinations that were used to detect the different fluorophores. Band pass filters (ET 
X/Y) let only the specified range of the spectrum pass (X ± Y/2 nm). Multi pass filters (ZET X/Y/Z) let the indicated 
centre wavelength (X, Y, Z ± several nm) pass. DCLP mirrors (DCLP Y) reflect wavelengths shorter than Y and let 
pass wavelengths longer than Y. Polychroic mirrors (T X/Y/Z) let the indicated wavelengths pass (X/Y/Z ± several 
nm) and reflect the remaining part of the spectrum. The transmission spectrum of the respective mirrors/filters 
can be inspected following the given links. ET: magnetron sputtered emission filter, T: magnetron sputtered 
polychroic mirror, ZET: magnetron sputtered emission filter specifically designed for laser use. 

Fluorophore Camera Laser Di-/polychroic mirror Emission filter 

YFP SPOT Pursuit 488 nm T405/488/568/647 ET525/501 

YFP QuantEM 488 nm T405/488/561 

+ 505 DCLP2 

ET535/302, 3 

CFP SPOT Pursuit 445 nm T445/515/561 ET470/244 

mTomato SPOT Pursuit 561 nm T405/488/568/647 ZET405/488/561/6405 

FRET 
CFP 

QuantEM 445 nm 
T445/515/561 

+ 505 DCLP2 

ET470/242, 4 

YFP ET535/302, 3 

1: https://www.chroma.com/products/custom-inventory/nc460228-et525-50m700lp, 2: Component of the beam splitter 

“DUAL-View DV2”, 3: https://www.chroma.com/products/parts/et535-30m, 4: https://www.chroma.com/products/

parts/et470-24m, 5: https://www.chroma.com/products/parts/zet405-488-561-640m 

A similar superfusion system as described in section 2.3.5 was used for ex vivo cGMP/FRET 

measurements. Instead of the superfusion chamber RC-25, the chamber RC-26 (#64-0234, Warner 

Instruments) was used. This chamber was sealed with a 24 x 40 mm square coverslip from below. It 

was wide enough for the water immersion objectives to enter from above (upright microscope!). 

Tissues were fixed on the coverslip either by a block of PDMS with needles or with a mesh and a slice 

hold-down (SHD-26H/10, Warner Instruments). Buffer/drugs were heated to 37 °C by a heatable pen 

directly before chamber entry. 

2.4.1.1 Healthy aorta 

• Instruments: large scissors (F•S•T 91402-12), small bent scissor (F•S•T 14061-09), blunt 
forceps (F•S•T 11018-12), 2 fine forceps (F•S•T No. 5 [11252-20] and F•S•T No. 5/45 [11253-
25]), small spring scissors (F•S•T 15000-08) 

• Needles (Minuten pins No.10, Entosphinx) 

For cGMP/FRET measurements, aortas of mice expressing the cGMP biosensor cGi500 either globally 

(cGi(L1)) or selectively in SMCs (cGi(L2) in combination with SM22-Cre mice) were isolated with a 

modified version of the protocol described in section 2.3.1 to match the different needs. The 

evaluation of cGMP/FRET measurements is described in sections 2.3.5.1 and 2.3.5.5. 

For isolation of VSMCs it was important to remove any other cell type as good as possible during the 

isolation process. Therefore, tissue damage was acceptable to a certain extent. For ex vivo 

measurements, the aorta should be as intact as possible to best match the in vivo situation. 

https://www.chroma.com/products/custom-inventory/nc460228-et525-50m700lp
https://www.chroma.com/products/parts/et535-30m
https://www.chroma.com/products/parts/et470-24m
https://www.chroma.com/products/parts/et470-24m
https://www.chroma.com/products/parts/zet405-488-561-640m
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Furthermore, it was not necessary to remove the adventitia as it could be distinguished from the 

medial layer by location and morphology. To match these needs, the aorta was freed from surrounding 

fat as gently as possible and not measured parts were stored in full medium in a cell culture incubator 

(37 °C, 6 % CO2). 

1. Disinfect surgical instruments with 70 % technical ethanol. Fill full medium in several 35 mm 
cell culture dishes and pre-incubate in cell culture incubator. 

2. Sacrifice mouse with CO2 and verify that inter-toe reflex is gone (blunt forceps). Cut throat with 
large scissors to assure death (do not perform cervical dislocation as this might rupture the 
aorta). Spray fur with ethanol and open abdominal cavity completely (caudal to rostral). Cut 
peritoneum, open thoracic cavity at both sides until neck is reached and chest can be removed. 
If tissue sticks to chest piece, detach it gently by scratching. Cut oesophagus and trachea and 
remove lungs. Grab liver, cut below, and push liver and gastrointestinal tract aside. Grab heart 
(blunt forceps!) and pull it slightly upwards. Use bent scissors and cut along the spine caudal. 
Start at throat to get as much of parting vessels as possible and continue caudal as far as 
possible. Cut the aorta and transfer it to PBS. 

3. From here on work under a stereo microscope with fine forceps at RT. Use fine forceps to 
carefully remove the thymus (the parting vessels should appear). Free the parting vessels 
roughly from surrounding tissue. Do not grab the vessels directly but always surrounding tissue 
or the heart to avoid damaging the vessel wall. Grab the heart and cut the aortic root with 
spring scissors. Continue with removal of surrounding tissue until all larger tissue pieces have 
been removed. This process should be fast (≤ 15 min) but gentle. Strike gently across the aorta 
once to remove blood. 

4. Separate aortic arch (including the brachiocephalic artery and left common carotid artery), 
thoracic and abdominal part and transfer to labelled cell culture dishes with full medium 
(prepared in step 1). Store in a cell culture incubator (37 °C, 6 % CO2) until measurement. 

For cGMP/FRET measurements, short pieces of the aorta / parting vessels (3-4 mm in length) were 

opened longitudinally and pinned to a block of PDMS (luminal side facing the objective, adventitial side 

facing the PDMS block). The PDMS was attached to the superfusion chamber and superfused by IB 

during the cGMP/FRET measurement. As the luminal side faced the buffer, drug uptake from the 

bloodstream was simulated. The YFP fluorescence of the sensor was used to find an appropriate FOV. 

Measurements were performed with the 40x objective. After the measurement, the three-dimensional 

structure of the vessel wall could be documented at high resolution by acquisition of Z-stacks. 

Instead of pixel binning, the camera gain was increased to reduce the exposure time. Laser power had 

to be adjusted for each individual measurement as penetration depth and structure of the tissue 

impacted the signal intensity. Typical settings for ex vivo cGMP/FRET measurements of healthy aortas 

were 40x objective, 10-30 % laser power (445 nm), 500 gain, 200 ms exposure, 5 sec cycle time and 

a flow rate of 2 mL/min. A snapshot was acquired by direct excitation of YFP with 15-50 % laser power 

(488 nm), 500 gain and 200-300 ms exposure. 

To document the three-dimensional morphology and/or recombination, Z-stacks were acquired with 

the SPOT Pursuit camera. A z-resolution of 0.25-2 μm was chosen according to the required detail. 

50 %-100 % laser power (488 nm, 561 nm) and exposure times of 300-1000 ms per image were 

typically applied. Z-stacks were acquired after cGMP/FRET measurements as photobleaching/toxicity 

was likely. 
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1. PDMS must be prepared at least one day in advance as it needs time for curing. Short, bent 
needles to pin down the aorta should also be prepared in advance. 

2. The microscope is placed in a dark air-conditioned (~21 °C) room. Switch on microscope and 
light source. The light source should run at least 30 min before the first measurement is started. 
Thaw drugs on ice, pre-dilute the DEA/NO stock solution 1:1000 in 10 mM NaOH and store on 
ice. Connect a shot flask with IB (buffer reservoir) with the perfusion system. Flush the 
perfusion system with IB (1x solvent change ~10 mL) including the sample loops. Check 
alignment of the beam splitter using a calibration grid (Photometrics). If necessary, re-align 
CFP and YFP channel. 

3. Assemble superfusion chamber: 
a. Add a thin layer of silicon grease to the back of the chamber and the chamber holder 

using a brush. Attach a square coverslip (24 x 40 mm) to the bottom of the chamber 
and fix it on the chamber holder. 

b. Use a surgical knife to cut a ~5 x10 mm block of PDMS. Transfer block to chamber and 
press down firmly on the glass coverslip. It is important that the bottom of the PDMS 
block and the glass coverslips are not damaged, free from dust and liquids. Otherwise, 
the block will detach during the measurement. 

4. Isolate the aorta of a cGi500 expressing mouse as described above. Use large spring scissors 
to cut off a 3-4 mm long piece of the aorta or a parting vessel. Use small spring scissors to open 
the piece longitudinally. Add IB to the superfusion chamber until the PDMS is covered with 
liquid. Place chamber under a stereo microscope. Use the bent needles prepared in step 1 to 
pin the vessel to the PDMS with the luminal side facing away from the PDMS (towards the 
objective later). At the end, the vessel should be slightly stretched to block movement of the 
tissue during the measurement as good as possible and to keep it flat. 

5. Place chamber holder onto the microscope stage and attach inlet pen (attached to 
superfusion) and outlet needle (attached to vacuum pump) to the chamber. Start heating of 
the pen and lower the objective (40x). Start superfusion and wait until buffer connects to the 
objective then start vacuum. Change the level of the outlet needle until a constant buffer flow 
is achieved. A superfusion velocity of 2 mL/min is used. Place laser safety box on the stage to 
protect eyes from dispersed laser light. 

6. Use BF illumination with SPOT camera to bring the tissue into focus. Use the YFP fluorescence 
of the sensor to find an appropriate region for the cGMP/FRET measurement. 

7. Switch to QuantEM camera for the actual measurement. Refocus tissue under YFP illumination 
and adjust the FOV. Take a snapshot of the YFP fluorescence (40x, 15-50 % laser power 488 nm, 
500 gain, 200-300 ms exposure). Wait at least 1 minute and take a snapshot again. Compare 
both snapshots to assess the severity of the focus drift. If necessary, change the FOV to a new 
region which is less impacted by tissue movement. 

8. Save the last snapshot and load FRET settings. Typical settings are 40x magnification, 10-30 % 
laser power (445 nm), 500 gain, 200 ms exposure, 5 sec cycle time. Start measurement and 
mark ~6 cells at different positions in the FOV. 

9. Dilute drugs to their final concentrations in IB and store at RT. DEA/NO is diluted in IB directly 
before application as it starts to release NO at pH 7.4. 

10. Record at least 30 frames before application of the first drug (baseline). Load sample loop with 
the first drug and apply drug via the injection valve. Note time point when drug is applied (in 
frames). Wash the loop 3 times with IB before loading the next drug. Use the online analysis 
to follow changes of the ratio trace (R ~ [cGMP]) as well as the single traces (F480/CFP and 
F535/YFP) to verify signals (see 2.3.5.1 for a detailed explanation). Wait until signals are back 
to baseline or for 50 frames if no signal is detected before applying the next drug. Due to focus 
drifts the baseline can change (baseline drift). 

11. If the focus changes too much, a refocus is necessary during the measurement. The focus drift 
can be estimated by comparison of the snapshot with the actual FOV. If the morphology of 
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cells changed drastically or a different cell layer is in focus, start refocussing (note start and 
end of refocussing). Try to avoid refocus events during drug elicited cGMP/FRET signals. 
The baseline should be approximately at the same level as at the start of measurement. 
Changes of the baseline due to photobleaching or changes of the tissue itself cannot be 
corrected during the measurement. 

12. Record ~30 frames after the last drug application as it simplifies baseline correction during 
offline analysis. Stop measurement. If vessels of cGi(L2) mice are measured, switch back to 
SPOT camera, and acquire images of the YFP and mTomato fluorescence to assess 
recombination in the measured FOV. 

13. If necessary, document the three-dimensional morphology of the vessel by acquisition of Z-
stacks: 

a. Switch to SPOT camera. Choose appropriate magnification and focus luminal side of 
the vessel under YFP fluorescence (mark z-position as boundary). Focus the outermost 
layer of the vessel (close to adventitia) where cells are still visible and mark z-position 
as boundary. Set the step size (z-resolution) to the required level of detail (e.g., 
0.25 μm for 40x objective). If vessels of cGi(L2) mice are measured, change to 
mTomato fluorescence and check if the upper or lower boundaries need to be 
extended. 

b. Acquire Z-stack. Typical settings for acquisition of Z-stacks are 50-100 % laser power 
(488 nm, 561 nm), 300-1000 ms exposure, 0.25-2 μm step size. 

14. Press down PDMS with forceps and remove needles (re-use!). Discard tissue and continue from 
step 4 with the next part of aorta / parting vessel. It is possible to measure the aorta after 
several hours, but it should be noted that the quality of measurements decreases with time. 

2.4.1.2 Atherosclerotic plaque 

Details about the generation of atherosclerotic mice for cGMP/FRET measurements are provided in 

section 2.4.5.1. The evaluation of cGMP/FRET measurements is described in sections 2.3.5.1 and 

2.3.5.5. Atherosclerotic plaques for cGMP/FRET measurements were isolated and measured as 

described above with some minor changes. To ease immobilisation of plaques during measurements, 

they were measured while still attached to the vessel wall. The following steps of the isolation process 

(2.4.1.1, upper protocol) were modified as follows: 

3. Do not strike across the aorta to remove remaining blood as plaques might get damaged or 
detached. 

4. When separating aortic arch (including the brachiocephalic artery and left common carotid 
artery), thoracic, and abdominal part, take care to not cut through plaques. Plaques can be 
seen from the outside by their white colour. 

The vessel wall of plaque containing pieces could not be fixed on PDMS with needles as this process 

(handling, stretch) could lead to detachment of the plaque. Instead, the tissue was immobilised directly 

on the coverslip by a nylon mesh in combination with a slice hold-down with 1 mm spacing (SHD-

26H/10, Warner Instruments). This did not restrict the focus drift as efficiently as pinning with needles. 

We used a 20x objective for these measurements (instead of 40x) to image a large portion of the 

plaque without losing the ability to distinguish individual cells. The following steps of the measurement 

protocol (2.4.1.1, lower protocol) were modified as follows: 

1. Neither PDMS nor needles are used. 
3. Assemble superfusion chamber: 

b. Use scissors to cut a rectangular piece of the nylon mesh, slightly larger than the inner 
part of the chamber. 
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4. Isolate the aorta of a cGi500 expressing mouse as described above. Use large spring scissors 
to cut off a piece of the aorta or a parting vessel containing 1-2 plaques. Use small spring 
scissors to open the piece longitudinally. Be careful not to cut through the plaque. Add IB to 
the superfusion chamber. Place chamber under a stereo microscope and carefully fix the vessel 
with a nylon mesh and slice hold-down. The luminal side with the plaques must face away from 
the chamber (towards the objective later). If the plaque is concealed by a thread, use forceps 
to reposition it (pull media not plaque!). Assure that the medial part is hold by as many threads 
(mesh / slice hold-down) as possible. 

5. Place chamber holder onto the microscope stage and attach inlet pen (attached to 
superfusion) and outlet needle (attached to vacuum pump) to the chamber. Start heating of 
the pen and start superfusion. Lower the objective (2.5x) and identify plaque under brightfield 
illumination. Change to 20x objective and stop vacuum until buffer connects to the objective 
then start vacuum again. Change the level of the outlet needle until a constant buffer flow is 
achieved. A superfusion velocity of 2 mL/min is used. Place laser safety box on the stage to 
protect eyes from dispersed laser light 

7. Switch to 20x QuantEM camera for the actual measurement. Refocus plaque under YFP 
illumination and adjust the FOV. Optimally, a well-structured part of the fibrous cap is chosen 
for the measurement. With this setup it is only possible to measure the top layer(s) of the 
fibrous cap. Take a snapshot of the YFP fluorescence (20x, 50 % laser power 488 nm, 500 gain, 
200-300 ms exposure). Wait at least 1 minute and take a snapshot again. Compare both 
snapshots to assess the severity of the focus drift. Change the FOV to a new region which is 
less impacted by tissue movement if necessary. 

8. Save the last snapshot and load FRET settings. Typical settings are 20x magnification, 20-30 % 
laser power (445 nm), 500 gain, 200 ms exposure, 5 sec cycle time. Start measurement and 
mark ~6 cells at different positions in the FOV. 

13. Document the three-dimensional morphology of the plaque by acquisition of Z-stacks: 
b. Acquire Z-stack. Typical settings for acquisition of Z-stacks are 50 % laser power 

(488 nm), 300-500 ms exposure, 0.25-2 μm step size. 
c. If the plaque is too large to fit in a single FOV, several Z-stacks that overlap in x- or y-

direction can be acquired and stitched later using Fiji. 
14. Discard tissue and continue from step 4 with the next plaque. It is possible to measure plaques 

after several hours, but it should be noted that the quality of measurements decreases with 
time. 

2.4.2 Dehydration and paraffin embedding of hearts and atherosclerotic aortae 

• Embedding ring: M460-6 embedding ring (high impact polystyrene, Simport) 

• Paraffin: Surgipath Paraplast X-tra (Leica), melt and keep at 56 °C 

• Tissue cassette: M491-2 (Simport) 

• Metal mould, magnifying lens, forceps, and cannula 

Before paraffin embedding, hearts and atherosclerotic aortae were dehydrated by an increasing 

ethanol concentration row. Tissues were fixed before the dehydration procedure by transcardial 

perfusion (section 2.4.5.2 step 4) and an additional fixation step after further tissue processing (section 

2.4.5.2 step 7). Fixed hearts were cut directly below the auricle with scissors before dehydration (apical 

part was discarded). The aorta was cut directly before the embedding procedure (see below and Figure 

9 B). 

1. Fill a 12-well plate with 60 % ethanol and place 1 aorta + heart per well. Incubate at 4 °C 
overnight. Replace 60 % ethanol with 70 % ethanol and incubate 1 h at RT on a shaker. Repeat 
procedure with increasing concentrations of ethanol (1 h 80 %, 1 h 90 %, 2x 20 min 100 %). 
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2. During the last ethanol incubation, prepare 2 mL reaction tubes with 100 % toluene under a 
fume hood. Do not continue in the well plate as toluene solves the plastic. Label tissue 
cassettes with a pencil and put molten paraffin on a heating plate. 

3. Transfer aorta and heart to 100 % toluene and incubate for 2 min (do not exceed time as tissue 
becomes brittle otherwise). Transfer tissues to tissue cassette, close and drop into molten 
paraffin. Incubate in paraffin at 56 °C overnight. 

4. Transfer tissue cassettes to new paraffin solution, stir and incubate at 56 °C overnight. Repeat 
this step once more (this time 2 h are sufficient but the incubation can be extended overnight). 

5. Embed tissues with clean paraffin. The assembly of the paraffin embedding device (Figure 9 A) 
as well as the orientation of the aorta in the paraffin blocks (Figure 9 B) is schematically shown 
in Figure 9. 

a. Take out a tissue cassette and use a surgical knife to cut the aorta into 4 pieces (1x 
aortic arch [including branching vessels], 3x thoracic/abdominal part). Fill moulds with 
clean paraffin and put heart, the aortic arch, and the thoracic/abdominal parts in one 
mould, respectively. Cover moulds with embedding rings. 

b. Take mould and press briefly onto ice until the paraffin at the bottom starts to solidify. 
Take mould from ice and use injection cannula and magnifying lens to orient the tissue. 

i. Heart: cut edge should face the bottom without inclusion of air bubbles 
ii. Aortic arch: aortic root and transition to the thoracic part should face towards 

the bottom while the branching vessels point towards the top (see Figure 9 B) 
iii. Thoracic/abdominal parts: place tubes parallelly with the openings pointing 

towards the edge. 
c. Put mould back on ice until paraffin turns turbid then let paraffin solidify completely 

at -20 °C. Remove embedding ring from mould. The paraffin block should stick to the 
embedding ring. Store paraffin blocks at RT until sections are prepared. Sections will 
be cut from bottom to top. 

 

Figure 9: Embedding of aortic tissue in paraffin for preparation of histological sections.  Assembly of the 
paraffin embedding device (A) and schematic overview of the embedding process for aortic tissue (B). A: The 
dehydrated aorta was placed in a metal mould (bottom) and sealed by an embedding ring (top). Liquid paraffin 
(blue) was added from the top until the cassette has been filled completely. B: The dehydrated aorta was cut into 
4 pieces using a surgical knife. The aortic arch was embedded with the aortic root facing the bottom of the mould. 
The thoracic and abdominal aortic parts were embedded next to each other with the lumen facing sidewards. The 
top panel shows the tissue from a side view and the bottom panel from the top. For clarity, the embedding ring 
that sticks to the paraffin block is omitted. Blocks were cut from bottom to top. For details see text and section 
2.4.3. 
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2.4.3 Sectioning 

• Microtome blades: Low-Profile disposable blades DB80LS (Leica) 

• Polysine glass slides (Menzel) 

Paraffin sections were cut with a rotary microtome (HM 335 E, Microm) from the bottom of paraffin 

blocks to the top. Sections were stretched in a water bath prior to mounting on adhesive Polysine glass 

slides. Consecutive sections were mounted on series of 5 slides (16 sections per slide). 20 sections per 

column were distributed across the slides of a series, then the next column was started (see 

Supplementary figure IV). Usually, 4 series were prepared per aortic arch. In total ~320 sections per 

tissue were collected. 

1. Set angle of blade holder to 8-10° and section thickness to 10 μm. Heat water bath to 42 °C. 
Attach paraffin block and orient block parallel to the blade. Cut away paraffin until tissue is 
reached then cut ribbons of 4 sections. 

2. Transfer sections to water bath and let them stretch. Transfer sections to Polysine glass slides 
and let dry for several minutes. Check section quality under a microscope. If sections are 
wrinkled, increase time in water bath, temperature of water bath or adjust cutting angle. 

3. Let sections dry completely overnight and store at RT until further processing. 

2.4.4 Immunohistochemistry (IHC) stainings 

• 10 % methanol: 10 mL 100 % methanol, ad 100 mL PBS, store at RT 

• 30 % H2O2 (Roth), store at 4 °C 

• Peroxidase blocking solution: 6.3 % H2O2 (300 μL 30 % H2O2), 0.9 % methanol (130 μL 10 % 
methanol), 1 mL PBS, always prepare freshly 

• Antigen retrieval solution pH 6.0: 10 mM sodium citrate (2.94 g Na3C6H5O7•2 H2O, Sigma-
Aldrich), ad 1 L H2O, adjust pH to 6.0 with citric acid (Roth), store at RT 

• Blocking solution: 10 % NDS/NGS (species depends on sAb) in TBS-T 

• Nail polish: Super Stay – Crystal Clear (Maybelline) 

• pAb solution: pAb (see Supplementary table IV), 5 % NDS/NGS (species depends on sAb) in 
TBS-T 

• sAb solution: biotinylated sAb (see Supplementary table IV), 5 % NDS/NGS (species depends 
on sAb) in TBS-T 

• ABC solution (Vectastain Elite ABC Kit Peroxidase, Vector Labs): 12 μL solution A (avidin), 12 μL 
solution B (biotinylated horseradish peroxidase, HRP), ad 600 μL PBS, mix and incubate 30 min 
at RT protected from light, add 600 μL TBS-T directly before use 

• 0.1 % 3,3’-diaminobenzidene (DAB): dissolve 40 mg DAB (Sigma-Aldrich) in 40 mL PBS, store 
at -20 °C protected from light 

• DAB staining solution: 0.05 % (w/v) DAB (800 μL 0.1 % DAB), 0.02 % H2O2 (1 μL 30 % H2O2), 
800 μL PBS, prepare directly before use 

• Aquatex® mounting medium (HC860590, Merck) 

To investigate the expression and distribution of marker proteins (e.g., MAC-2 or αSMA) within 

atherosclerotic aortas, IHC was performed with paraffin sections of the aortic arch. The avidin-biotin-

complex method with DAB as chromogen was used. Similar to the indirect IF method, the protein of 

interest was detected by a pAb which in turn was bound by a species directed biotinylated sAb. Instead 

of a fluorophore an enzymatic reaction was used for detection. HRP catalysed the H2O2-dependent 

oxidation of DAB, forming an insoluble brown precipitate. Biotinylated HRP formed a complex with 

avidin that could bind to the biotinylated sAb. Therefore, several HRP molecules were bound per sAb 

[306]. The brown precipitate formed by DAB had the advantage that it could be combined with X-gal 

stained (blue precipitate) tissue sections if the staining was not too intense. To account for unspecific 
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binding of sAbs and other artefacts (e.g., direct oxidation of DAB by H2O2), controls without pAbs were 

always performed in parallel. The normal serum used for blocking should match the species of the sAb. 

1. Incubate slides with paraffin sections overnight at 37 °C to improve adhesion to the slide. 
2. Deparaffinise sections with 100 % toluene (2x 2 min) then rehydrate with decreasing 

concentrations of ethanol (2x 1.5 min 100 %, 1.5 min 90 %, 1.5 min 80 %, 1.5 min 70 %, 1.5 min 
60 %) under a fume hood at RT. Finally incubate sections 5 min in PBS. 

3. Use PAP pen (Science Services) to separate sections that are stained with different antibodies 
or negative control with a hydrophobic barrier. 

4. If sections of X-gal-stained tissues are used, document sections before proceeding (see next 
section for details). 

5. Block endogenous peroxidase with peroxidase blocking solution (~500 μL/slide) 20 min at RT 
in a humid chamber. Wash slides 3 min at RT in PBS. Incubate slides with antigen retrieval 
solution 15 min at RT, then 10 min at 92 °C to unmask antigens. Let cool down for at least 
10 min at RT and wash briefly in TBS-T. Block unspecific binding sites with blocking solution 
(~500 μL/slide) for 2 h at RT. Refresh hydrophobic barriers if necessary. 

6. Remove blocking solution with a pipette and incubate with pAb solution overnight at 4 °C in a 
humid chamber. For negative control omit pAb. 

7. Wash slides 3x 5 min in TBS-T at RT. 
8. Incubate 2 h with sAb solution at RT (~500 μL/slide) in a humid chamber. Prepare ABC solution 

~30 min before incubation time ends. Discard sAb solution and wash 3x 5 min in TBS-T at RT. 
Incubate 30 min with ABC solution (~500 μL/slide) in a humid chamber. 

9. Prepare DAB staining solution and keep it protected from light until use. Discard ABC solution 
and wash 3x 5 min in TBS-T at RT. Incubate with DAB staining solution (~500 μL/slide) at RT 
until colour develops. Check colour development under a microscope. Stop staining by 
immersing the slides in tap water. 

10. If a nuclear counterstaining is necessary, mount sections with 0.1 % Hoechst 33258 in 80 % 
glycerol (store horizontally in the dark at RT from now on). Otherwise, mount with Aquatex®: 

a. Cover sections with several drops of mounting medium and put a square coverslip on 
top. If Aquatex® is used, let dry overnight and document. If glycerol is used, fix the 
corners of the coverslip with a drop of transparent nail polish. Let dry briefly and seal 
all edges of the coverslip with nail polish, let dry overnight and document. 

2.4.4.1 Documentation 

IHC stainings of sections were documented in BF without phase contrast. In addition, the nuclear 

staining by Hoechst 33258 was documented in parallel using fluorescence settings. An upright 

epifluorescence microscope (Axioskop 20, ZEISS) equipped with an A-Plan 5x/0.12, an A-Plan 10x/0.5x 

and Plan NeoFluar 20x/0.5 objective (ZEISS) was used for documentation. An EOS 750 D (Canon) digital 

camera mounted with a 1.6x or 2.5x lens was used for detection. For BF illumination, a tungsten 

halogen lamp with condenser was used. For fluorescence illumination of Hoechst 33258 stainings, an 

HBO 50 mercury-vapor short-arc lamp was used with a DCLP 395 + LP 420 as excitation/emission filter. 

To control the camera, the EOS utility software was used. 

If tissues were stained with X-gal, they were documented before and after IHC staining. Therefore, 

tissues were covered with TBS-T directly after rehydration and documented according to step (3). 

Other slides were kept in PBS during documentation. 

1. Set up Koehler illumination[301] according to standard procedures [302]. 
2. Clean glass slide and coverslip carefully with 70 % ethanol and place slide in slide holder. 

Inspect staining through the eye piece to assess quality and overall appearance. Adjust 
brightness of the light source, exposure time and chose empty region on slide to apply white 
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balance. Switch to fluorescence mode and find optimal exposure time for documentation of 
Hoechst 33258 stained nuclei. 

3. Document every section completely at 5x magnification using the 2.5x mount. Only take BF 
images at this magnification. Document all sections at the same day using the same settings. 

4. Document interesting structures at higher magnifications (10x/20x mounted with 1.6x lens). 
First take BF image then document nuclei in fluorescence mode (same region). 

The following table lists typical settings for exposure time and light source settings for the respective 

magnifications. 

Table 5: Typical exposure times and light source settings for documentation of tissue sections with the Axioskop 
20. BF “x” – BF illumination (the higher “x” the higher the intensity); F: fluorescence illumination 

Magnification Camera mount Exposure time Light source 

5x 2.5x 1/125 second BF “4” 

10x 1.6x 1/80 second 

2 seconds 

BF “4” 

F “100 %” 

20x 1.6x 1/80 second 

2 seconds 

BF “3” 

F “100 %” 

 

2.4.5 Analysis of atherosclerosis 

2.4.5.1 Generation of atherosclerotic mice 

• Atherogenic diet (modifiziertes Altromin 1324): 20 % fat, 1.5 % cholesterol (Altromin) 

Atherosclerosis was generated by a genetic approach in combination with an altered diet. Mice do not 

naturally develop atherosclerosis but interfering with their cholesterol/lipid metabolism leads to the 

development of complex atherosclerotic lesions. One of the most common genetic mouse models for 

atherosclerosis are ApoE-deficient mice (ApoE -/-) [244; 299]. For this work, ApoE -/- mice were used 

together with an atherogenic diet high in cholesterol and fat. 

Atherosclerotic mice were bred for two different kinds of experiments. (1) Atherosclerotic mice 

expressing the cGMP biosensor cGi500 globally were bred to compare cGMP signalling in healthy and 

diseased vessels. (2) To assess the relevance of CNP-dependent cGMP signalling in VSMCs for plaque 

development, atherosclerotic mice lacking the CNP receptor GC-B selectively in SMCs were bred. 

(1) cGi(L1) mice with and without GC-B LacZ as an additional transgene were bred on an ApoE-deficient 

background (ApoE -/- x cGi(L1) +/L1 x GC-B +/LacZ and ApoE -/- x cGi(L1) +/L1 x GC-B +/+). At the age 

of 25 weeks, standard chow was replaced by an atherogenic diet for 16 weeks. Afterwards, mice were 

subjected to cGMP/FRET measurements as described in section 2.4.1.2. 

(2) SMC-selective GC-B knockout mice (Smko mice) were bred on an ApoE-deficient background 

(ApoE -/- x GC-B L2/LacZ x αSMA-CreERT2 +/tg). As the heterozygous global ablation of GC-B by the GC-

B LacZ transgene could influence plaque development, ApoE-deficient GC-B LacZ mice (LacZ-ctrl) were 

used as controls (ApoE -/- x GC-B L2/LacZ x αSMA-CreERT2 +/+). Additional control mice were ApoE-

deficient mice expressing the recombinase (Cre-ctrl: ApoE -/- x GC-B L2/+ x αSMA-CreERT2 +/tg) or were 

just ApoE-deficient (Ctrl: ApoE -/- x GC-B +/L2 x αSMA-CreERT2 +/+). SMC-selective ablation of GC-B 

was induced by two sequences of intraperitoneal tamoxifen injection (5x 1 mg/mouse/day at 4 weeks 

and 6 weeks of age). At 8 weeks of age, standard chow was replaced by an atherogenic diet for 
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18 weeks. Subsequently, mice were sacrificed and analysed in several ways (Supplementary figure VII). 

Blood samples of all mice were collected at the day of experiment and parameters typically used to 

monitor atherosclerosis development were determined. 2 mice per genotype were used to validate 

the SMC-selective ablation of GC-B by western blotting and genotyping PCRs of the atherosclerotic 

aortas. All other mice were used for the analysis of atherosclerotic plaques. The total lesion area was 

assessed by Oil Red O staining of the intact aortas. The contribution of GC-B LacZ positive cells to 

atherosclerotic plaques was evaluated by X-gal staining of the intact aorta with subsequent 

quantification in histological paraffin sections. As Oil Red O and X-gal staining are compatible, both 

were performed on the same aortas. Finally, plaque structure was investigated by IHC stainings for the 

VSMC marker protein αSMA. 

All three types of controls as well as the SMC-selective GC-B knockout were the result of the same 

breeding strategy (could be littermates). Littermates were processed at the same day. Please note that 

all ApoE-deficient mice (Smko, LacZ-ctrl, Cre-ctrl, Ctrl) were treated with tamoxifen to exclude effects 

of this partial oestrogen agonist as confounding factor. 

2.4.5.2 Isolation of aortas from atherosclerotic mice 

• 20 I.U./mL heparin: dissolve 1 mg heparin (heparin sodium salt ≥180 I.U/mg, Roth) in 9 mL PBS, 
store at 4 °C 

• 27 G cannula: 27 G 0.4 x 20 mm cannula (Sterican, B. Braun) 

• 3-component narcotic: 500 mg/L Midazolam, 50 mg/L Medetomidine, 5 mg/L Fentanyl 

For a reliable determination of blood parameters, it was important to starve the mice before the 

experiment (no chow but water ad libitum). The aorta was isolated in a similar way as described in 

section 2.4.1.1 but cleaned less thoroughly as this process is easier after Oil Red O staining (better 

contrast of tissues). 

1. Starve mice overnight (no chow but water ad libitum) 
2. Weigh mice, note weight, and anaesthetise mice by intraperitoneal injection of 3-component 

narcotic (100 μL/10 g mouse). Process two mice in parallel as anaesthesia takes several 
minutes. Wait until inter-toe reflex is gone. Collect ear biopsies for re-genotyping and extract 
DNA according to 2.2.4.1. 

3. Fill 1 mL syringe equipped with a 27 G cannula with 0.02 mL 20 I.U./mL heparin. Carefully 
remove skin from thorax with scissors and collect blood samples by puncturing the left 
ventricle of the heart with the syringe. Collect at least 500 μL and retrieve serum: 

a. Let the blood coagulate for 2 h at RT. Centrifuge 3 min at 3000 g and collect 200 μL of 
supernatant. Quick-freeze in liquid nitrogen and store at -80 °C until further analysis. 

4. Fix heart and aorta by transcardial perfusion with Cellfix for X-gal staining. Open thorax (leave 
abdominal part intact) and insert 27 G cannula (connected to a roller pump perfusion system) 
into the left ventricle of the heart pointing towards the ascending aorta. Start perfusion with 
cell fix at ~0.5 mL/min. Cut vena cava inferior between heart and liver. Perfuse for 3 min at RT.  

5. Isolate aorta as described in 2.4.1.1 (step 2-3) with following adaptations: 
(2) Do not remove lungs, and collect liver, spleen, and kidneys before removing the aorta. Pat 

tissues dry with a paper towel and note weight. Otherwise perform this step as described 
in 2.4.1.1. 

(3) From here on work under a stereo microscope with fine forceps at RT. Use fine forceps to 
carefully remove the thymus (the parting vessels should appear). Free the parting vessels 
roughly from surrounding tissue. Do not grab the vessels directly but always surrounding 
tissue or the heart to avoid damage of the vessel wall. Remove lungs. Grab the heart and 
cut the aortic root with spring scissors (approximately 1 mm of the root should remain). 
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Incise heart to improve penetration with X-gal solution. Continue with removal of 
surrounding tissue until all larger tissue pieces and the bulk of perivascular fat have been 
removed. 

6. Transfer aorta and heart to a 12 well plate and wash 3x 5 min with PBS on a shaker. Perform 
X-gal staining by replacing PBS with X-gal staining solution. Wrap plate in aluminium foil to 
protect from light and incubate overnight at 37 °C on a horizontal shaker (40 revolutions per 
minute) in the dark. 

7. Stop X-gal staining by washing 3x 5 min with PBS at RT on a shaker. Finish fixation process by 
incubation with Cellfix for 10 min at RT. Wash 3x 5 min with PBS. 

8. Remove heart, weigh, and transfer to 60 % ethanol for embedding. 
9. Seal plate with parafilm and store aortas at 4 °C in PBS until Oil Red O staining is performed. 

2.4.5.3 Verification of the SMC-selective GC-B knockout 

The SMC-selective knockout of GC-B was exemplarily verified by western blotting and genotyping PCRs 

of the atherosclerotic aortas. For western blotting, the plaque rich aortic arch and abdominal part were 

used. To yield enough protein for western blotting, two aortas per genotype were pooled. The 

genotyping PCRs were performed with the thoracic part of the aorta due to its high SMC content. The 

SMC-selectivity was assessed by comparing the recombination in the aorta lysate with the 

recombination in the ear biopsy taken for re-genotyping. Due to the high sensitivity of PCR, lysates 

could be prepared from individual aortas. 

The protocol described in section 2.4.5.2 was used with minor changes to isolate atherosclerotic 

aortas: 

4. This step is omitted as fixation interferes with western blotting and PCR. 
5. The aorta is cleaned thoroughly to remove as much non-aortic tissue as possible. Separate 

plaque rich parts of the aorta (aortic arch and abdominal part) from the thoracic part and 
collect in 1.5 mL reaction tubes. Do not pool before genotypes are confirmed by re-genotyping. 
Quick-freeze plaque rich parts in liquid nitrogen and store at -80 °C until western blotting is 
performed according to section 2.5. Extract DNA from thoracic parts as described in section 
2.2.4.1. 

The PCR for knockout verification was performed as described in 2.2.4.2. This PCR distinguished three 

different versions of the GC-B allele. The wild type / GC-B LacZ allele (“+”), the floxed allele before 

recombination (“L2”: two loxP sites present) and the inactivated allele after recombination (“L1”: one 

loxP site present). As the loxP sites of GC-B flox mice are located surrounding exons 17 and 18 (see 

Figure 19 C) but the LacZ gene of GC-B LacZ mice is placed in exon 1, this PCR detected the GC-B LacZ 

allele as wild type allele. 

2.4.5.4 Assessment of blood parameters 

Blood serum of atherosclerotic mice was analysed to get an overview about their physiological state 

and to exclude confounding factors that could influence the development of atherosclerosis (e.g., 

ineffective elevation of plasma cholesterol). Prof. Dr. med. Andreas Peter of the “Zentrallabor des 

Universitätsklinikums Tübingen” kindly analysed the following blood parameters: alkaline phosphatase, 

cholesterol, creatine kinase, total protein, glucose, glutamic oxaloacetic transaminase, glutamate-

pyruvate transaminase, high-density lipoprotein (HDL), low-density lipoprotein (LDL), urea, non-

esterified fatty acids, and triglycerides. 
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2.4.5.5 Oil Red O staining of atherosclerotic lesions 

• 78 % methanol: 78 mL 100 % methanol, ad 100 mL H2O, store at RT 

• 1 M NaOH: dissolve 20 g NaOH in 500 mL H2O, store at RT 

• Oil Red O staining solution: 35 mL Oil Red O stock, 10 mL 1 M NaOH, prepare freshly and filter 
solution (MN 615, Macherey-Nagel) 

• Oil Red O stock: 0.5 % Oil Red O (0.4 g Direct Red 80, Sigma-Aldrich), 80 mL 100 % methanol, 
dissolve by stirring, filter solution (MN 615, Macherey-Nagel), store at RT protected from light 

Oil Red O stains neutral fats and cholesteryl esters [307]. When atherosclerotic aortas are incubated 

with this dye, it accumulates in plaques while the remaining vessel is only slightly stained (contains 

mainly phospholipids). Staining with Oil Red O is a standard method to quantify lesion area in 

atherosclerotic aortas. 

1. Isolate aortas from atherosclerotic mice as described in section 2.4.5.2. 
2. Wash aortas in 78 % methanol for 5 min at RT on a shaker. Aspirate methanol and incubate in 

Oil Red O solution for 90 min at RT, protected from light, on a shaker. Transfer aortas to 78 % 
methanol in a new 12-well plate and destain for 5 min at RT on a shaker. 

3. Transfer aortas to PBS and finish cleaning process. All surrounding tissue must be removed 
carefully to avoid detachment of atherosclerotic lesions. Aortas can be stored in PBS at 4 °C 
until documentation. 

2.4.5.6 Documentation and quantification of lesion area 

Lesion area of Oil Red O-stained aortas was documented with an EOS 750 D (Canon) digital camera 

mounted with a 1.6x lens on a stereomicroscope (Stemi 2000 CS, ZEISS). Two light sources were used 

to illuminate the samples (KL1500 LCD, Schott). One light source illuminated the sample from below. 

The other light source was equipped with two gooseneck lamps, allowing for flexible illumination. 

Aortas were placed in a 100 mm petri dish filled with PDMS. This helped keeping the aortas in place 

during documentation. 

1. Set light sources to 3200 K and place the PDMS coated petri dish filled with water under a 
stereomicroscope. Transfer an aorta to the dish and place a coverslip on top. Press the 
coverslip down by placing two 10 g weights at opposing corners. Check that all parts of the 
aorta are clearly visible, no part is twisted or folded. 

2. Illuminate the aorta evenly from two opposing sites. Adjust exposure time at the camera and 
acquire an image (0.65x and 1x magnification). Move the aorta between images until all parts 
are documented. Flip aorta and document its reverse side. 

3. Dehydrate documented aorta and embed in paraffin as described in section 2.4.2. 

The lesion area was determined in Fiji using the images that were acquired above. Lesions generally 

progress faster in the aortic arch than in the thoracic part. Therefore, lesion area in the arch and the 

remaining aorta was evaluated separately. Lesion area was normalised to the total area of the vessel 

wall (aortic arch or thoracic/abdominal aorta). 

The lesion area in the aortic arch was quantified using the images acquired at 1x magnification (scale: 

436.0 pixel/mm). The lesion area of the thoracic/abdominal part was quantified in the 0.65x 

magnification images (scale: 276.2 pixel/mm). 

1. Open an image of the aortic arch in Fiji (1x magnification). Set scale to 436.0 pixel/mm. Use 
the polygon selection tool and mark the aortic arch within the following boundaries and save 
ROI as “area arch”: 
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a. Up to 1 mm in front of the brachiocephalic artery and up to 1 mm rear of the left 
subclavian artery. The brachiocephalic artery and the left subclavian artery are 
included up to their branching point. The left common carotid artery is included up to 
the length where the brachiocephalic artery branches. 

2. Change selection colour and zoom into the image. Use polygon tool to mark plaques (indicated 
by the red colour of the Oil Red O staining) within the aortic arch and save ROIs as “plaque”. If 
there are plaque-free regions within a plaque, mark separately and label as “hole”. Select all 
ROIs, use “Multi measure” to quantify the area of all ROIs and export data. 

3. Repeat steps 1-2 with the image of the reverse side. 

The lesion area of the thoracic/abdominal aorta was quantified as described above with the following 

changes: Use the 0.65x magnification image and set scale to 276.2 pixel/mm. The complete aorta 1 mm 

rear of the left subclavian artery was analysed. 

Calculation of the lesion area in percent was performed with MS Excel as follows: Import vessel and 

lesion area (aortic arch and thoracic/abdominal part were calculated separately) of front and reverse 

site into excel and calculate as follows: 

𝑉𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑙 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎 [𝑚𝑚2] = 𝑉𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑙 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑛𝑡 + 𝑉𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑙 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑒 

𝑃𝑙𝑎𝑞𝑢𝑒 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎 [𝑚𝑚2]

= ∑ 𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑞𝑢𝑒 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑛𝑡[𝑖]

𝑛

𝑖=1

+ ∑ 𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑞𝑢𝑒 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑒[𝑖]

𝑛

𝑖=1

− ∑ ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑒 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑛𝑡[𝑖]

𝑚

𝑖=1

− ∑ ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑒 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑒[𝑖]

𝑚

𝑖=1

; 𝑛, 𝑚: 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑠, ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑒𝑠 

𝑟𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑙𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎 [%] =
𝑃𝑙𝑎𝑞𝑢𝑒 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎 [𝑚𝑚2]

𝑉𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑙 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎 [𝑚𝑚2]
× 100 [%] 

2.4.5.7 Quantification and representation of GC-B-dependent LacZ expression in atherosclerotic 

vessels 

GC-B LacZ expression was analysed by X-gal staining. Isolation of atherosclerotic aortas and 

subsequent X-gal staining were performed as described in section 2.4.5.2. For analysis, the complete 

paraffin-embedded aortic arch was cut into 10 μm sections (see section 2.4.2 and 2.4.3) and the 

number of X-gal stained nuclei was counted across all sections. Quantification was performed without 

deparaffinisation. This rendered the identification of stained nuclei more difficult but had the 

advantage that sections could be used for further analysis by IHC. Representative sections were 

deparaffinised, documented, and subsequently stained by IHC. 

The same set up as used for documentation of IHC stainings (2.4.4.1) was used for counting of X-gal-

stained nuclei. All positive cells of the aortic arch (including branching vessels) were assessed for 

plaque and media separately. The total number of sections that could be analysed as well as the plaque 

burden differed from mouse to mouse. Therefore, the total number of X-gal-stained cells was 

normalised to the number of sections containing at least one X-gal-stained nucleus. This parameter (X-

gal+ cells/positive section) indicated the average number of X-gal+ (GC-B LacZ expressing) cells in 

atherosclerotic plaque sections. All sections from the same aorta were documented in one run. 
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𝑋 − 𝑔𝑎𝑙+𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑠/𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 [𝑟𝑒𝑙. ]  

=
𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑋 − 𝑔𝑎𝑙+ 𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑠 𝑖𝑛 𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑎𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑐 𝑎𝑟𝑐ℎ

𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ 𝑋 − 𝑔𝑎𝑙+ 𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑠
 

1. Set up Koehler illumination[301] according to standard procedures [302]. 
2. Place slide with paraffin sections in slide holder. Use 10x objective and count X-gal+ cells. Note 

for each section how many X-gal+ cells are counted in the media and how many are counted 
within plaques. 

3. Transfer data to MS Excel and calculate the enrichment index (see formula above) for plaque 
and media separately. 

As it was known in which section how many cells were X-gal+, the distribution of X-gal+ cells could be 

resolved spatially (first section 0 μm, next section 10 μm, etc.). By plotting the number of X-gal+ cells 

in a plaque section together with the position of the section, it was possible to see if X-gal+ cells were 

evenly distributed across all plaque sections or accumulated in specific regions. For better 

comparability these “plaque profiles” were aligned to each other. 

4. Determine the section with the highest number of X-gal+ cells. Set this position as starting 
point (“0”). All sections before have a negative distance (e.g., -10 μm) and all sections after 
this section a positive one (e.g., +10 μm). This aligns all plaque profiles relative to the plaque 
section with most X-gal+ cells. 

5. Calculate mean and SEM for every section of the same genotype (e.g., all sections at “10 μm”) 
and plot the result (y-axis: mean ± SEM of X-gal+ cells per section / x-axis: distance from 
starting point). 

2.4.5.8 Assessment of αSMA+ plaque area 

In this work it was assumed that plaques are stabilised by (contractile) SMCs. These express αSMA in 

contrast to strongly modulated/transdifferentiated SMCs. To compare the contribution of these 

potentially stabilising cells, the αSMA+ area was determined in plaque sections from Smko and LacZ-

ctrl mice as described below. 

Sections of individual plaques of the aortic arch were stained for αSMA by IHC and documented with 

a 5x objective and a 2.5x lens as camera mount (see section 2.4.4). The αSMA+ area was quantified in 

Fiji and normalised to the total area of the plaque. To separately analyse the αSMA+ area of the 30 μm 

cap region (not identical with but should comprise the fibrous cap) and the plaque core, the same 

analysis was performed for the respective parts. Normalisation was performed on cap or core area, 

respectively. The cap region was defined as the 30 μm thick layer at the luminal side of a plaque. The 

core was defined as the non-cap part of the plaque. As border between plaque and media the first 

elastic lamina below the plaque that was not disrupted was chosen in this work. The stained area was 

quantified semi-automatically. The parameters were determined with a random selection of images 

of the respective staining. Once the parameters were determined, they could be applied to all stainings 

of the same antigen that were performed in parallel and documented at the same day. By this 

approach a subjective bias of the experimenter was excluded. The following protocol describes briefly 

how this quantification was achieved. A detailed step by step protocol is provided in the appendix 

(7.3.3). 
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First, all plaques / cap regions were marked manually with ROIs: 

1. Open an image of a section stained for αSMA with Fiji. Set scale to 3.36 pixel/μm (5x objective, 
2.5x mount). Use “enhance contrast” function to improve visibility of the plaque structure. 

2. Use a polygon selection to mark the plaque and cap region: 
a. Start at the luminal side and follow the plaque until it merges with the media. Find the 

elastin fibre (not stained) that is not disrupted and closest to the luminal side. Follow 
this fibre to mark the inner border of the plaque. Close the selection and save ROI as 
“plaque”. 

b. The cap region is defined as the 30 μm luminal layer of the plaque. Duplicate the ROI 
marking the plaque, change line thickness of the duplicated ROI to 60 μm and colour 
to blue. Check “Show all” and uncheck “Label”. The inner border of the blue ROI is 
exactly 30 μm away from the border of the plaque (the blue ROI extends 30 μm in each 
direction of the yellow “plaque” ROI). Now the 30 μm cap area can be marked with a 
polygon selection. Save ROI as “cap” and delete duplicated ROI. 

c. Repeat (a)-(b) with all plaques of the section. Save all “plaque” and “cap” ROIs. These 
ROIs will be used to quantify the total plaque and cap area, respectively (step 14). 

3. Process all stainings as described above. 

Second, the parameters to semi-automatically mark the αSMA+ area were determined. 

4. Open 6-8 images of an αSMA staining and the negative control. 
5. Place a circular ROI in a tissue free region of the first image and use the BIOP 

SimpleColorBalance plugin to perform a white balance of the image. Continue with the next 
image until all images are processed. 

6. Use Fiji’s “Color deconvolution” and select “H DAB”. Fiji splits the image in a “haematoxylin” 
and a “DAB” channel. The “DAB” channel contains the IHC stained area (+ background). Repeat 
this step with all open images. 

a. Select “Threshold” and adjust the threshold until only αSMA positive area is visible. 
Note the selected threshold. And repeat this step with all deconvoluted images. 

b. Compare the threshold values from the processed images. They should be similar. 
Chose a value in this range and test it on all open images. If it is acceptable, verify this 
value with the negative control. Note the chosen threshold, e.g., “0-185”. 

Third, the parameters for the threshold were used to mark the αSMA+ area with ROIs. All images were 

processed sequentially. 

7. Open an IHC staining image and perform steps (5)-(6). For step (6) apply the threshold selected 
in step (6b). 

8. Use “Analyze Particles” with the threshold image to mark the αSMA+ area with ROIs and 
combine ROIs with the “OR” function. Save as “area1”. Invert image and use “Analyze particles” 
with the additional option “Exclude on edges” to mark αSMA-negative parts of the plaque that 
are surrounded by αSMA+ area. Combine ROIs with “OR” as “holes 1” and invert image again. 

9. Select “holes1” and use “Analyze Particles”. This marks αSMA+ area within the holes. Combine 
ROIs with “OR” as “area2”. Invert image, select “area2” and use “Analyze Particles”. Combine 
ROIs with “OR” as “holes2”. Now all αSMA+ area and all αSMA-negative area should be saved 
as ROIs. 

10. The αSMA-negative area must be excluded from the αSMA+ area. Combine “area1” and 
“holes1” with “XOR” as “staining1”. Combine “area2” and “holes2” with “XOR” as “staining2”. 

11. Combine “staining1” and “staining2” with “OR” as “IHC_staining”. Discard all other ROIs and 
save. The “IHC_staining” ROI contains the complete αSMA+ area. 

12. Repeat this procedure with all images of IHC stainings that were performed and recorded in 
parallel. 
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Fourth, the “IHC_staining” ROIs were used to quantify the αSMA+ area separately in plaque and cap 

area. The values for the plaque core were calculated from these values and the αSMA+ area was 

normalised to the total area of the corresponding region (plaque, cap, core). 

13. Open an image and the respective ROI sets created in step (2) (plaque/cap area) and in step 
(11) (αSMA+ area). Set scale to 3.36 pixel/μm (5x objective, 2.5x mount). Combine the 
following ROIs with the “AND” function to mark the αSMA+ area in the corresponding region 
(keep the original ROIs!): 

a. “plaque” and “IHC_staining” as “IHC_plaque”. 
b. “cap” and “IHC_staining” as “IHC_cap”. 

14. Select all ROIs (“plaque”, “IHC_plaque”, “cap”, “IHC_cap”) and use “Multi measure” to quantify 
the different areas and export data. 

15. Import areas in MS Excel and calculate the areas for the “core” by subtracting cap from plaque 
values (the core is the non-cap area) 

16. Normalise the αSMA+ area to the total area of the respective region. Below, the calculation 
for the αSMA+ cap area is described exemplarily. The calculations for the “complete plaque” 
and the “core” are performed accordingly: 
 

𝛼𝑆𝑀𝐴 − 𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎 (𝑐𝑎𝑝 𝑟𝑒𝑔𝑖𝑜𝑛)[%] =
𝛼𝑆𝑀𝐴+ 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎 (𝑐𝑎𝑝 𝑟𝑒𝑔𝑖𝑜𝑛)[𝜇𝑚2]

𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎 (𝑐𝑎𝑝 𝑟𝑒𝑔𝑖𝑜𝑛) [𝜇𝑚2]
 × 100 [%] 

 
17. Repeat steps (13)-(16) with all plaques of the given section and all images of αSMA stainings. 

2.5 Western blotting 

Protein expression of cultured VSMCs, healthy, and atherosclerotic aortas was compared by western 

blotting. First, protein lysates were prepared, and their concentrations were determined. After 

separation of proteins by gel electrophoresis, proteins were blotted to a membrane and proteins of 

interest were detected immunologically. 

2.5.1 Preparation of protein lysates 

• 1 M NaCl: 58.4 g NaCl, ad 1 L H2O, store at RT 

• 100 mM phenylmethylsulfonylfluoride (PMSF): dissolve 174 mg PMSF (Roth) in 10 mL 100 % 
ethanol, store at -20 °C 

• 20 % sodium dodecyl sulphate (SDS): dissolve 200 g SDS at 60 °C in 800 mL H2O, ad 1 L H2O, 
store at RT 

Cultured cells were serum-starved overnight before lysis. Tissues (healthy and atherosclerotic aortas) 

were freed from surrounding tissue as fast as possible, quick-frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored 

at -80 °C until lysis. 

2.5.1.1 Cell culture 

• Cell scraper (#70-1250, Biologix) 

• Lysis buffer C: 21 mM Tris-Cl (21 μL 1 M Tris-Cl pH 8.0), 0.67 % SDS (33.5 μL 20 % SDS), 0.2 mM 
PMSF (2 μL 100 mM PMSF), ad 1 mL H2O, always prepare freshly 

Seed 1 000 000 VSMCs per 100 mm cell culture dish (see section 2.3.1 for details), let grow to ≥ 80 % 

confluency and serum-starve overnight. 

1. Pre-heat PBS to 37 °C. Wash cells twice with PBS. Aspirate PBS as thoroughly as possible after 
the second wash step. Add 500 μL lysis buffer C per 100 mm cell culture dish and scratch with 
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the pipette until liquid gets viscous. Use cell scraper to detach remaining cells and transfer 
lysate to a 1.5 mL reaction tube. 

2. Incubate lysates 10 min at 95 °C to disrupt protein-DNA interactions and to denature proteins. 
Centrifuge 5 min at 18 000 rcf at 4 °C and transfer supernatant to a new tube. Determine 
protein concentration according to section 2.5.2. 

3. Store lysates at -20 °C (short time) or -80 °C (long time) or use directly for western blotting. 

2.5.1.2 Tissue 

• FastPrep® tubes, orange caps, ¼” ceramic spheres, garnet matrix A bulk (all from MP 
Biomedicals) 

• Lysis buffer T: 50 mM Tris-Cl (50 μL 1 M Tris-Cl pH 8.0), 100 mM NaCl (100 μL 1 M NaCl), 5 mM 
EDTA (10 μL 0.5 M EDTA), 2 % SDS (100 μL 20 % SDS), 2.5 mM PMSF (25 μL 100 mM PMSF, 
warm with hands until all crystals are dissolved), ad 1 mL H2O, always prepare freshly (do not 
chill on ice as SDS will precipitate!) 

A FastPrep-24 device was used to homogenise tissues. If frozen tissues were stored at -80 °C, they 

were transport and stored in liquid nitrogen until lysis was started. 

1. Add garnet matrix A bulk (conic part should be filled), 1 ceramic sphere, and lysis buffer T 
(350 μL for 2 aortas) to FastPrep tubes. Take 2 aortas (2x arch + 2x abdominal part) and transfer 
to FastPrep tubes. Place tubes in FastPrep device and run 2x 30 sec at 6.5 M/s. Centrifuge 
1 min at 15 000 rcf at 4 °C and chill 4 min on ice between runs. 

2. Centrifuge 1 min at 15 000 rcf at 4 °C and transfer supernatant to new tube. 
3. Incubate lysates 10 min at 95 °C to disrupt protein-DNA interactions and to denature proteins. 

Centrifuge 5 min at 18 000 rcf at 4 °C and transfer supernatant to a new tube. Determine 
protein concentration according to section 2.5.2. 

4. Store lysates at -20 °C (short time) or -80 °C (long time) or use directly for western blotting. 

2.5.2 Protein determination by Lowry 

• BSA standard: dissolve BSA (12.5 μg/mL, 25 μg/mL, 50 μg/mL, 100 μg/mL, 200 μg/mL) in H2O, 
store at -20 °C 

• Total protein kit, micro lowry, Peterson’s modification (Sigma-Aldrich): 
o Lowry reagent: dissolve 2 g Lowry reagent in 40 mL H2O, store at RT 
o Folin reagent: 18 mL Folin & Ciocalteu’s phenol reagent, 90 mL H2O, store at RT 

protected from light 

The Peterson’s modification [308] of the Lowry assay [309] was performed to determine protein 

concentrations in cell and tissue lysates. This colorimetric assay is based on a biuret reaction detecting 

the peptide bonds of proteins. Protein concentration was determined by measuring the absorbance at 

660 nm and comparing the values with a standard curve which was prepared in parallel by using the 

BSA standard. The assay was performed in a 96-well plate format in duplicates. Absorbance at 660 nm 

was measured with the Multiskan EX multi-well plate reader (Thermo) and calculations were 

performed using MS Excel. 

1. Add 95 μL H2O to 5 μL protein lysate, lysis buffer T/C (blank for lysates), and H2O (blank for BSA 
standard) in reaction tubes. Distribute 100 μL of each BSA standard to reaction tubes. Add 
100 μL Lowry reagent. Mix and incubate 20 min at RT in the dark. Add 50 μL Folin reagent, mix 
and incubate 30 min at RT in the dark. 

2. Transfer 200 μL of each reaction mix to a well of a flat-bottom 96-well plate. Use plate reader 
to mix samples briefly, determine absorbance at 660 nm and build mean of duplicates. 
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3. Establish a standard curve with the absorbance values of the BSA standard (use H2O sample as 
blank). Determine function by linear regression and build inverse function. Use inverse 
function to estimate protein concentration in lysates (use lysis buffer as blank). 

2.5.3 SDS polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis 

• 20 % ammonium persulfate (APS): 20 % (w/v) APS (2 g APS, Roth), 10 mL H2O, store at -20 °C 

• Isopropanol: 100 % (v/v) isopropanol (Sigma-Aldrich) 

• PageRulerTM prestained protein ladder 10-180 kDa (#26616, Thermo) 

• Rotiphorese Gel 30 (Roth): 30 % (w/v) acrylamide, 0.8 % (w/v) bisacrylamide 

• 10x SDS running buffer: 0.25 M Tris (15.1 g Tris), 1.9 M glycine (72 g glycine), 0.1 % (w/v) SDS 
(5 g SDS), ad 500 mL H2O, store at RT 

• 5x SDS loading dye: 0.32 M Tris-Cl (3.2 mL 1 M Tris-Cl pH 6.8), 40 % (v/v) glycerol (4 mL 
glycerol), 15 % (w/v) SDS (1.5 g SDS), 25 % (v/v) β-mercaptoethanol (2.5 mL β-
mercaptoethanol, Roth), 0.1 % (w/v) bromophenol blue (10 mg bromophenol blue), ad 10 mL 
H2O 

• N,N,N’,N’-Tetramethylethylendiamin (TEMED, Roth) 

• 10 % separating gel (1.5 mm): 10 % (w/v) acrylamide/0.3 % (w/v) bisacrylamide (3.3 mL 
Rotiphorese Gel 30), 1x Tris/SDS pH 8.8 (1.25 mL 4x Tris/SDS pH 8.8), 4.1 mL H2O, 0.1 % TEMED 
(10 μL TEMED), 0.1 % APS (50 μL 20 % APS), always prepare directly before casting the gel and 
add APS last as it starts the polymerisation 

• 4 % stacking gel (1.5 mm): 4 % (w/v) acrylamide/0.1 % (w/v) bisacrylamide (0.65 mL 
Rotiphorese Gel 30), 1x Tris/SDS pH 6.8 (1.25 mL 4x Tris/SDS pH 6.8), 3.05 mL H2O, 0.2 % 
TEMED (10 μL TEMED), 0.2 % APS (50 μL 20 % APS), always prepare directly before casting the 
gel and add APS last as it starts the polymerization 

• 4x Tris/SDS pH 6.8: 0.5 M Tris (3 g Tris), 0.4 % SDS (0.2 g), ad 50 mL H2O, adjust pH to 6.8 with 
HCl, store at 4 °C 

• 4x Tris/SDS pH 8.8: 1.5 M Tris (18.2 g Tris), 0.4 % SDS (0.4 g), ad 100 mL H2O, adjust pH to 8.8 
with HCl, store at 4 °C 

Proteins were separated according to their molecular weight by SDS polyacrylamide gel 

electrophoresis under denaturing/reducing conditions [310; 311]. For electrophoresis, the Mini-

PROTEAN system (Bio-Rad) was used in combination with a Standard Power Pack P25 (Biometra) as 

power supply. 

1. Thaw protein lysates on ice and add 20 μL 5x SDS loading dye to 80 μL of protein lysate. Store 
remaining lysate at -20/-80 °C. Assemble mini-protein chamber (Bio-Rad) and fill gel pouring 
system with H2O to check for leakage. Remove H2O, prepare 10 % separating gel solution and 
cast gel. Overlay with isopropanol to achieve an even border towards the stacking gel. Let 
polymerise for ~30 min. Remove isopropanol completely. Prepare 4 % stacking gel solution 
and cast stacking gel on top. Place combs and let polymerise for at least 30 min. 

2. Denature protein lysates (+ SDS loading dye) for 5 min at 95 °C, centrifuge 1 min at 18 000 rcf 
at RT. Dilute samples to the same concentration (14-25 μg protein/20 μL) with 1x SDS loading 
dye. 

3. Place SDS gels in running chamber (short plate facing inward) and fill inner and outer chamber 
with 1x SDS running buffer. Remove combs and rinse pockets. 

4. Load 20 μL sample or 3 μL PageRuler per pocket. Fill empty pockets with 1x SDS loading dye to 
avoid broadening of bands. Run gel 10 min at 50 V, then ~1 h at 150 V. 
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2.5.4 Protein transfer and detection 

• Anode solution I: 300 mM Tris (36.3 g Tris), 20 % (v/v) methanol (200 mL 100 % methanol), ad 
1 L H2O, adjust pH to 10.4 and store at RT 

• Anode solution II: 25 mM Tris (3 g Tris), 20 % (v/v) methanol (200 mL 100 % methanol), ad 1 L 
H2O, adjust pH to 10.4 and store at RT 

• Blocking solution: 5 % (w/v) milk powder (5 g milk powder), ad 100 mL TBS-T, store at 4 °C for 
up to 3 days 

• Blotting paper: 0.35 mm, 195 g/m2 blotting paper (#gb46, A. Hartenstein) 

• Cathode solution: 40 mM 6-amino hexanoic acid (5.2 g 6-amino hexanoic acid, Roth), 25 mM 
Tris (3 g Tris), 20 % (v/v) methanol (200 mL 100 % methanol), ad 1 L H2O, adjust pH to 7.6 with 
HCl and store at RT 

• ECL reagent: mix 1 mL WesternBright® Sirius (luminol/enhancer solution, Biozym) with 1 mL 
WesternBright® Peroxide (chemiluminescent detection reagent, Biozym), prepare directly 
before use 

• 20 % NaN3: 20 % (w/v) NaN3 (400 mg NaN3, Roth), ad 2 mL H2O, store at 4 °C 

• pAb solution: pAb (see Supplementary table IV), 5 % (w/v) BSA (250 mg BSA), 0.05 % NaN3 
(12.5 μL 20 % NaN3), ad 5 mL TBS-T, store at 4 °C and reuse 

• Polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) membrane: PVDF membrane (0.2 μm pore size, #03010040001, 
Roche) 

• sAb solution: HRP coupled sAb (see Supplementary table IV) in TBS-T/milk, prepare freshly 

• TBS-T/milk: 1 % (w/v) milk powder (1 g milk powder), ad 100 mL TBS-T, store at 4 °C for up to 
3 days 

After separation of proteins by SDS polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis, lysates were analysed for 

proteins of interest by western blotting [312; 313]. Therefore, proteins were transferred from the gel 

to a PVDF membrane using a semi-dry blotting device (Trans-Blot® SD semi-dry transfer cell, Bio-Rad) 

using a discontinuous 3 buffer system developed by Kyhse-Andersen [314]. Proteins immobilised to 

the membrane were detected by indirect chemiluminescence. Protein specific pAbs were bound by 

HRP-coupled sAbs. HRP catalysed the oxidation of luminol by H2O2 (components of the ECL reagent) 

leading to the emission of light. Light was detected quantitatively with the ChemiDoc MP 

documentation system. 

1. Disassemble gel running chamber and discard stacking gel. Prepare blotting sandwich (per 
sandwich): Cut 16 blotting paper and PVDF membrane slightly larger than the dimension of 
the gel. Soak 8 papers in cathode solution, 4 papers in anode solution I and 4 papers in anode 
solution II. Activate PVDF membrane in 100 % methanol for ~1 min at RT, then soak in anode 
solution II. 

2. Assemble blotting sandwich on the western blot device. The composition is given from top 
(cathode) to bottom (anode). Remove air bubbles by gentle pressure after each layer: 

a. Cathode 
b. 8 blotting papers soaked with cathode solution 
c. SDS gel 
d. PVDF membrane 
e. 4 blotting papers soaked with anode solution II 
f. 4 blotting papers soaked with anode solution I 
g. Anode 

3. Run western blot 1.5 h at 50 mA/gel. Disassemble blotting sandwich and block PVDF 
membrane in blocking solution 1 h at RT, shaking. In the meantime, label membrane and 
marker bands with a pen. 
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4. Use marker bands as orientation to cut the membrane. Every protein of interest should be 
located on a separate piece. Wash membrane 3x 3 min with TBS-T at RT, shaking. Incubate 
with pAb solution overnight at 4 °C in 50 mL falcon tubes on a roller shaker. 

5. Wash membrane 3x 3 min with TBS-T/milk at RT, shaking. Incubate with sAb solution for ≥1 h 
at RT on a roller shaker. Wash membrane 3x 3 min with TBS-T at RT, shaking. 

6. Prepare ECL reagent and assemble membrane in the original order on a tray. Wet membrane 
with ECL reagent. 

7. Record chemiluminescence with the ChemiDoc MP at 1x1 binning with increasing exposure 
times (first image after 1 sec, then 30 images every 10 seconds using cumulative recording [last 
image is exposed for 301 seconds]). 

8. Choose for every protein the image with the highest non-saturating intensity. 

2.6 Software 

FIJI (latest version 1.53k) was used for image analysis [315]: The update sites “ImageJ”, “Fiji”, “Java-8”, 

“BIG-EPFL” and “PTBIOP” were activated to load the required plugins. The MultiStackReg plugin (latest 

version 1.45, http://bradbusse.net/sciencedownloads.html) created by Brad Busse was downloaded 

separately. 

Origin Pro (latest version 9.8.5.201, OriginLab Corporation, Northampton, MA, US) and MS Excel 

(latest version 16.0.14326.20384, Microsoft Corporation, Redmond, WA, US) were used for data 

analysis. 

CorelDRAW 2017 (latest version 19.0.0.328, Corel Corporation, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada) was used to 

prepare the figures. 

EndNote 20 (latest build 15341, Clarivate, Boston, MA, US) was used to create the bibliography. 

2.7 Statistical analysis 

Statistical analysis was performed in Origin Pro. The Shapiro-Wilk test was used to test data for normal 

distribution. The Mann-Whitney U test was performed for pairwise comparisons of non-normally 

distributed data. Normally distributed data was tested for homo-/heteroscedasticity (F-test). A 

standard Student’s t-test (homoscedastic data) or a Welch-corrected one (heteroscedastic data) was 

performed for pairwise comparisons. For groupwise comparisons (more than two groups) a one-way 

analysis of variance (ANOVA) with subsequent Bonferroni post hoc test was performed. Alternatively, 

multiple pairwise comparisons (Student’s t-test or Mann-Whitney U test) were performed in 

combination with a Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons. Statistical significance was 

considered for p<.05 and indicated in three categories (*p<.05, **p<.01, ***p<.001). 

  

http://bradbusse.net/sciencedownloads.html
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3 Results 

3.1 cGMP signalling in cultured VSMCs 

It was shown previously that VSMCs in culture [17; 102] and certain arteries [37-39] can react to NO, 

ANP, and CNP. Furthermore, there is some evidence that cGMP signalling can affect the VSMC 

phenotype. However, to our knowledge it was not analysed yet whether the exact same VSMC can 

respond to all three stimuli, and the exact role of cGMP in the phenotypic modulation of VSMCs is still 

poorly understood. To better understand cGMP signalling in VSMCs in relation to their phenotype, we 

directly compared cGMP generation in response to ANP and CNP within the same cell. Furthermore, 

we clearly characterised the phenotypic state of our cultured VSMCs and analysed how their 

phenotypic modulation influenced their cGMP generation. 

3.1.1 Primary VSMCs show diverse cGMP response patterns 

To compare their ANP- and CNP-induced cGMP generation, we isolated primary aortic VSMCs from 

sensor mice expressing the cGMP biosensor cGi500 globally (Figure 10). This FRET-based biosensor 

binds cGMP reversibly in the physiological range. Thus, it allows to follow cGMP concentration changes 

in individual cells in real time upon multiple stimulation in a non-destructive manner. Subconfluent 

cultures were stimulated alternatingly with increasing concentrations of ANP and CNP. At the end of 

each experiment, 500 nM of the NO-releasing compound DEA/NO (referred to as “NO” for reasons of 

simplicity) were applied to verify viability of cells that did not respond to NPs and to induce sensor-

saturating cGMP concentrations. After the cGMP/FRET measurement, the phenotypic state of 

individual VSMCs was assessed by IF staining for αSMA and SM22α as marker proteins for contractile 

VSMCs. To correlate the cGMP response patterns of individual cells with their phenotype, we 

developed a mapping method based on gridded coverslips (see section 2.3.5.6 and Supplementary 

figure III for details). These experiments (Figure 10) were performed during my diploma thesis and 

repeated/extended in this work. 

Figure 10 A shows the typical appearance of a primary VSMC culture during cGMP/FRET 

measurements (top left). Strong sensor fluorescence was detected in the cytosol, while the nuclei were 

darker, probably due to exclusion of the sensor from the nucleoplasm. A high extent of heterogeneity 

was observed within primary VSMC cultures with respect to morphology and sensor fluorescence 

intensity. The morphology ranged from thin elongated to small and large roundish cells. The former 

morphology was described for the contractile and the latter for the modulated phenotype. This 

morphological heterogeneity was also reflected by heterogeneous cGMP response patterns (Figure 

10 A, bottom left and right panel). The right panel depicts the cGMP/FRET ratio traces of five 

representative individual VSMCs. These ratio traces reflect changes in intracellular cGMP 

concentration over time, relative to the baseline (“basal cGMP”) of the corresponding cell. The red 

horizontal bars indicate the time span of drug application of the drug indicated below each bar. cGMP 

elevations started during drug application but did not decay immediately after stop of application. 

Especially for NP-induced cGMP signals the decay was often delayed for several minutes. The 

comparison of the cGMP response patterns led to the identification of 3 distinct NP-induced cGMP 

response patterns as indicated by three different colours: (1) Signal traces of cells that responded to 

ANP but not CNP (top) and cells that responded at least 1.5 times stronger to ANP than to CNP (second 

from top) are marked in orange. They will be referred to as “ANP-preferring cells” from here on. (2) 

Signal traces of cells that responded to CNP but not ANP (bottom) and cells that responded at least 1.5 
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times stronger to CNP than to ANP (second from bottom) are marked in cyan. They will be referred to 

as “CNP-preferring cells” from here on. (3) The green ratio trace (middle) represents cells without a 

clear preference for one of these peptides (e.g., only 1.1 times stronger cGMP response to ANP 

stimulation than to stimulation with CNP). They will be referred to as “ANP~CNP cells” from here on. 

 

Figure 10: Phenotypic diversity of primary VSMCs is associated with distinct cGMP response patterns. Primary 
aortic VSMCs from cGi(L1) mice (global sensor expression) were cultured on gridded coverslips, classified by their 
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cGMP response patterns (FRET measurement) and subsequently analysed for αSMA (B) or αSMA and SM22α (C-
D) expression. A: Representative cGMP/FRET measurement of primary VSMCs after 5 days in culture. VSMCs were 
visualised by the YFP fluorescence (yellow) of cGi500 during the cGMP/FRET measurement (left). The cGMP 
response patterns of these VSMCs are highlighted in the lower left panel according to the classification shown in 
the right panel. The right panel shows the development of cGMP levels over time (ratio trace “R” ~ [cGMP]) of 
five individual VSMCs representing the different cGMP response patterns that were detected after stimulation 
with ANP (50 nM, 250 nM), CNP (50 nM, 250 nM), and DEA/NO (500 nM). The scale at the left indicates the 
percent change of the ratio trace relative to the baseline (“ΔR/R”). The ratio traces are coloured according to their 
classification legend at the right side. The classification was based on the analysis of 516 cells (3 individual 
coverslips from 5 mice). Red horizontal lines indicate drug applications. B-D: Analysis of contractile marker 
expression in ANP- and CNP-preferring cells by IF staining for αSMA (B) or αSMA and SM22α (C-D, double staining). 
B: The left two panels show the same region as depicted in A after cGMP/FRET measurement and subsequent 
staining for αSMA (green) and DNA (blue). C: Representative image section after cGMP/FRET measurement and 
subsequent staining for αSMA (green), SM22α (red) and DNA (blue). The NP preference of individual VSMCs is 
indicated by the respective colour (B, C). The expression of αSMA (B, 366 cells, 3 individual coverslips, 5 mice) or 
αSMA and SM22α (C, 112 cells, 2 coverslips, 4 mice) was quantified in B (right panel) and D for ANP- (orange) and 
CNP-preferring (cyan) cells. Each dot represents an individual VSMC. Data are represented as mean + SEM. 
Statistical significance is indicated by asterisks (*** p<.001). Scale bars are 50 μm. These initial experiments were 
performed during my diploma thesis and repeated during my doctoral thesis. 

Note that from “ANP-preferring” over “ANP~CNP” to “CNP-preferring” cells (top to bottom) cGMP 

responses to ANP decreased while cGMP responses to CNP increased. Variations in cGMP responses 

to NO were not used for classification but analysed later (see section 3.1.3). Rarely, cells were 

measured under standard conditions (i.e., primary VSMCs, 12-24 h serum-starved) that did respond to 

NO, but neither to ANP nor CNP (not shown). The five signal traces depicted in the right panel of Figure 

10 A illustrate all important characteristics of cells that belong to the respective group. The second 

stimulation with the same natriuretic peptide often elicited a weaker or similar cGMP response 

compared to the first stimulation despite a five times higher concentration (e.g., first, third or fifth 

trace), whilst the final stimulation with NO could still elicit higher (potentially sensor-limited) cGMP 

elevations. This indicated that the limited cGMP generation by NPs in these cases was not based on a 

detection limit of the cGMP biosensor cGi500, but because the NP receptors were already saturated 

by the lower NP concentration. However, NO did not always elicit the highest cGMP elevation as 

intended by the experimental setup. While this was rarely observed for ANP-preferring cells, CNP-

preferring cells frequently showed weak NO-induced cGMP responses. This is exemplarily shown with 

the second last trace in Figure 10 A. Note that other cells with the same NP response pattern reacted 

strongly to NO. In the lower left panel of Figure 10 A cells are highlighted according to their cGMP 

response pattern. Cells that were excluded from analysis are not highlighted. Most ANP-preferring cells 

(orange) were elongated, while most CNP-preferring cells (cyan) were roundish. Cells belonging to the 

intermediate category (ANP~CNP, green) did not have a specific morphology. Further analysis will 

focus on ANP- and CNP-preferring cells as the heterogeneity of cells belonging to the ANP~CNP group 

did not allow to draw clear conclusions. 

To determine the phenotypic state of every measured VSMC, the expression of proteins that are 

abundant in contractile VSMCs (αSMA and SM22α) was analysed by IF stainings. Initially, only the 

expression of αSMA was analysed by IF stainings (Figure 10 B). The same region as for the cGMP/FRET 

measurement (Figure 10 A) is shown. In line with the heterogenous morphologies, the expression of 

αSMA varied between cells. Note that the bright fluorescent dots observed in the IF staining (Figure 

10 B-C) might be staining artefacts caused by the silicon grease that was used to seal the flow chamber 

during cGMP/FRET measurements. In the lower image in Figure 10 B, the cGMP response pattern of 
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each cell is indicated by the colour code introduced above. As deduced by visual inspection, cells 

marked in orange (ANP-preferring) showed a bright IF staining for αSMA. In contrast, cells marked in 

cyan (CNP-preferring) showed very weak IF staining for αSMA. To support this observation, αSMA 

expression was quantified computationally (Figure 10 B, right panel). Cells were grouped according to 

their NP preference and the αSMA expression of each individual cell was calculated. The mean 

fluorescence intensity was used as an indicator for αSMA expression. Indeed, ANP-preferring cells 

expressed significantly more αSMA than CNP-preferring cells (ANP: 171.8 ± 5.4 a.u. vs. CNP: 

58.1 ± 3.2 a.u., p < .001). To further characterise the phenotype of ANP- and CNP-preferring VSMCs, 

the expression of SM22α was investigated in a separate series of measurements (Figure 10 C). 

Correlation of marker expression with the cGMP response patterns (Figure 10 C, lower panel) showed 

that ANP-preferring cells expressed more SM22α than CNP-preferring cells. The expression of αSMA 

was assessed in parallel to verify previous results and to exclude any technical issues (reference 

marker). Cells with strong fluorescence for SM22α showed strong fluorescence for αSMA as well, and 

vice versa. Computational quantification of αSMA and SM22α expression (Figure 10 D) verified that 

ANP-preferring cells expressed more αSMA and SM22α than CNP-preferring cells (αSMA – ANP: 

166.9 ± 4.9 a.u. vs. CNP: 54.5 ± 4.1 a.u., p < .001 and SM22α – ANP: 233.1 ± 6.4 a.u. vs. CNP: 76.9 ± 10.1 

a.u., p < .001). Note that the expression levels of αSMA and SM22α cannot be directly compared based 

on IF staining as the mean fluorescence intensity depends on the quality of the respective antibody, 

the exposure time, and the fluorophore used for detection. 

Together, these results indicated a connection between VSMC phenotype and NP-induced cGMP 

generation. This hypothesis was further investigated in the first part of this work. 

3.1.2 CNP-preference indicates modulated VSMCs in culture 

ANP-preferring cells were characterised by high expression of well-known SMC marker proteins. The 

main characteristic of CNP-preferring cells in contrast, was the lack of such. As reduced expression of 

SMC marker proteins is characteristic for phenotypic modulation of VSMCs in culture (see section 1.3.1 

for a detailed description), we hypothesised that CNP-preferring cells developed from contractile 

aortic VSMCs during in vitro culture. To test this hypothesis, we designed a set of experiments. 

First, we used SMC-selective sensor mice (lineage tracing) to test whether CNP-preferring cells were 

of smooth muscle origin. Like VSMC cultures with global sensor expression, VSMC cultures with SMC-

selective sensor expression (SM22-Cre x cGi(L2)) showed diverse morphologies and contained ANP- 

and CNP-preferring cells (Figure 11 A, left panel). Note that only SMC-derived cells expressed the cGMP 

biosensor cGi500 (yellow, recombined) in these cultures. Non-recombined cells could be identified by 

mTomato fluorescence (not shown). The recombination rate (percent recombined cells of all cells in 

FOV) in our SMC-selective measurements was 91.9±1.7 %. All three NP signalling patterns that were 

found in VSMC cultures with global sensor expression were also found in VSMC cultures with SMC-

selective sensor expression as illustrated by representative ratio traces (Figure 11 A, right panel). Cells 

that reacted strongly to ANP but not or weakly to CNP (ANP-preferring, orange), cells without clear 

preference (ANP~CNP, green) and cells that reacted strongly to CNP but not or weakly to ANP (CNP-

preferring, cyan) were present. Analysis of contractile marker protein expression (αSMA/SM22α) 

showed that most CNP-preferring VSMCs expressed low levels of αSMA and SM22α (Figure 11 B, left) 

even though they (or their progenitors) expressed enough SM22α to induce recombination. ANP-

preferring cells showed higher expression of both proteins with clear stress fibre formation of αSMA. 

These differences in contractile marker protein expression were verified by computational 
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quantification (Figure 11 B, right). ANP-preferring cells expressed significantly more αSMA than CNP-

preferring cells (ANP: 1834.6 ± 120.3 a.u. vs. CNP: 1114.6 ± 86.4 a.u., p < .001) and SM22α (ANP: 

1255.1 ± 73.5 a.u. vs. CNP: 624.0 ± 118.7 a.u., p < .001). 

 

Figure 11: CNP-preferring cells are derived from SMCs (SM22α-expressing cells) and increase during culture. 
Primary aortic VSMCs from SMC-selective sensor mice (SM22-Cre x cGi(L2)) were cultured on gridded coverslips 
(A-B) or after enzymatic adventitia removal (“adventitial-free cultures”) on standard coverslips (C), classified by 
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their cGMP response patterns (FRET measurement) and subsequently analysed for SM22α and/or αSMA 
expression (B). Primary aortic VSMCs from WT mice were cultured for 6 days, lysed, and protein expression was 
compared with a protein lysate from an intact aorta (litter matched females were used) by western blotting (D). 
Primary aortic VSMCs from GC-B reporter mice (GC-B +/LacZ) were cultured on standard coverslips for 4-7 days, 
stained with X-gal and the fraction of stained (X-gal+) cells was determined (E). A: Representative cGMP/FRET 
measurement of primary VSMCs that expressed cGi500 under control of the SM22α promoter. Recombined cells 
were visualised by the YFP fluorescence (yellow) of cGi500 (left panel). The cGMP response patterns of these 
VSMCs were highlighted in the lower left panel according to the classification shown in the right panel. The right 
panel shows the development of cGMP levels over time (ratio trace “R” ~ [cGMP]) of five individual VSMCs, 
representing the different cGMP response patterns that were detected after stimulation with ANP (50 nM, 
250 nM), CNP (50 nM, 250 nM) and DEA/NO (500 nM). The scale at the left indicates the percent change of the 
ratio trace relative to the baseline (“ΔR/R”). The ratio traces are coloured according to their classification legend 
at the right side. Red horizontal lines indicate drug applications. B: Analysis of contractile marker expression in 
ANP- and CNP-preferring cells by IF staining for SM22α and/or αSMA (double/single staining). The left two panels 
show the same region as depicted in A after cGMP/FRET measurement and subsequent staining for αSMA (green), 
SM22α (red) and DNA (blue). The NP preference of individual VSMCs is indicated by the respective colour. The 
expression of αSMA (132 cells, 8 individual coverslips, 2 mice) and SM22α (75 cells, 4 coverslips, 2 mice) was 
quantified in the right panel for ANP- (orange) and CNP-preferring (cyan) cells. Each dot represents an individual 
VSMC. Data are represented as mean + SEM. Statistical significance is indicated by asterisks (*** p<.001). Scale 
bars are 50 μm. C: Summary of cGMP responses to ANP, CNP and/or DEA/NO in primary “adventitia-free” VSMC 
cultures of SM22-Cre x cGi(L2) mice. The same order of application and concentrations as shown in A were used. 
Bars indicate fraction of cells (cumulated numbers, no mean) that reacted to ANP, CNP and/or NO (53 cells, 4 
coverslips, 3 mice). D: Comparison of protein expression in lysates of intact aorta (1 mouse, 11 weeks old) and 
primary aortic VSMCs (6-day culture, 5 mice, 11 weeks old) by western blotting. Applied antibodies and molecular 
weight of the respective target protein are indicated at the left. Glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate dehydrogenase 
(GAPDH) was used as loading control. 5.4 µg protein was loaded per lane. E: Development of GC-B expression in 
primary aortic VSMCs over time. GC-B expressing cells (as indicated by X-gal-stained nuclei, “X-gal+” cells) after 
4-7 days in culture were counted and normalized to the total amount of cells per FOV (as indicated by Hoechst 
33258 staining; 10 random FOVs on 2 coverslips per condition, 5 mice). Each dot represents a FOV randomly 
chosen for analysis. Data are represented as mean + SEM. Statistical significance vs. day 7 is indicated by asterisks 
(** p<.01; *** p<.001). Inset shows a representative region of cultured VSMCs at day 7. Nuclei of GC-B expressing 
cells appeared blue in the brightfield image (left). The nuclei of all cells in this region were visualised by Hoechst 
33258 staining (right). White arrowheads indicate the position of X-gal+ cells. Scale bars are 50 µm. 

To exclude that CNP responsive cells were derived from SM22α-expressing cells localized in the aortic 

adventitia rather than media, the adventitia was removed from the aorta by an additional enzymatic 

digest prior to VSMC culture. The fraction of cells responding to ANP, CNP or NO was quantified in 

VSMC cultures from these aortas (Figure 11 C). Over 90 % of VSMCs in “adventitia-free” cultures that 

were analysed, showed a cGMP response to CNP. Around 80 % reacted to ANP and all reacted to NO. 

Although more cells showed a response to CNP than to ANP, more ANP-preferring than CNP- preferring 

cells were present (see Supplementary figure VI). The additional purification step was not established 

as standard procedure as it heavily impacted cell viability/growth (only 81 cells in 4 measurements of 

which 53 cells could be analysed). 

In sum, our results from cGMP/FRET measurements in SMC-selective VSMC cultures in combination 

with contractile marker protein analysis suggested that most if not all CNP-preferring cells were 

derived from medial VSMCs. 

Next, we tested whether CNP-preferring VSMCs developed in culture. To do so, we compared the 

expression of GC-B (CNP receptor) in intact aorta with cultured VSMCs by western blotting (Figure 

11 D). Furthermore, we cultured VSMCs from GC-B LacZ reporter mice (GC-B +/LacZ) for 4-7 days and 

followed the development of GC-B expression over time by X-gal staining. (Figure 11 E). By western 

blotting we detected higher levels of SM22α and the β1 subunit of NO-GC in the aorta than in primary 
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cultured VSMCs (Figure 11 D). In contrast, only low levels of GC-B were detected in the aorta lysate, 

while the intense band for GC-B in the lysate from primary VSMCs indicated a strong upregulation after 

6 days in culture (Figure 11 D). To investigate this upregulation in more detail, VSMCs from GC-B LacZ 

reporter mice were stained with X-gal after 4, 5, 6 and 7 days in culture (Figure 11 E). Subsequently, 

the amount of GC-B expressing X-gal-stained VSMCs (referred to as “X-gal+ cells” from here on) was 

quantified in each FOV and normalised to the total number of cells in the respective FOV as deduced 

from nuclear Hoechst staining. Note that nuclei showing an intense X-gal staining (dark blue, Figure 

11 E, left inset) were not visible in the Hoechst staining (right inset). This was most likely caused by the 

absorbance of the X-gal-stained nuclei. Fluorescence of the Hoechst dye was excited in the range 

where indigo dyes (responsible for the blue colour of the X-gal staining) show strong absorbance [316]. 

The percentage of X-gal+ cells per FOV increased during culture from 0 % (4 days, 5 days) over 

0.9 ± 0.3 % (6 days) to 2.9 ± 0.7 % (7 days, Figure 11 E). The high variation of X-gal+ cells per FOV 

demonstrated that these cells were not evenly distributed within the cultures. It is worth mentioning 

that by this method less cells were detected than CNP-preferring cells were usually present in cultures 

analysed by cGMP/FRET measurements. 

Together, these results indicated that GC-B is gradually upregulated in VSMCs during cell culture, 

potentially due to progressing phenotypic modulation. 

To validate that the CNP-induced cGMP generation is mediated by its canonical receptor GC-B, we 

ablated GC-B genetically. VSMCs were isolated from 4-week-old GC-B knockout and litter-matched 

control mice that both expressed the cGMP biosensor cGi500 globally. Subconfluent cultures were 

analysed for their NP preference by cGMP/FRET measurements (Figure 12) as described above. The 

phenotypic state of the cells was assessed by IF stainings for αSMA and SM22α (Supplementary figure 

V). Additionally, the fraction of cells responding to ANP, CNP and NO, respectively, was quantified 

independent of their preference. 

 

Figure 12: CNP-induced cGMP generation in primary VSMCs is mediated by GC-B. Primary aortic VSMCs from 
control (cGi(L1) +/L1 x GC-B +/+) and GC-B knockout (cGi(L1) +/L1 x GC-B LacZ/LacZ) mice were cultured for 5 days 
and classified by their cGMP response patterns (FRET measurement). A: Representative cGMP/FRET 
measurement of primary VSMCs from control and GC-B knockout mice after 5 days in culture. VSMCs were 
visualised by the YFP fluorescence (yellow) of cGi500 during the cGMP/FRET measurement (top). The NP 
preference of individual VSMC is indicated by the respective colour (new pattern “NO-only” is indicated by a grey 
outline). The bottom panel depicts the percentage of cells that reacted to ANP, CNP and/or NO (grey: control, 212 
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cells, 2 coverslips, 1 mouse – cyan: GC-B knockout, 215 cells, 2 coverslips, 1 mouse). For concentrations and 
application order see (B). B: Comparison of cGMP response patterns that were measured in A. The ratio traces (R 
~ [cGMP]) depict the development of cGMP levels over time (black: control, mean of 55 cells [top], mean of 6 cells 
[bottom] – cyan: GC-B knockout, mean of 68 cells [top], mean of 25 cells [bottom]). SEM is indicated as a shadow 
behind the corresponding ratio trace. The scale at the left indicates the percent change of the ratio trace relative 
to the baseline (“ΔR/R”). The upper trace (control, black) indicates how the corresponding GC-B knockout VSMCs 
(cyan, lower) would have reacted if they still could have responded to CNP. The top pair represents ANP-preferring 
and the bottom pair CNP-preferring VSMCs (this hypothesis was supported by VSMC marker analysis, see 
Supplementary figure V). Red horizontal lines indicate drug applications. As the control measurement lasted 
longer, some data points from the baseline were omitted (gaps in the black traces) to align the drug applications 
without distorting the time axis. The part of the ratio traces where responses to CNP were expected is highlighted 
in grey. Scale bars are 50 μm. 

Primary VSMC cultures from GC-B knockout as well as control mice showed heterogeneous 

morphologies within the same culture (Figure 12 A, top). While the control culture comprised ANP- 

(orange) and CNP-preferring (cyan) cells, no CNP-preferring cells could be detected in the GC-B 

knockout culture. Instead, cells reacting to NO-only (grey) were detected in the GC-B knockout culture 

(~15 %, Supplementary figure V), which were not present in the control culture. These “NO-only” cells 

expressed significantly less contractile marker proteins than ANP-preferring cells of the same culture 

(Supplementary figure V). The fraction of cells showing a certain cGMP signalling pattern (e.g., CNP-

preferring cells) and their contractile marker protein expression is summarised in Supplementary 

figure V. To compare the cGMP responses between both genotypes, the fraction of cells that reacted 

to ANP, CNP or NO was quantified (Figure 12 A, bottom). In both control and GC-B knockout cultures, 

nearly all cells reacted to NO and >80 % of cells reacted to ANP with slightly less ANP-responsive cells 

in the GC-B knockout cultures. The fraction of cells responding to CNP with cGMP elevations dropped 

from 70 % in control cultures to 5 % in knockout cultures. These 5 % of CNP-responding cells were 

based on minor elevations of the ratio trace by CNP application, meaning that the cGMP transients 

might have been caused by cross activation of the ANP receptor GC-A. 

To validate whether the loss of CNP responses could explain the cGMP response patterns observed in 

the GC-B knockout cultures, we compared the cGMP response patterns (ratio traces) between GC-B 

knockout and control cultures (Figure 12 B). Indeed, for all cGMP response patterns of GC-B knockout 

VSMCs (cyan traces), we identified a matching cGMP response pattern in the control culture (black 

traces) that differed only by the presence of CNP-induced cGMP signals. The only exception were the 

5 % of GC-B knockout VSMCs with a weak cGMP transient in response to CNP application (not shown). 

Taken together, our results indicate that CNP-preferring cells are of smooth muscle origin and that 

their potential to respond to CNP develops or increases in culture over time by functional expression 

of GC-B. 

3.1.3 CNP-preferring cells are characterised by expression of fibroblast markers and react 

weaker to NO than to CNP 

After demonstrating that CNP-preferring cells in our experiments were derived from SM22α-

expressing cells and that CNP responsiveness developed/increased in culture, we aimed to 

characterise these CNP-preferring cells in more detail. So far, the hallmark of CNP preferring cells – 

besides strong CNP-induced cGMP responses – was low expression of the SMC marker proteins αSMA 

and SM22α. Therefore, we searched for proteins that were expressed higher in CNP-preferring cells 

than in ANP-preferring ones. In addition, we analysed NO-dependent cGMP signalling in primary 
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VSMCs in more detail as our previous experiments indicated that CNP-preferring cells tended to show 

weak NO-induced cGMP responses. 

SMCs were isolated from cGi(L1) mice, expressing the cGMP biosensor cGi500 globally. Subconfluent 

cultures were analysed for their NP preference by cGMP/FRET measurements and differences in 

protein expression were assessed by subsequent IF stainings. We analysed the expression of αSMA 

and FSP 1 (Figure 13 A), and PDGFRα (Figure 13 B). In line with previous experiments, high αSMA 

expression was detected in rather elongated ANP-preferring cells (Figure 13 A; ANP: 

2508.1 ± 122.9 a.u. vs. CNP: 703.7 ± 61.5 a.u., p < .001). Large roundish CNP-preferring VSMCs 

expressed low levels of αSMA. Inversely, FSP 1 expression was moderately but significantly increased 

in CNP-preferring cells in comparison to ANP-preferring cells (Figure 13 A; ANP: 1393.2 ± 113.6 a.u. vs. 

CNP: 2103.7 ± 125.9 a.u., p < .001). 

 

Figure 13: CNP-preferring VSMCs express fibroblast markers. Primary aortic VSMCs from cGi(L1) mice were 
cultured for 5 days on gridded coverslips, classified by their cGMP response patterns (FRET measurement) and 
subsequently analysed for αSMA and FSP 1 (A) or PDGFRα (B) expression. A: Analysis of αSMA and FSP 1 
expression in ANP- and CNP-preferring cells by IF staining (double staining). Left: Representative image section 
after cGMP/FRET measurement and subsequent staining for αSMA (green), FSP 1 (red), and DNA (blue). The NP 
preference of individual VSMCs is indicated by the respective colour (bottom). The expression of αSMA and FSP 1 
(105 cells, 4 coverslips, 3 mice) for ANP- (orange) and CNP-preferring (cyan) cells was quantified in the right panel. 
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B: Analysis of PDGFRα expression in ANP- and CNP-preferring cells by IF staining. Left: Representative image 
section during cGMP/FRET measurement and after subsequent staining for PDGFRα (red) and DNA (blue). During 
the measurement cells were visualised by the YFP fluorescence (yellow) of cGi500. The NP preference of individual 
VSMCs is indicated by the respective colour (bottom). The expression of PDGFRα (97 cells, 5 coverslips, 2 mice) for 
ANP- (orange) and CNP-preferring (cyan) cells was quantified in the right panel. Each dot represents an individual 
VSMC. Data are represented as mean + SEM. Statistical significance is indicated by asterisks (*** p<.001). NP 
preference was assessed by stimulation with ANP, CNP, and DEA/NO as shown in Figure 10 A. Scale bars are 
50 μm. 

Since an initial experiment showed impaired staining quality for PDGFRα when performed as double 

staining with αSMA (data not shown), the IF staining for PDGFRα was performed as single staining 

(Figure 13 B). The membrane localisation of PDGFRα got apparent by comparison with the cytosolic 

YFP fluorescence of cGi500 in the same cells (Figure 13 B). ANP-preferring cells exhibited no/low 

expression of PDGFRα, and CNP-preferring cells showed varying but significantly increased expression 

of PDGFRα (Figure 13 B; ANP: 131.7 ± 14.1 a.u. vs. CNP: 322.8 ± 25.3 a.u., p < .001). Despite the low 

fluorescence intensity of this staining in general, the quantification of PDGFRα expression allowed for 

a clear discrimination of the ANP- and the CNP-preferring VSMC population. 

Based on these results, CNP-preferring cells appear to lose SMC lineage markers like αSMA and SM22α 

and gain markers often used to describe fibroblasts (FSP 1, PDGFRα). Together with the results from 

our lineage tracing (Figure 11 A-B) and adventitia-free VSMC culture (Figure 11 C) experiments and the 

increased expression of GC-B in VSMC cultures over several days (Figure 11 E), it seemed likely that 

primary VSMCs showed similarities with fibroblasts due to phenotypic modulation in cell culture rather 

than being real fibroblasts themselves. 

Next, we compared NO-induced cGMP increases between ANP- and CNP-preferring cells. To do so, we 

compared the expression of the NO-GC β1 subunit (which is shared between NO-GC 1 and NO-GC 2) 

between ANP- and CNP-preferring primary VSMCs (Figure 14 A). Furthermore, the NO-induced cGMP 

response was normalised to the highest NP-induced cGMP response for each individual cell. With this, 

we aimed to compare the relative potency of NO to induce cGMP generation between ANP- and CNP-

preferring cells (Figure 14 B). Finally, the fraction of cells responding to ANP, CNP, and/or NO was 

quantified (Figure 14 C). 

Both αSMA and NO-GC β1 were strongly expressed in ANP-preferring cells, whereas CNP-preferring 

cells showed lower expression levels (Figure 14 A; αSMA – ANP: 1414.7 ± 56.5 a.u. vs. CNP: 

646.1 ± 49.8 a.u., p < .001, NO-GC β1 – ANP: 522.4 ± 30.7 a.u. vs. CNP: 231.2 ± 33.5 a.u., p < .001) with 

few exceptions (see arrowheads). Relative quantification of the NO-induced cGMP responses (Figure 

14 B) matched the results shown by the NO-GC β1 expression as detected by IF staining. Most ANP-

preferring cells responded strongest to NO (Figure 14 B). Most CNP-preferring cells, however, reacted 

stronger to CNP than to NO. This reduction was statistically significant (ANP: 106.5 ± 3.3 % vs. CNP: 

69.9 ± 4.8 % NO- over NP-induced cGMP generation, p < .001). Still, most cells reacted to NO as shown 

in Figure 14 C. Around 80 % of cells reacted to ANP and nearly all to CNP. Recent single-cell RNA 

sequencing of primary VSMC cultures in our laboratory confirmed a reduced NO-GC expression in 

modulated VSMCs (data not shown). 
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Figure 14: CNP-preferring VSMCs show weaker cGMP responses to NO than to CNP. Primary aortic VSMCs from 
cGi(L1) mice were cultured for 7 days on gridded coverslips, classified by their cGMP response patterns (FRET 
measurement) and subsequently analysed for αSMA and NO-GC β1 expression (A). Additionally, the relative 
strength of the NO-induced cGMP response (B) and the fraction of cells that responded to ANP, CNP, or NO (C) 
were quantified. A: Analysis of αSMA and NO-GC β1 expression in ANP- and CNP-preferring cells by IF staining 
(double staining). Left: Representative image section after cGMP/FRET measurement and subsequent staining for 
αSMA (green), NO-GC β1 (red), and DNA (blue). White arrowheads mark cells mentioned in the main text. The NP 
preference of individual VSMCs is indicated by the respective colour (bottom). The expression of αSMA and NO-
GC β1 (100 cells, 4 coverslips, 2 mice) for ANP- (orange) and CNP-preferring (cyan) cells was quantified in the right 
panel. The same concentrations and drug application order as shown in Figure 10 A were used for classification 
of the NP preference B: Quantification of the NO-induced cGMP response (normalised to the highest NP-induced 
cGMP response of each individual VSMC) for the cells measured in A (119 cells, 4 coverslips, 2 mice). Each dot 
represents an individual VSMC. Data are represented as mean + SEM. Statistical significance is indicated by 
asterisks (*** p<.001). Scale bars are 50 μm. C: Percentage of cells (cumulated numbers, no mean) measured in 
A that reacted to ANP, CNP, and/or NO (136 cells, 4 coverslips, 2 mice). 

Together, these results indicated that contractile VSMCs, characterised by high expression of αSMA 

and SM22α, generated cGMP primarily upon stimulation with ANP and NO. Cell culture modulated 

these VSMCs towards a fibroblast-like phenotype, as characterised by high expression of PDGFRα and 

FSP 1. These modulated VSMCs responded mainly to CNP. 

3.1.4 NP preference is susceptible to phenotypic modulation and age 

The results described in the sections above indicated that the phenotype of VSMCs in culture 

correlated with their NP preference. Next, we investigated this connection in more detail by analysing 
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the NP preference of VSMCs after application of manoeuvres that influence phenotypic modulation of 

VSMCs. Specifically, we tested the effect of serum concentration (soluble factors), fibronectin-coated 

surfaces (ECM) and passaging (Figure 15). 

Figure 15: Promotion of a modulated VSMC phenotype 
shifts NP-dependent cGMP signalling towards CNP 
preference. Aortic VSMCs from cGi(L1) mice were 
cultured on glass coverslips under various conditions 
known to influence the phenotype of VSMCs and 
classified by their cGMP response patterns (FRET 
measurement). The percentage of cells in each category 
was calculated and compared between the different 
conditions. Drugs were applied as shown in Figure 10 A. 
A: Effect of serum concentration on NP preference. Cell 
culture medium was supplemented with 0 % - 20 % FCS 
(high serum concentrations promote the modulated 
VSMC phenotype) for 48 h before cGMP/FRET 
measurements. Bars indicate the fraction of cells in each 
category under each condition (cumulated numbers, no 
mean). 0 % (179 cells, 3 coverslips) – 0.1 % (167 cells, 3 
coverslips) – 1 % (74 cells, 2 coverslips) – 10 % (96 cells, 
2 coverslips) – 20 % (121 cells, 2 coverslips). B: Effect of 
fibronectin coating on NP preference. VSMCs were 
cultured in 10 % FCS on uncoated (control) or 
fibronectin-coated (FN, promotes modulated VSMC 
phenotype) glass coverslips for cGMP/FRET 
measurements. Left: Bars indicate the fraction of cells in 
each category under each condition (cumulated 
numbers, no mean). Right: Ratio of CNP- and ANP-
preferring cells per measurement. Each circle represents 
an individual coverslip. Data are represented as 
mean + SEM. Statistical significance is indicated by 
asterisks (*** p<.001). Ctrl (155 cells, 3 coverslips) – FN 
(292 cells, 3 coverslips). Collaboration with Hyazinth 
Dobrowinski C: Effect of passaging on NP preference. 
Aortic VSMCs were seeded on glass coverslips for 
cGMP/FRET measurements or in cell culture dishes for 
passaging (promotes modulated VSMC phenotype) and 
grown in 10 % FCS. Primary VSMCs (p0), VSMCs of 
passage 2 (p2) and VSMCs of passage 4 (p4) were 
measured. Left: Bars indicate the fraction of cells in each 
category under each condition (cumulated numbers, no 
mean). Right: Representative image section of a 
cGMP/FRET measurement for primary, passage 2 and 
passage 4 VSMCs. VSMCs were visualised by the YFP 
fluorescence (yellow) of cGi500. Scale bars are 50 µm. 
p0 (284 cells, 5 coverslips, 20 mice) – p2 (214 cells, 6 
coverslips, 20 mice) – p4 (123 cells, 5 coverslips, 20 mice). 

Serum starvation was reported to promote the contractile VSMC phenotype [196-198]. VSMCs in our 

experiments were cultured with 10 % FCS as supplement to allow efficient growth but were normally 

serum-starved for 12-24 h before cGMP/FRET measurements. To investigate the effect of serum 

concentration on NP preference, VSMCs were cultured as usual (e.g., with 10 % FCS), but instead of 

serum starvation for 12-24 h, the serum concentration of the medium was changed to 0-20 % FCS for 

48 h before cGMP/FRET measurements. For cGMP/FRET measurements, representative regions based 
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on cell morphology were chosen and the fraction of ANP/CNP-preferring, and ANP~CNP cells was 

quantified. Under low serum conditions (e.g., 0, 0.1, 1 % FCS), ANP-preferring cells were more 

prevalent (45-52 %) than CNP-preferring cells (33-38 %) (Figure 15 A). Under high serum conditions 

(10, 20 % FCS) cultures contained more CNP-preferring (56-71 %) than ANP-preferring (13-30 %) cells, 

indicating a more modulated VSMC culture than under low serum conditions. While there was a clear 

effect between low and high serum conditions, the differences within the low serum conditions (0, 0.1, 

1 % FCS) were subtle. 

In contrast to serum starvation, growth on fibronectin-coated surfaces was reported to induce 

modulation away from the contractile phenotype [152]. To test whether this promoted CNP 

preference as well, VSMCs were cultured either on uncoated (Ctrl) or on fibronectin-coated (FN) glass 

coverslips. Representative regions of subconfluent cultures were chosen based on cell morphology and 

analysed for their NP preference by cGMP/FRET measurements (Figure 15 B). In this experiment, 

growth on fibronectin decreased the fraction of ANP-preferring VSMCs as compared to control 

conditions (Ctrl: 62 % vs. FN: 33 %) (Figure 15 B, left). This shift from a mainly ANP-preferring towards 

predominantly CNP-preferring VSMC culture by growth on fibronectin was validated statistically 

(Figure 15 B, right, CNP/ANP ratio: Ctrl 0.34 ± 0.02 rel. vs. FN 1.86 ± 0.07 rel., p<.001) and in line with 

a more modulated VSMC culture upon growth on fibronectin-coated surfaces. 

Passaging (also known as subculturing) was also described as an efficient way to promote the 

modulated VSMC phenotype [148; 190]. VSMCs were isolated from cGi(L1) mice, expressing the cGMP 

biosensor cGi500 globally and either cultured on glass coverslips for cGMP/FRET measurement or 

subjected to passaging. Primary VSMCs (p0), VSMCs that were passaged twice (p2) and VSMCs that 

were passaged four times (p4) were analysed for their NP preference (Figure 15 C). Representative 

regions of subconfluent cultures were chosen based on cell morphology. In primary VSMC cultures 

(p0), all three NP-induced cGMP response patterns were frequently observed, consistent with our 

observations in other primary VSMC cultures (e.g., Figure 15 A-B, control conditions). 46 % of primary 

cells preferred ANP (46 %), around 35 % of the cells preferred CNP and 19 % showed no clear 

preference (ANP~CNP cells). Already in p2 nearly all cells preferred CNP (86 %). Only 4 % of cells 

preferred ANP and 9 % had no clear preference. In p4, only a single cell out of 123 cells measured 

showed ANP preference. 94 % of cells preferred CNP, and the ANP~CNP group was reduced to 5 %. 

This shift towards CNP-preferring cells was accompanied by a more modulated (rounded) morphology 

of VSMCs (Figure 15 C, right). As indicated in the figure legend, the number of cells per measurement 

decreased with each passage. 

Together these results showed that promotion of the modulated VSMC phenotype by various methods 

led to more CNP-preferring cells. 

Modulated VSMCs are known to be involved in cardiovascular disease development and the 

prevalence of cardiovascular diseases increases with age [317]. Therefore, we asked if VSMCs from old 

mice were more likely to give rise to CNP-preferring (modulated) VSMCs. We compared NP preference 

between primary VSMC cultures of young (≤ 8 weeks), middle-aged (9-16 weeks), and old mice (≥ 17 

weeks). Representative regions of subconfluent cultures were chosen based on cell morphology for 

cGMP/FRET measurements. The fraction of ANP-/CNP-preferring cells and ANP~CNP cells was 

quantified and compared as a function of age (Figure 16). The fraction of CNP-preferring cells increased 

with age from 17 % (young) over 42 % (middle-aged) to 68 % (old) (Figure 16 A). Inversely, the fraction 

of ANP-preferring cells decreased with age from 65 % (young), over 30 % (middle-aged) to 11 % (old). 
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The shift from ANP- to CNP-preferring cells with increasing age of the mice was reflected by the 

morphology of measured VSMCs. While most cells in VSMC cultures from young and middle-aged mice 

were elongated, mainly rounded cells were found in cultures from old mice. 

 

Figure 16: Aging shifts NP-dependent cGMP signalling in VSMCs towards CNP preference. Primary aortic VSMCs 
from sensor expressing young, middle-aged, and old mice were cultured on glass coverslips and classified by their 
cGMP response patterns (FRET measurement). The percentage of cells in each category was calculated and 
compared between the 3 age groups (≤ 8 weeks: “young” – 9-16 weeks: “middle-aged” – ≥ 17 weeks: “old”). 
Drugs were applied as shown in Figure 10 A. A-B: Effect of age on NP preference. A: Bars indicate the fraction of 
cells in each category under each condition (cumulated numbers, no mean, left). Right: Representative image 
section of a cGMP/FRET measurement for primary aortic VSMCs from young, middle-aged, and old mice. VSMCs 
were visualised by the YFP fluorescence (yellow) of cGi500. Scale bars are 50 µm. B: Ratio of CNP- and ANP-
preferring cells per measurement. Each dot represents an individual coverslip. Data are represented as 
mean + SEM. Statistical significance vs “≤ 8 weeks” is indicated by asterisks (** p<.01). Statistical significance 
between groups indicated by the horizontal line is indicated by hashes (# p<.05). Young (≤ 8 weeks, 412 cells, 9 
coverslips, 3 mice) – middle-aged (9-16 weeks, 196 cells, 7 coverslips, 2 mice) – old (≥ 17 weeks, 171 cells, 6 
coverslips, 3 mice). 

To directly compare the amount of CNP- and ANP-preferring cells prepared from mice of different age, 

the ratio of these two groups was calculated (Figure 16 B). In all cultures of young mice, more ANP- 

than CNP-preferring cells were present (CNP/ANP ratios: 0.1-0.7 rel.). Some cultures of middle-aged 

mice contained more ANP- than CNP-preferring cells and some vice versa (CNP/ANP ratios: 0.4-4.4 rel.). 

In all cultures of old mice, more CNP- than ANP-preferring cells were present (CNP/ANP ratios: 1.7-17). 

The shift from ANP- to CNP-preferring cells with age was significant between all age groups. 

Considering the tight connection between NP preference and VSMC phenotype demonstrated by the 

experiments shown in Figure 15, it is likely that VSMCs in/from older mice are more susceptible to 

phenotypic modulation. Note that there was a high variation of the CNP/ANP ratio within each age 

group. 

In summary, we could gain new insights concerning cGMP signalling in VSMCs by using a cell culture 

approach. We carefully analysed cGMP signalling in VSMC cultures grown under various conditions at 

the single-cell level with a combination of cGMP/FRET imaging, IF stainings and genetic approaches. 

This allowed us to identify a close connection between phenotype and cGMP signalling in VSMCs on a 

single-cell level: While contractile VSMCs in culture preferred ANP, modulated fibroblast-like VSMCs 
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preferred CNP. In addition, the NO-induced cGMP responses of modulated VSMCs were often reduced 

(in relation to their CNP-induced cGMP response). All conditions that favoured the modulated VSMC 

phenotype also favoured CNP preference. Importantly, age was identified as a new factor that 

promoted CNP-dependent cGMP signalling in cultured VSMCs. 

3.2 cGMP signalling in healthy and diseased aortas 

After having identified a connection between NP-induced cGMP signalling and VSMC phenotype in 

culture, we investigated whether a similar connection exists in intact arteries. The culture model has 

the advantage that it is simple and can be analysed in various ways. It is especially suited to investigate 

phenotypic modulation of VSMCs as the phenotype can be modulated during the cultivation process. 

At the same time the simplicity of this model is its downside. Even when surfaces are coated with ECM 

components it is hard to mimic the complexity of the ECM, naturally surrounding VSMCs in an intact 

vessel. Furthermore, VSMCs in intact vessels are exposed to mechanical forces which are not present 

in cell culture experiments. Both factors are known to influence VSMC phenotype and/or behaviour 

[152; 318]. The accessibility of drugs can also be very different as the physical barrier provided by the 

endothelium is missing in cultured cells. Therefore, it is important to support findings of cell culture 

experiments with data generated in the respective tissue ex vivo or if possible in vivo. 

Our cell culture experiments suggested that contractile VSMCs prefer ANP over CNP, whereas 

modulated VSMCs prefer CNP over ANP. Therefore, we compared cGMP signalling in healthy aortas 

(comprised of contractile VSMCs) with cGMP signalling in atherosclerotic plaques (thought to contain 

also modulated VSMCs). 

3.2.1 CNP-induced cGMP signals in healthy arteries are hardly detectable 

We measured cGMP/FRET in isolated aortas of cGi(L1) mice (including the branching arteries) ex vivo 

under close-to-native conditions (Figure 17). Pieces of isolated aortas or smaller arteries (carotid 

arteries, brachiocephalic artery) were opened longitudinally and measured from the luminal side with 

a confocal spinning disk microscope. In contrast to the cell culture experiments described in Figure 

10 A, the pGC ligands CNP (250 nM) and ANP (250 nM), and the NO-releasing compound DEA/NO 

(1 μM) were applied only in “high” concentrations to assure tissue penetration. 

As a confocal microscope was used, the medial layer of arteries could be focussed for measurements 

(Figure 17 A). The characteristic morphology of the media as visualised by confocal imaging (max. 

intensity projection of a Z-stack recording) of an aorta isolated from a SMC-selective sensor mouse is 

shown at the right. Elongated VSMCs were aligned next to each other and rows of VSMCs were 

separated by dark, non-fluorescent areas. This distinct morphology was used to identify the medial 

layer in aortas of cGi(L1) mice that were used for most cGMP/FRET measurements. The max. intensity 

projection was used to depict structures with considerable expansion in the z-direction in a single 

image (“as if the tissue was pressed flat into a single plane”). Note, that during a cGMP/FRET 

measurement no Z-stack was acquired. Therefore, only the part of cells that was located within the 

focal plane could be visualised. 
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Figure 17: CNP-induced cGMP signals are hardly detectable in healthy arteries, while ANP and NO trigger 
robust cGMP elevations. Aortas were isolated from cGi(L1) mice, opened longitudinally and cGMP/FRET 
measurements were performed with the luminal side facing the objective. cGMP responses to ANP, CNP and 
DEA/NO in the medial layer (as identified by morphology) of individual pieces were recorded. The entire aorta 
(arch, thoracic and abdominal part; A-B) as well as smaller arteries parting from the aorta (left and right carotid 
arteries, brachiocephalic artery; C) were analysed. Aː Schematic representation (left) and image section of a max 
intensity projection (right) showing the medial layer of a sensor expressing aorta. VSMCs were visualised by the 
YFP fluorescence (yellow) of cGi500. The green colour represents sensor fluorescence in the scheme at the left. B: 
Representative cGMP/FRET measurement of a healthy aorta (medial layer). Sensor expressing cells were 
visualised by the YFP fluorescence (yellow) of cGi500 during the cGMP/FRET measurement (left; image section). 
Potential cells used for the analysis of cGMP responses are indicated at the lower left. The right panel shows the 
development of cGMP levels over time. Two response patterns that were typically detected after stimulation of 
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healthy aortas with CNP (250 nM), ANP (250 nM) and DEA/NO (1 μM) are shown. Top: Regions that reacted to 
ANP and DEA/NO but not CNP (mean of 14 regions). Bottom: Regions that reacted to DEA/NO but neither to ANP 
nor CNP (mean of 32 regions). The “potential” response to ANP in the ratio trace (bottom) could not be verified 
by clear antiparallel separation of the single traces. Black: ratio traces (R ~ [cGMP]), cyan: CFP fluorescence, 
yellow: YFP fluorescence. The single traces (cyan/yellow) were applied to distinguish “real” cGMP/FRET signals 
from signals “feigned” by focus drift or tissue movement. SEM is indicated as a shadow behind the corresponding 
trace. The scale at the left indicates the percent change of the ratio trace and the single traces relative to their 
baseline (“ΔR/R” and “ΔF/F”, respectively). Red horizontal lines indicate drug applications. Scale bars are 20 μm. 
C: Summary of cGMP responses to CNP (250 nM), ANP (250 nM), and/or DEA/NO (250 nM) in healthy aortas and 
smaller arteries of cGi(L1) mice. Bars indicate fraction of regions (cumulated numbers, no mean) that reacted to 
CNP, ANP, and/or DEA/NO. Red: aorta (414 regions, 23 measurements, 19 mice). Orange: smaller arteries (110 
regions, 8 measurements, 7 mice). BCA: brachiocephalic artery, LCCA: left common carotid artery, RCCA: right 
common carotid artery. A scheme depicting the vessels used for analysis is shown at the right side. 

Individual VSMCs could be identified by their morphology in all cGMP/FRET measurements of healthy 

arteries (e.g., Figure 17 B, the outlines of individual VSMCs are indicated in the lower panel). In areas 

of weak fluorescence or low contrast it was not possible to reliably identify cells. In these areas, circular 

ROIs were used to analyse cGMP signalling. By doing so, signals of dim cells were still caught. 

Furthermore, due to tissue movement it was possible that one cell moved out of its ROI while another 

cell moved into this ROI. In consequence, this ROI would contain the signal of two cells. To account for 

ROIs that detected more than one cell, we will use the term “region” instead of “cells” for ex vivo 

measurements, albeit most cGMP/FRET signals were derived from single cells. As ex vivo 

measurements were prone to artefacts due to tissue movement and deformation (resulting in a focus 

drift), it was essential to verify signals by the antiparallel development of CFP and YFP fluorescence. 

Therefore, in addition to the ratio trace (R ~ [cGMP], black), the single traces of CFP (F480, cyan) and 

YFP (F535, yellow) fluorescence are shown for ex vivo measurements (Figure 17 B, Figure 18 C-D). Only 

elevations of the ratio trace that were supported by clear trace separation (antiparallel development) 

were accepted as real cGMP signals. 

cGMP/FRET measurements in healthy aortas revealed heterogeneous cGMP response patterns (Figure 

17 B). Two different cGMP response patterns that were identified in most cGMP/FRET measurements 

are depicted (Figure 17 B, right). These two response patterns represent 80 % of all responses that 

were measured in healthy arteries (without regions that were excluded from analysis, Supplementary 

table VII). Like ANP-preferring VSMCs (contractile phenotype) in culture, healthy arteries showed clear 

cGMP responses to ANP and NO (Figure 17 B, top). In response to both drugs, the single traces showed 

a clear antiparallel development (CFP fluorescence increased while YFP fluorescence decreased). In 

contrast to ANP-preferring VSMCs in culture, no elevation of cGMP levels after CNP application was 

detected in regions of healthy arteries that reacted to ANP and NO (Figure 17 B, top). 

In several regions, a robust cGMP response was only elicited by NO (Figure 17 B, bottom). No change 

of the ratio trace after CNP application was detected. After ANP application, an elevation of the ratio 

trace was visible as well, but no clear antiparallel development of the single traces was detected. It 

seemed that the separation of the single traces was caused by the different extent of decrease and 

increase while moving in parallel. These potentially “false” cGMP signals were excluded from analysis 

(Figure 17 B, bottom). Note that before signals were grouped by their response patterns, they were 

verified in every individual region (e.g., not with the mean traces). Due to this conservative approach, 

it is possible that some ANP-induced cGMP signals were excluded from analysis. However, CNP-

induced cGMP signals were clearly absent in most measurements. 
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Quantification of regions with (verified) cGMP responses to ANP, CNP and NO, respectively, 

demonstrated that cGMP in healthy aortas and branching vessels was almost exclusively generated in 

response to ANP (Figure 17 C; 56 % in aortas and 74 % in smaller arteries) and/or NO (86 % in aortas 

and 96 % in smaller arteries). cGMP generation upon application of CNP was hardly ever detectable 

(0.7 % in aortas [= 3 out of 414 regions] and 0 % in smaller arteries). 

Together, clear cGMP responses to ANP and/or NO but almost no responses to CNP were detected in 

healthy aortas. These cGMP response patterns reflected the main characteristic of contractile VSMCs 

in culture, namely their responses to ANP and NO, but not or only weakly to CNP (Figure 10). 

3.2.2 Plaques in atherosclerotic arteries show strong CNP-induced cGMP signals 

By our cGMP/FRET measurements in healthy arteries, we could not identify a signalling pattern that 

matched the CNP-preferring (modulated) VSMCs in culture. We hypothesised that in vivo, phenotypic 

modulation of VSMCs as it occurs during the progression of atherosclerotic disease might lead to 

development of CNP-responding VSMCs. Therefore, we analysed cGMP signalling in atherosclerotic 

aortas. Additionally, we compared cGMP signalling in plaques from GC-B reporter (GC-B +/LacZ = 

heterozygous GC-B knockout) and control (GC-B +/+) mice to assess whether heterozygous ablation of 

GC-B affects cGMP signalling in atherosclerotic plaques. 

To analyse cGMP signalling in potentially modulated plaque VSMCs under close-to-native conditions, 

cGMP/FRET measurements were performed ex vivo with atherosclerotic plaques from cGi(L1) mice 

expressing the cGMP biosensor cGi500 globally (Figure 18). Pieces of isolated aortas or branching 

vessels (carotid arteries, brachiocephalic artery) were opened longitudinally and plaques were 

measured from the luminal side (still attached to the vessel wall) with a confocal spinning disk 

microscope. 

The time course of experiments is described in Figure 18 A. 25 weeks after birth, plaque development 

of ApoE-deficient mice was accelerated by feeding of an atherogenic diet for 16 weeks (see section 

1.3.2.3 for a description of this atherosclerosis model). Subsequently, mice were sacrificed, and their 

aortas were subjected to cGMP/FRET measurements. Figure 18 B illustrates schematically how plaques 

would theoretically appear under a confocal microscope (e.g., during cGMP/FRET measurements). 

Plaques (red patches), mainly from the aortic arch, the brachiocephalic artery and abdominal part but 

also from the thoracic part were used for cGMP/FRET measurements (left). As a confocal microscope 

was used for cGMP/FRET measurements, it was not possible to measure the entire plaque, but only a 

thin layer of it (Figure 18 B, optical sections, 1-5). By measuring these “optical sections”, we intended 

to compare cGMP signalling of fibrous cap VSMCs (spindle shaped) with cells of the plaque core 

(rhomboid), but the described setup only enabled analysis of potential fibrous cap cells (see panel D, 

right image). 

Representative cGMP/FRET measurements of an atherosclerotic plaque from control (Figure 18 C) and 

GC-B reporter mice (Figure 18 D) are shown. The top-down view of plaques provided by the max. 

intensity projections (left images) demonstrated a heterogeneous morphology within and between 

plaques. This heterogeneity did not depend on the heterozygous GC-B knockout but was generally 

observed between individual plaques. In general, it was hard to distinguish individual cells due to poor 

signal-to-noise ratio in several plaques (e.g., Figure 18 C). 
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Figure 18: Atherosclerotic plaques show strong CNP-induced cGMP responses. Atherosclerotic aortas were 
isolated from control (ApoE -/- x cGi(L1) +/L1 x GC-B +/+) and GC-B reporter (ApoE -/- x cGi(L1) +/L1 x GC-B +/LacZ) 
mice, opened longitudinally and cGMP/FRET measurements were performed with the plaque facing the objective. 
cGMP responses to ANP, CNP, and DEA/NO in individual plaques (presumably the fibrous cap) that were still 
attached to the medial layer were recorded. Plaques located in the entire aorta including the smaller arteries 
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parting from the aorta were analysed. Aː Overview of the experimental procedure for cGMP/FRET measurements 
in atherosclerotic plaques. 25 weeks after birth, ApoE-deficient mice were fed an atherogenic diet for 16 weeks. 
Afterwards, mice were euthanised and the aorta was isolated for cGMP/FRET measurements. B: Schematic 
representation of atherosclerotic aortas / plaque structure. Left: Typical distribution of plaques within 
atherosclerotic aortas. Right: Schematic illustration of a plaque from a cGi500 expressing sensor mouse. The top 
part shows a plaque from the side. Arrows indicate the imaging planes that are shown below. 1-5: expected 
appearance of a plaque during a confocal cGMP/FRET measurement. Due to the high expansion of plaques along 
the z-axis only a “section” of a plaque could be measured. Spindle shaped cells indicate medial and fibrous cap 
VSMCs. Rhomboid shaped cells indicate core VSMCs. Extracellular matrix is shown in yellow. cGi500 expression is 
shown in green. C-D: Representative cGMP/FRET measurements of an atherosclerotic plaque from control (C) and 
GC-B reporter (D) mice. Top: Maximum intensity projection of the plaques that were measured (left) and image 
of the plaque during cGMP/FRET measurement (right). Sensor expressing cells were visualised by the YFP 
fluorescence (yellow) of cGi500. Dashed lines outline plaque (P) and media (M). The arrowhead indicates the 
region that was measured. Regions used for the analysis of cGMP responses were highlighted in the right images. 
Scale bars (C and D right image) are 25 μm. The scale bar in the left image (D) is 100 μm. Bottom: Development 
of cGMP levels over time in atherosclerotic plaques. An exemplary response pattern of regions that reacted to 
ANP, CNP, and DEA/NO is shown for control (C, mean of 14 regions) and GC-B LacZ reporter (D, mean of 7 regions) 
mice. Note that only ~22 % of regions that were analysed reacted to all three stimuli. Black: ratio traces (R ~ 
[cGMP]), cyan: CFP fluorescence, yellow: YFP fluorescence. The single traces (cyan/yellow) were applied to 
distinguish “real” cGMP/FRET signals from signals “feigned” by focus drift / tissue movement. SEM is indicated 
as a shadow behind the corresponding trace. The scale at the left indicates the percent change of the ratio trace 
and the single traces relative to their baseline (“ΔR/R” and “ΔF/F”, respectively). Red horizontal lines indicate drug 
applications. E: Summary of cGMP responses to CNP (250 nM), ANP (250 nM), and/or DEA/NO (1 μM) in 
atherosclerotic plaques of control and GC-B reporter mice. Bars indicate fraction of cells (cumulated numbers, no 
mean) that reacted to ANP, CNP, and/or DEA/NO. Grey: control (126 regions, 9 measurements, 3 mice). Cyan: 
GC-B reporter (67 regions, 5 measurements, 3 mice). 

Plaques with a shallow curvature (Figure 18 C) allowed to measure a large part of the potential fibrous 

cap. Individual cells with various morphologies could be analysed in atherosclerotic plaques as 

indicated by non-circular ROIs (e.g. elongated cells [Figure 18 C], elongated and rounded cells [Figure 

18 D]). Similar to measurements in healthy arteries, circular ROIs were placed in regions where 

individual cells could not be identified (e.g., circular ROIs in Figure 18 C). Some plaques showed no 

single elevation, but several hills and valleys (Figure 18 D). cGMP/FRET measurements of such plaques 

(Figure 18 D) could be performed at a deeper optical section. In general, only the outer cell layers 

(potential fibrous cap) but not the inside of atherosclerotic plaques (Figure 18 C-D, right images) could 

be detected with sufficient intensity to evaluate cGMP signalling. 

cGMP signalling in the potential fibrous cap cells of atherosclerotic plaques was strikingly different 

from cGMP signalling in VSMCs of healthy arteries. In contrast to healthy arteries, robust cGMP 

responses were not only observed after application of ANP and/or NO, but also CNP potently increased 

cGMP in atherosclerotic plaques. While the cGMP response patterns were heterogeneous in general, 

regions with robust cGMP responses to all three stimuli (CNP, ANP and NO) were detected in plaques 

from both control (Figure 18 C; 14 out of 26 regions in this measurement) and GC-B reporter (Figure 

18 D; 7 out of 18 regions in this measurement) mice. Around 22 % of all regions that could be analysed 

across all measurements responded to CNP, ANP and NO (Supplementary table VII). In general, focus 

drifts were more severe in measurements of atherosclerotic plaques than of healthy arteries. 

Therefore, we refer to regions instead of cells in these measurements as well. Focus drifts can affect 

cGMP/FRET signals (e.g., baseline drift of the cGMP ratio trace [Figure 18 C], return to baseline only 

after focus adjustment [Figure 18 D, asterisks]). Focus drifts can usually be identified by the lack of 

antiparallel trace separation of the CFP (F480) and YFP (F535) traces (e.g., between CNP and ANP 

application [Figure 18 C]) which is characteristic for cGMP-induced signals. 
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As already mentioned, no differences between plaques from control and GC-B reporter mice were 

detected that could not be explained by plaque heterogeneity or region placement. Furthermore, we 

detected no clear differences in cGMP response patterns between plaques that were based on the 

vessel part (e.g., aortic arch vs brachiocephalic artery) they originated from but the n-number of 

plaques per vessel region was low. Most regions showed responses to ANP (75 % [Ctrl] and 67 % [GC-

B reporter]) and/or NO (67 % [Ctrl] and 70 % [GC-B reporter]). More than one third of all regions that 

could be analysed showed CNP-induced cGMP signals (44 % [Ctrl] and 36 % [GC-B reporter]). This 

considerable amount of CNP-induced cGMP responses in atherosclerotic plaques was strikingly 

different from cGMP generation in healthy arteries, which was almost exclusively generated by ANP 

and NO. The CNP-responsive regions reflected the behaviour of ANP~CNP cells and CNP-preferring 

cells in culture that showed strong responses to CNP. Due to movement artefacts the baseline could 

shift so strong that signal height could not be assessed reliably (see effect of focus adjustment in Figure 

18 D). Therefore, it was not tried to distinguish ANP~CNP and CNP-preferring cells in plaques. 

Nonetheless, around 8 % of measured regions reacted to CNP but not to ANP (Supplementary table 

VII), reminding of cells with strong CNP preference. 

Together, the experiments so far demonstrated that the findings with the cell culture model correlated 

with the ex vivo analysis of arteries under close-to-native conditions. Furthermore, NP-dependent 

cGMP signalling showed a previously unknown plasticity. While cGMP in contractile VSMCs was 

generated by ANP and/or NO, potential phenotypic modulation of VSMCs made these cells susceptible 

to CNP as also demonstrated ex vivo in the context of atherosclerosis. 

3.3 Influence of GC-B-dependent cGMP signalling on atherosclerosis 

Comparison of healthy and atherosclerotic vessels by cGMP/FRET measurements demonstrated that 

CNP-induced cGMP responses ex vivo were a unique feature of atherosclerotic plaques. Therefore, we 

sought to decipher the function of GC-B-dependent cGMP signalling in SMCs in atherosclerosis 

development. To do so, we used a genetic mouse model where functional GC-B expression could be 

ablated selectively in SMCs in a time-controlled manner. To allow identification of cells that express 

GC-B in these mice, we bred them with GC-B LacZ reporter mice (the same reporter as used in Figure 

11E). Note that the resulting heterozygous knockin of the LacZ reporter into the GC-B gene locus did 

not affect cGMP signalling in atherosclerotic plaques in the previous experiments as shown by cGMP 

imaging (Figure 18 D). 

SMC-selective GC-B knockout mice (Smko) and litter-matched controls (LacZ-ctrl, Cre-ctrl, Ctrl) were 

bred on an ApoE-deficient background. After development of atherosclerotic plaques, blood samples 

and other physiological parameters of the experimental mice were analysed to exclude indirect effects 

of GC-B ablation on atherosclerosis. The further experimental steps are illustrated in Supplementary 

figure VII. 

3.3.1 SMC-selective deletion of GC-B successfully ablates GC-B in atherosclerotic aortas 

SMC-selective ablation of GC-B in experimental mice was achieved with the Cre/loxP system (see 

section 1.5 for an explanation of Cre/loxP-dependent gene knockout) using αSMA-CreERT2. The 

inducible CreERT2 allowed for time-controlled recombination. Herein, recombination in SMCs was 

induced via intraperitoneal injection of tamoxifen at 6 and 8 weeks of age (Figure 19 A, left). All 

experimental mice (including the controls) were treated with tamoxifen to exclude effects of this 

partial oestrogen agonist as confounding factor. From 8 weeks of age on, mice were fed an atherogenic 
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diet for 18 weeks to accelerate the development of atherosclerotic plaques. At the age of 26 weeks, 

mice were sacrificed, physiological parameters were assessed, and atherosclerotic aortas were 

subjected to further analysis (see Supplementary figure VII for a schematic overview). The short name 

and complete genotype of the SMC-selective knockout and the three different types of control animals 

are listed in Figure 19 A (right). 

Smko and LacZ-ctrl mice expressed β-galactosidase under control of the GC-B promoter. Hence, cells 

of these mice that expressed GC-B (LacZ-ctrl mice) or would have expressed GC-B (Smko mice) could 

be identified by their blue-coloured nuclei (X-gal+ cells) after X-gal staining. We will use the term 

“potentially CNP-responsive cells” when referring to the function of X-gal+ cells detected in Smko or 

LacZ-ctrl mice. 

 

Figure 19: GC-B is expressed in atherosclerotic aorta and efficiently deleted by a SMC-selective knockout. SMC-
selective GC-B knockout and control mice were bred on an ApoE-deficient background to assess the effect of GC-
B dependent cGMP signalling in VSMCs on atherosclerosis development. After induction of atherosclerosis by an 
atherogenic diet, the SMC-selective knockout was verified by PCR (B) and western blotting (C). Aː Overview of the 
experimental procedure to generate atherosclerotic, SMC-selective knockout mice (left) and genotype of knockout 
(cyan) and control (grey) mice (right). Tamoxifen was injected for five consecutive days at 4 and 6 weeks of age. 
8 weeks after birth, ApoE-deficient mice were fed an atherogenic diet for 18 weeks. Afterwards, mice were 
euthanised and the aorta was isolated for further analysis. B: Verification of SMC-selective GC-B ablation by PCR. 
Aortas and ears were taken at the day of experiment (tamoxifen induced, atherosclerotic). Two mice per genotype 
were used (only one PCR per genotype is shown) Top: Schematic representation of the different GC-B alleles of 
experimental mice before (top, “L2”) and after Cre-dependent recombination (bottom, “L1”). The LacZ reporter 
gene replaces the first exon of the GC-B gene. Exons 17 and 18 of GC-B flox mice are flanked by loxP sites (triangle). 
Primer binding sites responsible for the L1, +, and L2 band in the PCR shown below are indicated by blue, orange, 
and green arrows. The expected gene product is indicated above. This PCR could distinguish WT (+), non-
recombined (L2) and recombined (L1 = knockout) alleles. Please note that the GC-B LacZ transgene (= knockout) 
was detected as WT (+) allele in this PCR. Bottom: PCR used for detection of the recombined GC-B flox allele. The 
identity of bands is indicated at the left, the genotype at the bottom (see A for complete genotype) and the lysates 
at the top. The red line is located below the expected position of the indicated band. Ear lysates served as control 
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to exclude off-target recombination C: Verification of GC-B ablation in aortas/atherosclerotic plaques by western 
blotting. Lesion rich parts of atherosclerotic aortas were used to prepare protein lysates. Two aortas per genotype 
were pooled to increase protein concentration Applied antibodies and expected molecular weight of the 
respective target protein are indicated at the right. GAPDH was used as loading control. 14 μg protein (left) and 
25 μg protein (right) were loaded per lane. 

First, the SMC-selective knockout of GC-B was verified at the genomic and protein level. Smko mice 

carried a GC-B LacZ allele and a GC-B flox (L2) allele. As no functional GC-B can be transcribed from the 

GC-B LacZ allele, a SMC-selective knockout of GC-B could be achieved by Cre-dependent recombination 

(= inactivation) of the GC-B flox allele in SMCs (see Figure 7 A for a detailed explanation). Therefore, 

we analysed the recombination state of the GC-B flox allele in Smko and control mice by a specialised 

genotyping PCR (Figure 19 B, top). This PCR allowed to distinguish if no loxP site (wild type / GC-B LacZ 

allele), one loxP site (excision of exons 17 and 18 = inactivation of GC-B) or two loxP sites (no 

recombination) were present at the DNA level. To verify tissue selectivity of recombination, we 

simultaneously analysed DNA of atherosclerotic aortas (high SMC content) and of ear biopsies (low 

SMC content) that were taken at the day of experiment (Figure 19 B, bottom). Neither aorta nor ear 

lysates of LacZ-ctrl and Ctrl mice, both of which lack the αSMA-CreERT2 transgene, showed 

recombination of the GC-B flox allele. This showed that there was no recombination in the absence of 

αSMA-CreERT2. In contrast, the aorta lysate of the Smko mouse clearly showed recombination of the 

GC-B flox allele (L1, 448 base pairs, “bp”) and a DNA fragment derived from the GC-B LacZ allele (+, 

506 bp). The ear lysate, in contrast, showed no recombination, and its band pattern matched the one 

from LacZ-ctrl lysates, confirming that the GC-B flox allele was not globally recombined. In addition to 

the recombined L1 band, the aorta lysate from Smko mice showed a weak band for the non-

recombined GC-B flox allele (L2, 684 bp). As aorta also contains other cells like endothelial cells, no 

complete recombination was expected. In sum, the PCR results indicated a successful SMC-selective 

knockout of the GC-B gene in Smko mice at the DNA level. 

We continued to use western blotting to assess whether GC-B was also absent at the protein level in 

plaque-rich lysates from Smko mice (Figure 19 C). Expression of GC-B was clearly detected in lysates of 

atherosclerotic aortas from Ctrl and LacZ-ctrl mice, but undetectable in lysates from Smko mice. cGKI 

and the NO-GC β1 subunit were similarly expressed in aortic lysates of all three groups. The presence 

of SMCs in these lysates was verified by detection of SM22α, which was detected as a double band. 

Note that no biological replicates of these western blots were possible due to limitations of available 

mice. Therefore, conclusions based on differences in band intensities should be drawn carefully. 

Several physiological parameters that could influence the development of atherosclerosis were 

analysed to check whether these were affected by the SMC-selective ablation of GC-B (Table 6). 

Parameters from the three control groups were pooled. None of the analysed parameters were 

significantly different between Smko and control mice of the same sex. Sex in contrast had an impact 

on several of these parameters. Plasma cholesterol and LDL in female mice was significantly lower than 

in male mice of the same group. Also, the heart-to-body weight ratio of female control mice was 

significantly lower than of male control mice. 
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Table 6: Physiological parameters of 26-week-old atherosclerotic Smko and control mice after 18 weeks 
atherogenic diet. Mice were starved overnight, anesthetised, weight, and blood samples were drawn. Controls: 
values from Cre-ctrl, LacZ-ctrl, and Ctrl mice were pooled. Data are represented as mean ± SEM. Statistical 
significance vs sex is indicated by hashes (# p<.05; ## p<.01; ### p<.001). There were no statistically significant 
differences between genotypes. HDL: high-density lipoprotein, LDL: low-density lipoprotein. Blood samples were 
analysed by Prof. Dr. med. Andreas Peter in the “Zentrallabor des Universitätsklinikums Tübingen”. 

Parameter 

Male Female 

Controls Smko Controls Smko 

 (n = 9) (n = 4) (n = 16) (n = 5) 

Total cholesterol [mg/dL] 1263 ± 91 1269 ± 38 778 ± 64### 842 ± 75## 

Triglyceride [mg/dL] 79 ± 10 95 ± 25 84 ± 9 85 ± 24 

HDL [mg/dL] 10 ± 1 13 ± 1 9 ± 1 9 ± 2 

LDL [mg/dL] 291 ± 40 289 ± 16 155 ± 16## 143 ± 23## 

 (n = 9) (n = 4) (n = 16) (n = 6) 

Body weight [g] 35.5 ± 1.5 34.5 ± 0.9 26.3 ± 0.7### 23.4 ± 0.8### 

Heart-to-body weight [mg/g] 7.9 ± 0.2 6.9 ± 0.6 6.8 ± 0.2# 7.0 ± 0.3 

Kidney-to-body weight [mg/g] 16.2 ± 0.8 17.4 ± 1.1 15.1 ± 0.5 14.3 ± 1.3 

 

Together, these results demonstrated that in Smko mice GC-B was successfully ablated in 

atherosclerotic tissue without affecting physiological parameters relevant in atherosclerosis. 

3.3.2 Total lesion area after 18 weeks atherogenic diet is not affected by SMC-selective 

ablation of GC-B 

To assess whether SMC-selective ablation of GC-B influenced the progression of atherosclerosis, we 

compared the lesion area of atherosclerotic aortas from Smko and control mice (Figure 20). Aortas 

were stained with Oil Red O to visualise atherosclerotic plaques along the vessel wall and documented 

from both sides. The lesion area was quantified computationally and normalised to the total vessel 

area. Lesion area in atheroprone regions (i.e., aortic arch) was quantified separately from the 

remaining aorta (thoracic/abdominal part) to account for potential differences in plaque development. 

As physiological parameters of female and male mice showed significant differences (Table 6), lesion 

area was also evaluated as a function of sex. After Oil Red O staining, plaques could be clearly 

distinguished from the lesion-free vessel wall by their intense red colour (Figure 20 A). Light orange / 

yellow staining was not included in the analysis of lesion area (e.g., some patches in the bottom part 

of the female control aorta). No striking differences in lesion area were apparent in these sample 

images. Large parts of the aortic arch were covered by few but extended plaques. Around 50-55 % of 

the aortic arch was covered by plaques on average (Figure 20 B, top panel, male Controls: 49.7 ± 4.1 %, 

male Smko: 54.1 ± 2.4 %, female Controls: 54.6 ± 1.9 %, female Smko: 54.5 ± 2.3 %). No statistically 

significant differences were detected between any of the 4 groups. In the thoracic/abdominal aorta 

more, but smaller plaques were found which were often located at and protruding into branching 

vessels (Figure 20 A). In total, a smaller fraction of the vessel wall (around 11-16 %) of the 

thoracic/abdominal aorta was covered by plaques (Figure 20 B, bottom panel, male Controls: 

13.0 ± 2.4 %, male Smko: 11.8 ± 3.6 %, female Controls: 15.7 ± 2.2 %, female Smko: 11.4 ± 6.7 %), 

much less than in the aortic arch. Again, no statistically significant differences in the relative lesion 

area were detected. 
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Figure 20: Lesion area after 18 weeks atherogenic diet is not different between Smko and control mice. SMC-
selective GC-B knockout (Smko) and control (LacZ-ctrl, Cre-ctrl, Ctrl) mice were bred on an ApoE-deficient 
background to assess the effect of GC-B-dependent cGMP signalling in VSMCs on lesion area. After SMC-selective 
GC-B ablation by tamoxifen injection, mice were fed an atherogenic diet for 18 weeks and lesion area was 
assessed by Oil Red O staining. A: Representative images of atherosclerotic aortas of Smko and control mice after 
Oil Red O staining. Sex is indicated at the top, the genotype at the left. Atherosclerotic lesions appeared red. 
Dashed lines indicate the transition from arch to thoracic/abdominal aorta. Scale bars are 1 mm. B: Relative lesion 
area of the aortic arch (top) or thoracic/abdominal aorta (bottom) from Smko and control mice (data from LacZ-
ctrl, Cre-ctrl and Ctrl mice were pooled). Lesion area was determined from both sides of the aorta, summed, and 
normalised to the total area of the aorta. Each dot represents an aorta. Data are represented as mean + SEM. No 
statistically significant differences (sex or genotype) were found. n.s.: not significant. Controls male: 7 mice; Smko 
male: 4 mice; Controls female: 14 mice; Smko female: 3 mice. 

Overall, the Oil Red O staining showed the typical atherosclerotic plaque development in ApoE-

deficient mice (Figure 6) which accumulate plaques mainly in the aortic arch and at branching points. 

Neither genotype-dependent (Smko vs. controls) nor sex-dependent (male vs. female) differences in 

lesion area were found in the aortic arch and thoracic/abdominal aorta. 

3.3.3 Composition of atherosclerotic plaques is altered in SMC-selective GC-B-deficient mice 

After analysing atherosclerosis progression in terms of lesion area, we took a closer look at the 

composition of plaques in the aortic arch (and branching vessels). First, we compared the distribution 

of GC-B LacZ reporter (X-gal+) cells between Smko and LacZ-ctrl mice. The other control groups (Cre-

ctrl and Ctrl, see Figure 19 A for exact genotype) were not included in these evaluations as they did 

not have the reporter transgene GC-B LacZ. Therefore, we pooled data of male and female mice to 

allow for higher n-numbers and meaningful statistical evaluation. It is likely that X-gal+ cells in 

atherosclerotic aortas of these mice were modulated VSMCs (see section 4.3 for a detailed 

explanation). 
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Paraffin sections of the aortic arch (and branching vessels) were prepared and X-gal+ cells were 

separately quantified in plaque and media of all sections (Figure 21). X-gal+ cells were found in sections 

from Smko and LacZ-ctrl mice (Figure 21 A). Plaques from mice with different genotypes (e.g., Figure 

21 A, bottom left and top right) were sometimes more similar than plaques of the same group (see 

sample images of Smko mice). A trend for plaques with an increased number of X-gal+ cells was 

observed in Smko as compared to LacZ-ctrl mice. 

 

Figure 21: Atherosclerotic plaques of Smko mice show an increased number of X-gal+ cells. SMC-selective GC-B 
knockout (Smko) and control (LacZ-ctrl) mice were bred on an ApoE-deficient background to assess the effect of 
GC-B-dependent cGMP signalling in VSMCs on abundance of (potentially) CNP-responsive cells. After SMC-
selective GC-B ablation by tamoxifen injection, mice were fed an atherogenic diet for 18 weeks and GC-B LacZ 
reporter positive (X-gal+) cells were visualised via X-gal staining. X-gal+ cells within plaque or media (counted 
separately) were quantified per section (10 μm) of the aortic arch. A: Representative images of sections from 
atherosclerotic plaques in the aortic arch of Smko and control mice after X-gal staining. Genotype is indicated at 
the top. Two images per genotype are shown to emphasize the heterogeneous distribution of X-gal+ cells between 
sections. X-gal+ cells appeared as blue dots (nuclear staining). Scale bars are 100 μm. B: Distribution of X-gal+ 
cells in plaques of the aortic arch (“plaque profile”). The X-gal+ cells in the plaque area were counted in 
consecutive sections of the aortic arch. The section with most X-gal+ cells was chosen as reference (0 position) 
and the number of X-gal+ cells in every section was plotted according to the distance from the reference section 
(e.g., -200 μm means the section that is located 200 μm in front of the reference section). The line indicates the 
mean profile of the corresponding genotype. SEM is represented by a shadow of the same colour. C: Enrichment 
of X-gal+ cells in media and plaques of Smko and LacZ-ctrl mice. The total number of X-gal+ cells in plaque and 
media across all sections of the aortic arch was determined and divided by the number of sections that contained 
at least one X-gal+ cell. Each dot represents an aortic arch. Data are represented as mean + SEM. Statistical 
significance is indicated by asterisks (* p<.05). n.s.: not significant. Smko: 9 mice; LacZ-ctrl: 5 mice. 136-404 
sections per mouse were analysed. 
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Interestingly, most X-gal+ cells accumulated in the plaque core and only few were found in the cap 

region (e.g., left cell in upper control or cells at the right in lower Smko plaque). Furthermore, although 

cells were sometimes distributed across the complete plaque section (lower plaques), they often 

appeared as clusters (e.g., Figure 21 A, top right plaque). In general, there was a huge heterogeneity 

concerning the number of X-gal+ cells in individual plaque sections. This heterogeneity was not only 

observed between sections of LacZ-ctrl and Smko mice but also between sections of the same 

genotype or even mouse (Figure 21 A). 

To analyse this distribution of X-gal+ cells in more detail, plaque profiles were created. Therefore, the 

number of X-gal+ cells within plaques was documented along with their position in the aortic arch (and 

branching vessels). For better comparability, all profiles were aligned to the plaque section with most 

X-gal+ cells, so that for every mouse the most enriched plaque section was at the same position 

(± 0 μm). These plaque profiles confirmed that X-gal+ cells strongly accumulated in one specific region 

(most cells were found between -400 μm and +200 μm relative to the section with the maximal 

number of X-gal+ cells, Figure 21 B). As already indicated with the sample images (Figure 21 A), there 

was a trend for more X-gal+ cells in plaques from Smko mice. The large SEM of these curves reflects 

the strong variation that was found between mice of the same genotype. Outside of the 600 μm range 

mentioned above, only few X-gal+ cells were found in sections of control mice. The profile of Smko 

mice, in contrast, showed an additional elevation between -800 μm and -400 μm. All in all, there was 

a trend for more X-gal+ cells which were distributed across a wider range in plaques from Smko mice 

as compared to LacZ-ctrl mice (Figure 21 B). 

To confirm this trend (more X-gal+ cells in plaques from Smko mice), the number of X-gal+ cells in 

plaque and media sections was determined and normalised to the number of sections (Figure 21 C). 

Only sections with at least one X-gal+ cell were included in these calculations (see section 2.4.5.7 for 

details). Note, that X-gal+ cells were summed up across all plaques of a given section and the media of 

the complete vessel wall. As already indicated by the plaque profiles, plaques of Smko mice showed a 

strong trend for more X-gal+ cells compared to plaques of LacZ-ctrl mice (Smko plaque: 5.0 ± 1.8 vs. 

LacZ-ctrl plaque: 2.2 ± 0.4 X-gal+ cells/positive section, not significant, Figure 21 C). Interestingly, 

within Smko mice, plaques contained significantly more X-gal+ cells (modulated VSMCs) than the 

media. The same trend was also present in LacZ-ctrl mice but did not reach statistical significance. In 

general, the number of X-gal+ cells per positive section varied stronger between plaques of Smko mice 

than between plaques of the LacZ-ctrl group (Figure 21 C). Both groups contained plaques with few X-

gal+ cells whereas a high number of X-gal+ cells was only detected in plaques of Smko mice. Note that 

plaques with a low number of X-gal+ cells on average could contain individual sections that were rich 

in X-gal+ cells. Nonetheless, the number of potentially CNP-responsive cells (X-gal+) in plaque sections 

of either group was lower than the 36 % of regions with CNP-induced cGMP responses that we 

detected in our cGMP/FRET measurements of atherosclerotic plaques from GC-B LacZ reporter mice 

(see section 3.2.2 and Figure 18 E). This finding matched the results of our cell culture measurements, 

where the fraction of X-gal+ cells in culture was lower than the fraction of CNP-preferring cells usually 

detected in primary VSMC cultures (see Figure 11 E and Supplementary figure VI B). 

Based on these experiments, it appears that SMC-selective ablation of GC-B promoted the enrichment 

of plaques with potentially CNP-responsive cells (= modulated/transdifferentiated VSMCs), pointing 

towards an inhibitory effect of GC-B-dependent cGMP signalling on phenotypic modulation/

transdifferentiation of VSMCs during plaque development. 
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Next, we analysed how the SMC-selective ablation of GC-B affected the expression of αSMA as a 

marker for VSMCs of the fibrous cap, and therefore plaque stability of atherosclerotic lesions (Figure 

22). Smooth muscle-rich fibrous caps were shown to stabilise atherosclerotic plaques [207; 234; 319]. 

 

Figure 22: Atherosclerotic plaques of Smko mice exhibit an altered distribution of aSMA. SMC-selective 
knockout (Smko) and control (LacZ-ctrl) mice were bred on an ApoE-deficient background to assess the effect of 
GC-B-dependent cGMP signalling in VSMCs on αSMA expression in atherosclerotic plaques. After SMC-selective 
GC-B ablation by tamoxifen injection, mice were fed an atherogenic diet for 18 weeks and sections of the aortic 
arch were prepared. Consecutive sections were stained for αSMA (contractile SMC marker), and the stained area 
was quantified. A: Exemplary images of IHC stainings for αSMA in plaque sections from LacZ-ctrl and Smko mice. 
Genotype is indicated at the left. 30 μm cap area and core (non-cap region of the plaque) are outlined by a white 
line. αSMA+ area appeared brown. Blue staining indicated nuclei of GC-B LacZ reporter (X-gal+) cells. Scale bars 
are 100 μm. B: Quantification of αSMA+ area (% of total area) of the plaque (“Plaque”), the cap (“Cap”) and the 
core (“Core”) region of plaques from control (LacZ-ctrl) and Smko mice. C: Core-to-cap distribution of αSMA in 
plaques from control (LacZ-ctrl) and Smko mice. Distribution was calculated as αSMA+ area in the core [%] divided 
by αSMA+ area in the cap [%]. Each dot represents an individual plaque. Data is represented as mean + SEM. 
Statistical significance vs genotype is indicated by asterisks (** p<.01, n.s.: not significant). Statistical significance 
between regions is indicated by hashes (## p<.01, ### p<.001). Smko: 31 plaques from 6 mice; LacZ-ctrl: 34 
plaques from 6 mice. 
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As suggested by Shankman et al. in 2015 [239], the 30 μm luminal part of a plaque was used as “cap 

region” for analysis purposes. A reduction of αSMA+ area in the cap region of a plaque can indicate 

plaque destabilisation. In addition, less αSMA+ area in atherosclerotic plaques could indicate an 

enrichment of plaques with strongly modulated/transdifferentiated VSMCs (CNP-responsive, αSMA 

low). Therefore, we quantified the αSMA+ area in atherosclerotic plaques and compared its 

distribution between the 30 μm cap region and the core region. The 30 μm cap region often covered 

the complete αSMA+ area at the luminal side (e.g., Figure 22 A, lower image). For reasons of 

comparability, the same groups as in Figure 21 (LacZ-ctrl and Smko mice) were analysed for αSMA 

expression in plaque sections of the aortic arch (and branching vessels). Several plaques of each mouse 

were included in the analysis. 

Overall, the αSMA staining of plaques from LacZ-ctrl and Smko mice showed the expected 

characteristics for atherosclerotic plaques (Figure 22 A). Most plaques were covered by an αSMA-rich 

fibrous cap, while less αSMA was found in the core region (Figure 22 A). In general, we observed a 

strong heterogeneity in αSMA staining between plaques of the same group (see Figure 22 B). Still, the 

atherosclerotic plaques that are depicted in Figure 22 A showed several characteristics frequently (but 

not exclusively) found in each group. For orientation, the plaque border and the cap area were 

indicated in each image. αSMA was highly expressed in the media, at the border between plaque and 

media (see section 2.4.5.8 for definition) and at the luminal side of the plaques (fibrous cap). As 

mentioned above, the 30 μm cap area was often (lower image) but not always (upper image) a good 

approximation. As shown in the control image (LacZ-ctrl), in some plaques the αSMA+ layer that is 

characteristic for the fibrous cap, extended further into the plaque. The plaque core could also contain 

patches of αSMA+ cells. The accumulation of αSMA in the cap and exclusion from the core was more 

prominent in Smko than in LacZ-ctrl plaques. These observations were verified by computational 

quantification of the αSMA+ area (Figure 22 B-C). αSMA+ cells contributed more to the cap region than 

to the core of plaques in LacZ-ctrl (36 ± 4 % [cap] vs. 24 ± 4 % [core], p<.01) and Smko (35 ± 3 % [cap] 

vs. 13 ± 2 % [core], p<.001, Figure 22 B) mice. No statistically significant differences in the αSMA+ area 

of the entire plaque, cap, or core region between LacZ-ctrl and Smko mice were detected. Nonetheless, 

there was an interesting trend towards less αSMA+ area in plaques from Smko mice (27 ± 4 % [LacZ-

ctrl] vs. 19 ± 2 % [Smko], p>.34). This trend for less αSMA+ area was also visible specifically in the core 

region of plaques from Smko mice (24 ± 4 % [LacZ-ctrl] vs. 13 ± 2 % [Smko], p>.11). The reduced αSMA 

content in the core region was significant, when normalised to the αSMA content in the cap region of 

each individual plaque section (Figure 22 C, 0.69 ± 0.09 rel. [LacZ-ctrl] vs. 0.34 ± 0.04 rel. [Smko], 

p<.01). The observation, that less αSMA was present in the core of Smko plaques, could indicate more 

modulated/transdifferentiated VSMCs (αSMA low) in these plaques. 

While SMC-selective ablation of GC-B did not impact the progression of atherosclerosis in terms of 

total lesion area, cGMP signalling via GC-B in VSMCs seemed to modulate the structure of plaques. We 

could identify a trend in plaques from Smko mice to accumulate more X-gal+ cells than plaques from 

control mice, with significantly more X-gal+ cells in the plaque as compared to the media (Figure 21 C). 

Hence, silencing CNP signalling in VSMCs by ablation of its receptor led to an increased fraction of 

potentially modulated/transdifferentiated VSMCs in the plaque core. Indeed, this was accompanied 

by a decreased αSMA+ area in the core of Smko plaques as compared to control plaques.  
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4 Discussion 

4.1 cGMP signalling in cultured VSMCs 

VSMC plasticity describes the ability of VSMCs to adapt to different situations by changes of their 

phenotype. In their contractile phenotype, VSMCs regulate blood flow by contraction and relaxation. 

In their modulated phenotype, they participate in vascular development, repair and disease-associated 

vascular remodelling [144; 320]. While this phenotypic plasticity of VSMCs is beneficial for 

physiological processes, it is also involved in the development of vascular diseases like atherosclerosis 

and restenosis (see section 1.3.2). Many studies investigated how the phenotypic modulation of 

VSMCs could be controlled as this would allow to influence the outcome of these deadly vascular 

diseases [54; 321]. A suitable model that reflects several aspects of phenotypic modulation as observed 

in vivo, are SMC cultures. Already in primary culture VSMCs gradually change from a contractile, 

“healthy” phenotype to a modulated, disease-associated phenotype, a process where cGMP signalling 

might be involved [54]. 

4.1.1 VSMC cultures show phenotype-dependent heterogeneity of cGMP signalling pathways 

Primary and passaged VSMCs generate cGMP upon stimulation with ANP, CNP, and/or NO [17; 102]. 

To our knowledge, all studies so far investigated cGMP generation upon application of ANP, CNP, or 

NO in VSMC cultures at the population and not at the single-cell level. Therefore, it remained unclear 

whether the same VSMC could respond to different stimuli or diverse VSMCs responded to just one of 

these stimuli. To clarify this issue, we compared for the first time the potential of VSMCs to generate 

cGMP upon stimulation with ANP, CNP, and NO within the same cell in a phenotype-specific context. 

Thereby, we discovered an unprecedented heterogeneity of cGMP signalling pathways in primary 

VSMCs. One type of VSMCs reacted primarily to ANP and NO, whereas another type of VSMCs reacted 

primarily to CNP and NO. By analysis of marker protein expression and lineage tracing, we could 

identify the former type of VSMCs as contractile VSMCs and the latter as modulated VSMCs (see below). 

In addition, we identified VSMCs that showed robust responses to ANP, CNP, and NO, potentially 

belonging to cells with an intermediate phenotype (neither fully contractile, nor fully modulated). 

The in-cell comparison of the responsiveness to different cGMP-stimulating agents required a 

technique that allowed to measure cGMP repetitively in a non-destructive way at single-cell resolution. 

Furthermore, it had to be possible to subsequently identify the phenotype of measured cells (e.g., by 

detection of marker proteins). Therefore, we combined FRET-based cGMP measurements with 

subsequent IF stainings (to our knowledge for the first time). An important question was about the 

appropriate concentrations of ANP, CNP, and DEA/NO (fast NO-releasing compound). There are several 

studies addressing the question of physiological ANP/CNP concentrations in blood and tissues [72; 98]. 

There are various sources of CNP and different processes that affect its synthesis (e.g., inflammation, 

shear stress) [72] which make it difficult to determine the exact concentration present at SMCs within 

the vessel wall at a given time. Therefore, we decided to compare the potential of VSMCs to generate 

cGMP by applying receptor-saturating concentrations (50 nM) of ANP and CNP. To verify receptor 

saturation and to test the robustness of NP preference, we additionally applied a five-times higher 

concentration of both peptides (250 nM). To distinguish receptor from sensor saturation, we applied 

500 nM DEA/NO which was expected to generate sensor-saturating concentrations of cGMP. Indeed, 

the chosen NP concentrations seemed to be receptor-saturating in many cases. This could be deduced 

from comparison of NO- and NP-induced cGMP signals within the same cell (Figure 10 A, Figure 11 A). 
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In cells where DEA/NO generated higher cGMP levels than the NPs, whilst stimulation with increasing 

concentrations of the same NP (e.g., 50 nM ANP vs. 250 nM ANP) did not lead to higher cGMP levels, 

the NP concentration was receptor-saturating. Interestingly, the second stimulus (high concentration) 

with the same NP frequently elicited a weaker, instead of a similar, cGMP response (Figure 10 A, Figure 

11 A). The reduced second responses upon NP stimulation were probably the result of two 

independent negative feedback mechanisms. Upon stimulation with their respective ligand, the 

activity of GC-A and GC-B can be downregulated by dephosphorylation of the receptors [90; 91]. 

Furthermore, elevated cGMP levels increase the activity of PDE 5 [16], the main cGMP-degrading PDE 

in VSMCs [17]. 

In culture, phenotypic modulation of primary VSMCs from a contractile to a modulated phenotype gets 

apparent in less than a week [148; 189]. To compare cGMP signals in phenotypically diverse VSMCs, 

we decided to investigate cultures between days 5 and 7, when both, contractile and modulated 

VSMCs were expected to be present. The morphology of cultured VSMCs could provide a first 

indication about their phenotype [151]. In culture, an elongated, spindle-shaped morphology was 

reported for contractile VSMCs and a less elongated, more roundish one (“rhomboid”) for modulated 

VSMCs [148; 151; 191]. As expected, we found both morphologies in our VSMC cultures (e.g., Figure 

10, Figure 11, Figure 13). The different morphologies of VSMCs correlated with diverse cGMP response 

patterns. Rather elongated VSMCs reacted strongly to ANP and NO but only weakly, if at all, to CNP. 

The contractile phenotype of these ANP-preferring cells was verified by the high expression of αSMA 

and SM22α. Rather rounded cells reacted strongly to CNP and NO but only weakly, if at all, to ANP. The 

morphology of these CNP-preferring cells in combination with the low expression of contractile marker 

proteins indicated a modulated phenotype. A third group of cells reacted to ANP, CNP, and NO, but 

without a clear preference for ANP or CNP (ANP~CNP). It is unclear whether cells of this category 

started but not finished phenotypic modulation towards the modulated phenotype (transition state 

between ANP and CNP preference), or whether these cells represented an own subtype of VSMCs. 

Across all cultures from cGi(L1) mice that were grown under standard conditions (e.g., primary VSMCs, 

12-24 h serum starvation) we found that 42 % of analysed cells were ANP-preferring/contractile 

VSMCs, 37 % CNP-preferring/modulated VSMCs, and 21 % ANP~CNP VSMCs (Supplementary figure 

VI). Some cells did neither respond to ANP, nor to CNP, nor to NO. As it was unclear whether these 

cells lacked any GCs, were dead or the low signal -to-noise ratio concealed cGMP signals, they were 

excluded from analysis. These findings were obtained with cultures from sensor mice that expressed 

the cGMP biosensor cGi500 globally and reproduced in cultures with SMC-selective sensor expression 

(Figure 11). 

Besides the strong phenotype-dependent changes in NP-dependent cGMP signalling, we observed 

minor changes in NO-dependent cGMP signalling as well (Figure 14). On average, NO induced weaker 

cGMP signals than CNP in CNP-preferring cells. In ANP-preferring cells, in contrast, NO was the most 

potent cGMP elevating stimulus. This statistically significant higher potential of NO to induce cGMP 

signals in ANP-preferring cells (Figure 14 B) was associated with increased levels of NO-GC β1-subunit 

in these cells, compared to CNP-preferring cells (Figure 14 A). With our approach we could not 

distinguish between general and isoform-specific downregulation of NO-GC. Therefore, the reduced 

expression of the β1-subunit in CNP-preferring cells might reflect the loss/downregulation of a single 

isoform or reflect a general downregulation of NO-GC [6]. Whether the reduced expression of NO-GC 

in modulated/CNP-preferring VSMCs in comparison to ANP-preferring VSMCs has a functional 
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relevance (e.g., increased threshold concentration for NO to elicit functionally relevant cGMP signals 

in modulated VSMCs), remains to be elucidated. 

The phenotype dependent heterogeneity of cGMP signalling pathways that we discovered in primary 

VSMCs implicated that analysis of cGMP signalling in cultured VSMCs at the population level is a risky 

oversimplification. Depending on the cGMP-elevating agent that would be used in an experiment, the 

observed effect would be based on another subpopulation of VSMCs. While ANP would elevate cGMP 

in the contractile VSMC subpopulation, CNP would elevate cGMP in the modulated subpopulation. NO 

would affect contractile and modulated VSMC subpopulations with a potentially stronger effect in 

contractile VSMCs. 

We further characterised CNP-preferring cells by identifying proteins which were upregulated in these 

cells. As modulated VSMCs resemble fibroblasts, we included FSP 1 and PDGFRα in our search. FSP 1 

is a rather unspecific fibroblast marker [171; 175]. PDGFRα expression has been detected in fibroblast 

populations from various organs [175] and recently it was even detected in the adventitia and media 

of healthy aortas [182]. Expression of both, FSP 1 [176; 177] as well as PDGFRα [183], in potentially 

modulated VSMCs has been reported. Analysis of primary VSMC cultures demonstrated that FSP 1 

expression was moderately but significantly increased in CNP-preferring cells, whereas αSMA 

expression was significantly decreased in these cells (Figure 13 A). Like FSP 1, the expression of 

PDGFRα was higher in CNP- than ANP-preferring cells as well (Figure 13 B). This indicated that the 

modulated CNP-preferring VSMCs had adopted a fibroblast-like state in culture. The fibroblast-like 

state of CNP-preferring VSMCs is especially interesting in the context of atherosclerosis. It was 

previously demonstrated that under appropriate conditions the VSMC culture model could be used to 

mimic transdifferentiation processes which occur during atherosclerosis [179; 199; 322]. For instance, 

incubation of cultured VSMC-derived cells, isolated from atherosclerotic arteries, with connective 

tissue growth factor induced a fibroblast-like phenotype (e.g., high expression of collagen1a1, FSP 1) 

[179]. Recently, it was shown by combination of lineage tracing with single-cell RNA sequencing that 

VSMCs could transdifferentiate to fibroblast-like cells (called “fibromyocytes”) during atherosclerosis 

as indicated by expression of fibroblast markers like lumican or collagen1a1 [187]. These studies, and 

the fibroblast-like state of CNP-preferring cells, might point to a certain degree of transdifferentiation 

in our cultures that was linked to increased CNP-dependent cGMP signalling. 

4.1.2 CNP/GC-B-dependent cGMP signalling is a new marker for phenotypic modulation of 

VSMCs in culture 

To test whether strong CNP/GC-B-dependent cGMP signalling is a new marker for modulated/

transdifferentiated VSMCs, we designed two sets of experiments: (1) We used SMC-selective reporter 

mice in combination with enzymatic dissociation of the vascular adventitia to check whether CNP-

preferring cells were of smooth muscle origin (Figure 11 A-C). (2) We genetically ablated GC-B to test 

whether CNP/cGMP signals were generated via GC-B and analysed whether expression of GC-B 

increased in culture using western blotting and GC-B LacZ reporter mice (Figure 12, Figure 11 D-E). 

SMC-selective expression of our FRET-based cGMP biosensor was achieved with SM22-Cre mice 

(SM22-Cre x cGi(L2)). We used the constitutively active SM22-Cre as it was known for its high 

recombination efficiency in VSMCs. We assessed the fraction of recombined cells in our primary VSMC 

cultures from SMC-selective sensor mice to estimate the contribution of non-SMCs to these cultures. 

SMC-selective Cre expression led to a recombination of 91.9±1.7 % in our primary VSMC cultures, 
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indicating that less than 10 % of cultured cells might be of non-SMC origin. Most likely, the bulk of 

these non-recombined cells originated from remnants of the adventitial layer. Indeed, when the 

adventitia was completely removed by an enzymatic dissociation step, before VSMCs were cultured 

from SMC-selective sensor mice, the recombination was close to 100 %. 

To exclude that CNP-preferring cells in our cultures were derived from non-SMCs like endothelial or 

adventitial cells, we compared cGMP signalling between VSMC cultures from mice with global and 

SMC-selective sensor expression with (Figure 10, Figure 11 A-B), and without (Figure 11 C) potential 

adventitial contamination (Supplementary figure VI). We found a similar heterogeneity of cGMP 

signalling pathways (ANP-, CNP-preferring, and ANP~CNP cells) in all three types of VSMC cultures 

(Supplementary figure VI B). Like in VSMC cultures from global sensor mice, ANP-preferring cells of 

VSMC cultures from SMC-selective sensor mice expressed high levels of αSMA and SM22α, whereas 

CNP-preferring cells expressed low levels (Figure 11 B). For some CNP-preferring cells the fluorescence 

detected in the SM22α staining was as low that they might be SM22α negative (Figure 11 B). As these 

cells were initially recombined using the SM22-Cre transgene, the latter finding could be considered a 

further indication for strong downregulation of contractile marker proteins in VSMCs by phenotypic 

modulation during in vitro growth. Still, the SM22-Cre mice used in this work were created by random 

integration and not by knockin of the recombinase into the SM22α locus [37]. Hence, the Cre 

expression profile could be different from the original SM22α expression [283]. Together, these 

experiments indicated that most CNP-preferring cells were SMC-derived modulated VSMCs. 

Next, we addressed the question whether CNP-preferring cells developed due to phenotypic 

modulation in culture or pre-existed in the aortic media. First, we ablated GC-B globally in cGi500-

expressing mice and compared cGMP signalling in VSMC cultures from these mice with cultures from 

GC-B-expressing control mice (Figure 12). Analysis of the cGMP responses clearly demonstrated that 

CNP responses in culture were mediated by GC-B. In control cultures all cGMP signalling phenotypes 

(ANP-, CNP-preferring, and ANP~CNP cells) were found, while in GC-B knockout cultures no CNP-

preferring cells nor ANP~CNP cells were detected (Supplementary figure V). Around 15 % of VSMCs in 

GC-B knockout cultures reacted only to NO, a signalling pattern that was not detected in cultures from 

the control group. The NO-only cells in the knockout were probably “CNP-preferring cells” that could 

not respond to CNP. Their cGMP signalling pattern resembled the one of control VSMCs that reacted 

to CNP and NO but not ANP (just without response to CNP, Figure 12 B). Furthermore, like CNP-

preferring cells of the control group, NO-only cells expressed significantly less αSMA and SM22α than 

ANP-preferring cells, indicating that NO-only cells were modulated VSMCs (Supplementary figure V A-

B). Despite global ablation of GC-B, slight cGMP elevations due to CNP stimulation were detected in 

5 % of the knockout cells, whereas 70 % of VSMCs in control cultures reacted to CNP (Figure 12 A). The 

5 % CNP responses in knockout cultures were based on small elevations of the ratio trace (supported 

by single trace separation, hence real signals, data not shown). It is known that GC-A can be stimulated 

by high concentrations of CNP [11; 12]. As all of these “CNP-responsive knockout cells” showed clear 

cGMP responses to ANP stimulation, cross-activation of GC-A by a relatively high CNP concentration 

was probably the reason for CNP-dependent cGMP signals in knockout cultures. The small fraction of 

GC-B knockout cells where potential cross-activation of GC-A was detected (5 % GC-B knockout vs. 

70 % control, Figure 12 A) was neglectable for our results, especially as the classification itself should 

not have been affected. 
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After demonstrating that GC-B was functionally expressed in VSMC cultures and that it mediated the 

CNP-dependent cGMP signals in these cultures, we tested whether GC-B expression increased in 

culture over time. Thus, whether GC-B could serve as a marker for progressing phenotypic modulation 

of VSMCs. The CNP receptor GC-B was strongly upregulated in primary VSMCs after 6 days in culture 

in comparison to whole aorta (litter-matched mice, 11-week-old) as demonstrated by western blotting 

(Figure 11 D). This correlated with reduced levels of the contractile marker SM22α in lysates of the 6 

days culture (Figure 11 D), indicating an increased expression of GC-B due to phenotypic modulation 

of VSMCs in culture. Following GC-B expression in culture over 4-7 days using GC-B LacZ reporter mice 

supported this notion (Figure 11 E). The fraction of reporter-positive cells (X-gal-stained nuclei = X-gal+ 

cells) in VSMC cultures significantly increased with the time VSMCs were kept in culture. The first 

indications for GC-B expression by this method were found at day 6. The number of X-gal+ cells 

significantly increased further at day 7. Interestingly, no X-gal+ cells were detected at day 5 (or before) 

where most cGMP/FRET measurements were performed. Even after 7 days in culture the fraction of 

X-gal+ cells was far below the fraction of CNP-preferring cells usually found in measurements (~3 % vs. 

>30 %) and even further below the fraction of CNP-responsive cells (>70 %). As we verified that CNP 

responses were mediated via GC-B, this stressed the superior sensitivity of cGMP/FRET measurements 

over the enzyme-based GC-B LacZ reporter approach. Considering the cGMP response patterns of ANP-

preferring (no/weak CNP response), ANP~CNP (moderate/strong CNP response), and CNP-preferring 

(strong CNP response) cells, one could speculate that phenotypic modulation of VSMCs gradually 

increased expression of GC-B. Only cells that underwent extensive phenotypic modulation would 

express sufficient levels of GC-B to surpass the detection level of the enzyme-based LacZ reporter 

approach. This would explain the late increase (day 6) and the small fraction of X-gal+ cells (~3 %) that 

were detected in VSMC cultures from GC-B LacZ reporter mice. 

Together, our cGMP/FRET measurements in combination with IF-based marker protein analysis and 

reporter- / western blot-based expression analysis of GC-B led to the following hypothesis: Contractile 

VSMCs generate cGMP upon stimulation with ANP and NO. Phenotypic modulation of VSMCs towards 

a modulated/fibroblast-like phenotype in culture decreases/abolishes the sensitivity towards ANP/NO 

and renders VSMCs susceptible to CNP by increased expression of GC-B. Therefore, CNP/GC-B-

dependent cGMP signalling could be used as a marker to identify modulated VSMCs in culture. It could 

even be possible to assess the degree of phenotypic modulation by this new marker. 

Generation of cGMP by ANP/NO in contractile VSMCs and a shift from GC-A to GC-B expression in 

culture is also supported by the literature and by recent single-cell sequencing data of our laboratory 

(data not shown): It was shown that VSMCs of murine vessels (contractile) from various vascular beds 

relaxed upon stimulation with ANP or NO via GC-A- or NO-GC-dependent signalling, respectively [37; 

39]. Furthermore, high levels of GC-A mRNA and low levels of GC-B mRNA were found in intact rat 

aortas by northern blotting [250]. In primary/passaged VSMCs, the authors detected a strong increase 

of GC-B mRNA [250]. Interestingly, in this study already in primary VSMCs no mRNA encoding for GC-

A was detected. This seemingly contrasts with the strong ANP-induced cGMP responses we detected 

in primary cultured and even in passaged VSMCs. In contrast to the mRNA-based study, we analysed 

GC-A expression at the functional level. Even if the expression of GC-A at the mRNA level was rapidly 

lost due to phenotypic modulation of VSMCs in our culture model, VSMCs would stay responsive to 

ANP until GC-A was removed from the membrane. 
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4.1.3 Heterogeneity of cGMP signalling pathways in VSMC cultures can change based on 

culture conditions 

Phenotypic modulation of VSMCs in culture is known to be an ongoing process [148] that can be 

influenced by cell culture conditions [152]. To test whether NP preference was tightly connected with 

VSMC phenotype, we shifted the phenotypic balance of cultured VSMCs by various cell culture 

conditions. Thereby, we demonstrated that the NP preference paralleled expected phenotypic 

changes (e.g., more ANP-preferring cells under conditions that favour contractile VSMCs). Low serum 

conditions were reported to favour contractile VSMC cultures [196-198]. As expected, under low 

serum conditions (0 % - 1 % FCS) more and under high serum conditions (10 % - 20 % FCS) less ANP- 

than CNP-preferring cells were detected (Figure 15 A). It is still unknown whether the promotion of 

contractile VSMC cultures by low serum conditions is based directly on phenotypic modulation of 

VSMCs or impaired proliferation, selectively of modulated VSMCs [195-198]. Our results could be 

explained by either mechanism. The different serum conditions were applied for 48 h before 

cGMP/FRET measurements. This period was enough for 1-2 cell doublings (proliferation dependent 

shift of preference) but also for profound changes of the proteome (phenotypic modulation dependent 

shift of preference). The ECM component fibronectin and passaging are known to shift VSMCs towards 

the modulated phenotype [148; 190; 192]. In line with an increased fraction of modulated VSMCs, we 

found more CNP- than ANP-preferring cells on fibronectin-coated surfaces (Figure 15 B) or in passaged 

VSMC cultures (Figure 15 C) than under control conditions. Of all tested cell culture conditions, 

passaging had the most striking impact on NP preference. Already from the second passage onwards 

almost no ANP-preferring cells could be detected (Figure 15 C). Despite this tremendous shift in NP 

preference, most cells still showed responses to ANP in passage 2, and even in passage 4 ANP-induced 

cGMP responses were detected. This strong effect of passaging on NP preference could be explained, 

at least in part, by the long culture time. We demonstrated before that the GC-B expression / fraction 

in/of GC-B-positive cells increased in culture over time (Figure 11 E). The higher the passage the longer 

VSMCs have grown in culture. 

Beside the well-known factors for phenotypic modulation described above, we identified increased 

age to favour the formation of CNP-preferring VSMCs in culture. The fraction of CNP-preferring cells in 

primary VSMC cultures increased together with the age of mice they were isolated from, whereas the 

fraction of ANP-preferring cells decreased concomitantly (Figure 16). The exact ratio of CNP-/ANP-

preferring cells varied strongly within each age group. To achieve sufficiently high n-numbers for 

meaningful interpretation, we had to pool data from experiments performed at different days. 

Considering the high susceptibility of phenotypic modulation to environmental factors it was not 

surprising that cultures showed some variation concerning the fraction of ANP-/CNP-preferring cells, 

from preparation to preparation. Furthermore, no litter-matched mice could be used for the respective 

experiments, introducing additional heterogeneity. A connection between increased age and an 

increased susceptibility of contractile VSMCs for phenotypic modulation towards CNP-preferring/

modulated VSMCs would be interesting as the modulated phenotype is associated with development 

of cardiovascular diseases [144] and the prevalence of these diseases increases with age [317]. 

Together, these results not only demonstrated a strong link between VSMC phenotype and NP-

dependent cGMP signalling, but also a high susceptibility of both to environmental factors. A major 

limitation of our phenotypic cell culture modulation approach was that we could not distinguish 

selection of a certain phenotype due to cell culture conditions from phenotypic modulation. This would 
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require measuring the same cells at different days thereby following their phenotypic modulation over 

time. 

4.1.4 Possible impact of cGMP signalling heterogeneity in VSMC cultures on the 

interpretation of experimental results 

A plethora of studies investigated cGMP signalling in cultured VSMCs and the impact of its 

manipulation on phenotypic modulation and proliferation [54]. These studies proofed that cultured 

VSMCs can generate cGMP upon stimulation with ANP, CNP, and/or NO. Concerning phenotypic 

modulation of VSMCs by cGMP, some studies came to the conclusion that cGMP promotes phenotypic 

modulation/growth of VSMCs while others reported that cGMP inhibits these processes [54]. These 

studies had in common that they treated their cultures like a phenotypically homogenous cell assembly 

in respect to cGMP signalling. Here, we demonstrated for the first time that primary as well as passaged 

VSMC cultures are highly heterogenous in regard to the cGMP signalling pathways in individual cells 

(Figure 15 C, Supplementary figure VI B) and that this heterogeneity is based on different VSMC 

phenotypes present in these cultures. Besides ANP-preferring/contractile and CNP-preferring/

modulated VSMCs, we identified a third cGMP signalling phenotype. Cells that reacted to ANP, CNP, 

and NO, but showed no preference for ANP over CNP or vice versa (ANP~CNP cells, Figure 10 A). 

This cGMP signalling heterogeneity in VSMC cultures must be considered in studies that investigate 

the effect of cGMP-elevating drugs on VSMCs. For instance, stimulation of primary VSMC cultures with 

CNP should primarily affect modulated/CNP-preferring VSMCs, whereas stimulation with ANP should 

primarily affect contractile/ANP-preferring VSMCs. Hence, different effects of cGMP-elevating drugs 

might not be based on activation of different downstream signalling within the same cell (e.g., due to 

compartmentalised cGMP pools), but based on different effects of cGMP in different cells (e.g., 

modulated vs. contractile VSMCs). Compartmentation of cGMP signalling is a concept that is used to 

explain why different cGMP-elevating agents can induce differential effects in a putative homogeneous 

cell population [24]. How such compartmentation is achieved in detail remains elusive. One possibility 

is the local containment of cGMP signals via PDEs. Two recent studies performed with primary [17] or 

passaged [102] VSMC cultures point towards such a mechanism. A FRET-based life cell imaging 

approach was used in these studies to compare the effects of various PDE inhibitors on ANP-, CNP-, 

and NO-induced cGMP responses. In these studies, cGMP generated by these stimuli was affected by 

different PDE inhibitors. Therefore, the authors of the latter study concluded that cGMP pools in 

VSMCs were compartmentalised by different PDEs [102]. A major limitation of both studies was that 

they investigated cGMP generation by ANP, CNP, or NO in separate cultures but not within the same 

cell. The heterogeneity concerning cGMP signalling in VSMC cultures, as demonstrated in the present 

work, provides another possible explanation why ANP-, CNP-, and NO-induced cGMP signals were 

affected by different PDE inhibitors. For instance, it was recently published that cGMP/cAMP-

degrading PDE 10A was strongly upregulated in modulated rat aortic SMCs (passage 10-15) in 

comparison to contractile ones [131]. Inhibition of PDE 10A in the modulated rat aortic SMCs led to 

growth arrest in a GC-B dependent manner. GC-A was only weakly expressed in the modulated SMCs, 

at least at the mRNA level. As we demonstrated that modulated VSMCs in culture show only weak 

ANP-induced cGMP signals, one would expect a strong impact of PDE 10A inhibition on CNP-induced 

but not ANP-induced cGMP levels in a purely modulated VSMC culture. ANP-induced cGMP levels in 

contractile VSMCs would not/mildly be affected by PDE 10A inhibition due to the weak expression of 

PDE 10A in contractile VSMCs. Consequently, when investigating the effect of PDE 10A inhibition on 
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ANP-/CNP-induced cGMP levels in a heterogeneous VSMC culture, one would detect no/mild effect of 

PDE 10A inhibition on ANP-induced cGMP and a strong effect on CNP-induced cGMP. When assuming 

that VSMC cultures are homogenous, one would wrongly conclude that PDE 10A compartmentalised 

CNP-induced cGMP without affecting ANP-induced cGMP. To distinguish whether differential effects 

of cGMP-elevating agents (ANP, CNP, or NO) are based on compartmentalised cGMP pools within a 

given cell or based on differences of cGMP pathways between cells of a heterogeneous cell culture, it 

would be necessary to investigate the effects of PDE inhibition on ANP-, CNP, and NO-induced cGMP 

elevations within the same cells. A recently published review provides an in-depth discussion on this 

topic as well as a hypothetical experiment to solve this important question [24]. 

In this work, we did not only identify heterogeneous cGMP signalling pathways in VSMC cultures. We 

could also influence the cGMP signalling phenotype of VSMCs by various experimental conditions 

(Figure 15, Figure 16). For instance, the age of mice from which VSMCs were isolated, or the 

concentration of FCS in the cell culture medium, notably changed the fraction of ANP-preferring/

contractile and CNP-preferring/modulated VSMCs that were present in primary VSMC cultures. Thus, 

not only the cGMP signalling heterogeneity of VSMC cultures but also the influence of experimental 

conditions on this heterogeneity might decide the outcome of experiments where the effect of cGMP-

elevating drugs on VSMCs is investigated. For instance, the same drug might have different effects in 

two independent VSMC cultures if the ratio of ANP-/CNP-preferring cells is different between the 

cultures. Taking the example from above, an inhibitory GC-B dependent effect of PDE10 A inhibition 

on VSMC growth might not be visible in primary VSMC cultures from 3/4-week-old mice, as these 

cultures contain only a small fraction of CNP-preferring/modulated VSMCs (< 10 % CNP-preferring cells, 

Supplementary figure V C). 

Besides the experimental difficulties arising from heterogeneous cGMP pathways in VSMC cultures, 

this heterogeneity could proof useful regarding treatment of cardiovascular diseases. In 

atherosclerosis, for instance, modulated/disease-associated VSMCs of atherosclerotic plaques are 

found next to contractile/healthy VSMCs of the vessel wall. When VSMCs are targeted by drugs to treat 

atherosclerosis, both types of VSMCs (contractile/modulated) could be affected, but potentially with 

different outcome. The presence of ANP-preferring/contractile and CNP-preferring/modulated VSMCs 

within the same culture allows to directly compare the effect of cGMP-elevating agents on both 

phenotypes. This might help to screen for drugs that target VSMCs of atherosclerotic plaques without 

negatively impacting the healthy vasculature, or vice versa. Nonetheless, observations made in VSMC 

cultures can only be a first indication that would need confirmation in vivo. Considering, that a similar 

heterogeneity of cGMP pathways as observed in culture, was demonstrated between healthy and 

atherosclerotic arteries (Figure 17, Figure 18), the cell culture model appears to be a promising model 

for atherosclerosis research. 

4.2 cGMP signalling in healthy and diseased aortas 

After linking VSMC phenotypes with differential cGMP signalling patterns in cell culture, we transferred 

our findings to the ex vivo situation as the cell culture model cannot simulate the complex environment 

of VSMCs in a native artery (e.g., ECM composition). Therefore, we compared cGMP signals in healthy 

and atherosclerotic aortas by confocal FRET microscopy. We used healthy arteries to investigate cGMP 

signalling in contractile VSMCs. For investigation of phenotypically modulated VSMCs, we decided to 

use atherosclerotic arteries as cGMP/cGKI-dependent signalling in VSMCs was demonstrated to be 
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important during atherosclerosis development [124]. Moreover, in atherosclerosis not only 

phenotypic modulation but also transdifferentiation takes place (see sections 1.3.1 and 1.3.2.2) [153]. 

Like in cell culture measurements, we aimed to investigate cGMP signalling in VSMCs of various 

phenotypes, from mildly modulated VSMCs of the fibrous cap (still expressing considerable amounts 

of contractile markers [203; 214]) to modulated/transdifferentiated VSMCs of the plaque core (lacking 

contractile markers [214]) simultaneously by optical sectioning via confocal FRET microscopy (Figure 

18 B). According to our hypothesis based on cell culture experiments, we expected that mild 

phenotypic modulation would lead to increased CNP and decreased ANP responses, whereas strong 

phenotypic modulation/transdifferentiation would lead to complete loss of ANP-induced cGMP signals. 

However, we had to realise only cells of the fibrous cap but not of the plaque core could be analysed 

with our imaging setup (Figure 18 D). The problem to detect cells of the plaque core was probably the 

result of limited tissue penetration in combination with strong background fluorescence of the fat-rich 

plaque core (potentially by strong light scattering). 

Most measurements in healthy arteries and all measurements in atherosclerotic blood vessels were 

performed with mice expressing the FRET-based cGMP sensor cGi500 globally. Therefore, we used the 

characteristic morphology of the vascular media to select appropriate regions for our measurements 

in healthy aortas. Where possible, individual cells were marked by ROIs for analysis (Figure 17 B). Focus 

drift was the major limitation for analysis of cGMP signalling in our ex vivo set up. Besides tissue 

movement due to buffer flow or convection (heated buffer, non-heated objectives), tissue swelling 

due to differences in osmolarity of buffer and tissue might have contributed to focus drift during 

ex vivo measurements. Furthermore, we measured aortas, a tissue known for contraction and 

relaxation. At least for ANP and NO, it was reported that they relax murine aortas [37; 39; 323]. 

Therefore, the drug applications had the potential to directly induce focus drifts, leading to “loss of 

cells and signals” as cells moved out of focus. Another problem with focus drifts was that it did not 

necessarily affect CFP and YFP fluorescence the same way. This could lead to elevations of the ratio 

trace (false signals) that were not based on changes in cGMP concentration (e.g., Figure 18 D second 

refocus event). Based on the working principle of our sensor, cGMP elevations should lead to an 

increase in CFP and simultaneous decrease in YFP fluorescence (antiparallel movement). So, we 

accepted only signals where this behaviour was clearly visible as “real” cGMP-dependent FRET signals. 

By this conservative approach we assured that only real cGMP responses were included in our analysis. 

On the other hand, one must be aware that focus drift could potentially obfuscate proper trace 

separation, leading to the exclusion of real signals. Thus, the percentage of regions that responded to 

a certain stimulus should be considered as the minimum of responding regions. cGMP/FRET 

measurements in atherosclerotic aortas were even more challenging than measurements in healthy 

aortas. The stronger focus drift and often mediocre contrast in measurements of atherosclerotic 

plaques, compared to healthy aortas, made it hard (Figure 18 C) but not impossible (Figure 18 D) to 

reach cellular resolution. Due to these technical limitations of ex vivo cGMP/FRET measurements in 

healthy and atherosclerotic aortas, we decided to refer to “regions” instead of “cells” even though 

many of the signals analysed, at least in healthy aortas, were derived from individual cells. 

Despite these technical limitations we managed to measure cGMP/FRET signals in healthy and 

atherosclerotic aortas in real time with (close to) single-cell resolution. We could reliably demonstrate 

that cells of healthy arteries (aorta and branching vessels alike) could respond to ANP (56-74 %) and 

NO (86-96 %) while cGMP elevations upon CNP stimulation were the exception in the healthy vessel 

wall (< 1 %) (Figure 17 B-C). These results were in line with studies demonstrating that SMC-selective 
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genetic ablation of GC-A [37] or the NO-GC β1-subunit [39] impaired the relaxation of aortas by ANP 

or NO, respectively. These two studies could demonstrate functional NO/ANP-dependent cGMP 

signalling in aortic VSMCs but not whether the same VSMCs could respond to both stimuli. Here, we 

demonstrated for the first time that in healthy aortas the same VSMC/region could show robust cGMP 

responses to ANP and NO (Figure 17 B, upper panel). In addition, we identified regions that showed 

robust cGMP responses either to NO or ANP but not both (Figure 17 B, lower panel, response only to 

NO). It was recently demonstrated by single-cell RNA sequencing that already in healthy aortas several 

subpopulations of VSMCs existed [141]. The heterogeneous cGMP signalling we detected in the 

healthy aortic media might correlate to different subpopulations which remains to be shown. It should 

be noted that some ANP-induced cGMP signals of cells that reacted only to NO (and vice versa) were 

probably excluded from analysis due to our conservative approach (see above). In this work, we 

focussed on cGMP signalling in large conduit arteries like the aorta, brachiocephalic artery, and carotid 

arteries. It is likely that VSMCs from other vessels show different cGMP signalling patterns. For instance, 

it was reported that SMC-selective genetic ablation of GC-B impaired CNP-dependent relaxation of 

mesenteric arteries [38]. This could indicate an important role of GC-B-dependent cGMP signalling in 

mesenteric artery VSMCs that we did not observe in VSMCs of the healthy aorta. In pathologically 

remodelled arteries, robust cGMP elevations upon CNP application (> 30 % of all analysed regions, 

Figure 18 E) were detected in the potential fibrous cap of atherosclerotic plaques (contains modulated 

VSMCs). This was a tremendous difference to the healthy aorta where less than 1 % of all regions 

showed robust CNP-induced cGMP responses. In around 8 % of analysed plaque regions, CNP- but not 

ANP-induced cGMP signals could be reliably detected (Supplementary table VII). According to our 

hypothesis based on cGMP/FRET measurements in cell culture, the plaque cells of these regions 

reflected strongly modulated CNP-preferring cells. Around one fifth of all analysed regions reacted to 

ANP and NO, in addition to CNP. It was unclear whether these regions reflected the behaviour of 

ANP~CNP or CNP-preferring VSMCs as the strong impact of focus drifts on signal heights (e.g., refocus 

events in Figure 18 D) did not allow to reliably quantify the strength of individual cGMP signals. 

Our ex vivo experiments confirmed the suitability of our cell culture model to investigate cGMP 

signalling in healthy and diseased arteries, but also demonstrated some differences between cultured 

and native VSMCs. VSMCs in healthy aorta preparations responded strongly to ANP and NO, like 

contractile VSMCs in cell culture. In contrast to contractile VSMCs in culture which frequently showed 

an additional weak CNP-induced cGMP response, CNP responses were hardly detected in the healthy 

aorta (< 1 %). This might be an indication that already after 5 days in culture, when we performed the 

cGMP/FRET measurements, most contractile VSMCs were slightly phenotypically modulated. Strong 

CNP-induced cGMP responses, like those observed in modulated VSMCs in culture, were only detected 

in potentially modulated VSMCs of atherosclerotic plaques. 

Still, the cGMP response patterns of atherosclerotic plaque cells ex vivo did only partially reflect the 

extreme changes observed by phenotypic modulation of cultured VSMCs. While some regions of the 

atherosclerotic arteries showed robust cGMP responses to CNP but not to ANP, many regions reacted 

to CNP, ANP, and NO (resembling ANP~CNP cells). Some of these potential ANP~CNP regions could 

certainly be attributed to the problem in reaching real/reliable single-cell resolution in our ex vivo 

cGMP/FRET measurements. Detection of CNP- and ANP-preferring cells within the same ROI (= region) 

would lead to an ANP~CNP signalling pattern. More importantly, the low number of regions with clear 

CNP preference in relation to potential ANP~CNP regions might indicate a less severe phenotypic 

modulation in most regions of the fibrous cap than the one experienced in cell culture. Indeed, fibrous 
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cap VSMCs still express considerable levels of contractile markers like αSMA [203; 228] (see also Figure 

22 A), while CNP-preferring cells in culture showed only residual expression of contractile marker 

proteins but expressed fibroblast markers (Figure 13). Loss of SMC lineage markers with concomitant 

expression of markers for other cell lineages is known for phenotypically modulated/

transdifferentiated VSMC-derived cells of the plaque core [153]. These VSMC-derived cells of the 

plaque core include fibroblast-like cells that were identified by the expression of fibroblast markers 

[187]. Thus, it is tempting to speculate that these fibroblast-like cells of atherosclerotic plaques might 

represent our CNP-preferring cells in culture which we would consequently expect in the core of 

atherosclerotic plaques, where we could not measure any cells with our imaging setup. Admittedly, in 

the aforementioned study also considerable amounts of such transdifferentiated cells were detected 

in the fibrous cap. This might explain the regions reacting to CNP but not ANP in our cGMP/FRET 

measurements of the fibrous cap. 

According to our hypothesis, contractile VSMCs attenuate their responsiveness to ANP and 

simultaneously increase their responsiveness to CNP during phenotypic modulation. Thus, they change 

from ANP-preferring (healthy vessel wall) over ANP~CNP (fibrous cap) to CNP-preferring cells (fibrous 

cap / plaque core). While our observations from cGMP/FRET measurements in healthy and 

atherosclerotic diseased arteries are in line with this hypothesis, it would require further experiments 

to provide definitive proof. It would be mandatory to analyse cGMP signalling in VSMC-derived cells of 

the plaque core. Optimally one would measure VSMC-derived cells of the fibrous cap in parallel. To 

achieve this, one could use multiphoton microscopy for better plaque penetration (also less scattering 

due to longer wavelengths) in combination with red-shifted cGMP indicators that are selectively 

expressed in SMC-derived cells. 

To assure the validity of our morphological VSMC identification in healthy arteries, we verified that 

VSMCs could respond to ANP and/or NO with SMC-selective sensor mice (data not shown). All 

measurements of atherosclerotic plaques, in contrast, were performed with global sensor mice 

(cGi(L1)). Hence, the conclusions that we measured cGMP signalling of VSMCs in atherosclerotic 

plaques were based on the following assumptions: The fibrous cap where we potentially measured 

cGMP is mainly comprised by VSMCs with a thin endothelial layer on top. It is unlikely that the CNP-

dependent cGMP signals were derived from the endothelium as genetic ablation of GC-B in αSMA-

expressing cells reduced GC-B below detection limits in lysates of atherosclerotic aortas (Figure 19 C). 

Thus, the CNP-induced cGMP signals detected in our measurements using globally expressing sensor 

mice were most likely generated by αSMA-expressing cells which excluded the endothelium. Finally, 

the cGMP response patterns detected in atherosclerotic plaques in combination with the ones from 

healthy arteries reflected the changes in cGMP signalling we observed in VSMC cultures. 

The emergence of CNP-dependent cGMP signalling in atherosclerotic arteries, in contrast to its 

absence in healthy ones, strongly suggested CNP-dependent cGMP signalling as a new reliable marker 

for phenotypic modulation of VSMCs not only in cell culture but also in intact arteries ex vivo. Moreover, 

CNP-dependent cGMP signalling could potentially be used as an indicator for atherosclerosis 

development in vivo. Indeed, radioactively labelled CNP as a marker for atherosclerotic plaques was 

already tested several years ago [324]. Liu and colleagues identified accumulation of radioactively 

labelled CNP in plaque-like lesions of rabbit femoral arteries by positron emission tomography. They 

attributed this accumulation to binding of CNP to the clearance receptor Npr-C but whether GC-B was 

involved in this process was not tested. 
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4.3 Influence of GC-B-dependent cGMP signalling on atherosclerosis 

Our ex vivo cGMP/FRET measurements in combination with our cell culture experiments indicated that 

during atherosclerosis cGMP signalling in VSMCs shifted from a mainly ANP/NO-based signalling 

towards a CNP-based signalling. This shift was most likely based on phenotypic modulation/

transdifferentiation of VSMCs during disease development. To investigate the functional importance 

of this process, we ablated the CNP receptor GC-B selectively in SMCs (Smko mice) and compared 

atherosclerosis development between Smko and control mice still expressing GC-B after 18 weeks 

atherogenic diet. In total, we have analysed three parameters. Lesion area was quantified to estimate 

atherosclerosis progression. Potentially CNP-responsive cells (X-gal+ reporter cells for expression of 

the GC-B locus) and αSMA+ areas were quantified in plaques to determine changes in plaque 

composition. As a reminder: in our system X-gal+ cells indicated that the GC-B locus was transcribed in 

these cells. In LacZ-ctrl mice (express GC-B LacZ) this should lead to functional expression of GC-B. In 

Smko mice, no functional GC-B should be expressed in SMCs but X-gal+ cells would express GC-B under 

“normal” circumstances (potentially CNP-responsive/modulated VSMCs). 

Our inducible SMC-selective (αSMA-CreERT2-dependent) knockout approach efficiently deleted GC-B 

in atherosclerotic aortas (Figure 19 B-C) as verified at the genomic (by PCR) and protein (by western 

blotting) level. The band pattern of the PCR demonstrated that recombination was restricted to SMC-

rich tissue of Smko mice (Figure 19 B). Importantly, GC-B expression on the protein level was reduced 

below detection limit in atherosclerotic aortas of Smko mice, whereas GC-B was clearly detected in 

lysates of control mice (Figure 19C). This indicated that in atherosclerotic tissue GC-B was mainly 

expressed in cells of smooth muscle origin. Consequently, we assumed that most X-gal+ cells that we 

detected in atherosclerotic aortas of our GC-B LacZ reporter mice (LacZ-ctrl and Smko, Figure 21) were 

SMC-derived. Considering, that we detected CNP-dependent cGMP signalling only in atherosclerotic 

aortas (presence of modulated/transdifferentiated VSMCs), it is likely that these X-gal+ cells were 

modulated/transdifferentiated VSMCs. 

Before we compared the lesion area of atherosclerotic aortas between Smko and control mice, we 

verified that SMC-selective ablation of GC-B had no significant influence on important physiological 

parameters for atherosclerosis development like total cholesterol, HDL, or LDL (Table 6). Analysis of 

atherosclerotic lesions by Oil Red O staining revealed the expected characteristics for lesion 

development in mice (Figure 20 A). Atherosclerotic plaques had preferentially developed in the aortic 

arch and branching vessels of Smko and control mice (Figure 20). While approximately half the aortic 

arch and branching vessels were covered by lesions, the rest of the aorta was only covered to ~15 % 

(Figure 20 B). Neither lesion area of the aortic arch or thoracic/abdominal aortas nor the sites of lesion 

formation were different between Smko and control mice (Figure 20). Therefore, we could exclude 

that CNP-dependent cGMP signalling via GC-B in SMCs had an influence on atherosclerotic plaque 

burden (see section 1.3.2.2 for a definition). That GC-B in SMCs had no influence on lesion area was 

interesting as endothelium-derived CNP was shown to affect murine atherosclerosis progression in 

terms of lesion area [83]. Moyes and colleagues reported that endothelium-selective ablation of CNP 

increased lesion area in ApoE-deficient mice. In the same study they observed anti-inflammatory 

actions of endothelial CNP. As inflammation is an important factor for atherosclerosis development 

[325], increased inflammation after endothelium-selective ablation of CNP might explain the increased 

lesion area in their experiments. In this study they did not identify the receptor that was responsible 

for the anti-atherogenic effects of CNP. It is unlikely that GC-B in VSMCs was responsible for this anti-
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atherogenic effect as we did observe no effect on lesion area after SMC-selective ablation of GC-B. 

Whether GC-B in non-SMCs or possibly Npr-C mediated signalling can exert atheroprotective actions, 

remains to be shown. 

For the cGMP downstream effector, cGKI, a SMC-dependent atherosclerosis promoting effect was 

reported by Wolfsgruber and colleagues [124]. SMC-selective ablation of cGKI impaired contribution 

of VSMCs to atherosclerotic plaque development which led to a reduced lesion area in knockout mice 

of this study. Based on additional cell culture experiments, Wolfsgruber and colleagues proposed NO-

dependent cGMP signalling to be involved in this process. This assumption was later supported by 

another group, demonstrating that global ablation of NO-GC 1 attenuated lesion development as well 

[55]. Our data demonstrated that GC-B-dependent cGMP signalling in VSMCs was not involved in the 

atherosclerosis promoting actions of cGKI. In contrast to SMC-selective ablation of cGKI [124], SMC-

selective ablation of GC-B did not affect lesion area and increased the contribution of potentially 

modulated X-gal+ VSMCs to plaque development (Figure 21). That CNP/GC-B-dependent and cGKI-

dependent cGMP signalling in SMCs had different effects on atherosclerosis development, might be 

related to the phenotypic plasticity of VSMCs. We demonstrated that CNP, in contrast to NO, could not 

induce cGMP responses in contractile VSMCs of healthy aortas (Figure 17 C). Hence, CNP could act only 

on VSMCs that already started phenotypic modulation (e.g., cells of the fibrous cap, Figure 18 E), 

whereas NO/cGKI could already act on medial VSMCs prior to plaque development. This phenotype-

dependent cGMP signalling could lead to opposing effects in VSMCs as was demonstrated in cell 

culture by Weinmeister and colleagues [123]. They investigated the effect of membrane-permeable 

cGMP analogues on VSMC growth in culture. The cGKI-dependent growth-promoting effect of 8-Br-

cGMP on primary VSMCs (large fraction of contractile VSMCs) was converted to a mild cGKI-dependent 

growth-inhibiting effect of 8-Br-cGMP in subcultured VSMCs of higher passages (modulated VSMCs). 

As we demonstrated that already in passage 4, most subcultured VSMCs were of the CNP-preferring/

modulated phenotype, growth inhibition by CNP via GC-B/cGKI would be plausible. Indeed, that CNP 

can exert growth-inhibiting effects on passaged VSMCs was demonstrated by several groups. 

Depending on the study they attributed the growth inhibition to cGMP-dependent signalling via GC-B 

[131; 263] or to cGMP-independent signalling via Npr-C [103]. An anti-proliferative effect of GC-B-

dependent cGMP signalling could also explain why we found more potentially modulated VSMCs (X-

gal+ cells) in atherosclerotic plaques from Smko mice than in plaques from LacZ-ctrl mice (Figure 21 C, 

trend). Nonetheless, a proliferation-based mechanism would raise the question why lesion area was 

not affected (Figure 20) by the increase of potentially modulated VSMCs in plaques of Smko mice 

(Figure 21). 

We detected X-gal+ cells throughout lesions of the aortic arch (and branching vessels) from Smko and 

LacZ-ctrl mice. They frequently accumulated in the core region of plaques but were also found in the 

cap of lesions (Figure 21 A). Interestingly, X-gal+ cells were not evenly distributed across all plaques of 

Smko and LacZ-ctrl mice, but mainly accumulated in plaque sections within few hundred micrometres 

(Figure 21 B). The accumulation of X-gal+ cells within a few or even individual plaques could indicate 

that strong phenotypic modulation/transdifferentiation of VSMCs is not a continuous process in 

atherosclerosis but rather restricted to a certain stage of plaque development. It should be noted that 

the exact region of the aorta where plaques with a high number of X-gal+ cells were located did differ 

between mice. In general, the small quantity of X-gal+ cells found in plaques (Figure 21 C) stood in 

contrast to the large fraction of CNP-responsive regions in our cGMP/FRET measurements of 

atherosclerotic plaques (Figure 18 E). A similar discrepancy between the detection of phenotypically 
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modulated VSMCs via cGMP/FRET measurements and via X-gal staining of cells from GC-B LacZ 

reporter mice was already observed in our cell culture experiments (Figure 11 E, see also section 4.1.2). 

We concluded that only after extensive phenotypic modulation sufficient GC-B was expressed to be 

detectable via X-gal staining, whereas our highly sensitive cGMP/FRET measurements were capable to 

already detect functional GC-B expression in less severely modulated VSMCs. Thus, we hypothesized 

that the X-gal+ cells only indicated the most extensively modulated/transdifferentiated VSMCs and 

that atherosclerotic plaques of LacZ-ctrl and Smko mice were more enriched in CNP-responsive 

modulated VSMCs than was apparent by our GC-B LacZ reporter approach. To quantify the 

contribution of modulated VSMCs to atherosclerotic plaques of Smko and LacZ-ctrl mice, we calculated 

the average number of X-gal+ cells per plaque section. As we already detected X-gal+ cells in the media 

of the aortic arch, we quantified the X-gal+ cells within the media as well (Figure 21 C). Plaques of LacZ-

ctrl mice contained slightly more X-gal+ modulated VSMCs than the media. Plaques from Smko mice, 

in contrast, showed a strong and statistically significant increase of X-gal+ modulated VSMCs, 

compared to the media. In general, it appeared that SMC-selective ablation of GC-B increased the 

contribution of modulated (X-gal+) VSMCs to plaque formation. Therefore, we concluded that GC-B-

dependent cGMP signalling in VSMCs negatively regulated the contribution of 

modulated/transdifferentiated VSMCs to plaque development. As mentioned above, a possible 

mechanism how GC-B-dependent cGMP signalling could impair the contribution of modulated VSMCs 

to plaque development would be an anti-proliferative effect of CNP on growth of 

modulated/transdifferentiated VSMCs. Another possibility would be an autoregulatory inhibition of 

phenotypic modulation by GC-B. In LacZ-ctrl mice, functional GC-B/cGMP signalling in modulated 

VSMCs would slow down further phenotypic modulation or potentially transdifferentiation. In Smko 

mice, no such inhibition would be present, allowing extensive phenotypic modulation of VSMCs, as 

indicated by the strong enrichment of atherosclerotic plaques with X-gal+ cells. It should be noted that 

already the media of Smko mice appeared to be more enriched with X-gal+ cells than the media of 

LacZ-ctrl mice (trend only). Nonetheless, such an autoinhibitory mechanism could not be based on 

CNP-dependent cGMP signalling alone. We demonstrated that potential fibrous cap cells could 

respond to CNP. If CNP alone would be sufficient to limit phenotypic modulation, then the fibrous cap 

of Smko mice should be rich in X-gal+ cells and show other signs of increased phenotypic modulation. 

Determination of the αSMA+ area (contractile marker) in the 30 μm cap region by IHC staining (Figure 

22 B) did not show differences between LacZ-ctrl and Smko mice. Analysis of the αSMA+ area of entire 

plaques (cap and core region) showed a trend for less αSMA+ area in plaques of Smko mice than in 

plaques of LacZ-ctrl mice. As the X-gal+ cells mainly accumulated in the core region of plaques of Smko 

and LacZ-ctrl mice, we compared the distribution of αSMA between the 30 μm cap and core region by 

forming the ratio for each plaque (Figure 22 C). Indeed, there was significantly less αSMA in the core 

of Smko plaques in relation to the cap area than in LacZ-ctrl mice. This observation was in line with the 

high number of X-gal+ modulated VSMCs in plaques from Smko mice that were frequently found to 

express no/low αSMA (Supplementary figure VIII B). Still, it should be noted that the fibrous cap is not 

identical with the 30 μm cap region used for analysis. Therefore, it is possible that αSMA from a fibrous 

cap that extended further into the plaque than 30 μm was quantified as αSMA in the core region. 

In addition to αSMA, we analysed the expression of MAC-2 (also known as galectin-3) in atherosclerotic 

plaques of Smko and LacZ-ctrl mice (Supplementary figure VIII A). Expression of MAC-2 in VSMC-

derived cells of atherosclerotic plaques has been demonstrated to be a marker for transdifferentiation 

of VSMCs to macrophage-like cells [155; 237]. While this new concept of VSMC-to-macrophage-like 
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cell transdifferentiation was questioned in the beginning [238], it is now widely accepted that VSMCs 

in atherosclerotic lesions cannot only give rise to modulated VSMCs and macrophage-like cells but also 

to other cell types like (myo-)fibroblast-like or osteochondrocyte-like cells [153]. Interestingly, we 

found several X-gal+ cells in MAC-2+ regions of atherosclerotic plaques from Smko and LacZ-ctrl mice, 

in addition to some αSMA+ (modulated) X-gal+ cells (Supplementary figure VIII). This indicated that 

GC-B is not only a marker for modulated VSMCs in cell culture and atherosclerotic plaques but could 

also be a marker for VSMCs that transdifferentiated to macrophage-like cells. Considering the various 

VSMC-derived cell types that can be found in atherosclerotic plaques, it would be interesting to 

investigate whether CNP-dependent cGMP signalling might be a common marker connecting all 

modulated/transdifferentiated VSMC-derived cells. Further IHC stainings of atherosclerotic plaques 

from our GC-B LacZ reporter mice for marker proteins of the various VSMC-derived cell types could 

help to solve this question. As we identified a fibroblast-like cell type in our cultured modulated VSMCs 

(Figure 13), IHC stainings for FSP 1 would be a good starting point. 

Altogether, our findings indicated that functional CNP/GC-B-dependent cGMP signalling in modulated 

VSMCs attenuated the development of strongly modulated/transdifferentiated VSMCs with 

low/absent αSMA expression in atherosclerotic plaques by a yet unknown mechanism. Whether this 

function of CNP signalling is beneficial for the outcome of atherosclerosis, remains to be shown. 
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5 Summary and outlook 
In summary, we successfully applied cGMP/FRET imaging to analyse cGMP signalling in real time with 

single-cell resolution in cultured VSMCs, and to demonstrate how cGMP signalling of VSMCs changes 

upon pathophysiological processes during atherosclerosis. Thereby, we identified a previously 

unknown heterogeneity of NP-induced cGMP generation in primary VSMC cultures and linked it with 

phenotypic plasticity (Figure 23 A). 

 

Figure 23: Summary of cGMP signalling pathways in cultured VSMCs and VSMCs of healthy and atherosclerotic 
arteries. Generation of cGMP by ANP and CNP changes depending on the phenotypic state of VSMCs. A: In culture, 
contractile VSMCs prefer ANP over CNP (orange), whereas modulated VSMCs prefer CNP over ANP (cyan). B: As 
predicted by the cell culture model, pathological remodelling of arteries shifts ANP-dependent to CNP-dependent 
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cGMP signalling. CNP/GC-B-dependent cGMP signalling in VSMCs impairs the contribution of strongly GC-B-
expressing modulated/transdifferentiated VSMCs to atherosclerotic plaque development. ANP: atrial natriuretic 
peptide, cGMP: 3’,5’-cyclic guanosine monophosphate, CNP: C-type natriuretic peptide, GC-B: guanylyl cyclase-B, 
VSMC: vascular smooth muscle cell. For details see text. 

Contractile VSMCs (αSMA/SM22α high) mainly generated cGMP in response to ANP and NO but 

showed no or only weak responses to CNP. Modulated VSMCs (αSMA/SM22α low) mainly generated 

cGMP in response to CNP, could have attenuated cGMP responses to NO, and showed weak or no 

responses to ANP. These modulated VSMCs adopted a fibroblast-like state, marked by increased 

expression of FSP 1 and PDGFRα. Cell culture conditions known to modulate VSMC phenotype 

concomitantly modulated the NP preference, emphasising the connection between VSMC phenotype 

and NP preference. Our cell culture model also predicted the changes in NP-dependent cGMP 

signalling between healthy (contractile VSMCs) and atherosclerotic (modulated/transdifferentiated 

VSMCs) arteries (Figure 23 B). While cGMP signalling in healthy arteries was dominated by ANP and/or 

NO, atherosclerotic vessels exhibited considerable CNP-dependent cGMP responses. Again, in healthy 

as well as pathologically remodelled vessels cGMP generation showed some heterogeneity instead of 

a homogeneous single cGMP signalling pattern. Finally, we demonstrated that expression of the CNP 

receptor GC-B in VSMCs influenced the structure of plaques but not total lesion area. It appeared that 

GC-B expression limited the contribution of strongly GC-B-expressing VSMCs to plaque development. 

Despite the new insights about phenotype-dependent cGMP signalling in VSMCs during health and 

disease given in this work, much remains to be done. For instance, (1) the western blot analysis of GC-B 

expression in healthy aorta and cultured VSMCs should be repeated and include passaged VSMCs, 

atherosclerotic aortas and aortas from mice of various ages. (2) Experiments need to be designed to 

analyse cGMP signalling in the core of atherosclerotic plaques. A possible approach could be based on 

multiphoton microscopy in combination with SMC-selective sensor mice. (3) So far, the X-gal+ cells in 

our atherosclerosis model as well as the plaques of Smko and LacZ-ctrl mice are poorly characterised. 

Further characterisation of these, especially with respect to a potentially beneficial/detrimental 

function, needs to be done. We already performed single-cell RNA sequencing with cells from 

atherosclerotic aortas of Smko and LacZ-ctrl mice for detailed characterisation. (5) Most importantly, 

the mechanism how GC-B expression in VSMCs impairs the contribution of VSMCs to atherosclerotic 

plaques needs to be elucidated in the future. 

Based on our experiments, we suggest CNP/GC-B-dependent cGMP signalling as a new marker for 

phenotypic modulation in culture and in vivo. Furthermore, we hypothesise that phenotypic 

modulation/transdifferentiation of VSMCs shifts the NP preference from ANP to CNP via 

downregulation of GC-A and upregulation of GC-B. During plaque development this renders VSMCs 

susceptible to CNP. CNP-dependent cGMP signalling then limits further modulation towards the 

modulated phenotype or even transdifferentiation, in particular in the plaque core where these 

processes are most extreme. This hypothesis suggests that systematic manipulation of CNP-induced 

cGMP signalling in plaque-associated VSMCs could be a new therapeutical approach to treat 

atherosclerotic disease. With the CNP analogue vosoritide, a drug that was recently approved for 

application in humans [35], a potential medication is at hand. 
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7 Appendix 

7.1 Supplementary figures 

 

Supplementary figure I: Structure of the murine aorta and developmental origin of medial VSMCs. Schematic 
representation of the murine aorta and branching vessels (A) and a colour coded version indicating the 
developmental origin of medial VSMCs (B). A: The aorta consists of three regions, the aortic arch (6: ascending 
and 7: descending), the descending thoracic aorta (11) and the abdominal aorta (14). It is attached to the heart 
via the aortic root (10). Several branching vessels depart from the aortic arch. The right (8) and left (9) coronary 
arteries, the brachiocephalic artery (5), the left common carotid artery (2) and the left subclavian artery (4). The 
brachiocephalic artery (5) branches into the right common carotid artery (1) and the right subclavian artery (3). 
The intercostal arteries (12) part from the descending thoracic aorta (11). The coeliac artery (13), superior 
mesenteric artery (15), right (16) and left (17) renal arteries and right (18) and left (19) gonadal arteries part from 
the abdominal (14) part of the aorta which later splits into the right (20) and left (21) iliac arteries and the middle 
caudal artery (not shown). B: The murine aorta is composed of VSMCs from at least 6 different developmental 
origins as indicated by the respective colours. Patches indicate a mixed origin. The developmental origin 
corresponding to each colour is denoted at the left. This figure is adapted from [320; 326; 327]. 
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Supplementary figure II: System for mouse numbering. Ears of mice were marked by punches as indicated in the 
figure. The numbers 1-99 were built by combination of one right ear (unit position) and one left ear (decade) mark 
(left ear + right ear = number). Complete punch (1-3/10-30, left), half punch (4-6/40-60, middle), double half 
punch (7-9/70-90, right). 

 

Supplementary figure III: Technical steps to correlate cells measured in cGMP/FRET measurements with the 
associated IF staining. Schematic step by step explanation of the steps that were performed to identify cells that 
have been measured in cGMP/FRET measurements in the subsequent IF staining (A). Representation of Important 
steps with images from a cGMP/FRET measurement and subsequent IF staining (B). Steps 1-6 were performed 
after the cGMP/FRET measurements and documentation of the IF staining using FIJI. A: Before starting a 
cGMP/FRET measurement, cells were documented by their sensor fluorescence (F, snapshot) and their position 
on the coverslip was assessed with a brightfield (BF) image of the grid (top). After IF staining the same region was 
identified via the coordinates of the grid and an BF image of the grid as well as fluorescence images of the staining 
were acquired. (1) The angle of one grid line was determined in both BF images and the BF of the IF staining was 
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rotated to match the angles. (2) A transparent overlay of both BF images was created and (3) the image of the 
cGMP/FRET measurement was moved until both grids matched (sharp non-blurry overlay). (4) The fluorescence 
image of the nuclear staining was rotated by the angle determined in 1 and the snapshot was pasted as a 
transparent overlay at the position determined in 3. The red asterisk marks the cell shown at the left as 
nucleus/snapshot overlay. (5) The coarse alignment performed in 1-3 was refined by small rotations of the 
fluorescence image and translation of the snapshot until the nuclear staining and the snapshot overlayed as good 
as possible. (6) The refined rotation angle was applied to the fluorescence images of all fluorophores (including 
the nuclear staining) and the images were cropped at the refined snapshot position. Now all cells of the IF staining 
were at the exact same position as the cells during the cGMP/FRET measurement. BF: brightfield, cGMP: 3’,5’-
cyclic guanosine monophosphate, F: fluorescence, FRET: Förster resonance energy transfer, IF: 
immunofluorescence. B: Fluorescence and BF image of a cGMP/FRET measurement (YFP fluorescence of cGi500 
is shown in green) with subsequent IF staining for αSMA (red) and DNA (blue) (top). Overlay of both BF images at 
the end of step 3 (middle). At the end of step 6 the positions of cells during the cGMP/FRET measurement matched 
the positions of the cells after IF staining (bottom). Scale bars are 100 μm. αSMA: α-smooth muscle actin, BF: 
brightfield, cGi500: cGMP indicator with an apparent EC50 of 500 nM, DNA: 2’-deoxyribonucleic acid. 

 

Supplementary figure IV: Order of 
paraffin sections in slide series. 
Consecutive paraffin sections (10 μm 
thickness) were distributed across all 
slides of a series in columns. Each 
circle represents a section, the 
number indicates the cutting order. 
“1.1” indicates the first slide of series 
1 and “1.5” the fifth slide of series 1. 
The distance between sections on 
each slide (20 sections per column, 5 
slides per series) is indicated by 
arrows at the left. 
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Supplementary figure V: NO-only cells from GC-B knockout mice resemble CNP-preferring cells from control 
mice. Primary aortic VSMCs from control (cGi(L1) +/L1 x GC-B LacZ +/+) and GC-B knockout (cGi(L1) +/L1 x GC-B 
LacZ/LacZ) mice were cultured on gridded coverslips for 5 days, classified by their cGMP response patterns (FRET 
measurement) and subsequently analysed for αSMA (A) and SM22α (B) expression. The percentage of cells in 
each category was calculated and compared between control and GC-B knockout cultures (C). A-B: Analysis of 
αSMA (A) and SM22α (B) expression in ANP-preferring, CNP-preferring and NO-only cells from control and GC-B 
knockout mice by IF staining (double staining). Top: Representative image section after cGMP/FRET measurement 
and subsequent staining for αSMA (green), SM22α (red) and DNA (blue). The cGMP response patterns are 
indicated by the respective colour. Bottom: The expression of αSMA and SM22α (control: 71 cells, 1 coverslip, 1 
mouse; GC-B knockout: 108 cells, 1 coverslip, 1 mouse) for ANP-preferring (orange), CNP-preferring (cyan) and 
NO-only (grey) cells is quantified. Each dot represents an individual VSMC. Data are represented as mean + SEM. 
Statistical significance is indicated by asterisks (*** p<.001). Scale bars are 50 μm. C: Bars indicate the fraction of 
cells in each category under each condition (cumulated numbers, no mean). Control (212 cells, 2 coverslips, 1 
mouse), GC-B knockout (215 cells, 2 coverslips, 1 mouse). 
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Supplementary figure VI: Overview of cGMP signalling patterns in primary aortic VSMCs. Mouse models 
expressing the cGi500 biosensor under different conditions were used to ascertain that the cGMP signalling 
heterogeneity detected in VSMC cultures is not based on a heterogeneous cell origin. Primary aortic VSMCs from 
these mice (≤ 18 weeks) were cultured on glass coverslips and classified by their cGMP response patterns (FRET 
measurement). This figure summarises the results obtained in all experiments under “standard” conditions (e.g., 
primary VSMCs, 12-24 h serum starvation). A: Schematic representation of cell culture models shown in (B). 
Global: mice expressing cGi500 in all cells/tissues – SMC: mice expressing cGi500 in SMCs under the control of a 
constitutively active Cre (SM22-Cre) – Adventitia-free: mice expressing cGi500 in SMCs under the control of a 
constitutively active Cre (SM22-Cre). Enzymatic adventitia removal was applied before VSMCs were isolated from 
the aorta. Left: Expression of cGi500 in mice. The aorta is highlighted. Red indicates mTomato expression in non-
recombined cells/tissues; green indicates expression of cGi500 in recombined cells/tissues. Middle: Expression of 
cGi500 in the intact aorta (left) and the cleaned part used for VSMC cultures (right). Dashed lines indicate the part 
that is used for isolation of VSMCs; solid lines surrounding the aorta indicate the adventitia; Right: Expression of 
cGi500 in primary cultured VSMCs directly before cGMP/FRET measurements. Spindle-shaped cells indicate 
contractile VSMCs; Cobblestone-shaped cells indicate modulated VSMCs or adventitia-derived cells; blue dots 
represent the nucleus; cyan circle represents the coverslip. B: Comparison of NP preference in primary aortic VSMC 
cultures described in (A). Bars indicate the fraction of cells in each category (cumulated numbers, no mean). 
Global (2440 cells, 45 coverslips, 43 mice) – SMC (373 cells, 17 coverslips, 10 mice) – Adventitia-free (53 cells, 4 
coverslips, 3 mice). 
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Supplementary figure VII: Experimental design to analyse the role of GC-B expression in VSMCs for atherosclerosis. SMC-selective GC-B knockout and control mice were bred 
on an ApoE-deficient background to assess the effect of GC-B-dependent cGMP signalling in VSMCs on atherosclerosis development. After induction of atherosclerosis by an 
atherogenic diet, plaque size (1) was determined in whole mounts. Paraffin sections of the aortic arch were prepared (2) and the enrichment with GC-B LacZ reporter cells (3) was 
assessed. Plaque structure was analysed by IHC stainings (4). For some aortas the plaque rich parts were separated from the less enriched parts (I). The SMC-selective knockout 
was verified by PCR (II) and western blotting (III). Yellow: unstained plaques – red: Oil Red O-stained plaques – brown: IHC-stained area – blue: X-gal-stained nuclei – light blue: 
glass slide for immobilisation – white/grey: non-plaque tissue – thin grey lines: sections – y-shaped symbol: antibodies. 
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Supplementary figure VIII: X-gal+ cells in atherosclerotic plaques of GC-B LacZ reporter mice (LacZ-ctrl, Smko) 
were frequently positive for MAC-2 but rarely for αSMA as indicated by IHC stainings. To characterise 
potentially modulated/transdifferentiated GC-B-expressing VSMC-derived cells in atherosclerotic plaques, GC-B 
LacZ reporter mice (Smko, LacZ-ctrl) mice were bred on an ApoE-deficient background. After SMC-selective GC-B 
ablation by tamoxifen injection, mice were fed an atherogenic diet for 18 weeks to develop atherosclerotic 
plaques and GC-B LacZ reporter positive (X-gal+) cells were visualised via X-gal staining. Sections of the 
atherosclerotic aortic arch were stained for MAC-2 (marker for macrophage-like cells, A) and αSMA (marker for 
contractile and fibrous cap VSMCs, B) by IHC. A-B: Exemplary images of IHC stainings for MAC-2 (A) and αSMA 
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(B) in plaque sections from LacZ-ctrl (top) and Smko (bottom) mice. Genotype is indicated at the left. The border 
between plaque and media is indicated by a dashed white line. All images are oriented with the plaque facing top 
and the media facing bottom. MAC-2+ area appeared brown. Blue staining indicated nuclei of GC-B LacZ reporter 
(X-gal+) cells. White arrowheads indicate MAC-2/X-gal (A) and αSMA/X-gal (B) double positive cells, respectively. 
P: plaque, M: media. Scale bars are 50 μm. Plaque sections from 3 Smko and 2 LacZ-ctrl mice are shown. 

7.2 Supplementary tables 

Supplementary table I: Common reagents and their brand. 

Reagent Company Reagent Company 

Acetic acid Sigma-Aldrich K4Fe(CN)6 Roth 

Bromophenol blue Roth KH2PO4 Roth 

CaCl2 Roth Methanol Sigma-Aldrich 

D-glucose Fisher MgCl2•6 H2O Roth 

Dimethyl sulfoxide Roth NaCl Roth 

EDTA•2 H2O Roth Na2HPO4•2 H2O Roth 

Ethanol Sigma-Aldrich Na L-glutamate•H2O Merck 

Glutardialdehyde (25 %) Roth NaOH (pellets) Roth 

Glycerol Roth SDS Roth 

HCl (37 %) Roth Toluene Roth 

HEPES Roth Tris (Trizma base) Sigma-Aldrich 

Hoechst No. 33258 Sigma-Aldrich Tween-20 Roth 

KCl Sigma-Aldrich Xylene cyanol Roth 

K3Fe(CN)6 Merck   

 

Supplementary table II: Common compounds and their brand. The catalogue (#) and/or Lot number are 
indicated in parentheses. 

Compound Company Compound Company 

ANP 
(1-28, #1912) 

Tocris Milk powder 
(#T145.2) 

Roth 

BSA 
(#8076.4) 

Roth NDS 
(#S30-100ML) 

Millipore 

CNP 
(1-22, #3520) 

Tocris NGS 
(#S26-100ML) 

Millipore 

DEA/NO 
(#ALX-430-034-M010) 

Axxora Tamoxifen 
(#T5648-1G) 

Sigma-Aldrich 

FCS 
(#10270106, Lot-41G6601K) 

Gibco X-gal 
(#15520018) 

Invitrogen 
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Supplementary table III: Brand names and the companies they belong to. 

Brand name Company 

A. Hartenstein A. Hartenstein GmbH, Würzburg, Germany 

Abcam Abcam plc, Cambridge, MA, USA 

AHF AHF analysentechnik AG, Tübingen, Germany 

Allied Vision Allied Vision Technologies GmbH, Stadtroda, Germany 

Altromin Altromin Spezialfutter GmbH & Co. KG, Lage, Germany 

Avantor VWR International GmbH, Darmstadt, Germany 

Axxora Enzo Biochem Inc., Farmingdale, NY, USA 

B. Braun B. Braun Melsungen AG, Melsungen, Germany 

Bio-Rad Bio-Rad Laboratories Inc., Hercules, CA, USA 

Biologix Biologix Group Ltd., Jinan, Shandong, China 

Biometra Analytik Jena AG, Jena, Germany 

Bioron Bioron GmbH, Römerberg, Germany 

Biozym Biozym Scientific GmbH, Hessisch Oldendorf, Germany 

Canon Canon Deutschland GmbH, Krefeld, Germany 

Cedarlane Cedarlane, Burlington, ON, Canada 

Cell Signaling Cell Signaing Technology Inc., Danvers, MA, USA 

ChemSolute Th. Geyer GmbH & Co. KG, Renningen, Germany 

Chroma Chroma Technology Corp., Bellows Falls, VT, USA 

Dianova Biozol Diagnostica Vertrieb GmbH, Eching, Germany 

Dow Dow Europe GmbH, Wiesbaden, Germany 

Dunnlab Dunn Labortechnik GmbH, Asbach, Germany 

Entosphinx Ento sphinx s.r.o., Pardubice, Czech Republic 

F•S•T Fine Science Tools Inc., Foster City, CA, USA 

Fisher Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc., Waltham, MA, USA 

GE Healthcare General Electric Corp., Chicago, IL, USA 

Genaxxon Genaxxon bioscience GmbH, Ulm, Germany 

Gibco Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc., Waltham, MA, USA 

Invitrogen Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc., Waltham, MA, USA  

KNF Neuberger KNF Neuberger GmbH, Freiburg im Breisgau, Germany 

Leica Leica Biosystems GmbH, Wetzlar, Germany 

Life Technologies Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc., Waltham, MA, USA 

Obermeier Kurt Obermeier GmbH & Co. KG, Bad-Berleburg, Germany 

Macherey-Nagel Macherey-Nagel GmbH & Co. KG, Düren, Germany 

Maybelline L'Oréal S.A., Clichy, France 

Menzel Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc., Waltham, MA, USA 

Merck Merck KGaA, Darmstadt, Germany 
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Brand name Company 

Microm PHC Holding Corp., Dreieich, Germany 

Millipore Merck KGaA, Darmstadt, Germany 

MP Biomedicals MP Biomedicals LLC, Santa Ana, CA, USA 

Nippon Genetics Nippon Genetics Co. Ltd., Bunkyo-ku, Tokyo, Japan 

Photometrics Teledyne Photometrics Inc., Tucson, AZ, USA 

QImaging QImaging Corp., Surrey, BC, Canada 

Roche F. Hoffmann-La Roche AG, Basel, Switzerland 

Roth Carl Roth GmbH & Co. KG, Karlsruhe, Germany 

Saint-Gobain Compagnie de Saint-Gobain, Courbevoie, France 

Schott Schott AG, Mainz, Germany 

Sigma-Aldrich Merck KGaA, Darmstadt, Germany 

Science Services Science Services GmbH, München, Germany 

Simport Simport Scientific Inc., Bernard-Pilon Beloeil, QC, Canada 

SPOT Imaging Diagnostic Instruments Inc., Sterling Heights, MI, USA 

ssniff ssniff Spezialdiäten GmbH, Soest, Germany 

Thermo Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc., Waltham, MA, USA 

Thomy Nestlé S.A., Vevey, Switzerland 

TILL Photonics TILL Photonics GmbH, Gräfeling, Germany 

Tocris Bio-Techne Corp., Minneapolis, MN, USA 

Ushio Ushio Europe B.V., BD Oude Meer, The Netherlands 

Vector Labs Vector Laboratories Inc., Burlingame, CA, USA 

Visitron Visitron Systems GmbH, Puchheim, Germany 

Warner Instruments Harvard Bioscience Inc., Hamden, CT, USA 

Yokogawa Yokogawa Electric Corp., Musashino, Tokyo, Japan 

ZEISS Carl Zeiss AG, Oberkochen, Germany 
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Supplementary table IV: Common antibodies and their dilutions. WB: Western blot; IHC: Immunohistochemistry; 
IF: Immunofluorescence. 

Antibody Company Dilution Source 

αSMA A2547 Sigma-Aldrich 1:500 IF Mouse 

αSMA ab124964 Abcam 1:2000 IHC Rabbit 

cGKI (DH) AG Feil 1:5000 WB Rabbit 

FSP 1 07-2274 Millipore 1:300 IF Rabbit 

GAPDH 2118 Cell Signaling 1:1000 WB Rabbit 

GC-B Donation Hannes Schmidt 1:5000 WB Guinea pig 

Mac-2 Cl8942 Cedarlane 1:200 IHC Rat 

NO-GC β1 1A Donation Andreas Friebe 1:800 IF Rabbit 

NO-GC β1 2A Donation Andreas Friebe 1:10 000 WB Rabbit 

PDGFRα 3174 Cell Signaling 1:500 IF Rabbit 

SM22α ab14106 Abcam 1:1000 WB 

1:500 IF 

Rabbit 

α-mouse Alx488 A11029 Life Technologies 1:500 IF Goat 

α-mouse Alx555 A21424 Life Technologies 1:500 IF Goat 

α-rabbit Alx488 A11008 Life Technologies 1:500 IF Goat 

α-rabbit Alx555 A21428 Life Technologies 1:500 IF Goat 

α-guinea pig HRP 706-035-148 Dianova 1:10 000 WB Donkey 

α-rabbit HRP 70749 Cell Signaling 1:5000 WB Goat 

α-rabbit biotinylated BA-1000 Vector Labs 1:250 IHC Goat 

α-rat biotinylated BA-4001 Vector Labs 1:250 IHC Rabbit 
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Supplementary table V: PCR primer 

Primer Sequence (5’ → 3’) 

Cre800 GCTGCCACGACCAAGTGACAGCAATG 

Cre1200 GTAGTTATTCGGATCATCAGCTACAC 

BB01 CTCTGCTGCCTCCTGGCTTCT 

BB02 CGAGGCGGATCACAAGCAATA 

BB03 TCAATGGGCGGGGGTCGTT 

BB22 TGCCACCCTATCCTTAGTCC 

BB23 GTGTTCTGGCAGCACCAC 

BB24 TCGCTATTACGCCAGCTG 

BB27 GCCACTTTTGCACCCGGATG 

BB29 CCTGCTTTGATGCCATTATCG 

BB30 CTGCAACAACCAAAGCTCAG 

RF115 GCCTAGCCGAGGGAGAGCCG 

RF117 GCCGCCCCGACTGCATCT 

RF151 AGTTCTTGTGTGACTTGGGAG 
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Supplementary table VI: PCR programs 

Mouse line Primer (volume) Product size PCR program 

SM22-Cre 

αSMA-CreERT2 

Cre800 

Cre1200 

(0.25 μL) 

(0.25 μL) 

tg 

+ 

402 bp 

none 

95 °C 5 min  

95 °C 10 sec  

58 °C 30 sec 35x 

72 °C 30 sec  

72 °C 5 min  

cGi(L1) 

cGi(L2) 

BB01 

BB02 

BB03 

(0.3 μL) 

(0.3 μL) 

(0.3 μL) 

+ 

L1 

L2 

330 bp 

250 bp 

250 bp 

95 °C 5 min  

95 °C 10 sec  

61 °C 30 sec 35x 

72 °C 30 sec  

72 °C 5 min  

GC-B LacZ 

BB22 

BB23 

BB24 

(0.25 μL) 

(0.25 μL) 

(0.25 μL) 

LacZ 

+ 

398 bp 

348 bp 

94 °C 3 min  

94 °C 30 sec  

57 °C 30 sec 35x 

72 °C 30 sec  

72 °C 10 min  

GC-B flox 

BB27 

BB29 

BB30 

(0.3 μL) 

(0.3 μL) 

(0.3 μL) 

L2 

+ 

L1 

684 bp 

506 bp 

448 bp 

94 °C 3 min  

94 °C 30 sec  

59 °C 30 sec 35x 

72 °C 45 sec  

72 °C 5 min  

ApoE 

RF115 

RF117 

RF151 

(0.3 μL) 

(0.075 μL) 

(0.3 μL) 

- 

+ 

245 bp 

163 bp 

95 °C 5 min  

95 °C 10 sec  

65 °C 30 sec 35x 

72 °C 30 sec  

72 °C 5 min  
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Supplementary table VII: Summary of cGMP signalling patterns from all ex vivo cGMP/FRET measurements. All 
cGMP signalling patterns that were measured in healthy arteries (pooled from aorta and branching vessels, see 
Figure 17 B for a representative measurement) and atherosclerotic plaques (pooled from control and GC-B LacZ 
reporter mice, see Figure 18 B and C for representative measurements, respectively) are summarised. The cGMP 
signalling patterns indicate to which stimuli (CNP, ANP, NO) a cGMP/FRET response was detected within the same 
region/cell. Only cGMP/FRET signals that were verified by clear antiparallel development of CFP (F480) and YFP 
(F535) fluorescence were included. For instance, the cGMP signalling pattern “ANP – NO” includes regions/cells 
that reacted as shown in Figure 17 B (top) and “NO” includes regions/cells that reacted as shown in Figure 17 B 
(bottom). If a region/cell reacted to at least one of the three stimuli (e.g., ANP) but it was unclear whether or not 
it reacted to the other stimuli (e.g., CNP or NO), it was defined as “unclear response pattern”. 

cGMP signalling pattern Healthy arteries 

[% of analysed regions] 

   Atherosclerotic plaques 

   [% of analysed regions] 

CNP 0.0 % 4.1 % 

CNP – ANP 0.0 % 7.8 % 

CNP – ANP – NO 0.0 % 21.8 % 

CNP – NO 0.4 % 4.1 % 

ANP 10.5 % 15 % 

ANP – NO 48.5 % 16.1 % 

NO 31.7 % 11.9 % 

Unclear response pattern 8.9 % 19.2 % 

Total regions analysed 515 193 
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7.3 Extended methods 

7.3.1 Calculation of cGMP/FRET ratios 

1. Correct fluorescence signals of cells for background artefacts (excitation light, environment 
light, etc.). 
 

�̅�480𝑡
𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 = �̅�480(𝑅𝑂𝐼)𝑡 − �̅�480(𝑏𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑)𝑡 

�̅�535𝑡
𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 = �̅�535(𝑅𝑂𝐼)𝑡 − �̅�535(𝑏𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑)𝑡 

 
2. Calculate the �̅�480/�̅�535 ratio as an indicator for [cGMP]. 

 

�̅�𝑡 =
�̅�480𝑡

𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑

�̅�535𝑡
𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑

 

 
3. Normalise ratio and single traces to baseline (signal before first drug application). 

 

�̅�𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒 = ∑ �̅�𝑡

𝑡1

𝑡=0

 

𝑅 (~[𝑐𝐺𝑀𝑃]) =
�̅�𝑡 − �̅�𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒

�̅�𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒

× 100 [%] =
𝛥�̅�𝑡

�̅�𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒

× 100 [%]  

 

t: time point within the measurement (each image represents one time point) 

�̅�𝟒𝟖𝟎/𝟓𝟑𝟓𝒕
: mean fluorescence intensity in the CFP (480) or YFP (535) channel at the indicated 

time point 

�̅�: ratio of CFP/YFP fluorescence (inverse of FRET) 

�̅�𝒃𝒂𝒔𝒆𝒍𝒊𝒏𝒆: mean ratio of the baseline 

t1: last time point of the baseline (usually the first 30 images = 150 s of a measurement are 

taken) 

7.3.2 Semi-automatic quantification of cGMP/FRET responses with Origin Pro 

1. Plot cGMP/FRET ratio traces together with drug applications into separate graphs (Script: 
PlotRatios.ogs) using Origin. Choose traces of cells that reacted to all stimuli and set up 
baseline correction with “Peak Analyzer”. Choose an exponential function for baseline 
correction. Place two anchor points at the beginning and end of the trace and one anchor point 
between each signal. Choose “snap to spectrum” to place anchor points to actual data points 
of the ratio trace. This is necessary for batch processing of all traces. Use the preview function 
to verify that the baseline is corrected properly. Select to overwrite the original data. Safe 
settings and test with 2-3 further traces (adjust settings if necessary). Perform baseline 
correction by batch processing with all signals. If no exponential function can be used for 
baseline correction, choose “Interpolation”. In this case the baseline correction is performed 
without batch processing. 
Inspect all corrected traces (ignore “na” cells) to verify that baseline correction worked 
properly. If it did not work for single cells, replace the trace by the original one and adjust 
parameters for this cell individually. 

2. Smooth ratio traces using a custom script (Script: BatchSmoothAndPlot.ogs). This script uses 
the “Loess” function to smooth ratio traces and plots the smoothed traces on top of the 
original one. The “span” option of this function is adjusted for every measurement to achieve 
proper smoothing. Values close to 1 lead to extreme smoothing (signals are cut off) and values 
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close to 0 lead to noisy signals. The “span” is usually set to a value between 0.03 and 0.07. Use 
the preview function to optimise the value with 2-3 exemplary traces. Note value for the 
measurement and run script. 
Inspect the overlay of smoothed and original trace to verify that the smoothed function follows 
the ratio trace. 

3. Use “Peak Analyzer” to determine the peak height of all signals. Choose a ratio trace (not 
smoothed) of a cell that responded to all stimuli. Mark the beginning, centre, and end of each 
signal in the “Peak Analyzer”. Choose peak centre and height as output and safe settings. Select 
all smoothed ratio traces and use batch analysis to determine all peak heights and centres. 

4. Split heights and centres (Script: SplitHeightCenter.ogs) to individual sheets. Copy peak heights 
to an evaluation template in MS Excel. This template assigns the NP preference based on the 
response pattern of the respective cell. 
Plot the peak centres into the ratio traces. Inspect every trace to verify that the centre matches 
the maximum of the peak. If it failed, assess the peak height manually and correct the value in 
the evaluation sheet. Also set values to “0” where no (validated) signal was elicited by a 
stimulus. 

7.3.3 Semi-automatic quantification of IHC-stained area in histological sections of 

atherosclerotic plaques 

1. Open an image of a section stained by IHC with Fiji. Set scale to 3.36 pixel/μm (5x objective, 
2.5x mount). Use “enhance contrast” function to improve visibility of the plaque structure. 

2. Use a polygon selection to mark the plaque and its cap region: 
a. Start at the luminal side of the plaque and follow the plaque until it merges with the 

media. Find the elastin fibre (not stained) that is not disrupted and closest to the 
luminal side. Follow this fibre to mark the inner border of the plaque. Close the 
selection, add as ROI and label as “plaque 1”. 

b. The cap is defined as the 30 μm luminal layer of the plaque. Duplicate the “plaque 1” 
ROI, change line thickness to 60 μm and change colour of this ROI. Check “Show all” 
and uncheck “Label”. Now the inner border of the line is exactly 30 μm away from the 
border of the plaque (it is extended 30 μm in each direction). Use a polygon selection 
to draw a ROI along the inner border of this ROI until the media is reached. Continue 
the ROI at the luminal side. It does not need to follow the plaque border, but the 
complete cap must be enclosed in this ROI. Select this ROI and the ROI “plaque 1”. Use 
“AND” to combine both ROIs to a new selection. Add selection as ROI and label “cap 
1”. By using “AND”, the cross section of both ROIs is created as selection. As the new 
ROI defines the inner border of the fibrous cap and the “plaque 1” ROI the outer 
border of the plaque, the cross section contains the complete cap. 

c. Repeat (a)-(b) with all plaques of the section. Save all “plaque” and “cap” ROIs and 
discard the rest. These ROIs will be used to quantify the total plaque and cap area, 
respectively (step 13). 

3. Process all stainings as described above. 

Second, the parameters to semi-automatically mark the IHC+ area are determined. 

4. Open 6-8 images of an IHC staining and the negative control in Fiji. Place a circular ROI in a 
tissue free region of the first image (the more central the better). Use the BIOP 
SimpleColorBalance plugin to perform a white balance of the image. Continue with the next 
image until all images are processed. This step is necessary for successful performance of the 
next step. 

5. Use Fiji’s “Color deconvolution” and select “H DAB”. Fiji splits the image in a “haematoxylin” 
and a “DAB” channel. As no “haematoxylin” staining is performed, these images can be 
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discarded. The “DAB” channel contains the IHC-stained area (+ background) only as a “grey 
scale” image and can therefore be easily thresholded. Repeat this step with all open images. 

6. Use the “Threshold” function to apply a threshold to the deconvoluted images: 
a. Select “Threshold” and use “Autothreshold” to get good starting parameters. Set the 

lower limit to “0” (the darkest value refers to the most intense staining). Adjust the 
upper limit until only IHC+ area is visible. It can be difficult to decide this in the 
deconvoluted images. Therefore, use the non-deconvoluted image and the negative 
control as reference. Note down the upper limit. 

b. Repeat step (a) with all deconvoluted images and take the previous upper limit as 
reference. Compare all upper limits. They should be similar. Chose a value in this range 
and test it on all images. If it is acceptable, verify this value with the negative control. 

c. Note the limits of the threshold, e.g., “0-185”. 

Third, the parameters for the threshold are used to mark the IHC+ area with ROIs. All images are 

processed sequentially. 

7. Open an IHC staining image in Fiji and perform steps (5)-(6). For step (6) directly use the limits 
noted in (6c). 

8. Use the “Analyze Particles” to assess the stained area automatically. This function must be 
used several times to exclude holes within the staining and to include stained parts within 
these holes. The standard settings are: Size (pixel^2): 0-Infinity | Circularity: 0-1 | Show: 
Nothing | Add to Manager: checked. Additional settings must be included for some of the 
repetitions and are indicated accordingly: 

a. “Analyze particles” and select all ROIs in the ROI manager. Combine ROIs with “OR”, 
add combined ROI and label it “area1”. This will mark all stained area, including “holes” 
within the staining. Delete separate ROIs. 

b. Invert image and “Analyze particles” with the additional option “Exclude on edges” 
checked. Combine ROIs with “OR” as “holes1”. This will mark the holes within the 
stained area. Delete separate ROIs. It is important to select “exclude on edges” in this 
step only. Otherwise, unstained area touching the edge of the image will be included 
as stained area later. 

c. Invert image, select “holes1” and repeat step (a). This will mark all stained area within 
the holes. Label the new ROI as “area2”. If nothing is selected (no staining within holes), 
continue with step (e). 

d. Invert image, select “area2” and “Analyze particles”. Combine ROIs with “OR” as 
“holes2”. This will mark the holes within the inner stained area. Delete separate ROIs. 
If nothing is selected (no holes in the inner stained area), skip step (f) later. Invert 
image to restore the initial threshold image. 

e. Combine “area1” and “holes1” with “XOR” as “staining1”. This will exclude the holes 
from the stained area. 

f. Combine “area2” and “holes2” with “XOR” as “staining2”. This will exclude the holes 
from the inner stained area. If no “holes2” exist, use “area2” instead of “staining2” in 
the next step. 

g. Combine “staining1” and “staining2” with “OR” as “IHC_staining”. Discard all other 
ROIs and save. This ROI should contain only the stained area. For verification, choose 
a fill colour for the ROI and show in the original image. All stained area should be 
concealed by this ROI. 

9. Repeat this procedure (7)-(8) with all images of stainings that were performed and recorded 
in parallel. 

Fourth, the ROIs defining the plaque area are used to mark the IHC+ area in the plaque/cap only. 
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10. Open an image and the respective ROI sets created in step (2) (plaque/cap area) and in step 
(8) (IHC+ area). Combine “plaque 1” and “IHC_staining” as “IHC_plaque 1”. Combine “cap 1” 
and “IHC_staining” as “IHC_cap 1”. These ROIs mark the stained area within the plaque/cap 
only. 

11. Repeat step (10) until all plaques of the given section are processed and save ROIs. 
12. Repeat this procedure (10)-(11) with all images 

Last, the IHC+ area is quantified and normalised to the plaque/cap area. 

13. Open an image and the respective ROI set created in steps (2) and (10). Set scale to 
3.36 pixel/μm (5x objective, 2.5x mount). Select all ROIs (“plaque”, “cap”, “IHC plaque”, “IHC 
cap”) and use “Multi measure” to quantify the area of all ROIs and export data. 

14. Import areas in MS Excel and calculate IHC+ area of the “core” and the total area of the “core”. 
This is exemplarily shown for the total area: 
 

𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒  [𝜇𝑚2 ] = 𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑞𝑢𝑒 [𝜇𝑚2 ] −   𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑐𝑎𝑝 [𝜇𝑚2] 

15. Normalise the IHC+ area to the total area of the respective structure. Below the calculation for 
the IHC+ cap area is described exemplarily. The calculations for the “complete plaque” and the 
“core” are performed accordingly. 
 

𝐼𝐻𝐶 − 𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎 (𝑐𝑎𝑝)[%] =
𝐼𝐻𝐶 − 𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎(𝑐𝑎𝑝)[𝜇𝑚2]

𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎(𝑐𝑎𝑝) [𝜇𝑚2]
 × 100 [%] 
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